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HEALTH CARE COSTS AND THEIR, EFFECTS ON
THE ECONOMY

THURSDAY, APRIT, 12, 1984..., , .,

.; CONGRESS OF TAR UNITE)) STATES,
. -r

,
. . tlioiNT ECONOMIC Cii"1417M,

..
i

Igton, DC.
The committee met, purstiant to notice, at 9 :40 a.ni., in room SD -C28 ) tii t.Dirksen Senate Office Building, lion. Roger W. Jepson (chairman of 0

the committee) presiding,, ' ,, ( .i '''Present : Senator Jepsan, .". - i lc
Also present : William Irinerfrock, legislative assistant to Senator.Jepsen ; and Mary E. Eccles, prCifessional staff member.

.
.

OTENING STATEMENT OF SENATORIEPSEN, CHAIRMAN

Senator JE113EN. We now call this hearing to order.
The topic of-toefty'shearing is health care costs and their effects on(\t,the economy.
First. of all, I Would like to take this opportunity to thank all of

he witnes§es and the guests here this morning for taking the time tobe hereJ know that. the testimony presented today will maketall ourtime wall spent.
Several (months ago, I was talking with a group of Iowans about .. .health care costs and someone asked the question, "Who's to blame for ,

'skyrocketing health care costs r' One person in the group offered that "1
.,qit was tie5_doctors' fault, another suggested that perhaps the hospitals

1wore to le*me, still.another suggestect that actually it was neither;---but rather it was the insurance 'companies that were driving up thecost of health care. 1,'m sure this is familiar and you've heard that type ;.,.

of roundrobin discussion before. .
.

Well, as we discussed the Matter further, we came to the conclusion
,

;that it was really unfair to blame just the doctors or the hospitals or
the insiirance companies; that indeed, consumers, business, and govern-\ mont had to share in the; yam° as well. I suppose the question, "Who's
to blame for skyrocketing health care costs?" can ttst be answered by
the cartoon ehafacter Pogo *ho once stpted, "We has met the enemyand it is us." , ,

1Whenever I get into a discussion about health care costs, T sin re-
,

minded of a statement. made h a former classmate of mine who,.upon
leaving, an examination room was asked, "How wee e the questions on ,
the exam? Did you have any trouble t" without hesitating, my friendreplied, "The, questions were easy. It was 'the answers that I had

. . ,tmuble with." ,.

I

(1)
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4$ I get molls and more involved in the health care debate, I find
that the vast: majority of people are all asking the right questions ;'

'---the answers that Cc are having trouble with right now.
NowI won't suggest that in one gearing or one series of hearings we

will be able to come up with the answers to the hiAalth care cost prob-
but it. is my hope that. perhaps we will be pble to gain it bette3

undergtanding of the problems being fitccel by consumers. businesses,,
providers, and insurers so that when we talk about possible solutions
it will he based upon.a common understanding of the problem.

As these charts indicate, health care costslave gone from approxi.
mately 5 percent, of our gross national. product. in 195010 almost. 11
percent of our gross national product rn 1982. Current estimlites" ere
for this rise t o,ront Mile throughout the remainder of this decade...and
on in to the next century. Now to put this into perspective, healthcare
costs, as a percentage of our gross national product., are rising faster

'than either the defensbudget or Social Security.
But rising health call costs are more thal just statistics or percent-

nes of the gross natiotinl product. Those _costs are coming out of the
pockets of hard-working men and Those costs are being borne
by elderly citizens who see health care eating more and mote into their
retirement income. Those costs are being paid by consumers in in-_
creased costs of goods atur setvices.

Lest anyone get the ivrong idea, that money isn't being thrown down
a bottomless hole. We are getting something for those dollars and that
something is the finest nuality health care in the world. Overutilization
is not the only reason that. health care costs have gone up. If we want
to go back to paying the same for health care that we paid in 1950:then
dive must also expect. that we will get the same quality of health care we-
got in 11)50.

For many vears.the American people have become accustoinefl to
hearing debate at the national level on the various policies of the Fed-
eral Governmentdefense policy economic policy, titx policy\wel far
policy, and most. recently, industrial ftolicy.

Of comtlimportance but (Ally recently focuSed upon, is theltiestion
of health policy.

Everyone agrees that health .Care costs have been n major concern of
colistnners, providers, insurers, and government official§ for quite dome
time. But other than examining health care costs as they affect the
medicare and- edicaid programs, little attention has been'p'aid to
health care costs as they affect the rest of the country.

. As the-chart indicates, health tare costs have been skycketing for
quite some time.

.When 1. first discussed the' idea of conducting a series of Joint
Economic Conmittee hearings on the problem of health care costs its

they affect the economy, I was met with the question : "'Why should the
Joint Economic.' Committee do this?

As everyone knows,..the Joint. Economic Committee does not litive
tt legislative mandate, but rather is charged with taking-a broad look
at Government policy and attempting to determine the economic
impact of those policies. For this reason, I believe this committee is-
uniquely .qualified to look at the\ problems of Wealth care costs beennse
we are not retrained by the boundaries of the medicare or medicalil
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programs. Nor are we limited in the kinds of -flys we can look at, the
effects of health care costs. - 1

As the. agenda indicates, today's &win seek to present testi-
mony from It wide Variety of witnesses representing some very diver,
gent. viewpoints. It was my hope id selecting these witnesset) thk get
as broad a spectrum of viewpoints as pogsible. Fov this reason, tve have
witnessesdirepresenting business, health providers, and con,sumers.-

l think that. if I. had to choose one word to describe thegoal wo are
all Striving for, it would be affordability, That t-Onnot9 accessibility.
.Tito American people have come to expect affordable health care as a
right. Frankly, I don't think this is an unreasonable expectation.

As a Faring and compassionate society, we must lit willing.to recApi
nizo that adequate and affordable health care is not a luxury but i'atI1711-
a necessity. As such, we must', be prepared to tike thiSse steps necessary
to bring this goal about.

As wo strive for affordability, -bow ever, we canno t, overlook the'
ALueod-to maintain quality.
4 After all, if it is a re atiye of yours on the operating table, you want

to know that ti}e physicians and staff performing the surgery are well -
trained and qualified to be doing the delicate.job.

That quality costs money.
Somelme has to pay for the training thht went into educating the

doctors and nurses.
Someone has to pay for the research that went into developing the

drugs being administered.
. And.someone has to pay for the high-tech equipment being used'to
diagnose and monito he patient.

In concluding in remarks, I would refer the other two charts
.wo have there and w that used on the basis of 100 in 1970 we find
that. whereas medical care has risen as illustrated by the green line,
the Consumer Price Index has risen ahink with it, but medical aare
is rising slightly higher than the Consumer Price Index or inflation.
Wo find. the cost of a hospital room has.rilen nearly twice as much
the same period of time. Employer contributions for employee health
insurance from 1950 to 1983we started out with about $780 million
in contributions and in 1983 it was $70:7 billion:

Interestingly enough, the medicare medicaid c(fts were .proiected
to cost. $7 billion by.1990 and it las ltround $7,7 billion in 1982. That's
(mite a ;meted degree, Of rimilarit5?: In any event, it's a lot of motley.
We've got some probleinsy.

I would like to once agalt thankeveryone for-attending this hearing
mid I look forward ,to hewing. the. testimony. f all of our witnesses.
We are, going' to have this morning the %limit that will 11 divided
into four panels: Each panelist has been asked to summarize his or
her statement, with the understanding that. the entire statement will
Appear in the record as if read. After all the panelists have presented
their oral testimony, then there will be time available for exchange
e ideas as well as questions,' NTT we have copies of ever:+one that is
testifying"toda);. I'd to remind the panelists that we're asking
that yon sums prize the key. points, and I'd also like to mention and
advise that this Wring is being televised by the C-SPAN cable net-
Work and as such we may have people watching'who are not familiar

8 e
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with some of the terms or the abbreviations that we use around the
Capitol here and that we kind of take for granted. For instance, many.
people don't know what an HMO is or never heard of PPO, and if
you intekd to use these. terms excessively I'd ask you to please explain
these during the question and answer periOd .or as you refer to them.

I'd like to welcome the first panel : the Honorable Joseph Califano,
former Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. Mr. Califano
is presently serving on the board of directors of the Clysler Corp.
and will be testifying on their behalf. And Mr. Jack Shelton, manager,
employee insurance department for the Ford Motor Co: Mr. Shelton
will be testifying on behalf of Ford.

I thank youin the jargon of the lingo that. they use around the
Capitol herdI thank you. gentlemen for taking time out of your
busy schedule to be hero on this most beautiful day to share with us
your expertise in this field.

You may proceed, Mr. Califano.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH A. CALIFANO, SR., A DIRECTOR,
CHRYSLER CORP.; CHAIRMAN, CHRYSLER.BOAIID OF DIRECTORS
COMMITTEE ON HEALTH CARE; ANp FORMER SEITRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

r. CALTFANO. Thank -you, Mr. Chairman.1 will read some excerpts
i`rbm my statement and t appreciate the entire statement being put in
the record.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify bn health care costs and
their effects on the economy.

The Chrysler Corp. is deeply concerned about rocketing health care
costs and believes that our, Nation must formulate a national health
poliqy if we aim to bring these costs under control.

The persistent, unbridled, inflationary rise in health care costs is
an unfair burden for millions of our citizen-consumiws, and for
American business as it seeks to compete with foreign industry. We
must reduce the cost of delivering high quality hearth care to our
people.

Trile reductions in costs will come only from fundamental changes
, in the way we deliver and pay for health4tplare. Those changes require

concerted action by all the playersemoyers and unions, the ad-,

ministration and the conOess, Federal, State, and local *government,
lawyers, insurance coMpanies, and the doctors, hospitals, laboratories,
drug companies; and other suppliers.

Unfortunately, the structure of the health care industry is such
that caps on payments by one purchaser produce largely illusionary
savings. The suppliers simply...shift costs to other purchasers or to
other parts of the system.

Controlling health, care costs has become the great health care cost
shell game. The Congress puts a cap on Medicare payments Co hos-
pitals and the hospitals just, pass the costs.off to the StateS. The States
put their own caps on medicaid hospital payments and the hospitals
)ust move the pea to the private insurers and the Blues. The Congress
establishes caps on medical procedures in hospitals and the doctors
move the pea outside the hospital to 'their offices or clinics.
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It's time, Mr. Chairman] to endilthe shell game and establish a
comprehensive national policy. to (kV with health care costs.

The statistics regarding health care costs are shocking. I won't re,-
peat what you said, Mr. Chairmap, but I would note that this Beath,
for the first -time in the history of our country, *mericans are spend-
ing more than $1 billion a day on htillth care.

These structural characteristics create a Frankenstein healthcare
payment system, with gargantuan growth on the supply side as we
train more physicians, build more hospital beds and invent more ex-
pensive meflical technologies, and with little, if any, resistance on the
demand side. .

The creation of this health care cost monster.did not
.

spring from
the brain of some demented doctor. We all contributed mightily to

/the effort.
4 Atherican businessrs, experiencing high growth in the post-World

War II period, has little concern as they expanded hkalth care bene-
fits. After all, hetilth care seemed a lot less expensive to give employees
than a higher perhour Wage.

Unions demanded more health Care coverage for their members,
especially since health premiums were tax-free fringe benefits to work-
ers. With each round of bargaining, managers who fought with other
suppliers over the price of each nail or screw and union leaders who
negotiat for each half-cent an hour kept adding health benefits to

..,contract out realizing that they were becoming hostage to costs
beyond' eir controlcosts that.over the long run enditagerediobs
and hobbled profits:

The Government also made its contribution; When the Medicare and
Medicaid Programs were instituted in the 1960's, the Government
was preoccupied with improving access to health .care for the elderly
and the poor. So we paid the political price by simply superimposing
those programs on the existing cost-baged, fee -for service system.

The doctorS amcliospitals initiallAr resisted these government p'o-
graips. But once the Congress legislated the fee-for-service, cost and
cost-plus reimbursement system into them, the doctors and hospital
administrators cheerfully joined in the creation of thi swollen health
care cost monster.

Lawyers, judges, and juries fed this Frankenstein by malpractice
.1 litigation. that established unpredictable and unrealistic standards of

negl igtence and whopping judgments against doctors and hospitals
who Tailed to run one test or another -
-It's not a new problem: Mr. Chairman. In 1968., president Lyndon

Jofinson. sent Congress a message on "Health in America'? citing three
maior deficiencies with the structure of the health care market:

Health insurance plansthat--encourage doctors and patients to
choose hospitalization even when other, less costly forms ofear° would
be equally effective;

The fee-for-service system of paying physicians with Ito strong eco-
nomic incentives to encourge them to avoid providing care that is
unnectssary ; and

Hospitals--- that -- charge on a cost basis which places no penalty
on inefficient operations.

lb
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President Johnson asked for legislation to test new payment sys-
tems. Congress refused to give him that legislation that. Year and it
has failed tcract decisively since then, despite th,c repeatea entreaties
of every President since Lyndon Johnson.

,At G,hrysler, as we fought for survival, we had to address the cost
of hgalth care. ,

It has not, been an easy task. In 1984, Chrysler's health care costs .
will exceed $400 million, making the Blues Chrysler's single largest
supplier. That's more than $1.1 million each day. This year Chrys-
ler's total health care billwhich includes Chrysler's medicare pqy-
roll tax and a pottion of the health insurance premiums of its sup-
plierswill exceed $550 for each ear we sell. That's down somewhatti

.-.

. in $600 a car last yearnot because inflation in health care costs
abated, but because we me selling more ears.

he cost of Chrysler's Health Care Programwhich covers em-
ployees, retirees and their dependentsgrew from $295 per active em-

. ployee in 1964 to some $5,700 per active employee today. Chrysler's
overall health insurance premium jumped from $81 million in 1970
to *64 million in 1983. This year Chrysler must sell about 70,0(10 ve-
hicles just to pay for its health care bills. ..----.

If something isn't done to reduce projected increases, Chryslees
health care costs could exceed $1 billion in 10 years, or $16,000 per
active worker.

If we could hold Chrysler's 1984 projected health care costs Co a
growth rate even 50 percent greater than the Consiemer Price Index,
we could save $25 million this year. -If Chrysler could reduce the rate ..

of increase in its health care costs just. 1 percent, Chryslet could save
more than $400 million over the next 10 years. t

Excessive health care costs are eroding America's ability* com-
pete with f eign companies, a subject you asked us to address, Mr.
Chairman. itsubishi Motor Corp., a Japanese car manufacturer in
which Chrys er its an investment, spends only $815 a year for an

- employee's liealth.care costs while each employee pays approximately
$374. Unlike Chrysler, Mitsubishi has no direct cost, for retirees or
their surviving spouses because of OUpan's national health coverage.
Chrygter's comparable cost per rict*e employee is $5,706-400 percent
higher than Mitsubishi's cost.. a

That gap may well increase. The Japanese novernment is moving
.-aggressively to control health care utilhation by seeking a law to
require a substantial copayment for employees, beginning at 10 per-
cent and rising to 20 percent. .

What does Chryslorr get for its health care dollar? A health care
inchistry that is expensive, wasteful, and inefficient. Let me share with
yOu a few examples of -what we are discovering as we analyze our own
health care plan in depth.

Among the Nation's medicare recipients; one of the top medical pro-
cedures performed is cataract surgery. The procedure takes about 20

e minutes and rarely requires a general anesthetic. r
The average opthamologist charge for this procedure in the Detroit

area is abent $2,000. If a doctor performed three of these procedures
a day, 4 days a. week, 42 weeks a year. he would earn more than $1
million, for less than 200 hours of actual surgery, and have a 10-week
vacation to boot. 0.

s-
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Compare this with,the typical charge of $1,500 for serious abdominal
surgery lasting 4 to 5 hours. . ..

We asked some doctors to investigate eight Detroit area hospitals
with extraordinarily high percentages of nonsurgical admissions for
low back problemS. This study showed that:two-thirdsof the hospital-
izationsand '2,264 out of 2,677 of the total hospital days, approxi-. . mately 85 percentWere inappropriate.

.

With respect to three of the hospitals audited, none of the admis-
sions'were finthd to be appropriate.

- .

Our physician, experts investigated the six Detroit, area libspitalS
.,. with the highest number of maternity admissions for our insured. In

more than 80 percent of the 61R cases studied, one or more of the hos-
p ital days were found to be unnecessaryit total of ON;er. 1,000 inappro-
priate days, almost a quarter of the time spent in the hospital

We havq no reason to believe that. Chrysler's experience is unique.
Similar waste and inefficiency-exists in aimost every health benefit
program in this country. Chrysler's preliminary investigation sug-
gests that. As muckas 25 percent of its hospital costs- may be due ,tq
waste and inefficiency. For Chrysler, elimination of those costs would
save almost. $50 million in '1084. .

Other studies have also found substantial evichmee of inappropriate
or unnecessary hospitalization. We cite them in the testimony: If we
reduced'the number of hospital days eApected in 1984 by 25 percent,
we would save more than $60 billionwithout adversely affecting the
quality of care.

l Chrysler is not sitting still. In less than' 2 years: we have acted to
save nearly $10 million annually.

We'set up a screening program for foot surgery, which cut utiliza-
tion 60 percent and saves over $1 million a year.

We began a program to promote generic drugs which saves $250,000
IT year. r-

We mandated second meteal opinions before certain elective stir-
.

genies. which saves $1 million a year.," .
.

We'institqted'programs to encourage outpatient surgery, which save
'$.2 million a year. .

We have started a new prograp in Michigan to. se Ten hospital'
missions and control lengths of stay for Chrysler's onhargaining:

unit employees. We project a savings of $2 million in,i s first year. If
ofP we could extend this program to Chrysler's United Auto Worker Om-

. ployees, which 'would require union agreement, we estimate we could
save $9 million in the first year. P

We mounted an intensive communication program,to educate bdth
employees and health care providers about these new corporationcini-
tiatives and the.cost of health cart*
:These steps are only the beginning. We are currently exploring sev-

eral, preferred provider arrangements, including programs for out-\ patient psychiatric services, laboratory tests, And prescription drugs.
In'short, Chrysler is trying to dp everything it can to control health

care cqsts by eliminating waste and inefficiency. Rut Chrysler and .

Imeridan business cannot along controlNhealth care costs. We need
help to restructure the financial incentives in America's health care
industry to eliminate its inefficiencies, and, where possible, to instill
some marketplace.discipline and competition.

12;
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tit More than 60 percent Of the colts of hospital care are paid by red-
eral, State, and local government.. Unless public expenditures and
Federal and State cost contaiment measures are part of a national'
health gblioy, it is inevitable that cost shifting will continue to &cur.

Sleight 'of hand tricks do not reduce healtircare costsCosts disap-
pearing from the Federal health care budget have a-remarkable ability
to reappear elsewhere in ,the system. the case of many elderly .
patients, for example, the incentive in the medicare DRO cap for early
discharge of hospital patients translates into early admission to nurs-
ing homes. The Federal Government plays this shell game because
medicaid pays for most nursing home,caret and the Slifes pay half the
medicaid billwhile the Federal Government gets no State help in
Paling the medicare bill.

Another variant of the health care costs shell game is the trend' to .

ambulatory surgery that has caused an explosion of new investment in
equipment and physical plant for outpatient surgery centers without
any concomitant reduction in hospital beds. As a result, hospitals con-
tinue to 'have the same high fixed costs, which must now be spread
over.fewer patients.

Rather than reducing the cost othealth care bfeliminating the ineffl-
N citineies and waste in the system, the Federal Government and the

States have thus far found it easier to refuse to pay their sharepgralir%
bing credit for reducing budget deficits, when they are only hiding the
actual health care costs under another shell. Rather than attack ethe r
structural defects in the health care financing system, the Coup*
and the administration have opted to im a hidden tax on Amen-.
can business and American citizens. The Federal Government's sayings
are the increased costs" for business and individuals.

Jfist an example or two of what recent .Federar po ans to
Chrysler. ,

In order to stave of bankruptcy in 1979, Chrysler had ink its
active work fo rysler pow pays for health care f rly as
many relives a ependents as active employees and thei epend-
ents. Moreover, the retirees are agin;., averaging almost 69 years and
getting older. We have more than 14, retirees age 70 or older; 6,000
are 80 or older.

For its retirees, Chrysler pays for many health care services not paid
by medicare. Therefore, as medicare seeksto ease its own financial crisis
by shifting costs to the individual, if that beneficiary is a Chrysler'
retiree, we pick up the cost:-

In 1965, a medicare beneficiary had to pay the first $46 of a hospital
stay; today that copayment is $856. Similarly, the daily copayment
for long-term hospital stays has risen from $10 to $89 per day for
the 60th to the 90th day of an admission. Chrysler absorbs 10Npereent
of these increases. The latest increase in the 'hospital -deductible alone
of medicare will cost Chrysler approximately $1 million a year. Our
citizens haven't, saved anything. Our Government has ply -hidden
the pea under another shell.

Here is one classic example of how the great health are cost shell
game affects Chrysler; The Tax Equity-and Fiscal Responsibility Act
of 1982 [TEFRA.] requires the employer's,groupliealth insurance to
provide the primary coverage for employees and their Spouses over age

That provision does not save our people a single dollar. It simply

13 -4/
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shifts the pea front medicare to the private sector. The cost to Chrysler
is $1.4 million in,1988 and will increase annually. The cost to all U.S.
businesses is over $1.5 billion. .. ,
, Some of the proposals for rescuing medicare are outrageous exam-
pies of the health care t shell game. For example, the proposal by the
Advisory Council on. ial Security to delay medicare eligibility from
age 66 to age 67 would ost Chrysler approximtitely $100 million over
the next 6 years. Over the next 10 years, the delay would coat American
business and citizens some $75 billion. It would shift the coat personally
to citizens not fortunate enough to have such coverage like Chryila's. .
And, it would not eliminate a single dollar of waste or inefficiency in
the health carer system.

' This Nation cannot afford further delay in establishing a natiobal
policy .to address the health care cost crisis. The raying of:America
is forcing the, issue, with an ever-growing population demanding more
expensive high tedinolX$y hospital care.

The effect of the aging of our population on health care costs is
sobering. The Congressional 4. udget Office now projects that Medi-
care's Hospital Insurance Trout Fund will go bust by the early 1990's.' , Yet, the Hospital Fund crisis is only the tip of the iceberg. Many
thoughtful Americans 'are deeply concerned about the frightening
levels of unfunded pension liability in our country. The crisis in the
Social Security system is the forerunner of far more serious financial
crises as we face up to unfunded Government and private sector pen-
Sion liabilities that many fear approach $1 trillion.

But few Americans have even begun to think about the unfunded
health carediabilities of our Ntition. AS our health care costs increase
and our population ages, the present, unfunded postemployment
health care cost liability p,f the Fortune 600 American companies
alonewith about 15 million active employeesapproaches $2 tril-
lion. The total assets of those companies was only $1.8 trillion in 1982.

That unfunded liability number alone should make us all realize
that in -health care costs we face the greatest financial find social crisis
in this Nation'l history.

Congress must begin to address the costs across' the :health care
system, and we welcome these hearings in that direction, Mr. Chair-

,man.
As a YIrst step, we recommend that: the Congress this year enact

legislation to establish a Nation Commission on Health Care Re-
form, similar.tothe National Co mission on Social Security Reform.
The Commission's charge shoo d be to develop a national. health
policy, and its membership Shou d include representatives of all in-
terested partiesFederal, State, a loo overnments, business and
labornior citizens" and junior citizens, wyers, ph sicians, hos-
pitals, and health inshrers. The Commission an prow e a forum to
develop a comprehensive strategy to reduce costs without reducing
care. The .Commission should be required to make its report to the
administration, the Congress, and the American people within 1 year,
so that' the next Congress can act.

We must create an efficient health care delivery system. We can't
kee_p going the way we are. Weeimply don't have the money.

That stark fact presages a terrifying triage for, the American
people, and a debate over euthanasia more searing than our debate

1 4
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over, abortion, -In "The Painful Prescription," a book just published
-by Henry Aaron and William Schwartz at Brookings, the authors
argue persuasively that, like Great Britain, we will soon ration health
care in our country. .

it We always have had rationing, of course, related to individual
economic wealth. But, with medicare, the Government becomes the
rationer of health care for thiase who use and need the acute care sys,
tear most-Lthe elderly and the disabled.. This role is reinforced,byt the
fact that the Federal Government ?unds 90 percent of all the basic
biomedical research in America, and, together with State and local
governments,.pays most hospital bills:

Bluntly put, TJncle. _Salk will soon be playing King Solotnou with
your father and motheVand mine,mine and with you and me.

We face a frightening specter; in our Nation as medical technology
and spiraliVcosts combine to blur, the lines in hospital rooms among
natural death,euthanasia, suicide, and murder.

Without the most energetic pursuit of efficiencies, we will soon fate

hworld
in which there is n0 kidney dialysis for people over 55, no

ip operationsor artificial hipsfor those over `86, a world in which
eligibility for expensive anticancer therapy will be based on statistical
assessments of success, and key organ transplants will be severely
limited to special cases of virtually certain .recoveryall as defined
in pages and pages of Government regulations.

What kind of a vision for the future is that Ut's nqt a very pleasant
one. But in Great Britain that future is now. Thatis just what they
do today.

We in America are fortunate because we still have time to avoid
that fate. We.can learn from.Britain's experience. We have a far more
productive society. We can well afford to provide quality medical care
to all. But We must have a coherent national health policy which will
eliminate inefficiencies and reduce the cost of health care 'for Our society op.
as ciorhole. ;

These issues, which go to the very sanctity of human life, are what
make these hearings, so important and your responsibilities as higis-
lators so special.

[The prepared statement of Dir. Califano follows 1
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Mr. ChaieMan and Members of, the Committee!

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on Health.

Care Costs and their effects on the economy.

The Chrysler Corporation is deeply concerned about

rocketing health care costs and believes that our Nation

must ,formulate a national health policy if we are to bring

these costs under control. I

The flersiatent, unbridled, inftatiOnary rise in

health care costs is an unfair burden for millions of our

citizen-consumers, and for 'American business as it seeks to

compete with.foreisn industry. We must reduce the cost off

delivering high quality health care to our. pedple.

True reductions in costs will come only from fun-

damental changes in the way we deliver and pay for health

care. those changes require concerted action by all the

players -= employers and unions, the Administration and the

Congresi, federal, state and local government, lawyers,

the doctors, bospitals,

other suppliers'.

4
Unf o r tuna tal y #

industry is such that caps

laboratdries, dfbg companies

1

the structure of the health care

on payments by one purchaser

and
4 , -.

and

produce largely illusionary savi

shift. costs to other purchasers

system.

ngs.

or

The.supplierp simply

to other parts of the

Controlling health care costs'has become the Great

Health Cats Cost Shell Gams. The Congress puts a -cap on

Medicare Payments to hospitals and the hospitals just pass

4
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the costs ;40. to the states. The states put their own cape

on Medicaid hospital payments and 'the hospitals jhet move

the pea to the private insurers and the Blues. The Congress

establishes caps on medical procedures in hospitals and the
,4

doctOele move the pea ou sibe the hospital to their offices

Or Olinice.'

It's time to end the shell_ game and establish a

comprehensive nittional polioy to dial with health care

.dostd.

shocking.

The statistics regarding healtt care costs are

ealth
Pare.

o Health care costs rose* from $41.7
billion in 1965 t4 $355 billion in
1983 -- an increase of 770 percent.

o Hospital costs jumped from $13.9
billion in 1965 -to $150 billion in
1983 -- an increase of 979 percent.,

o "Physiciaris fees increased from $8.5
pillion in 1965 to $68.1 billion --
an increase of 7011 porkcent.

o
)
CV r that period, the Consumer Price
Index'rose-- but- Only by 242 per-
'cent.

And health care is still the most infletiOnary

,sectorlof the economy. In 1983, the cost of Medival care.-

rose at. ten percent rite, more than triple the 3.2 percent

increase in the overall consumer price index. The daily

cost of a hospital room rbse 12.2 percent, to an average Of

almost $400 ger day. The 1983 bili of $355 billion was a

4mt 17
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levy of almost 01,500 do every min, woman and child in

America. LW Oar, some 15 cents of every fediral tax

dollar went to the health care industry.

This yew health ears dontiques its- inflationary

assault'on the American economy).

There is no longer much disagreement about the

structural causes of inflation in the health care industry.'

Everyone working in the system is acting in response to the

r economic incentives they face.
4

'First, hospitals have generally been reimbursed on

a =et, or in the case of for-profit hospitals, a cost-plus

basis. Doctors are paid on a fee foNarvice basis. Thus,

the more hospitals hive spent, the more money they 'have

received; the more services d6Ctors perform, the more money

they make;

Tb* new Medicare prospective payme t system --

setting payments for 467 health diagnoses from ppendecto-
,

lutes to gall bladder operationa.-- is a step in the right

direction. But even with this Diagnostic Related 9roup

(DRG) system, Medicare continues to fund capital expendi-

-tures and physician traiqing on a cost basis. And the DRG

.system is part of the Great Health Care Cost Shell Games It

lets the hospitals shift the pea to the states and private

insurers, and it lets the dlottors shift *he pee out of tlte

hospital and intotheir offices where there are no cost

containment cape.

37-264 - 05 - 2 ,

I
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Seco d and of critical importance as we think

of the potential for a com
4

titive ecOnOmy in health care --

the prevailing third pa ty payment mystem eliminates qny

relationship between the and 1.0i teller. When an

ATeriban buys an automobile,' he or bhqlcks a doaler,'nep-.

tiatesiabout model, pricp,. tetms of pa n , optional equip-
10

rent, dolor, trim. Then the buyer the car he or she

wants, and pays for it. :,1 4,4,

.BUt no' one enters a hospital .a`cj lays, "I would

like.anappandectomy today, or 'I wal14:01; e 'a' hysterectomy

tomorrow.' Where hospitilixation 16 AnOlved, the' patient

doesn't even pick the surgeon or Oentalint; the family

physician does: That specialist pilisaYrbe the medical

procedures and picks the hospital at, which they will be

performed. Knowing he is not likely to be sued for conduct-

ing an extra test, the doctor has every incentive to run
-

lots of tests. And bo does the hospial, since its charges

fdr tests help pay tqr the expensIveAquipment used to con-

duct them.

The doctor ordering up tilArbAkcal'procadures.and

toeVs. doesn't pay the bill'. And Cr patient his no sense of

paying it. More than nibety-Inur portent of hospital :bilks

are paid. by the government programoilke'Nedicare and Medic-
s

sad, private insureammnd the BlueW

These structural CharacteristAcecreatgaFrankfen-:
1 .

stein health care payment mystenbrith gargantuin growth on
c, .

the supply side as we train moreihysicians, build more

1.9
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hospital beds Ind inept more expensive medical eichnq14-

°gists, .and with. little, if any, resistance on the demand.

* 'side. f -a

_ The oration of this health catOlcost monster did,
e4not spring from the brain of some dement4 doctor. le all

contributed mightily to the effort.'

American bueinesses,_ experiencing high Igro;itil.ipiti

the post-World. War IL period,, had little concern as they

srxpandedhealth cake- benefits. .After .h11, health .cure

seemed a lot less extensive to give employees than a higher

per hour wage,

Unions depande more health care coverage for

.their members., especially since health premiums wet, tax-

free fringe benefits to workers. With each round of bar-

gaining, managers who fought with other suppliers over the

. price of each nail or acrew, and union leaders who negoti-

ated for each'4half-cent an hour, kept adding health benefits

to contracts without realizing that they werXecoming hos-

tage to costa beyond their control -- costs that over the

long run endangered jobs and hobbled profits.

The governmeet also made its contribution. When

the Medicare and Medicaid programs were instituted in tie'

1960's, the government was preoccupieiwith'impr4ng access

to health care for the elderly and the poor. So we paid the

political price by simply simsripposing thpse programs 611

the existing cost-base4, fee-for-service-system.

'0

a
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The dbctors and hospitals initially resisted these

government programt. But once the Congress legislated the

fee-for-service, cost and cost-plus reimbursement system

into thtm, the doctors and hospital administrators. ch4er-
.

fully joined in the creation of this swollen health care

cost monster.

Lawyers,' judges and Juries fed this Frankenstein

by malpractice litigatiop-that established unpredictable and

unrealistic standards of negligence and

against doctors and hospitals who failed

another.
4

It didn't take long to recognise the dangers. In

whopping judgments

to, run one test or

J

1968,,President Lyndon Johnson sent Congress a message on

.4ealth In America' citing three major deficiencies. with

structure of the health cswparket:

o ."Health insurance plans Ithatl en-
courage doptors and . patients to
choose ',hospitalisation even when
other, less costly forms of care
would be squally effective;"

o The fee-for-service'system of paying
physicians with no strong economic
incentives to encourage them tp avoid
providing care that is unnecessary,"
and

new

And

o (that] charge on a cost
basis which places no penalty on
inefficient operations."

President Johnson asked fot loglipation

payment systems. 'Congress refused to act 'that

the

to test

year.

it has failed to act decisively since teem, de4Pite the

repeated entreaties of every President since 'Lyndon Johnson.

I

(
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The ChrYeItY 4c9rY '

. , For the/past two years, I have beep serving SS
R. .

head o6 a special Committee on Health Caret.f the Chrysler

Bard of Directors created by Chairman Lee Iacocca. This is

the only committ ee of its kind in American business. /ts

members, in addition to Mr. Iacocc-a and myself, are Douglas.

Fraser, former head of the United Auto Workers/ Jerome

.Tolland, former Chairman of the American Red Cross, and

Willie% Milliken, f4rmer Governor of Mich

At Chrysler, as we fought for survival, we had to

address the cost of health care.

It has not .been an easy task. In 1984' Chrysler's

health care costs will exceed $400 million, makilig the Blues

Chrysler's single 1prgest supplier. That's more than $1.1

Million each day. This year Chrysler's total health care

bill (which includes Chrysler's Medicare payroll tax and a

portion of the health 'insurance premiums of its suppliers)

will exceed $550 for each car we sell. that's aown 'somewhat

from $600 a car last ear -- not because inflation in health

care costs hos abated, but because we are selling more cars.

Thecost of Chrysler's health care program (which

coves employees, retirees and their dependents) drew frdM

$295 per active employee in 1964 to some..$5,700 per active

employee today. Chrysler's overall health insurance premium

jumped from $81 million in 197D to $364 million in 1983.

This year chrysler must sell about 70,000 vehicles lust to

pay for its health care bills:.

I
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If something isn't done to. reduce projected

increases, Chrysler's health . care costs could' exceed

$1 billion in 10 Years, or $145,000 per active worker.

If we could hold Chrysler's 1984 projected healtip .

care costs tp a growth rate even 50% greater than the Con-
,

sumer Price Index, we could save,$25 million this year. If

.

Chrysler Quld reduce the .rate of increase in its health

care costs just one percent, Chrysler could save more than

$400 million over the'next ten years.

Excessive health care costs are eroding America's

ability to compete with foreign companies. Mitsubishi Motor

Corporation, a Japanese car manufacturer in which Chrysler

has an investment, spends. only $815 a year for an employee's

health- care costa while each employee pais approximately

$374. Unlike Chrysler, Mitsubishi has no direct cost foriretirees or/ their surviving spouses because of. Japan's

national health coverage. Chrysler's Compariable cost per

IIIctive employee is $5,700 -- foOr-hundred wrcent higher.,

Thatgap may well increase. Th* Japanese govern-

ment is moving aggressively to con0Ohealth care utilize"

tion by seeking a law to require a substantial co-payment

for employees, beginning at 10 percent and rising to 20

percent.
t.

What dioes Chrysler'get for its health tare dollar?

A health care industry that is expensive, wasteful and

inefficient. Let'me share with you a few examples of whi:T---)

23
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C":.
ife als discover q as we analyse our own health care plan in

depth.

r"s

1.
o Among the Nation's Meicare recip-

e a very common medical procedure
it cat act surgery. The procedure

411k takes ut 20 minutes; and rarely
requires general anesthetic.

The eve opthamol6gist charge for
this procedure in the DetrOit area is
about $2,000.

If 'a performed tree of these
procedures a days, four de's a wee AI
42 weeks a yea, he would earn
than $1 million, for less tban 200
hours of actual surgery an h e a
10 week vacation to boo4

Compare this with the typical c rge
of $1,500 for serious abdOminal r-
gery lasting four to five hours.

go, We asked some doctors to investigate
4

, eight Detroit rea *hospitals with
\ extraordinarily igh percenbages of
non-surgical a issions for low back
problems.

This stup showed that two-thirds of
the' hospitallizations -- and 2,264 out
of 2,677 of the total hospittl days
-- approximately 85 percent -- were
inappropriate.

With respect to three of the hospi-
tals audited, none of the admissions
were found to be appropriate.

In more than 60 percent of the cases,
patients were subjected to electro-
myograms an invasive and expensive
,procedure that is necessary only if
Surgery has already been clinically
indicated. All the test results were
normal.

Had the inappropriate admissions not
occurred 'Chrysler would have saved
approximately $1 Million.

24
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o Our )physician experto---inveStigated
upir six Detroit area hospitals with
the highest number of maternity
admissions for our insured. In More
than- eb percent of the 618 cases
studied, one or more of the hospital
days werevaound to be unnecessary --
a total of over 1,000 inappropriate
de's, almost a quarter of the time
apant in the hospital.

If the inapproAte dayi were elimi-
nated in only' those 61 ho'spitals,
Chrysler .would have saved $1 million.

We have no reason to believe spat Chrysler's

experience is unique. Similar waste and inefficiency exists

in almost every health benefit program in this country.

Chrysler's preliminary investigation suggests that as much

as tn.percent of its hospital costs may be due to waste ant

inefficiency. tor Chrysler, elimination of ilthose costs

would save almost $50 million in 1984.

Other studies have also found substantial evidence

of inappropriate or ,unnecessaly hospital ization. The

Department of Health and Human Services sponsored a study of

the appropriateness of hospitalization of Medicare patlents,

in 1980. The study sample included 25 hospitals, urban and

rura , from different regions of the country. It found that

20 ercent of the hospital admissions were either unnec-

e sari or premature. Most importantly, the study concluded

hat 27 ,.percent of hospital days were medically inappropri-

ate. If we reduced the number of hospital days expected in

1984 by 25 percents we would saye more than $60

without adversely affecting the quality of car*.

2,5
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Chrysler is not a_;"tting still. In less than two

years, we have acted to.save nearly $10 millionannually4

o We set up a screening program for
foot surgery, which cut utilization
60 percent and saves over $1. billion
a year.

o We began a program to promote generic
drugs which saves $250,000 a yeSr.

o We mandated second *edical opinions
before certain elective surgeries,
*Mich saves $1 mtliou a year.

o We instituted programs to encourage
outpatient surgery, which save -$2
million a, year.

o We h e started A new program in
Hi gang to screen hospitil admia-

ons'and control lengths of stAy for
hrysler's non -:bargaining unit

employees. We project * savings of
$2 million in/ its first; year. If we
could extend this program to Chrys-
ler's United Auto Worker employees,

ich would require union agreement,
estimate we could save $9 million

in e first year.

o We uff'r financial incentives to
endourag our employeis to enroll, in
Health,Ma tenance Organizations.

o Just4 'recond we offered our employ-
-- ees in Indiana and Michigan the

opportunity to participate in Dental
Health Maintenance OrganizationA.
11,000 employees and retirees joined
and this will save us $2 million a
year.

o We initiated a pilot incentive pro-
gram, called One Check Leads to
Another," to encourage employees and
retirees to review their medical
bills for accuracy. Where they find
overcharges, we share the refund with
them. We hope this'program will also
lead to a greater awareness on the
part of our employees of the costs of
their health care services.

tib
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o Ng mounted.an intensive communicatio
piogram to-educate both employees gild,
health care providers about these new
corporation initiatives and the cost
ofdhealth care.

These steps are only the Vbeginning. We are

currently exploring several preferred provider arrangements,

including programs for outpatient 'psychiatric nervices,

laboratory tests, Mnd prescription drugs.

In short, Chrysler is trying to'do everything it

can to control health care coats by eliminating waste and

inefficiency. arilut _Chrysler and American business cannot
11

IlIntrol health care costs klaonto. We'need !yelp to restrike-.

turn the financial incentives in AMerica's health care

industry to eliminate its inefficiencies, and, yhere poss.%

able, to instill sebe marketplace discipline.

More than 60 percent,of the costs'of hospital care

are paid by federal, state and local government. Unless

public expenditures and federal and state cost containment

measures are part of a national health policy, it is

inevitable that costsshifting will occur.

Sleight of hand tricks do not reduce health care

costs. Costs disappearing from thn federal Imalth care

budget have a remarkablt ability to reappear elsewhere in

the system. In the case of many elderly patients, for

example, the 41centive. in the Medicare DRG cap for early

'discharge of tospital patients translates into early admis-
.

si.on to 'nursing homes. The federal government plays this

shell game because Medicaid pays for mostnursing home care,
fr ,

a
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and the states ply half the Medicaid bill *while the federal

government gets no state. help in pay
//

the Medicare bill).

Another variant of the health care cost shell game

is the trend to ambulatory surgery that has caused an explo-.

sion of new investment in eguipmen, ant physical plant for

outpatient surgery centers, without any concomitant reduc-

tion in hospital beds. As a result, hospitals continue to

have, the same high fixed costs, which must now be spread

over fewer patients.

Rather than reducing theicost of health titre by

eliminating the inefficiencies $nd waste in the system,' the

federal goverpment and the states have thus far found it

easier to refute to pay their share, grabbing, credit for

reducing budget deficits, when they are only hiding the

actual health care Costs under another shell. Rather than
4

attack the structural defects tin the health care financing

system, the Congress and the Administration have opted to

impose,a hidden tax on American business and American citi-

zens. The federal governmsnt's "savings" are the increased

coats for business and individuals.

Let me tell'yoy what recent federal policy means

to Chrysler

In order to ste e off bankruptgy in 1979, Chrysler

had, to shrink its actkv, workforce. Chrysler wowlpays for

health care for nearlx as many retirees and depen nts as

active employees and their dependents. Moreoever, the
o

retirees`are aging, averaging almost 69 years and getting
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older. We have more than 11,000 retirees age 75 or older/

6,000 are 80 or older.

For its retirees, Chrysler pays fpr many health

care services not paid by Medicare. Therefore, as Medkcare

seeks to ease its own financipl crisis by shifting costs to

the individuel,Alp that beneficiary is a Chrysler retiree,

we pick up the 7tst.

In 1965, a, Medicare beneficiary had to pay the

first $40 of a hospital stay, today that copayment is $356.

Similarly, the daily copaymeht for long term hospital stays

has risen from $10 to $89 per day (for the sixtieth to the

ninetieth day of an admission). Chrysler absorbs 100 per

cent of these increases. The latest increase in the hospi-

tal deductible alone will cost Chrysler approximately

$1 million a year. Our citizens haven't saved anything.

Our government ha's 'simply hidden the pea under another

Here are some more examples of hoot the Great

Health Care Cost Pell Game affects Chrysler!

o Hospitals in Michigan will shift $2
million in bad dibts to Chrysler
bills in 1984. Medicate and Medicaid
do not perstit hospitals, to shift bad
debts to them..

o The Michigan $tate Insurance Commis-

11
sioner has charged private payer to
help subsidize the costs of insur ce
to WupOlement Medicare coverage of
senior citizens.

o The Tax Nulty and 'Fiscal Respon-
sibility Act of 1982. (TEFRA) requires
the employer's group Wealth insurance
to provide the primary coverage for

29.
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employees and their spouses over age
sixty -five. That Provision does not
save our people a single dollar. It
simply shifts the pea from Medicare
to the private sector. The cost to
Chrysler is 41.4 million in 1983 and
will increase annuaYly. The cost to
,fall U.S. ,businesses is over $1.5

Some of the proposals 'for rescuing Medicare are

outrageous examples of'the Mealt4 Care Cost Shell Came. For

example, the proposal by the AdAsory Council on Social

Security to delay Medicare eligibility from age 65 to age 67

would cost Chrysler approximately3$100 million over the next

five years. Over the net ten yeirs, the delay would cost

American business and.citizens some $75 billion. It would

shift the post personally Co citizens not fortunate enough

to hive such coverage% And it would/not eliminate a single

dollar of waste or inefficiency in the heakth care system.

This Nation cannot afford farther delay in estab-

lishing a national policy to address the health care cost

crisis. The graying of America is forcing the issue, with
.r

an ever-growing population demanding more expensive high

* technology tlospital care.

In 1940, roughly seven percent our our population

was 65 or older,' Today that proportion is about 12 percent.

When the' baby boom ripens into the senior boom in the first

quarter ofiee next century, some 20 perCent pf our popula-

tion -- about 60 Million Americaqs -- will be 65 or older.

Ailk the compositfbn of our .older citizens if

changing. In 1940, less than 30 percent of our senior
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citizens were 75 or older. By the end of this century,

almost 50 percent of those over 65 will be 75 or cy.11ar,.

It's not just that life, expectancy is now 72 for a

man and 78 for a woman. Par more important is that those

who, live to 1* 65 now have a life expectancy of 82.

The effect of the Aging of our population on
4

health care costs is sobering. The Congressional qudget

Office now projects that Medicare's Hospital Insurtnce.Trust

Fund will go bust by the early 1990s.

Yet, the Hospital Fund crisis is only the tip of

the iceberg. Many,thoughtlul Ameridans'are deeply concerned

about the frightening levels of unfunded pension liability

in our country. The crisis in the Social Security system is

the forerunner of far more serious financial crises as we

face up to unfunded government and private sector pension

liabilitie8 that many fear approach $1 trillion.

But few Americans have even begun to think about

the Unfunded health car* liabilities Of our nation. As our

health care Costs increase and our population ages, the

presitnt, unfunded post-employinent health care cost liability

of the Fortune 500 American companies alone -- with about 15

million employees -- approaches $2 trillion. The total

assets of those companies Was only $1.3 trillion in 1982.

That unfundeg liability number alone should make

.us all realize that in health"care costs, we face the,great-
e

est finenctal and social crisis in this elation's history.

,
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Congress must begin to address the costs across

the health care system -- not just-the issue of federal

expenditures, put the fundamental issue of how we can

rrastructure the system to eliminate.waste and inefficiency

and contain future growth while tbntinuing to provide high

quality care for our citizens.

As a firet tep, we 4ecomMend that the Congress

this year enact leg lation to establish a National Commis-

sion on Health Ca eform, similar to the National Commis-

Sion on Social Security Reform. The Commiation's -charge

should be to deGelop a national health policy, and its mem-

bership should include representatives of all interested

parties federal,1/4" 'Utter and local, governments, business,

and labor, senior citizens and junior citizens, lawyers,

physicians, hospitals and health insurers. The Commission

can provide a forum to develop a comprehensive strategy to

reduce costs without reducing care. The Commission should

be acquired to make its report to the Administration, the

Congress and the American people within one year, 00 that

the next Congress can act.

We Must create a9 efficient health care delivery
>-

system. We can't keep going the way we re. We simply

don't have the money.

That stark fact presages a terriAking triage for

the American people, and a debete over uthanaski more

searing than our .debater over abortion. In The Painful

Prescription ", a book just published by Henry Aaron and

in
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William Schwartz at BrOokings,' the authors argue persua-

sively that, like Great Britaini.we will soon ration health

care in our country.

We always haws'had rationing, of course, related

to individual economic wealth. But, with Medicare, the

government becomes the rationer of health care for' thone who

use and need the Acute care system most. This rolp is rein-
.

forced by the fact' that the Federal government funds 9Q

percent of all the, basic biomedical research in Ameriba,

and, together with state and'local gov.ernments, pays'most

hospital bills..

Bluntly, put, Uncle Sam will soon be playing King

Solomon with your father and mokhe( and mine,' and with you

and me.

We face a frightening specter in our nation as

medical technology and spiraling costs combine to blur the

lines in hospital rooms among natural death, euthanasia(

suicide and murder.

Without the most en rgetic pursuit of efficien-,

cies, we will' soon face a terld in which there 'is no kidney

dialyeis for' people over 55,_ no hip operations (or artifi-
4

cial hips) for thos over 654 a world in which eligiblirty

for expensive anti-Aancer the py will be 'based on statis-

tical assessments of success, and key organZransplants will

be severely limited to special cases of virtually Certain

recovery -- all as defined in pages And pages of government

4iegulations.

4-
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What kind of a vision for the future is that?

It's not a very pleasant one. But, in Groat Britain, that

future is now. That's just what they,do today.

We in America are fortunate becauas we still have

time to iii.Pold that a can learn from Britain's

11
experi (e. We have roductive society. We can

well afford to provide quality medi6al care to all. But we

must have a coherent national health policy which will

eliminate inefficiencies and reduce the cost of health care

for ogr society as a whole.
. 0

These issues, which go to the very sanctity of

human life, arewhat mike these hearings so important and

your responsibil4ies as legislators so special.

37-264 - 85 - 3 34
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. Senator JEP6ICN. I thank you, Mr. Califon). Your reputation as a
man who gots things done and gets right at the heart of things cer-
tainly is Justified from your tAstimony, and while it's a little bit fresh,
if I may, I'dlike to pursue a couple questions and therrgel some addi-
tional perspective when Mr, Shelton disbusses no of the Ford Motor
Co.'s specifics on this.

You point out in Great-Britain the rationing system 14144e4y exists
and suggest this could be the case in this country if we're ot care-
ful. Let me say flat off that I hope we never see tititt day and I am
willing to do .everything to see that it doestil happen here.

But my question is, do you believe that rationing approach has
come about in Great Britain because of the excessive government
regulations, specifically (he national health. insurance system they'
have over there, or is it a more fundamental flaw in their health care
delivery system I

Mr. CALIFANO. I think, Mr. Chairman, that it's coin° ftbout because
of the crxplopion of health care costs in Great Britain,.which is just a
few years ahead of us in thatregard. Every country that's adopted a
national health plan has basically taken the system as it existed and
simply put the national health plan pn top of it.

For example, in Great Britain, the doctors are on the government
payroll and the government owns the Inispitals. That happened be-
cause the British plan was put into effect just at the end and right after
World War II and at that pint in time the voluntary hospital system
had collapsed in Great Britain. The hospitals were full of war casual-
ties and the government was Tunning all the hospitals and all the doc-
tors were in the military and on the vernment payroll.

In Germtiny, when they put in a national health care system, the in-
surance companies were virtually in total control of the German
health care system and their national health care system is run by the
insurance companies. They have severe health care cost probleips, but
not as bad as Britain's.

In our country, when we adopted medicare and medicaid the orig-
anal proposals were to change the fee'for- service reimbursement sys-

r and to change the syiltem of a cost-based paythents of hospitals,
but it wasn't possible to pass that legislatiOn and, as you indicated in
your.opening statement, our focus was on access to health care. We
were worried about giving elderly people and poor people access to
health care and we didn't think about costs.

Just as 'brief anecdote, I can remember a meeting with President
Johnson and Wilbur Cohen and Larry O'Brien who was then the
President's. liaison to the Congress. The medicare bill was in the House
Ways and Means Committee. We couldn't get it out. Wilbur Cohen,
who was at HEW then, saidfor tarry O'Brien said, "Mr. President,
the only way we can get that out is to accede to the doctors and hos-
pitals and retain the customary and reasonable charge payments and
the fee-for-services and what have you." The President said, "How
much will that cost?" Wilbur Cohen said. "About half a billiondollars

ia year." President Johnson said, "Only $500 mllion t GO it out."
And so I think it's more than that we havent done anything to deal

with costs and
Then the British basically put a cap on it and said, "We Will only in-
crease health care payments by re percent." I don't know what it is
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today. When I was Secretary of HEW, it was about 8 percent. Andas a result, this rationing systenttook place.
And I think costs will drive this country to a rationing system ifwe don't act to make a medical system more efficient.
Sefrator JICIFSEN. Do you think it's accurate to say that our Govern-ment has taken a very narrow view of health costs and they've prettymuch focused in on medicare and medicaid rather than the broadbah look at it I .

CAUFANO. I do, Mr. Chairman. I gue,sscif I had to say thatthere's a central thrust to Chrysler's view and my experience both inthe Govertunent and now in the private sector, it is that the healthcare system is like a pillow. The suppliers have control over wherethey will place costs, and without competition, if you push down oneparkof a pillow, another part of the pillow goes up. And what happenswhen you put a cap on medicare is that the hospitals whether theyfollow the diagnostic related group limits or the number of medical
procedures covered, they will startand they have started shiftingcosts oven to private insorers. That's why there's been such a rushthis year I think the States have passed 800 or 400 laws to deal withhealth care costs in one way or another because they are gettingsqueezed by hosts shifts.

So I think it would be our hope that when the Congress deals withthis and the administration deals with this, they take measures thatwill affect the entire health care system and that we have a nationalhealth policy in this country to deal with the cost problem.
Senator JiteseN. Just one quick last question and then we'll movedirectly to Mt. Shelton and then we will come back and the ,three:fus,can discuss this in depth after his presentation.
You mentioned that Mitsubishi pays $815 a year approximately for

health costs compared to $5,700 a year that Chrysler pays. Is there
any difference when you look at the benefits? In other words, do weget what is 400 percent more of the benefits in quality care 1

Mr. CALIFANO. No. I think in Japan the health care quality for theMitsubishi employees is every bit aithe care and access to care isevery bit as wide and as high quality as it is in the United States.
I think it's comparable 'care. The different components in that systemis the employee at Mitsubishi makes a substantial copayment of over$800 in effect per year. Our employees in the auto industry at Chryslercertainly essentially make no ccipaym,ents.

Second, in the retirement phase there aren't these enormous gaps incoverage and in effect the national health care plan in Japan covers
older people. I don't mean to imply that Japan is without its cost
problems. They cro have health care cost problems. Their costs arerising. Their hospitalization is rising. But they appear to be movingaggressively in trying to deal with it and it is part bf the tremendousdisadvantage that we have in competing .with the Japanese and wecan't deal with that ilisfklvfmtage alone.. Chrysler alone cannot dealwith the costs it's paymg for its employees. TheGovernmenthas to act,tbo. We are ready lb go. We're ready. We are trying, as Ford is try-ingand I'm sure Mr. Shelton's testimony will indicatebht we can'tdo this job alone.
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arr. That's a good lead-in for our next witness. Chrysler
t do it alone. Ford Motor Co., Mr. Shelton, you may

r prepared statement will be entered into the rechrd. You
dny manner you 9(1 desire.
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STATEMENT OF JACK K. SHELTON, MANAGER, EMPLOYEE

S:s

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT, FORD MOTOR CO.

Mr. SurevroN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ford Motor Co. welcomes the' opportunity to provide testimony

before this committee and, as you recommended, will summarize the
prepared statement.

Industry is aware and concerned abort the rise in health care costs.
In 1982, health costs as a percentage of GNP rose 10.5 percent, up from
9.8reent in 1981. This 1-year increase of .07 on percentage point of
GNP is about the same as the increase for the 5 -year period 1975 to
1980, and only slightly less than the increase for the 5-year period
from 1970 to 1975.

It's estimated that in 1988 health care costs climbed ,t9 10.7 percent
of GNP. For the period 1970 to 1982, business health care costa in-
creased more than twice the overall U.S. rate and well over three times
the increase in GNP.

Health costs have become the fatatest rising cost .of doing business
in America and business is picking up a larger share of the. Nation's
health expenditures every year.

Health care also has become a major cost of doing business in laige
industrial States such as Michigan. From 1986 to 1988, per capita
spending on health care in Michigan increased 550 percent. This seem-
ingly uncontrollable escalation in health costs is a serious problem for
all of us---Federal, State, and local government, business, labor, and
the general public.

For Ford Motor Co., automotive and, related operations, health
benefit costa in 1988 was $742 million, up about $250,millitsf over the
past 5 years. Health care costs for our employees, retires and their
eligible dependents added about $800 to the cost of each vehicle Ford
produced in the United States in 1988, well over twice the $180 per
vehicle number just 5 years earlier.

While many factors contribute to the high cost of health care in
this Nation,.the most significant is the lacli of appropriate incentives
for consumers and providers 'to use health services in a cost- effective
manner.

Gettin health care costs under control will require the right in-
centive nd more competition between provider groups .end major

nce programs: These actions could include changing the tradi-
tional fee-for-service reimbursement system to one of capitationewhere
services are provided for a single monthly fee with the provider c-

°opting the risk for health services utilization. and costs.
At Ford, our health mite cost containment actions are Rovehted

by a philosophy that competition created by voluntary, private initia-
are offer the best opportunity for controlling costs -in the long run.

need, for Gov-
ernment to motivate private sector efforts, we believe rev story ap-
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proaohes should be minimized and designed'to promote, not impede,private sector initiatives.
Consistent with this philosophy; Ford has undertaken three ap-proaches to the health care cost problem. .

First, the company proMotes changes in health financing that aredesigned'to increase market competition and create financial incen-
tives to contain costs. Examples include offering alternative health
care delivery systems such as health maintenance organizations, or
HMO's, inciuston of copayments in benefit programs, financial incen-

- Lives to. promote ambulatory surgery, and increased Ilse of capitation-. ,
type and preferred provider arrangements.

Second, the company supports short-term programs designed to
correct utilization problems caused by inappropriate incentives in-the
health system. Examples of these types of programs include variousforms of utilization review, the second sur teal opinion program,
active support of State and local he tit ning. efforts, Improved
administration of company health plan d participation in businesscoalitions.

Third, the company promotes preventive health services designed toimprove employee health status and reduce future demand. We be-lieve most major improvements in personal health status can be best
achieved through changes in personal lifestyle. Ford therefore pro-
motes preventive and health education programs to minimize em-
ployee health risk factors and promote healthy lifestyles. For ex-

, ample, Ford's employee involvement teams developed and now run a
fully equipped employee fitness center in. Dearborn, MI. Aerobics
classes ate being test piloted in one of our,plants, and other locations
are offering programs such as smoking cessation progratio and hyper-
tension screening, substantive youth counseling and so forth.

Rbcognizing that the cost-inducing incentives of the existing sys-
tem developed over many years, and that several years will, be re-
quired to turn these incentives around, our efforts include a blend of
programs; some are expected to have immediate results while others
are geared to the long term. Where feasible, we promote greater price
competition in the delivery of health services and the development of
appropriate financial incentives for the consumer to demand care, the
hospitals and physicians who provide it, and the insurance companies
who finance it.

Returning to our first approach, promoting changes in health financ-
ing, Pd like to share-with you Ford's experience with health mainte-

nance organizations, HMO's.
At Ford Motor Co., HMO's are the cornerstone of our health care

cost containment program. Presently 85 percent of Ford's employees
are offered the HMO qption through 84 HMO plans around the tom--
try. Steady enrollment increases since 1970 show that our employees
are satisfied with the coverage they receive as HMO members.

In 1988, Ford saved an estimated $7 Million in premiums through
HMO enrollment. of almost 191000 employees or about 9 percent of
those eligible. During our salaries employee °On enrollment last No-
vember, HMO membership increased by 165 .:rent. Now 20 percent
of salaried eligibk-ern

! ' * , , 'et

long to HMO's.. This brought total enrollment for both hourly and

as



salary employeesto 28,000 in January 1984 or about 13 percent of those
eligible. And I should mention that hourly employees are presently
undergoing their annual ,open enrollment and we expect their par-
ticipation to increase.

HMO's have a time-tested and consistent record of success. Most im-
portantly, HMO's address the root causes of the cost problem. They
reorganize the delivery system and place responsibility for cost con-
tainment with the group having the most control over costs, the
medical provider,

For employers like Ford, with fully paid comprehensive health care
benefits, HMO's offer immediate savings due to lower premiums. in
1983, Ford HMO premiums averaged about 16 percent below tradi-
tional plans. Those. HMO savings and the potential for future savings
are attracting the attention of management around the country.

HMO's also create cot competition within the health system. This
competition usually takes ono of two forms : One, competing providers
and insurers develop their own HMO's; or two in an effort to maintain
market share, traditional insurers become more cost conscious and im-
plement needk cost containment programs.

Ford's involvement with HMO's is not new. We've dealt with them
for over 30 years and our experience has been favorable. We believe
HMO's favorably influence health costs and that they are an essen-
tial element of any business or community cost containment strategy.

Before concluding, I'd like to call your attention to one additional
factor. contributing to business costs problems and, one which is grow-
ing in importance.

Recent Government policies to 'relieve its costs problems have re-
suited ii
amples
certai
worki
medica
copaym

These qn
we urge that future payment reform avoid further cost shifts.

In summary, the bottom line is that business will be financing a
larger piece of the expanding health cost pie. As a result, it must get
more involved in becoming participating .partners in determining
future health policy. We believe voluntary private initiatives offer
more hope for controlling costs in the long term than do regulatory
approaches.

Under those circumstances where lig.ishition becomes necessary to
Motivate private sector actions, we be1113ve if should be structured to
promote and not impede voluntary initiatives. We believe in the long
term the best hope for containing health eosts lie with programs aimed
at increasing competition in the area of cost, quality, and access between
major health systems and in modifying the demand for health services
by changing the economic incentives of consumers and providers.

Thank you, . Chairman.
[The prepare statement of Mr. Shelton follows I

shifting public health costs to the' business community. Ex-
f such policies include making employer plans primary for

instage renal disease and primary for health care for employees
g between ages 66 and 69, creating reimbursement shortfalls for
.43 and medicaid prospective payments, and increasing medicare
nts and premiums. V)

licies represent a significant cost penalty to business and
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PROW= STATZ111111T OW JACK R. timat.Torr

INTRODUCTION.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Jack Shelton. I am Manager of the

Employee Ineurance Department at Ford Motor Company and responeible for

the financlaladainistration of the Company' employee health insurance

Manses. I welcome the opportunity to provide testimony before this

cOmaittes.

HEALTH CARE COST PROBLEM

Industry is aware and concerned About the rise in health care

costs .7--over the past 30 years, health cars has become the fastest

rising Coat of doing businese in America. From our viewpoint. present

economic realities will force some major col/intone in t,ee way health

care services are organised end411.nanced.

The critigal difference between today and past yftars is that,

while the alarming trend of ever-increasing health °At. costs has

continued during the last five years, businsee's Ability to absorb

these. increased costs has changed. Higher health care coats have

become increasingly difficult to recover in * marketplace plagued by

uncertain, long-term growth prospects and increasingly intense

competition.

NATIONAL PICTURE

I won't burden you with a lotto( -numbers to dramatise the

problem, but I would like to focus briefly on couple of "bottom-line"

indicator.. First, overall health car. costs continua to locreses at

rates which to up are unacceptable - 1982 health cost as a percent of

I
f
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ONP rose to 10.51, up from 9.8% in 1981. This one-year increase of

0.7 percentage points Of GNP Ili about the 11/1016 as the increase for the

five-year period 1975-1980 (0.9 percentage points) and only slightly
S

less than the- increase for the five-year period 1970-1975 (1.1 per-

',

centage points). Estimated 1983 health cost climbs to 10.7% o6GNP.

Seconds for the period 1970-1982, nominal grOwth in GNP

increased by 2081,- U.S. health expenditures by 332X, and business

healeh expenditures by 700%. ;nein..s health care costs increased more

than twice the overall U.S.-rate and well over three times the increase

in GNP. As these data indicate, every year 1)148111"es Is picking up n

1.ager share of the nation's health expendittlires.

c
FORD PICTURE

More specifically, for Ford automotiiie and related

opertitlons,, health benefit costs In 1983 were $742 million up eabout

1250 million over the past 5 years. This increase occurred w{thout Any

major benefit change and despite substantial reduction in the

number of employees and dependents covered under Ford health plans.

Health care costs added about $300 to the cost of each Company tie-Melo

producid in the U.S. in 1983, well over twice the $130 er vehicle

5 years earlier.

Health care and health care iniurande also have become major

costs of doing business }n large industrial states such as Michigan.

From 1966 to 1983, per-capita spendin4 on health care in Michigen

increased 5502. These colts have been rising much faster than general

Inflation. It is estimated that in 1981. Michigan employers slant

$4.3 billion for employee health benefit', not including the spare of
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public expenditures on health care that pre4iinenced in part through

4,

taxi. on business. This seemingly uncontrollable escalation In 1 7 elth

cost; 1. a serious problem for all of ue -- federal, state And local

sovernment.businosM, labor, And the general public. T

To Ford Motor Company, se one of the nation's largest

employer. and a ajor purchaser of coaprehenelve health cars service*.

for over 800,000 active employee', 'retirees, urvivins spouse., And

their dependent, health cars colt. are significant finencial burden.

This committal to to be commended for undertaking an analysis of this

difficult and complex problem. Tour deliberations and recomeendations
.

cal provide tmporten.t direction for initiating necessary change' in the

.health system. In my testimony this morntnR. I will review Ford Motor

Company's philosophy and approach toward coot containment as well as

present an overview of programs ieplemented over the years to address

the cost problem.

BUSINESS RESPONSE

While many factors contribute.to the high coot of health care

in this notion, tpe Qomt significant 10 the lack of ircentives for

consumers and providers to use health service in s coat effective

manner. Oettine health care costs andel. control 4111 require ehe right

incentives and more competition between provider troUp and major

insurance proerims. Theso 'actions could include changing the

traditional feeforrservice reimbursement system to one of capitation

where services are provided for a angle monthly fee with the provider

accepting the risk for health services utilisation and costs.
ta
Faced with high Comte in a cospetitiv8 economic climkte,

business is respond)ng in classical economic sand it is becoming a
so

a
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more prudent purchaser of health benefits. It to attempting to develop

more coat - affective payment arrangements with providers, to *hilt

.aervicea away from the most expeneive **vacate hopPitAl care

and toward mote appropriate,
r

coatiaettingo, and to stimulate

competition and market action

FORD STRATROIES

In response to rapidly increasing health costs, ford hoe

ed;nded its health Care coot containment programs and InC aaaa ed its

involvement with community efforts. Moat of these programs have been

initiated Jointly with the UAW -- containing costs, while ensuring

Quality and access to care. has long teen a 010o;mon goal loitered by both

buetnesa and labor. At Ford, our health care coat containment actions

are governed by e'philosophy that competition created by voluntary,

private initiative °Tiers the best opportunity for controlling coats in

the long run. Although under some circumstances there may be role

for government to prod private sector efforts, we baileye regulatory

approaches should be minimized and designed to promote, not impede, A

private sector initiatives.

Consistent with this philosophy, Ford has undertaken three

approaches to the health care Coot problem.

First, the Company promote, chasms's, in health financing that

li! designed to increase market competition and create financial

incentives to contain coots. lixampOts inclOde offering alternative

health care delivery syiteme, such as Health Maintenance Organisations,

or' HMO., inclusion of copayments in benefit programs, and financial

incentives to promote ambulatory surgery,

r
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Second, the Company supports short-term programs destined to

correct utilizetion problems caused by yaaterday's inappropriate

incentives in the'heelth system- Exempla* of these typos of programs,

"which have become part of the Comirny's collective bergaining agreement

with the UAW, include concurrent utilization review, surgical second

opinion- programs, and weekend admission reviews. !Wit of those

programs are initisted in one location on a pilot beets, and Chop./

which prove to be cost affective are then depended to additional areas.

Ford* siso perticipates in several community efforts iscluding board

Membmrship on health planning agencies and other health cars

-organizations, sitting on hospital board. of trustees, and serving on

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Boards of Director*.

Third, the Company promotes preventive health services we

hope-will reduce futute demand. We believe most major improvements in

personal health status can be best achieved through changes in personal

lifestyles. Ford promote. preventive and Wealth education programs t'o

Atlas' employee health risk factors and promote healthy lifestyles.

For example, Ford Employee Involvement teams developed and now run a

fully-equtpped employs. fitness cenyor in Dearborn, Michigan where most
"T.

of otli employees are located. Aerobics classes are being test piloted
*

In one of our plant, and some locations are offering smoking cessation

programs.

Recognising that the coat-inducing incentives of the mliating

system developed over many years, and that several years will be

required to turn these incentives Wroutid, our efforts .10clude a blend

of programs; some are expected to have immediate .results while 'others

are geared to the long term.
f

Where feasible, we promote greater

da
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1
price competition in the delivery, of tealtH services and the

development of appropriate flnannial incentives for the coneumArs who

demand care. tits hospital and physlciana who provide.4t,' end' eh

ineurenco ooepanies who tAnanoe it. However, we recognise that theee-

chant.. wilt require time to implment. W. therefore, continue to

ueport the need, in the short-term, for electIv. regulation - such se

certificate of need and health plnnieg - and for programs deafened to

correct specific problem areas.

0

MARKKT INCENTIVES - INCREASED COMPRT&ION

Turning now to Ford Motor Company' specific program

strategies, I viii begin with ehoee that have been designed to

strengthen market competition.

PROMOTION OF HMOS 4

Over the past 50 years, the HMO itilutry he emerged !rod a
V

history of slow growth to one of rapid expansion. It has, in the last

It

ten years, grown from a movement of a f plans Into a mature industry
t

hat has established itself as .1cost-ef ctive and high-quality health

c te delivery syst. HMOs today serve over' 12.5 ilpon ember*.

T rapid expansion of the HMO industry over the!lat ten years can be

etti-Lbuted in part $4.the Inc ***** d interest and support of employer*

ntionwide. This employer int and export has grown over the

year*, and

proeotirg employee nrollmnt, and In some cases, actually :ponsorliNg

an HMO.

today Industry is actively supporting the HMO concept by

4.

a
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The results .opoak for themselves. At ford, HMOs ore

cornerstone of thi Company's health cave coot aonteinment program

Proolently, 852 of Yord employee" ere offered the 0M0 option thrgush

34 HMO plane around the country. Our employees are 'satisfied with the

AWoverage as evidenced by steady enrollment inor ince 1970, despite"

reductions in both hourly and salary employment. In 1983, ford 'avid in

e stimated $7 stilton to premiums /felon' through the HMO enrollment or

almost 19.000 employee" or 8.72 of its eligible employee. During the

moat recent open enrollment period conducted for salaried employee, HMO

e nrnrtent inc 00000 d by 1552 bringin total salaried enrollment up to

....:k15,000 or 202 of eligibles (252 n the Detrdit area), and total

enrollment (houlity and salaried) to 2e,0g0.
.1.

HMO. Imave a timi-tested and consistent record of staccato".

Most importantly, HMO" addree the root cauees of the coat problem.

They reorganize the doltveey yete and rest responsibility for coet

containment with the group having
A

the most control over costs, the

malice!. provider. I belieYe HMOs offer advantage to imployere.,

employ e's, and the community. Let's review these advantaies each of

which contributed tignificently in our decielien to support HMOs..

First, there 4kre advantages to employer'. Offering

cost-effective HMOs results in tdmediate and direct savings due to

lower premium". Thts t.. opecially true for employer" like Ford with

trig-Ott/0nel comprehensive health care benefit packages and 1002 mployer

payment of the premium. For 1983, HMO premium. for Ford gad almost

161(.1541ov traditional plans. These HMO savi s - and the potential for

'future saving* - attracted the attention of our anagemnt and explain

executive level interest in HMOs.

BEST OPY AVAILABLE
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A teecond advantage le that HMOs create coat competition within

the health System.' This competition usually tikes one of two formal

'(l) cbmpoting 'providers and inanror" develop their own HMOs, or (2) in

an effort to maintain market share, traditional inourera become more

cost consOlous end implement needed coat containment progrems.

Although this ripple effect is difficult to dooument, Federal Trod*

Coaeission report concluded that HMOs to elicit c competitive response

the most pronounced being reduced hoapitaliaetion by members of more

traditional pions.

A third avantage or nmod to the provision of more

comprehensive benefits for employees Along with improved heolth oysters

acorn.

Some critics have suggeoted that alf-selection may be an

teportant determinant of differences Ln, nee and chats when comparift

HM00 with traditional fee-for-service coverage. They argue that 'the

coat differences between experience are due to adverse risk selection -

that HMO enrollees tend C. be healthier while *loiter people, reluctant

to establish nett physician relAtionships, reme.4.4 in traditional

insult-linos' programs. R ee h to date on the issue of self selection

indicates 'election can go either way depending upon variables such es

the ,nefit package. We remain convinced that mature HMO\programo are

cost/ effective and do e9mulato market reaction which benefit the

Company, the employee, and, the community.
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Ford. .. involvement with sitiqa re n*t now. We have dealt with ),

RW31 for 30 years, and our expertenca has been favorable- There is

growing realisation in induetry that UMOol .can favorably influsnoe

health costs end that they are an eeentiel element of any busines and

community cost containment strategy.

PREMIUM PROVIDRK OBOANIZATIONB

The advent of preferred provider organisation. (FPO.) signals

another important development, and promises to further the goal of

d market competition. Through' the FPO, employers and other

health plan sponeorm Are intervening to control the cost and quality of

.the health benglits they pay for. Under traditional insurance plans,

employers have little diroilt retationship with health core providers.

As long'as the provider has thoproper liosnees and trk.edentiala, and at

long me its 'services are eligible for coverage under the plan, the

employer, either directly or through an insurance CArrier, pays the

bill without any reel ray in how care is delivered, and with little

regard to the relative efficiency of existing providers.
J "IS%

PPOu, however, promise to change this. By instituting direct

1:1114)

contractuti jelationshipe between nd *song employer', health care

providers, and insurance carriers, ?PO creates an incentive to

-. .

produce cost-efficient, quality health nitre service within sore

r
predictable parameters of expense and ptilitation.

While PPOe are a relatively new concept, they are roceivins

lot of attention because they offer cost advantages to ,both employers

and employees, as well as inOromee patient voluies for providers. the

California PPO leairlation was only the beginning of now wave of

oc
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Stet* legislative initiatives that will potentially encourage the
116

development of seleetive provider netwo041 based upon coat, quality,

and Utilization standards.' It is imporOeUt to- note, however, that

there is the risk that some states arty develop restrict,Lve PPQ

legislation. We will be following very closely the strategies adopted

by ether* In implementing this new concepts Mearkwhile, Ford Motor

Company has elreAdy been approached b' severe/ local PP0a, and we are

rroceeding with careful reviB164,.. As health benefit colt pressures

continue, it AA likely that providers with unique, cost - affective PPO

networks will find receptive ear in the business community.

PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM

In 197#, Blue Crode-Blue Shield of Michigan, with strong

encouragement from Ford Motor Company, established a hospital

prospective payment system. Under this program, hospital budgets are

approved on prospective basis putting hospitals -Art risk" for

expenditures in Ocoee. of the budget. hospitals receive an incentiv,e

it costs are reduced, Strong incentives are thereby created to reduce
.

benefit utilisation and coot. This voluntary program, established

years ago, has contained the sastspi,pudget screen to under tOT for the

pest two years, A track record not matched by many similar programs

Aeandated by Stet* laws.

4

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES

The Company has elec. established financial incentives to

encourage more appropriate !service use. Pilot programs have been

developed to encourage ublititution of less costly outpatient care for

fhpatimnt core and to reduce the use of unnecessary or obsolete
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surgical procedure,. Program include an ambulatory murtery prberam

which ogee economic incontivee/dtsincentivoma
to encouras, providers to

perform surgery out of hoapital and at lower coat setting*. .g.,-

outpatient facilities or physicians' offices, :nd mandatory **cold

opinion programs which require employees to obtain * second opinion as

to the need for certain elective surgical procedures in order to

receive 100Z bemoftt. if second ,4 are not obtained, benefits

are paid at 60%.

BIENKFIT'OESTOM

Before going on to describe programs designed to correct

certain structural utilisation problems of the present eyetem, I would

like, to upend 0 few minutes dlscuselng the issue of benefit deelgn. in

February 1984, the Midwest Angina's Croup on Health released its 1983

survey on Innovative plan design. The 86 survey respondents covered

over 1 million employees In the Midwest. In general, there appears to

be significant ovkdence.to indicate that employers are changing their

philosophy of plan design and administration. Compared to ehe more

traditional plans in use for many years, companies are attempting to

eliminate the "blank check" to health care providers and.amployeee by

changing levels of copaymenta, premium sharing, and toymlose. The

aesumptiOn Is that sharing in the cost of health care will prompt

employees to use health services more responsibly. Increasing .employee

awareness of the high cost of medical care through cost sharing is

clearly one part oP the cost management strategy evident in many

companies.

37-264 BS A

f.
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Proponent. of tort-eheridg argue that It cortmtl over

uttltsatlon and restrains the purcheiu of care that yields tittle or no

benefit. Opponenta counter that, if people must pay out of pocket for

medical care, their access to appropriate levele of care will decreatie,

And they will puffer Accordingly. ltecentfindinge indlcate, hown4or,

that for moat oodles' condition., cost sharing doe. not tncreaae coats

in the long term by Introdubing delay. In receipt of needed care

410.'

reaulting in more expeneive horpitalttatton later.

Ford Motor Company has Included coat ahartng featuroo in a

number of its benefit.K-for exampUe, coat *haring to drug, dental,

vialon, and hearing plans. in Addition, on January 1, 1984, Ford Motor

Company implemented tte new Comprehenalve Medical Plan for selerted

employee.. This pl'en provides greater catastrophic coverage for

employee. and incorporates employee cost sharing with a maximum annual

out-of-pocket employee expense of$750 for moat hospitalization and

professional aervics. This pled le designed to L'ncreaaa employee and

provtder cost conaCionenesa and promote competition between other

health platle%etor example, HMOs.

Another plan design feature we are inveettgatIng cloiely is

what we cell "unbundling" of benefit.. This means, the aellatation of

-.pacific cgveragee or elements of Coverage from our overall health cat.

package in order to make Cpecial payment arrangements *ith Providers Of

those services. For example, beginning in July of 1903, the Company

offered tts employees a ail-order drug plan on an optional baste.

Under this program, employees tieing primarily maintenance drug. can .

at their option with each prescription - have It ftlled through the

mail at a reduced colt to theiselwea. This program offer, greater
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convenience and lower cost to our employees as well AO reduced overall
cost to the Company. )Serlter, to 1982, the 'Company begin to provide
incentives to phermeclos to dtspenee lower-cost generic drugs, rather
than brand-nem* drugs,

*elated to tke unbundling of ,benefits is our increased use of
capttetten-type arrangements td deliver certain benefits such Ad
dental, foot cars, vision, and certain other professional services. We
believe capitation-type arrangements, where all services are provided
for a single monthly fee with the provider accepting the risk. may
offer considerable opportunity for aVingis when compared to the usual
fee-for-service arreugements. Our experience to date certainly
confirm' this - for example, the five dental capitation plan. now in
effect have gelled several million dotter. in premiums :ince their
inception.

We expect to see posiOve changes in our local health care
system as a result of the various programs I've described thus far.
But, as I mentioned previously, we recognize it took many years to
crest. the cost-inducing incentives of the suiting system, and several

4years will bs,required to turn these incentives around. In recognition
of that fact, Ford has also participated in settvl6les and developed'
programs to support state and local health planning efforts, tuprov,
the administration of Company health plans, and incepeet consurer and
provider smitten..s of the cost problem.

16
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MARKET INTERVENTION

for fsirampie, in t970. Ford worked with nthar bueinosio, labor,

govern...At, and provider interosts in the development And padsage of

legislation to reduce surplus hospital Syspacity in Michigan. This

legislation was enacted l responds to pressure tp contain coats within

the private and public cent r It'. an excellent example of public and

private interests working ogether to addroes* difficult and complex

ayetaa imballance. Becaniso of ths.uniquonose of the approach and the

task, it 11a being folios/eta closely by -Fedrel officials. The bad

raduction program, which was endorsed by the Michigan Hospital

Assoclati n, provided, for Health Systsas Agencie to develop

hospital pocific bed reduction plats. Thee. plans have been approved

by [ho Statewide Health Coordinating Council and future hospital

constru [ton projects are to be approved only if they are consistent

with the.* plan,. To facilitate this reduction process, the Company

participated in this oatablishment of private, non-profit corporation

responsible for funding capacity reduction costs including expenses

-associatid with tilt plattomant of displaced asplpyeas, end long-tor:

debt of closad inatitutioha. To date, nallirly 50Z of the bade targeted

for removal have either been removed or ;committd to be.reduced.

Ford Motor Company is now working with other state business,

labor, consultor, and provider organizations to motivata 'hospitals and

local planners to adopt a budget and financial planning approach to this

rawlew of coupsting hospital capital projects. We also ars supporting

efforts now underway to atrengthfn Michigan's Certificate -OE -Mead low.

1.
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We have anoouragpd tha, davelopment and implementation of

proarsms to evaluate the necessity,
appropriateness, and efficiency of

medical loot-vices and facilities. these program: tacludo concurrent and

focus review (evaluation of hospital admisolone and planned length of
stay), rtrospective review (efter-the-fact evaluation of hospital
admiestonsi And length of stay), and professional review (pre- and
poet - payment review to identify and analyse unusual 'lett/erne of

'PhYsicieno' practice).

INPROVRD PLAN ADMINISTRATION

Internally, vs' have taken steps to improve the administration

of 'our own health core plans by revising the

coordination

provision, for

of beneftts and by developing comprehensive,
computer - based, interactive medical claim/ data system. The Company
has recently trongthened its eoordlnsteen of benefits clause, a health

benefit provision whicp applies when patient is covered by two or
lore (roue health irieurance plans to determine which plan pays first,

Tha Company and the UAW worked closely with the National Association of

Iniarance Commissione rs in the ng guideline* for coordination of
-benefits to sake coverages due to retirement or Isid-off statue

secondary to coveragme irosultini from active employmint. The Company
is now working to implement thee. new guidelines to key plant states

through lesimlation or other appropriate ekhanisms.

this sum r, the Company will be imp-tementing a new health
core claims dat cysts. through Medstat Systems, Inn. The new system

Will provide r orttng capabilities to evaluate our health care plane,

improve qualit of carrt.t claims data develop information for cost

containment (nit s, and provtde data for carrier cost performance

evaluatpno.
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Taking very eariouSly our responsib ty.to contribute _to

increased consumer and provider awareness of the health tare cost

problem, we have been a Ihder in developing coalition efforts

nationwide. W. helped establish the Washington Business Croup on

Health as well as the Michigan Health Care Cost Coelitton, and telpod

any others get started. Among these are the Midwest Business Croup on
. -

Healtti, headquartered in Chicago, and coalitions in Tennessee, Alabama,

and California: Recently, VA have been very aottve in health care

initiatives sponsored by the Economic Alliance for Michigan. The

Economic Alliance for Michigan is private sector organizatih of

bout 80 business and labor leaders workihg to effect long-term changes

in Michigan's busine.sto climate. Priority health activities ere HMO

promotion, support. of hospital capital budget planning, and PPO

legislation. Ford Motor Company alt° participates on veriouu Blue

Cross and Blue, Shield boards and committees, .is represented on state

and n*tional health committees, and contributes to national and state,

cost containment seminars.

PROMOTION OF HEALTHY LIFESTYLES

I,would like to shore with you one other strategy adopted by

Ford in recent years Cm promote cost containment and improve the health

status of our employees. I au relterring to our interest in health

promgtion and preventive health services. Since the early 1.970a, our

Employee Health Oarviced Department 'has developed and imAementqd

several prtgramsj!in the area of cerdiovascular risk intervention,

hypertensioR screening, alcohol and drug abuse counsaling,'"WdoVing

cessation,_ and cancer screening' A three year program conducted in

four plants demonstrated that it to feaaible and practical to conduct a

successful program in hypertension. identifica9on sand follow-up.

IS
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Program evaluation was completed to coopor.a0kon with the-University of

Michigan and funded by the Hettonal Heart, Lung, and 'flood Institute.

While it difficvdt to prove these program* are CC/0C beneficial, we

believe they're the right thing to do. We are highly supportive of

these programa and anticipate ignit4cInt long-term savings with

respect ,to employee well-bein4.

COST SHIFT TO THE_PREVATE SECTOR

Retort concluding, I would tilt* to call to your attention two

additional factors contributing to the business cost problem which are

growing in importance. First, is the cost shift between public and

private health programs. Recent government policies have resulted in

*hitting public ,health c to the buelneas community. Example) of
e

such policies includes lag employer plans primary for certain

end -stage renal disease expenses and primary for health care for

worRing employees between 65 and 69 years of age, creating reimbursement

shortfall,* from Medicare/Modicni4 proepective'payments, and increasing

Medicare copeyment nod premiums. epee policies represent

-significant cost penalty to business, and we strongly urge that future

payment retorme.ivoid further cost shifts.

The other factor motivating continued business concern with

health costs is the aging and metn'ring of the ydrkforcee of maSor

manufacturing induatriems. Norumeny industries, the ratio of insured

to working 'employees has incr.insed dramatially. For example,betweet%

1970 and 1978, for every two working employees insured by Fo",wthere

was in overage of one person insured who was not working. Last year,

this cat to was close to one-to-One - for every person working Ihrtr now

4it
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14 One other person (end their deptiudente) who have full health

Coverage even though they are not working. Thte ratio tumults In n

signficant fixed coat burden'on working employoae who make the Company

products which produce the revenues to pay these health coot*.

CONCLUSION

The bottom line to all theme trend's im that businsem will be

financing larger' piece of the expending health -coot pie. Am a

result, lt fault Set more involved end be A 'larger partner, In

determining future health policy.

l)rif

W. believe voluntary private initiative. offer more hope for

controlling coete to the long term than do regulatory pproaches-

Under those circumstances where legislation becomee neCemplery to prod

private#sector initiatives, we believe 4t should be structured to

promote, and not impede. voluntary initiatives.

We believe, in the long-term, the best hope for containing

health care costs item with programs aimed at increasing compotqlon' in

the areas of cost, quality, and access between major health eyktemie,and

/44
In modifying the demand for health tervices by changing the economic

incentives of consumers And providers.

5 13ESI. tARY
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Senator JEPSPIN. Thank you, Mr. Shelton.
Referring to year last summary statement with regard to the change

adopted a few years ago which Ande the employer a payer of first
resort for employees ago 65 to 69, is it your contention that despite
the fact that these people remain productive workers for Ford that
Ford should no logger consider them in the same category as other
Ford env oyees just because they do meet the qualifications for the
medicare rogram with their health care coverage

Mr. S mil. We estimate that this change added about $8.8 million
to our c is just for the coverage for the people between 65 and 69
mad the does not include the medicare taxes that the comps has
paid ove the active work life of the employee prior to that ti e.

Senator JEPSEN. Well, I appreciate that. Lguess I'm just trying to
explore it. Let's pretend for 1 minute that we have a person who has
become 65 and stays on and works through age 69, a full-time procluc-,
tive employee. Is it your contention that at age 65'they should go to
the Government provided insurance or rely on that rather than the
company's insurance, even though they are full-time employees of
the company!

Mr. SHIELTOTC Well; the comp'any prior to the change provided
what's called complementary or wrap-around "coverage. It supple
,mented the medicare program. When employees who continue beyond
age 65 are no longer covered by medicare, that becomes a form in a
sense double taxation to the employer who has been paying the tax
during the working period of the employee and now must continue to
provide full coverage.

Senator ttEITEN. I'm not debating it. I just wanted to get your ex-7,,
pression. Do you have any comment, Mr. Catifano I

Mr. CALTrAxo. Mr. Chairman, I think the point that I would try to
make there is that shifting that cost of covering an employee during,
whatever period of time from the Government to a corporation or
from the Government to the employee himself or herself doesn't
achieve anything in terms of a more efficient health care system. We're
all still bearing the same burden. Instead of my paving it in taxes to
the Federal Government and having the Federal Government be the
cashier for the health care industry that is wasteful and inefficient,
I'm paying it to the Ford Motor Co. in the price of the car I buy and
the Ford Motor Co. becomes the cashier for the health care industry

Mitring it over to them.
When wesitalk to Chrysler about a national health policy, we are

saying that we've got to deal with the underlying problems and not
just play the shell game. It's that part of it that I think we object to,
not the coverage for the employee. Thvmnloyee should be covered.
The health care benefits should be provided, but we can provide the
kind of health care then employees need at far less cost to all of,us.

. We're all paying. The only difference is whether the person that
shovels the money to the hospitals and the.doctors and the laboratories
is an intermediary vehicle or somebody the comptroller's office in the
Chrysler Corp.

Senator JrrsEN. Well, we're working with mirrors. It depends on
whO's holding the mirror.

Mr. CALIPANO. That's right, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator Amex. There's little argument in the cost shifting you men-
tioned plays a significant eolcip increasing the cost of health care in the
private sector and that's something, among many other things, that we
went to make sure that we do get out in the open, so to speakrwith some
perspective and understanding.

You talked* lot about the IIDIMO's, lton. That's the health
maintenance diganizations. You mentione` in your testimony that
Ford has seen significant %crease in the number of employees who
choose to participate in health Maintenance organizations, HMO's.

To what do you attribute this move to and does this move tend to
fall along generational lilies t In other words, we Have found that the
younger folks talk about health maintenance and the more senior citi-
zen:3 tend-, to lean on the more traditional health care delivery proce-
duPes. Is this what you'ire found t

Mr. SnavroN. Certainly 'that happens. I think, in addition, HMO's
are now better understood by employees and more importantly by
their families. Therefore, they arsynore willing to move into these
programs.

In addition, jiMO's offer employee) and eir dependents broader
coverage and MS out-of-pocket expense than oes the traditional fee-
for-service program.

think those are the two motivating factors, plus the one you men-
tioned.

Senator JEPORN. Now as you may or may not know, I have a back-
ground in insurance for a quarta-of a century and I've dealt with this
so I have some familiarity with that with a company that did a lot of
workI'm no longer with them so there's no u in advertising, but it
was Connecticut General, who is reasonably wen known and respected
in the field.

As one who's fairly familiar with the way ins lance programs work,
I can see where this trend might have a serious impact on the bene-
ficiary pool and how it may ultimately affect rates. Has your com-
pany attempted to determine the changes and breakdown along gen-
erational lines and, if they are, how is it going to alter the rates of
those who live longer and your obligation on out the line who retire,
Something that comes to mind is a little bit of this in the health in-
surance area comes in the front end and comes mit and is paid for bene-
fits that turn mover off down at the other end. Has that been a factor!
Is yours self-funded!

Mr. S1nLTON. Our programs are primarily Blue Cross and Blue
Shield,twith the exception of the HMO programs. But &Taus° of our
size, we would be very close to being self-funded, although we're not.

Senator AMEN. I also note that many of the things that you indi-
cate was doing and other businesses ate doing with regard to
health care cost containment by way of getting people to better under-
stand this, 1)oth of you referred to the need for education and better
understanding. If they understand it, they appreciate it from the com-
pany standpoint and then you get that extra value; that extra loyaly,
that extra productivity and it can be created by head power and heart
poWer.

But even more importantly today, I think as we're here today trying
to get a better undesetanding of the total health care picture in the
country and how the various sectors of our economy and parts of our

5
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society, whether it be Government, the private moan, or business, the
consumer, providerswhere each of them fits into this picture.

'Do you have any suggestions? I'm interested in knowing what Ford
is doing to educate its employees totally in their program and what
do you see that, could by done by way of expandiwt that education
outside into the commUnity and into WaShington,

Mr. Sxteurozr. Well, certainly employees and their families educa-
tion is extremely important. I have to confess that we have not done
as good a job of that as we should have done, but we plan to enhance
our efforte in the future. We do have regular stqieli that we run in
our employee publications on health issues and Wb plan to intensity
those activities in the future. We've had meetings with our salaried
employees on the new salary health plan and we plan to continue
those meetings in the future.

In addition, we have had some health education efforts with the
employee involvement groups that we formed in the plant areas and
throughout the conlpany. So we are intensifying our employee educe;
tion effort and I agree with you that that is a very important area
and one that we have not worked as hard at in the past as we should
have.

Senator Jzpsior. Mr. Califano.
Mr. CALTIPANO. Chrysler is doing the same thing. I think we have

to recognize that the payoff there is very real and very important.
Probably the worst offender, Mr. Chairman, in terms of allocation
of resources toliealth promotion and disease prevention is the National
Government. The National Govisrment spends 98 to 98 percent of
the money is spends on health care on care and research, and less
than 4 percent, probably somewhere between 2 and 8 percent now, on
health promotion and disease prevention.

When you think that probably the most significant reasons of why
we're having Mb change with respect to males in terms of cardiovas-
cular disease is the fact that men are' eqtting down smoking, they're
stopping smoking, there are fewer peopW smoking, and changing their
eating habits, you can see why what a phenomenal impact that can
have. Alcohol is the No. 4 disease in the United States of America
now, behind cardiovascular disease or cancer and respiratory diseases,
and that's all a function of what the individual does.

Fifty years ago the problems were dirt and the sewers and sanita-
tion and pasteurizing milk and immunizing people. Now the problems
are what we ourselves do to ourselves and I think there the Govern.,
ment should make a tremendous investment, as well as Chrysler.
Chrysler stepped up its investment, as think probably (Svery Ameri-
can company has, but we've hardly begun in that area.

Senator Jerszw. That certainly was a hallmark of your term of
duty and service here and I commend you for it. You moved out and
took Some steps where others had kind of hesitated to treed before
and that's much to your credit. It must be somewhat gratifying to
see some of the results and people now are doing things that are
commonplace that at that time was something they shied away horn,

Mr. CA ANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator EPSION. You suggested, Mr. Califano, that formation of,*

national i i ission on health care reform is a.starting point for th'
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development of health policy and you used the National Commission
on Social Security as an analogy.

. As I recall, one a the major stumbling blocks that commission had'
was coining to an agreement as to the magnitude of the problem. Do
you think it's feasible to presume we would be able to get sonic kind
of concrete recommendations out of this type of commission Ina 1
year's length of time or would you expand on your thoughts on this
commission? You talked about the makeup. How long do they need?
What do they need to facilitate the goal I What can and should the tax
dollar versus the private dollarwhat role should it play, a joint one?
Either one of you, I'd appreciate your comments.

Mr. CALIFANO. ifr. Chairman, I guess in terms of that commission,
I think that the reason we need something like that and the reason we
need to have all the players in the private sector involved as well those
who run the health care programs for the Federal Government or WO
State governments is because we really are in a system which is just
outside of anything like the regular great American free market
system.

The doctors who order the tests don't pay the bills. Nobody says I'd
like to buy an appendectomy today or a-hysterectomy tomorrow. The
patients don't have any sense of paying bills, particularly hospital bills,
because. 94 itercent of those are paid for by medicare, medicaid, the
Blues, or private insurers, and most doctor bills are not paid ay the
third parties. And in the system it's very easy to shift charges from one
patient to another, one buyer to another, one hospital to another. So
I don't think there are bad guys and good guys in this problem. I think

everybody is acting just the way the economic incentives are encourag-
ing them to act.

The more services a person is paid on a fee-for-service basis he per-
forms, the more money they're going to make. The same thing is true
with respect to hospitals, and the cost and cost-plus system.

I think that if you put all those people around the table and I think
they will be able to determine how serious this problem is. One only
has to look at this morning's newspaper. There's a story in the Wall
Street Journal about the question with kidney transplants and vital
organ transplants now. It used to be who lives, as the Wall Street
Journal put it this morning. The queSion used to be in America, if
we needed a vital organ transplant, w5o lives V The question today in
these United States is, who pays? And in the Washington Post or the
New York Times there are long stoties about a group of distinguished
doctors trying to figure out what the standards should be for physi-
cians and patients In terms of expensive technology care for people
who are 'very old or terminally. ill. So these issues are on the front
burner.

Can it be done; in a year I suggested a year in this testimony be-
cause X think the political realities- for health care, like the political
realities for Social Security are tgat much sounder legislation will

icome out of Congress if the issue is voted on and legislated in a -non-
election year. If it's not acted on in 185, my instinct is that it won't
be acted on effectively until 1987.

Now it may take longer because the Social Securitrtrisis was in
some way easier to measure. There have been years and years 'Of agi-
tation on the crisis in Social Security and. there my be a lag time here,
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but I think the problem is so critical that it really behooves all of us
to try and deal with it and to act on it. I think we are all, as you said

iswe've met the enemy and they are us. WqII, everybody that s part of
that problem should be put around that table to "teal with it and you
can't deal with it in the Federal Government alofie. We are Boeing cost
shifting that I think were only beginning to appreciate the impact
of We could have fantastic increases in private insurance rates at the
end of next year over this year just because the only cap that's now
in place is the medicare cap on 407 hospital procedures. NOW there's
an attempt in the House to try and freeze the fees for physicians, but
I really think over the long haul., having both been a regulator and un-
regelated, that over the long haul, if we can get the incentives changed
in this system, it will be far more effective.

Senator JRPSEN. DO you have any comment, Mr. Siphon V
Mr. Sgzurorr, No.
SOMItUr JRPREN. Well I thank you both: As you may know, we have

a very aggressive preadmitision screening program in Iowa which is
...- utilized by the private sector as well as the medicare program. Right

now they're being too aggressive. We've scow a tremendous decline an
overutilization in Iowa. We've also received a number of complaints
from both doctors and patients that people feel they are not getting
health care, but we've had a very remarkable result in that Blue Cross
in Iowa just recently asked ,for a $24 million rate reduction. This is

ithe first such request in their history. So the consumer is realizing the
financial benefit from this process and at the same time it is rather
arbitrary and judgmental at this point. In fact, there isless accessi-
bility of quality health care, but the consciousness is being raised or

. has been raised in all this and that's something you've been alluding
to today here also, that we need to form the national health policy
on the basis of consensus. We should formulate most or all of iour
policy on consensus rather than conflict or rather than the shell game
as YOU pointed out, and I would expect that we could that.

I think your year recommendation sounds right because I think most
of the motion, and I might add politics, that were involved in the
Social Security repairing job sort of broke the way, so to speak. The

mmission came, it listened, it recommended, it proposed, and the
ontrress, because of the bipartisan appeoach and the peopl* that were

on it, toropther, both Republicans and, Democratsnot everyone liked
everything about itbut they went about the job of doino the things
that needed to be done. I think that bodes well for the health care
policy. T think a let Of the signpostrttat were set up have pointed in

-th. the right direction as a result of at commission's work and will now
serve well in what You recommend here. It's interesting.

Mr. CALTJPANO. Mr. Chairman, I was out in Iowa at Des Moines last
year at the Blue Cross-Blue Shield Cost Containment Conference, and
With enormously impressed with the way that organization and Iowans
basically generally --- they're ahead of most of the country in your State
on this problem.

. Senator sRPSPIN. I thank you both for coming and look forward
to participation and consultation and recommendations as we move
along. .

Now I would ball Mrs: Bert White of the American Patin Bureau,
James Hacking, and Willis Goldbeck. Mrs. White is currently serving
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on the board of directors of the American Farm Bureau Federation
and will be testifying on their behalf. Welcome, Mrs..White. Mr.
Hacking is assistant legal counsel for the American Association of
Retired Persons, and will be testifying on behalf o AARP ; and Willis
Goldbeck, Washington Business Group on Health. Mr. Goldbeck is
executive director of WGBHnot a radio station but the Washington
Business Group on Health, made up of major employers from through-
out the country. Between SO) and 800 companies are active members.

Mrs. White Mr. Hacking, Mr. Goldbeck, welcome and we will start
with Mrs. White.

STATEMENT OF MRS. BERT WHITE, CHAIRMAN, FARM BUREAU
WOMEN'S COMMITTEE, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Mrs, Wmra. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm here today as chair-
man of the American Farm Bureau Women's Cominiftee and member
of the AFBF board of directors. My husband and I farm approxi-
mately 300 acres and raise Hereford cattle near Bailey, MS.

I would like to also add that I serve on the local hospital board.
Mr. Chairman, rising health care costs place severe stress on time

pocketbooks of all Americans. No group is more aware of the financial
grip of health insurance than self-employed individuals, particularly
farmers. Together with employees who do not receive employer-
financed health insurance, the Nation's 7.8 million self-employed busi-
ness people must confront the serious inequity that exists in the use of
income tax deductions to subsidize health insurance for other groups
of workers.

While tie Internal Revenue Code permits an employer to dectict
employee hbalth insurance premiums as a business expenseIRC
and treats the premiums as a tax-free fringe benefit to the employees
IRC 106this type of tax treatment is not available to the self-
employed worker who gets no writeoff, but who must then buy health
insurance with after-tax dollars. Currently, the only way a self-
employed individual can deduct any amount of health insurance costs
is if the premium is included in an aggregate of itemized medical
expenses constituting more than 5 percent of adjusted gross income.

The denial Of a deduction is apparently because health insurance is
considered a personal expense rather than a business expense, Farmers
and ranchers disagree with this shortsighted reasoning. Fanners, like
other self-employed small business people, conduct business activities
bah as employers and employees. The work environment of a farmer
is often hazardous and not infrequently presents danger to life and
limb from the use of heavy equipment and chemicals. Insurance is
necessary to cover the costs of unexpected injury and illness stemming
from the farming occupation. It is a cost of doing businessThat farmers
cannot be without. We believe Ms a reasonable request that a self-
employed person be able to deduct his or her insurance premium as a
business expense.

There is also a question of equitable, tax treatment among farmers
who have different business organizations for theist farming operations.
A farmer, who is a sole, proprietor or in partnership, cannot deduct
the cost oThealth insurance premiums as business expense. However,
if the farm is incorporated, the farmer can be classified as an employee
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Of the fanning corporation. The corporation; as the employer, can
deduct the cost of health insurance as a business expense, and the
farmer, as the employee, can receive the health insurance tax free:

The committee will be interested in the amount of health insurance
premiums that tanners pa. In Iowa, for example, the I988 monthly
cost of comprehensive major medical group plan insurance with no
4eductible was $84.15 for a single person and $185.27 for a family.
This (vials $1,010 and $2,228 on an annual basis. In Michigan, where
age:And area ratings apply, the annual family rate premium, zero de-
ductible, was $1,902 in outstato areas for insureds under ago 45. The
annual cost jumped to $2;827 for those between 45 and 54 and to $8,117
between 55 and 64. In the farming areas adjacent to Michigan igeetro-
politan areas, the same coverage was $2,551, under 45; $3,790, 4( to 55;
and $4,180, 55 to 64. Even plans with deductibles are expensive. For
instance, the 1988 fa y rate in Kansas for insureds aged 40 to 44 with
a $600 deductible $778.

The rates illustr to the high out-of-pocket coat that farmers pay.
Remember that they take no deduction for this cost although their in-
town neighbors who work for 4 business that provides health insurance
can receive the same coverage tax free. Also, bear in mind that the Tax,
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act eliminated the $150 deduction
for health insurance premiums that all taxpayers could have applied
against the coskef their health insurance premiums.

The farm bufeau recognizes that the Joint Economic Committee
has no jurisdiction over specific legislation.. However, we draw the
committee's attention to 'two bills, H.R. 3487 and S. 2858, that allow
the. self-employed to deduct one-half of health insurance premiums as
a business deduction. Farm bureau members across the country are
working hard to gather support for these bills as well as others that
Would'eliminate the inequity that exists in the tax treatment of health
care insurance.

Mr. Chairman, the farm bureau is also actively supporti changes.
S

in the medicare 'program. One of the biggest miscopception .5,1 e public

irnowe

has about medicare is that it covers all of Ate elderelderly a medical
xpendittfres. -This is an illusion. In actuality, medicare covers only

44 percent of the elderly's costs and only 30 percent of physician costs.
This stems partially from the fact that a.phyaician is free to charge
a medicare patient whatever fee he determines reasonable for the serv-
ice rendered. Medicare, on the other hand, also sets what they deter-
mine to be a reasonable fee: Usually, there is a wide discrepancy be-
tween the two definitions of reasonable. Present law requires a 80-20
copayment between medicare gnd the patient. This means ffiedicare
pays the physician 80 percent 8f what n\edicareThelieves to be a rea-
sonable fee and the 'patient is redponsible for their remaining 20 per-
cent. The problem then arises as to the difference between what medi-
care determines reasonable and what the physician determines reason-
able: This amount must also be paid by the patient and is the major
reason that only 80 percent of physician's cost are actually paid for
by medicare. Often obscured in the medicare debate is the cost shifting
of medicare health benefits to private insurers and individuals. This

Oshould be noted. .
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Congress requires hospitals, nursing homes, and home health agen-
cies, to accept mediOare reimbursement as payment in full, Farm
bureau supports the idea of requiring physicians to accept assignment
in all cases as a precondition to treating medicare patients. We rec-
ognize the argument that some doctors may choose not to treat medi-
care patients. Due to the fact thatthe elderly now represent 85 percent
of the average caseload and due to ethical standards, we believe that
most physicians will treat medicare patients. We also recognize that
patients not coy by medicare will be paying higher costs for medi-
cal services as well as higher medicare taxes.

Mr. Chairman, I want to conclude this morning by assuring you
that farm bureau does not feel we can rely solely on the Congress or
the Government to solve our health care problems. We have tried to
develop programs within our own organization to help solve these
problems,

The American Farm Bureau Federation has had a nine-member
rural health advisory committee in existence for th© past 8 years. We
also enlist the services of a seven -mom r professional, advisory group.
Twenty-five State faim bureaus will ha advisory committees ac-
tively Involved in programs by the end of thi ear, 1984. These com-
mittees give direct)on to negotiations for health surance contracts
covering memberships and to programs and activiti to increase mem-
ber understanding of health care costs and ways to duce them.

Volunteer'rnembcr support is evidenced by the number of programs
and activities in which the members participate count and State
levels, In the past 2 years,-more than 250.000 indi uals were tested
for high blood pressure at farm bureau functions. rm bureau re-
ceived national recognition for the efforts of this pro am and others.

Mr. Chairman, it's been a privilege to come here be pre this distin-
guished group and you and ask for the consideration of your commit-
tee. We assure you that farm bureau w)11 continue to do whatever they
can to eliminate these problems. Thank you very much.

[The prepared-statement of Mrs. White follows:]
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PRIEPAREP STartAttlii OF MRS. BPRT WHITK

Mr. Chairman, I am Bert White. I am here today as Chairman of
the Amerioan Farm Bureau Women's Committee and a member of the /13F
Board of Directors. My husband and / farm about 500 acres and raise
Hereford cattle near Bailey, Mississippi.

The American Farm Bureau Federation is the nation's largest
general farm organization with a membership of over 3.9 million fami-
lies in 48 states and Puerto Rioo. Policies of the American F rm
Bureau Federation are determined annually after-being studie abated
and approved by a majority vote of its members at county, st

, and
national Farm Bureau meetings. The issue before this Commit e is of
great concern to Farm Bureau members.

Mr. Chairman, rising he/Oth care oosts place severe stress on the
pocketbooks of all Americans. Much has bean written about the
individual, as well as national, crises that have arisen from
expensive health care coverage. While much of the media attention has
been directed toward the exhorbitant expense of sophisticated medical
technology, fees of health care professionals, and the high cost of
hospitalization, very littleUas been said about the steadily rising
cost of health insurance. TWis cost has increased despite the use of
higher deductibles and decreased coverage.

Farm Bureau recognises that the basic economic problem in rising
health care costs is that the industry has shifted from one in. which
the private sector accounted for three-fourths of all health care
costa to one in which the government -- federal, state and local --
now accounts for 43 percent of all health care expenditures.

No group is more aware of the financial grip of health insurance
than self-employed individuals,- particularly "farmers. Together with
employees who do not receive employer-financed health insurance, the
nation's 1.8 million self-employed business people must confront the
serious inequity that exists in the use of income tax deduakions to
subsidize health insurance for other groups of workers.

While the Internal Revenue Code permits -an employer to deduct
employee health insurance premiums as a business expense (IRC 162)
and treats the premiums as a tax-free fringe.benefit to the employees
(IRC 106), this type of tax,treatment is not available to the self-
employed worker Who gets no write-off, but who must then buy health
insurance with after-tax dollars. Currently,' the only way a
self-employed individual can deduct any amount of health insurance
costs is it the premium is included in an aggregate of itemised
medical expenses constituting more than five percent of adjuseed.gross
income (IRC 213) .
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The denial of a deduction is apparently ii*cause health insurance
is opnaidered a personal expense rather than a business expense.
Farmers and ranchers disagree with this short - sighted reasoning.
Farmers, like other salt- employed small businesses people, conduct
business activities both as employers and employees. The work
environment of a farmer is oftephazardous.and not infrequently
presents danger to lite and limbffrom the uue of heavy equipment
and chemicals. lnsurance is necessary to cover the coats of unex-
pected injury and illness stemming from the farming occupation. It is
a cost of doing business that farmers cannot be without. We believe
it is a reasonable request that a self-employed person be able to
deduCt his or her insurance premium as 0 business expense.

There is also a question of equitable tax treatment among farmers
who have.different business organizations for their farming
operations. A farder who is a sole proprietor or 1 a partnership
cannot deduct the cost of health insurance premium s a business
expense. However, if the farm is incorporated, t farmer can be
classified as an employee of the farming corpor on. The
corporation, as the employer, can deduct the cost of health insurance
as a business expense, and theifarmer, as the employee, can receive
the health insurance tax-free./

The vast majority of farms in this country are operated as sole
proprietorships. The 1978 Census of Agriculture indicated that88
percent of all farms with sales of $2,500 or more were sole pro-
prietorships, 10 percent were organized as partnerships, and 2 peroent
were incorporated. These figures translate into'apprpximately 2.14
million sole proprietorships operated by farmers.

The Committee will be interested in the amount of health
insurance premiums that farmers pay. In Iowa the 1983 monthly cost of
comprehensive major medical group plan insurance with no deductible
was $84.15 for a single person and $185.27 for a family. Thip equals
$1,010 and $2,223 on an annual basis. In Michigan where ago and area
ratings apply, the annual family rate premium ($0 deductible) was
$1,902 in outatate areas for insureds under ags 45. The annual cost
jumped to $2,827 for those between 45-54 and to $3,117 between 55-64.
In the farming areas adjacent to Michigan metropolitan areas, the same
coverage was $2,551 (under 45), $3,790 (45-55), and $4,180 (55-64)'.
Even plena with deductibles are expensive. For instanoe, the 19$3
family rate in Kansas for insureds age 40-44 with a $600 deductible T1
was $778.

The rate illustrate the tigh out-of-pocket'costs that farmer,
pay. Remember that they taXe no deduction for this cost although their
in-town neighbors who work for a business that provide health
insurance can receive the same coverage tax-free. Also, bear in mind
that the Tax Equity and FisCal Responsibility Act eliminated the $150
deduction for health insurance premiums that all taxpayers could have
applied against the crust of their health insurance premiums.

We believe that the following arguments support a legislative
remedy to this problems

4#
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\EQUITY

As previously mentiond, the federal government is subsidizing
health insurance for taxpayers receiving employer-financed health
insuranos at the expense of two other.groups of taxpayers who cannot
tax advantage of current tax code provisions: (1) Self-employed
taxpayers such as farmers and, (2) Employees who must buy their own
coverage. '

Even if Congress restricts the oueren tax -tree status or
employer-finanoed health insurance, the in uity will remain. Those
employees currently receiving such benefit 11 continue to receive a
certain level of ooverags ax-free since all or a portion ok the
coverage will fall below e tax threshold am nt of $840 Or indivi-
dual or $2,100 per family as proposed by the Administration.

k.\

PRECEDENT

The Social Security' Aot amendments of 1983 took a step to help
achieve equity between employers and the self -gployed in Social
Security tax treatment. The new law provides )hat self-employed
individuals will be able to take a tax oredit for 1984-1980 against
the self-employment tax that they must pay. After 199b, a new system
of income tax deductions will be available to self- employed taxpayers.
The deduction will be equal tp,one half of the amount of
self-employment taxes paid for the taxable year.

,A deduction or credit for the cost of health insurance premiums
could be patterned after the credits/deducnona enacted in the Social
Security legislation.

RISING HEALTH CARE COSTS

Much has been said about the issue of health care insurance for
the unemployed. The employed, as well as the unemployed, are hurt by
rising health care costs, particularly those in hazardous occupations
such as farming,. who may pay higher premiums because of higher risks.

HIGHER TAXES COMPOUND CASH FLOW PROBLEMS FOR FARMS -- HEALTH
INSURANCE DEDUCTIONNaWLD HELP EASE THE PROBLEM

414

Farmers have been hit recently with higher Social Security taxes,
gasoline taxes, and excise taxes. Such a deduction would ease the
increasing tax burden on solf-emOlfyed people, help compensate for
direct, tout of pocket expenses for health insurance, and lead to more
equitable tax treatment of health care coverage.)

Farm bureau recognise: that the &Ant Economic Committee has no
jurisdiction over specific legislation./ However, we draw the
Committee's attention to two bills, H.R. 3487 "(Latta; R, Ohio) and
S. 2353 (Graseley: R, Toowa), that mould allow the self-employed to
deduct one half of health insurance premiums as a business deduction.
Fazio Bareau members across the country are working hard to gather
sup et for these bills as well al others that would eliminate the
in ga4,ty that exists in the tax trektment of health care insurance.
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Mr. Chairman, Perm Bureaq is also actively supporting changes in
the Medicare prograts. One of the biggest milisconceptions the public
now has about Medicare is that it covers all of'the elderly's medical
expenditures. This is an .illusion. In actuality, Medicare covers
only 44 peebent of the elderly's casts and only 30 percent of
physician costs. This stems partially from the feat that-a physician
is free to charge a Medicare patient whatever fee he determines
reasonable for the service.rendered. Medicare on the other hand,
also sets what they determine to be a reasonable' fee. usually,
there is )1'wide discrepancy between the two definitions of reasonabfe.
Present Yaw requires a 80-20 copayment between Medicare and the
patient. This means Medicare pays the physician 80 percent of what
Medicare belieJes to be a realms/011e fee-and the patient is responsible
for their remaining 20 percent. the probl'em then.arfses as to the
difference between. what Medicare determines reasonable and what the
hysician determines reasonable. This amount Must also be paid by the
patient and is the major reason that only 30 percent of physician's: .

cast Ire actually paid for by Medicare. Often obscured in the
Medicare debate is the coat shifting of Medicare health benefits
(costs) Ap private insurers and individuals. -

I should point out that only 52 percent of physicians are willing
'to accept Medicare paymlInt as payment in full, and only 20 percent of
the physicians nationwide accept.assignment in all cases. Tilirty-
five percent of the nation's physicians never accept assignment under'
any circumstances. The refusal by suc( a large number of physicians
to accept, Medicare reimbursement rates as payment in full has resulted
in.elderly patiepts being required to make large out-of-pocket
payments for health cart.)

Congress requires hospitals, nursing homes, and home health
'agencies to accept Medicare reimbursement as

to accept assi
as paymentin full. Farm

Bureau supports the idea of requiring phys
in all cases asa precondition to treating Medicare patients. We
recognize the argument that some doctors may choose not to treat
Medicare patients. Due to the fact that the elderly now represent 35
percent of the average case load and due to ethical standards, we
believe that 'most physicians will treat Medicare patients. We also
recognize that patients not cpvered by Medicare will be paying higher
costs for medical services as well as higher Medicare taxes. -

Mr.. Chairman, I want to finish this morning by assuring you. that
Farm Bureau does not feel we can rely solely on the Congress or the
givernment to solve our health care problems. We have tried to
dlvelop programs and activities within farm Bureau'to help solve
ftive problems.

The American Farm Bureau Federation hes had a nine member rural
health advisory committee in existence forlithe past three years. We
also enlist the services of a seven-member professipnal advisory
group. Twenty -five state Farm Bureaus will have advisory committees
fictively involved in programs by the end of 1984. These committees
give direction to negotiations for health insurance contracts covering
memberships and to programs and activities to increase member under-
standing of health care costs and ways to reduce them.

At;
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Volunteer membe suppdrt is evidenged by the numbSiof programsand activities in which the membwrs participate at /county andstate
levels. In the past bwo years, *Marathon 250,000 individuals weretested for high blood pressure at Farm Bureau functions. Farm Bureau
received national recognition for the efforts of this program. Farm.Bureau, has also participated in health fairs, exhibits, joint meetings
with heaith care officials, seminers, conferences at state annual
meettegs and direction fOr emergency medical technician continuing
education. Safety activities have allo been redefined as preventive tmbdioine with economic proof of the savings in claims. Thin includes
.training ,in farm accident prevention, extrication for EMT's, developing
a nationtiide training program for farm operations and. families in
first care programs, education in training in the use of farm chemi-
cal*, a national symposium on nutrition, and a national conference onhealth issues.

Mr. Chairman, we appiectite the opportunity testify this morning.
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Senator Amax. Thank you, M Wh
Mr. Goldbeck.

STATIIENT OF WILLIS B. GOLIW
BUSINESS GROUP 0

Mr. GOLDBECK. Thank you, . I a
of the Washington Business
very clear specific examples from

. give you an overview of the business
States today and where we think some
are needed.

You have a chart there that suggests that the total expOnditure by

business is going to be $70 -plus billion. It is important we recognize
that that is only a portion, indeed not oven half, of what business

ds on medical care in America today. That's only what is re-
ted in group insurance premiums. That does not include work-

men's compensation. That does not include di4ability. That does not
include rehabilitation. That does not include self-paid programs.
That does not include a lot of the self-funded programs in small
businesses that have no reporting responsibilities to the Government.
It does not include corporate medical departments, occupational
safety and health programs, ad nauseum.

So, when you hear the giant numbers that are put on the table
even now, they are-in fact small compared to the total numbers with
which the Congress must come to /rips'

ite. f
*I'RESIDENT, WASHINGTON

HEALTH

illis Goldbeck, the president
lth. As you heard soma

rysler, I will try to
circumstances in the United

iajor corrective procedures

Waste and excess threatens not on y the companies you hear from
such as Chrysler and Ford, but threatens the medical industry itself
because it will not be able to continue to be a healthy industry--as it

is being attacked from all sides with the necessity of change. The mil

,f waste and excess threatels quality and access to care as well.

I think Congress is going to have to recognize that we will deg
with rationing in America. The question is, how well we will deli]

with iti, not vithether we will deal with it. In many cases, the priVate

sector will be involved more onerously than anything the Govern-

ment has yet suggested.
I just offer one example. The most successful heart transplant

program in America, at Stanford, is in large part successful not just

because ortheir surgeons' skills but because they have two very good
rules; nobody over the age of 50 and nobody who has other kinds
of complicating medical problems. That's a rational kind of rationing,

from the, standpoint of that particular unit oftare delivery. It also

raises many issues for the Government to confider.
We need an effective, new definition of what we consider to hi, a

success. Efficiency rather than excess; self-reliance rather than sub-

servieiace to experts, and prevention more than cure. Success must be

measured by how little care we need and by the outcomeof the care

that w must receive. ,

We ha e paid too much attention to whether or not particular kinds'.

of cost sh ting were justified on the merits of the individual instance. .

)1 Cost shifting is simply a matter of taxation without having to vote..;..,

The shift of costs by Government, does not equate to savings. The

Congress or the administration can suggest that they have saved the
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Nation money, when in fact that will not be the case unless there's beenthe kind of systemic change that Mr. Ca lifano and Mr. Shelton weretalking about.
.We have also been hearing in the last few weeksIlind months thatbuiiifiess ought to just look out for itself. We've heard this from someMembers of Congress. We've heard it from some members of the ad-

.

ministration. Well,*1 want it to be clearly on the record thatour organi-zation and its members do not believe that business should only take
care of itself as though it was isolated from the rest of the economic 1and medical care circumstances of this Nation. To do so would abso-lutely bankrupt most coeunimity medical practices and facilities.
Many companies could do just that today and it's very pleasant tonote that they chose not look out only for themselves.

Everybody is following the !conornic incentives placed in front ofthem. 1. think it is reasonable to expect that as we change the economic
incentives people will continue to comply with the economic impera-
tive. Doing so raises at least a couple of what we call myths that the
Congress will have to grapple with. Individual companies have grap-pled with them as they changed their own plans. Bea& phms that
now and in the future may restrict the choice of the providers to whom'the individual employees id their families may go, is an issue very
much in he forefront of m icare and medicaid considerations as well.There is no such thing as freedom of choice that has any irailming
absent real information upon which to make choice. Our public today,
including you and I as in_ariduals, has no ability to discern among
'providers on the basis .9.141 Hely available information, comparing
price, quality, and sortie°. In fact, we are often told thilthere is no
real way to measure medical quality.

Well, if there's no way to measure medical quality, then no
should have any complaints about who the giver is of. the medical
cedtre. We believe very strongly that there must be systems to measure
medical quality, as complex as that may be. We have to recognize that
there are no real markets unless thew is a free and open flow of market
information 'so that the buyer is oft. a parity basis with the seller in
the purchase and sale of rnedical.care. In that sense we are not dealing
with anything any different Alan any other product.

If we do net do something soon about the waste, then the ultimate
availability of health care will be threatened. Your l_ven State of Iowa"
has taken a lead by the passage of the data access billy This movement
was led by a group Of employers in IOWA, If the rest of the "States do

-not do somethingvimilar, we will be forced into the worst kind of ra-
tioning.

With the riebt kind of publicly available information, we can ration
intelligently. We can discern who are. the efficient, high quality pro-
viders And design the economic incentives to reward thorn for what 5
they do well,leaving the otherso eithei improve or fall by the Way-
side through other normal economic competition.

It's considerably preferable to have this kind of ratiowing than to
having a congressional committee or a Government agency determin-
ing who on the -basis of age or wealth ought to receive specific services.

The other'question that is often raised is whether or not, because one
begins to manage Costs, quality must automatically be reduced. We
see no evidence of that in any of the programs that are available now.
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. Companies that we've worked with aretmd the country can exhibit
savings of 20 to 40 percent if they will b$come aggrestive about cost
management. There is no reason why medicare or any bther-progra3---1
couldn't do' as well and therefore reverse the pressure of economic if-
centives..

The excess in medical testing documented in jonrnalsthe excess in

si
length of stay? the amount of medical procedures that are done in ap-

propriate settings by inappropriate level of providersall leave ample
opportunity for us to make corrective measures and improve quality,
not reduce it. Excess hospitalization is not a Wait. It is an unhealthy
burden.

You asked in your letter about cost. I sopect we are heading toward
15 percent of GNP by around the year WOO. If you look at the trends
in aging and the technology and other factors that are exogenous to the
health care system, thitt is a highly likely direction, if not finite num-
ber. I would caution you, that following the historical trends and the
statistical norms is a very shaky business.beeauf3e they are predicated
on all the waste in the system.

If w* really want to exercise
.°

surgery on the medical care s-

tern and its costs, we must develop p cost management strategies . at
involve the public and private sector working in tandem and are predi-
cated on four basic principles : Rewarding efficiency, investing in pre-
vention, defining outcome standards, and guaranteeing acc to in-
formation so consumers at both the individual and the aggre to level,
corporations, unions, governments, and association, have t e ability
to discern among competing providers.

Now I would like to suggest to you that ere-Are a van y of steps
that can be taken by Congress to facilitate t ese -changes, th in 1984
and subsequently from 1985 to 1995 or there uts. A num r of those
lire identified in the testimony and I will of review the all, but
Merely point out one or two that are on you agenda right ow.

The PRO; .,professional review orgapization, regulations are coniing
out stipulating that nobody is supposed to have access to physicians
specific information, obviously a device designed to protect not the

consumer, not the Congress, not the Federal budget, and surely not
Ford and Chrysler.

The Socipl HMO program, the first major experimental effort de-

9igned to provide cost efficient long-term care in America, the result
of private investment with cooperation of HCFA, is being put on hold

by OMB. You can correct these problems.- w
The list is lengthy. in the-years to come, we can eliminate the Oroa,,--"

lem of defensive medical practices, which is understandable given

the current malpractice situation, by establi. ing. either on a nation-
wide basis or a State-by-State basisa medi 1 malpractice arbitra-

, I tion system that will remove the issue from h tort systeM. This is
working in at least two places infinitely bette than the Nation as a
whole, in Hawaii and Wisconsin.

Other actions include removal.of State harriers to negotiating care
Arran ments which many companies are now exercising, and- not

including anysixtra percentage inc aces in PEG rates for technology
which is supposed to be cost die' t. to begin with. These would be
simple steps that could be taken in he very near interim and contribute
to the total cost management.

ill 3
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Finally Congress should begin a processand it may very well be
Joeoe Cftlifano's commission or some other structural meth-

odology that seems appropriateto consider the changes hi medicare
benefits that would be at least as dramatic as the changes lkst year
in medicare financing. If one was to start today' and design a pro-.
grain to serve the elderly, we would not 'end up with medicare. That
was. designed to serve the providers and help the elderly. If it's to
serve the elderly, it ought to deal with chronic care and long-term care.
It ought not to exclude the custodial benefits which arc the greater part
of the care given at hospitals yet are unreinibursable whelp given at
home in cost efficient and humane settings. We alreadyshear threats
about removing or reducing the hospice program before it hardly has
a chance to got started,

Mental health care is rarely reimbursed in those subacute facilities
which are more cost effective and not at all worse fr a quality stand-
point, based on soMe.20 years of comparative stud'

We could bring about a long-term care IR we could start a pre-
vention program for the elderly for whom these is absolutely no bio-
logical reason to fall apart at age-65.

I would hope as you look ahead you really look ahead, not just to
1984, not just to the next election, but to the future years. After all,
wo are still tinkering with the results of the decisions made in 1965.
The decisions made in 1984 and 1985 will have a long, long lifelThey
ought to recognize that the society which we will be serving will not
be the family of today, will not be the classic nuclear family, and will
not have a family doctor. We will be dealing with entire new types of
medicinel entire types of new medical technology. The hospital will
be the minority care giver, not the majority care giver.

All of these things suggest that those who emerge as real leaders in
Congress will be those who are willing to take a more future-oriented
perspective than is the norm.

In closing, your task requires seeking a balance between competition
and regulation. Making market forces work is often a process of also
making regulation work. You would not have full disclosure in Iowa,
f r example, were it not for a new law. Seeking balance -between med-
ic health. We are kidding Ourselves if we continue the a
imbalance t Joe Califano referred to with 96 percent of our
dollars going care after the fact and 4 percent going to pre
probem. TI i is a problem we can correct today.

We mu ek the balance between public and private respon-
sibility, t or by cross-shiling, but by a rational process of
policy avelo

Finally, w of avoid the difficult andsoften gut - wrenching but
essential proce of seeking balance between economics and ethics.
When we talk about rationing, we're talking about the values of a
society; not jnstthe economics of the health industry. And just_as busi-
nesses look at their bottom line with great scrutiny and increased care
these days, we, too, must also recognize that the only way in America
to make profits in the future is to have communities that are physically
and emotionally healthy and economically viable. We need a total
perspective of working together. Thank you very much.

[The preparea statement of Mr. Goldbeck follows:1
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Puram STATtitarr off Waue B. Gotassox

UNVEIL _c.M....01111,1_ _LW r CAY

You are ts be comma_ A for calling this hearing 50 that, together, we

may ponder a true dilemma! the economic problems caused by the growth

of our most economically successful industry .How ironic that. at the

very time when our nation's economic problems and industrial decline

are the focus of world attention, we find ourselves convened to devise

strategies for slowing one of our few growth industeies. By every

standard of economic growth. the health care industry is a raging

success. Unfortunate] Y. that success has beenbased on a whole series

pt fsulty,economic principles, ignorance, and m ths. Further. we must

change our definition of success or else the allure!, of the past will

. preclude achievement of the wonderful future we all want to share.

President of th' Washington Business Group on Health, it is my

responsibility to exemipli health in America from the perspeotnle of

the very large employer. Our members purchase care In amounts that

stagger the imagination,as their benefit plans annually provide for

nearly 50,000,000 employees, retirees and dependents. However, it

would be wrong to proceed under the assumption that, in the health

Care economic debate, there need be public vs private sector;

management VP labor; provider vs consumer. Only by recognizing the

mutuality of our long term interest will responsible programs be

possible. A1

C
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Progress le t1t served when the federal government clime savings that

In fact are nothing more than 080fts in cost

)

.other payers or

I16Increases In poverty for w,p1c4 future Congres will be held

financially accountable.

Progress is not served if large employers act only to protect Chi*

year's bottom line and forget that their profits are ultimately

dependent upon communities that are economically viable aa a whole.

Progress is not by by tax policies which reward the' largest

oompanles for adding to rich benefits and also reward msmall employers.

for not providing benefits at all.

t

Progress Is not served by unions that fight for the preservation of

benefits, which we know today are poprly designed, economically

wasteful and popular only because of the misconception that there is

positive relationship between the most expensive hospital care and

high quality care.
4

Progress le not served when providers pretend they are the only ones

with a right to comparative Information or that somehow t'belr industry

should not be subject to the soma requilements of both economic

cOmgatition and government regulation as the rest of our industrial

lectors.
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thIployers who

o

hove exhibited leaderehip In cost managemeneppve hod to
, .

struggle, with 06veral myths that to this day imped progress of

many others in the public he well as private seci.ors. r, ,A0lr, .,..

roretost among the myths is the concept of "freedom of choice." It de

true that we have this legal freed= to go to any doctor or hospital

we want. However, for moot of us this freedom vefers little more than

psychic succor. When thVi buyer of a pro4uct or service Is denied any

quality or price information' upon which to make a comparison among

sellers the freedom to select is more rhetoric than value. This le

true with any product and the medical industry Is no exception. Ask

yourselves, right here In Washington, if you have ready access to

hospital infection rates, latrogenic dinease rotes, morbidity or

mortality rates per dlagnoble or even price per procedure. Where do

you get the physician specific 14nformatiol that would be comparable to

what you would.demand from the seller of y other product? Do you

know which hospitals In the hoes dotthe volume, of open heart surgeryI
that results In the best outcomes; or which hospital has the most

medically appropriate lengths of scaly for normal births; or which do

the.least unnecessary lab tests . . . Ihe list is endless.

k

The 'poltit here is cot to suggest that quality is easily measuxed or

understood, rather it Is to 'state clearly that real freedom is

dependent upon veal knowledge; real markets are dependent upon open
#
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accese to meaningful InforMation.

For you as policy makers and we as pftchasers the availability of

quality standards and measures has another vital function: assessing

11

the impact. on health and access to cafe of our coat management

strategies.

Predictably, the more government And prisate payers become demanding

purchasers the more the providers are going to resist. Evpryone has"

been responding logically to their economic incentives and there is no

reason to expect this to change. Typically, those of us who advocate

aggressive coat Iiiitnavement are charged with not having an interest In

qlallty. This Is the second myth: to have costs_controllqd 'quality

must be reduced. Not true. Cost management moans getting people the
4

care they need in the most appropriate setting, from the most

appropriate provider based on an economic system that rewards the

efficient. There is no positive correlition° between the most

expensive care and the best care. Extra hospitalization is nqk

benefit, it is a distiqctly unhealthy reek. Lab tests done due to

habit, ignorance, economic imperatives or defensive medicine are

unforgivable. We need Obt .spend billions on hospital expansion when
.

we know other settings would be less costly and better for the

patient. We need not accept the wide diversity In physician practice

patterns when we have evidence of efficient practices with excellent

medical results.
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No, cost management Jo not the biggest threat to quality. - Quite the

reverse is true for if we do not adopt A conservative pattern of

resource consumption we will rush into explicit rationing by age

and/or wealth. Fataeln...with these two choices, responsible coot

management must be viewed as a protection cit quality and &creel'.

Govt Proloctiul,

A

Projecting costa is an exercise usually predicated upon the analysis

of past consumption patterns. In the case of medioine, I believe this

will prove to jwa,e. fruitless exercise.

Virtually none of the factor's which have contributed to our current

level of expenditures will be present five years from now. Actually,

most are already gone or at least their altered state in recognizable.

Ten examples:

1. the change from retrospective to prospective pricing of

Medicare.

2. private purchaser,. -- employers and unions -- replacing an era

characterized by the paseive payment of insurance claims with

the aggressive negotiation for medical serVices,

3. the public interest in fitness, stress control, reduced

I

de
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4

P

*4king. pelt-care. And general'health enhancement.

aging. without a supporting youth generation

6. technology through the Apace program,

parts replacement and regeneration

genetic engineering.

6, replacement of the hospital as the primary

care

focus of medical

Information that enables the public to shop for care based

upon comparative quality, service and price measures.

economic incentives, from both the supply and demand'eldes,

r competition

9, an Incrtase in economic constraints from factors exogenous to

health

10. greatly Increased pressures to control and clean up

environmental hazards.

All of these examples simply demonstrate the fragility otl any

projections. My best guess is that the prestures from aging,

technology and the _absence of major investment in prevention Will

combine to make costs continue.to Increase until we are spending
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nearly 15 percent of our 0NP, We should reach this love] before the

year 2000.

Int4rOitingly. th1Wned not be a morbid prediction. Spending large

amounts on human health is not the worst thing of which a country can

be Accused. The reel issue will be whether or not we feel we are

getting an increased return ,on our investment. Today, our system Ix

marred by waste. Exceee Is driven by economic incentive* and the

absence or either progressive market forces or workable regtilations

Increasingly, we see the staggering cost or care that is inappropriate

An terms of location or provider, unnecessary, duplicative ibad even

fraudulent. In this climate, there is a national desire to'cut back.

desires reinforced by the overall deficit, unemployment and

industrial realignment iesuen with which this Committee is no

familiar. And, reductions are certainly achlevaqle. Nearly any major

private employer can reduce- their outlays by 20-90 percent by

adopting a strategy of reimbursement redesign, utilization contebls

and capacity constraints in which the efficient providers are

rewarded. This is not a new concept. Walt McClure has been preaching

this sermon for years just as John Knowles preached about prevention

to overfed audiences of smokers impatient for thetcocktall hour. The

challenge is not to find new knowledge, rather it is to have the

political rill to do what we know can work.

/ BetWeen 1965-1995 will be the difficplt period. Even If we take

effective actions. 'there will be a la*time before the excess Is
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reducad,, brtoye phyaiciana practice patterno change to comply with

responsitqe nqtional etandarda, before the public is educated to he

more prudent both in their life style and in their consumption of

Medical 1-45w:forces, before there la an appropriate mix of providers and

Institutions

price.

competing openly on the basin of quality, service and

94U41i-7_,A214

Realistally, thin is At going to be a year of fast action or high

drama in federal health legislation or regulation. Nonetheless, the
-1

year 'need not be wasted. There are several steps the Congress can

take immediately that address the basic principals of.

A. increasing market forces by identifying end rewarding

eff ,tc)ent providers

1.1. improving our ability. as a'nation, to assure ante

the appropriate care for all in nAed

C. sustaining the excellence of our medical system while, for

them, first time, making a balanced Investment to

prevention.

'I,

37 -26.4 $5 - 6

I
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y
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In no special order; Congress should:

.

Reggire that states within three years, have a fu11

Oistlosure I least as strong as the Iowa model.
,

.. Preyert ty,the , Brofeesional Review Organization prograM
O'

regulation, being \released for comment this week, froN

prote,Oing the 1.elease di physician-specific price and quality

Information under the 'guise of. confidentiality. No other

supplier to -Elle government is allotted to hide its costs,
t,

pricolgt 'land measures of quality effeCtiveness and theLr exiefs

nO gpecial, reason to extend this unhealthy-and economically
w

'unpoundrprot'ectioh;tb physicians. - .

14*
'3.0 :Suptrgt...jestarr of. the, Sooial HMO long trillr70..exp/imant

\ .,_
, 'how, being held up by OMB despite years of in stment by the
- .

prIvate'settor and the support of DHHS. 0

. Clarity tit the recent

spendi ..1,accounts not

memo on Section 125 flexible

the progressive developmbnt of

c tive benefit design.% rich encourage consumer multiple

self-re 4bnsipiliy and prudent purchasing.

.

t '

I

4 ..

5.14.1tenew e. EducItillial..basistance program which inc\ided life

style wOliksit4weilness programs. Melo are the kinds of coat

glefficcfive investment that the IRS, after years of analysis,
, ...44 / 4

3

40
t

4'
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determined, in 1903, It ria0 ahpropriste to support. Neither
e analysis nor the

effectiveneen nor the deed for prevention4
have changed . . let's renew the support. i.

41

.

6. Pass an liTC reauthorization bill which does not provide Any '

exemption for the professions. To do otherwise would be %to,
make a mockery of the COngrese' avowed bpricetn for medical.,
care costs or c9mpetitive markets,

.
.

a
t

,

.

III
- o7. EotablIsh anew health planning prOgram that meets the needs

v t t,of the next ten years. Such a program needs to have
considerable state and lOcal 'control; .focus on the

C

restructuring of the delivery system as At becomes leas
dependent ut.on the hospital; and a participatory process which

,rewards the improvement of health not just fke denial of
construction.

S.' If the COngress wives serious consideration to a cal) on thit
amount of insurance provided as an'employee

benefit,- 'Which is Atax deductible, then the life style and''-prevention Programa
provider] by employers nd unions 'or corporate medical
deparptints ehoulti be exempt. 'To do. ap would send a clear
signal that the government *laces a high value'on the future
health of our residents and recognizes that long term cost
management. must involve the. prevehtion of. illness.whenevere
that capability exists. Taking this step would. be nosmope

,

./

er

t8

.
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fl
radical, nd,no less dramatic In Its influence. than the

original decision to use tax dedl,tios as a manna fo

encouraging the spread 6.t medical insurance itself.

9. Eliminate ell government subsidies far tobaccogrowing and
, .

production.

44.

A

10. Provide the Prospective Payment Assessment Commission with a

budget lisquint to-meei,its mandate. That organization must

have a,guality, depth.andduration commensurate with the scale
. .

of the Investment It seeks'to protect.

kg_uga__ -___1###:- 1990

Starting next year,. we enter the flinal'four yeas which It will be

possible to act before Medicare self-destructs. It willbeto all our

athiantage.At Congrems will view, this as d' block of time rather than
b

four. se o years. Components of a legislative strategy should

Indlude.

..., .

1/4
.

1. ,4ncrejringly - s row, incentives
74IP

for tbe states to fonter'
t.

competition aril!' efficient prbvidera.

I

4

titito.1

4
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AM

Establishment ot medical liability (malpracticd) arbitration

eVetema In all the statee and at the tbderal level for

Medicare,.

3. Removal of,,etate barriers to negotiated care arrangements.

/
4: Chartering of a public private technology assessment

. .
institute,

111'

Conduct a review of all state medical 6-acticer acts that

impede competition.

6) Incorporating cap t} the DROo.

7, Avolding any perOentage' 'Inc/lease in M3 rates for new ,

technology. "Iillvances must. be economically efficient ciate

their life cycle. No other industry recela.Pasa future price
. Increase'guarantee. for technology, and metlielne should not be

en exception. .

f'
6,

O. we dsrnot need another commission t' qnvestigate why

Medicare has problems, we do ned to make the reform °f
.411, Medlcare benefits the focus of a national effort, It simply

makes no sense, .either economically or from a hedlthN r

petspeCtive, to continue-a program which prbtends to meet the

- 'needs of A04, elderly while it blatantly ignores thAr most

a

.i

.
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precelhg needs! chronic care, long term care and social

services. We have made progress in changing the economic

principles of Medicare but have not made the ooncomitent

adjustments to the benefits so they suit user needs rather

than provider demands. Medicare today, while bettor than

nothing, is a cruel hoar for many of the elderly. A hlrx we

can no longer afford.

Corrective action must recognize that trip elderly; are not a

?Ingle group. As the most ctutiv gerontologists have noted,

there are at least three categories. the young-old (56-6)`,

the orderly (66-:76), and the aged (76 .and beyond). The'

categories are arbitrary. Some note that the over 84 group ic

the segment that, proportionately, consumes the moot &Icor*
_

resources. No matter. The pnint le we must redesign the

program to fit the population of the '90e and beyondllw else

we guarantee that we will remain mired in a morass of foie.

t. expectations, financial waste and reduced access. In sum. it
. N

should be a simple 15boice.

0.a. Combine,Mediagno parts A and B

8.b. Combine Medicare and Medicaid.

8.c.

C

After' holding harmless all tbo44 over bb, means I.

test Medib'Aregfor those with an inNme over Vle

fit BEST COPY!AVAIL1431_1
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some .level as that used for Soule Security

taxation.

8 c.i. Move the eligibility age shack to reileFt the

financial and health conditions prevalent in the

119%0, as opposed to those presumed present in the

early 1.8801e. Set the age 1,ased on analysis of

future needs' not poet norms no:: Bismarban
allegiance to a biologically

Meaningless number.

0,c1.
.se

Entabliah a health and

a

medical dere IRA with a

designated kinship access provision for the

payment of medical eisrnses after a selected ago.

8.*. Develop a prevenlen package for Medicare that

btiTris ten years before normal Medicare

eligibility and is cost shared by participants,

employers and the government.

8.f. The entire mental health component, of MedicareA
needs to be redesigned to encourage sub-acute

"ree411ties, coping skills and direct reimbureem400

for non- physician providTre who comply with

utilization review etandards.

ip`
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84 4.

.

Sponsor a national program to Incroaso the use of living

w111*.

10. Do not renege on the now hospita program. In lett, that

program should be Increased to further encourage the at-home

and reeplto care for kinship support.

11. 0reatly Incr,ane nupport for research to astablleh chemical

oafety standards.

299g reciAlswelA

Your efforts to strtko.a 'balance between expenditures and access,

laudable and necessary as they are, will fail unless the

characteristics of our society, our technolOby and our place In the

world are given due consideration. I appreciate how hard it its to

adjust political thinking witli Its two, four and six year boundaries

to long term needs. However, that is the dilemma from which leaders

emerge.

The year 2Q00 is no further away than a new baby's junior year in high

school. i.e., leas than threeterms.in the U.S. Senate. By then the

major global health Isamu; of water, food distribution, nutrition, the

n ironment and hazardous waste will be far more significant for the

U.S ban they are today.

11
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nur woitiJri/ill have expanded considerably beyond our aartt withquntold

!Ata:th. consequences. Few If any domestic sotinY iseues will be as

heavily impacted by tr IncursMons into space as will human health.

This hearing As 1g held on a day when U.S. and Soviet scientific

teams are. hard at work hundreds of mIles above this planet. The

foremost commercial and peaceful use of the space shuttle. and

subsequently of space stations. is pharmaceutical development,

predicnIked upon otherwise unattainable chemical separations and

interactions.

intl of the reasons we have today's cost problems is diet, in the past.

we tried to treat medical care as though it was isolated from the rost

af our social and economic needs. Rarely have weever taken a

dispassionate, pIthensive view of our medical needs. If tae had

donr so, research into the prevention and cure of cardiovascular

problem, would receive approxim,ately ten times the resources as those

devVed to cancer,' yet, tt?ir reverse As true because the cancer lobby

has been more effective than their h Namatt.,...tcunterparts. If we

had done so, mental health,deall with humankind's most

*intricate and vital instrument, wouldnot be the financially weakest

element of medical care. It we had done so. we would not have based

Medicare on an acute care hospital model, much less been surprised at

the rapidly growing older population.
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A strategy for the future cannot afford to Ignore either these larger

world Issues or the bosons from our domeotic past. Our family

structure is no longer the nuclear stereotype. the classic family

doctor to a rarity, everyone will' ave access to their medical records

and massive benko of serf-care data via telecommunication at

home magical profeeslonalo will have instant access to the latest

techniques, best reeenrch, total medical history regardless of where
records may be located, diagnosis will be increasingly dependent on

electronic implants that warn of pending problpms am well as correctly

pinpointing the cause of crises, compliance with drug regimens will

not be an issue as time release capacity is extended to 12 months and

beyond. Thettet factors, combined with parts replacement, elimination

or control of many'emotlonal disorders and the se yet largely untapped

potentil.1 of diet and psychological control of disease, represent a

World that-we will not avoid yet are ill prepared to enter. Unlace
the wire we do to address _mIdical care coats An 19J34 at least

considers the future we can guarantee only one result: more exprisive

problems that could have beNti avoided or ameliorattd.

41t. Throughout the nation, -the cost of providing medical benefits has

captured the attention of business leaders. RecogrOtlon grew in the '

1970e that employers and uhioqs must accept responsibility for benefit

N
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design() and lax 4anagement which c44o)tributed to excess medics]

utilization Aug uncontrolled cost increases. Between 1900 and today.1.

major employers have Initiated unprecedented erforts to correct their

share of the problem and bring direct pressure on the othei components

of the medical care financing and delivery system. In these few

years, more than 100 now purcheper groups have been formed at the

regional. states and Xocal levels. wellneos programs are the moot

widely supported now employee benefit. Increases in cost sharing have

become common reversing a BO year trend; financial incentives to

modify utilization through second opinion, prlecertification,

ambulatory surgery, utilization review, hospice care, home care and

HMOs have become basic components of plan design; multiple choice

MIL
plans, primary care ga errs and negotiated care plans with

designated (preferred) p ere are rapidly replacing traditional
.

psurance Policies; hospital trustees are learning to ask how their

institutions can do better with less rather than how large a

contribution is needed for unwarranted' expansion; business Is

poArtically active across the country from Massachusetts to California

where seemingly opposite approaches merely substantiate that Fortune

BOO type companies may think nationally but,t6ey act locally.

All of this activity is completely understandable when one looks at

the stakes involved, For many of our members, costs have escalated at"

rates ranging from 15 to more than 40 percent in each of the past fiye

years despite no Increases in benefits, fewer employees and more cost

management. The medical benefit has become a major component of total

r.
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compensation. No longer something to be given away and forgotten. tha

medical benefit is now seen as. an asset to be Jointly managed by

employee and empiwter.

Nottsurpriaingly. these.prohlems have been most acute in the,older,

manufactuhAng industries. For them, medical care cost inflation has Li

simply exacerbated an already complex and dramatic period of decline.

The agility to compete.lnternationaliy has been hurt by excess medical

expenditures. Equally important has been the impact of cost increases

oh firms that build evIrything from tractors to the space shuttle. In

thq past year, for the first time, I have hoard management place the

relative cost of medical care into the equation by which they will

select future plant locations.

Small businesses find the cost of insurance so high that nearly half

do'not provide this ben/fit . . a cost avoidance which shows up on

governAnt budgetsi,and uncompensated care costs which are shifted to

large employers!

For yOur purposes, these points are worth highlighting:

1 Solving the medical care cost problem will not save any

troubled U.S. industry, but not solving the proq.em willa

inevitably add companieS to the list of casualties.

ti
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2. Shifting costs from public to private pi4yers does not reduce

the nation'n medical bill.

3. New government regulations should emphasize maximum state

and local flexibility.

4. Those In government who now urge major companies to "look

out for themselves," fail to recognize' the havoc this would

cause in countless local communities. In many towns.

employers could hire their own specieliste, build or buy

their own facilities and leavqthe rest of the community f

themselves. Happily, we see little evidence of this

4 emerging. On the contrary. our Grou- and an increasing

number of the local groups are starting projects to work

with the rest of their community on indigent care, the

"unInsurables." and the employment problem that will ar\ee

as the current hospital system shrinks. Business Must

protect its bottom line and needs no reminders frbm

government to do so. Hut. that bottom line Includes th

economic and human health of our Communities. We need a
3

business community that sis progressively egresSive*about

cost management.gnot rest sively protectionist.
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I began by raying we Wed a new definition of IUCCfelf. -Employerm

have a critical role to play in gathering and disseminatilg th

information which will build that Xew definition around efficiency

Atther thwA excess, around aelf-reJlance rather than subservient. to
-so-called experts, around prevention rather than cure, around

rehabilitation rather thltn institu,tionalization, around health

educ tion rather than medical Ignorance. Success must be measured by

how (little care we needdmnd by the outcomes from that we receive.
Alit '

That would be a sydtem we could all afford.

CONCluelon: A s.ercILIRT__Ralsags
0.

During the months ahead ttrre.wilA be many temptations -,to grab for

fativolutions, to embrce the rhetoric of impadeloned advocates, to

leave political courage for the next generatio'n. We would all be well

advised to take a different course, to have 1 larger vialon predicafed

upon a search for balance. Baleknce between competit1on and

regulation, for we will never be a society of only'one directlon.

Neither represents perfection, each benefits from the stimulous It the

other. Wise regulations canmake competition:swork.just as surely ae

the opposite is also true.

Nal/tricot? investment between medicine' and health, for we will not be

ablle to afford our medical miracles unless we reduce demand by -

inculcating persona of all ages with the'credo of health prptotion.

'C
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BelanCe in the dtvieion of Ilesponsihillty between the public and
ft

private sectors. 1:Employers need to understand that they cannot avoid

the costa of care and that all Arend; In 01.6,1 economic°, demography

and domestic politico are increasing the scope of corporate

responsibility for social services. Government, on the other hand.

*does not improve the overall economy or even medical economics by
4.,

*hitting coots. increasing the number of perspns withOui program

eligibility or'cleceensiqg our already meatier commitment to health care

services re.eprch.

f
s

Balance between ehe'exigencies of sooribmic .prbseuroe and the ethics by
A. .

which the true value .of a society'' 1s meaotired. No longer le ethics

the arcane province of acade ice and philosophers. Death with

dignity, organ acquisition. rig t'-to-ilfe and the rationing of) new

technology are now the language of daily headlines and high school

discussions.

The economic resources we now waste on medical care threaten not just

the competitive viability of our trlmbera, por only the budgets of

countleno State and local government*/ Significantly, this waste

threatens 4116 clentructi.on_ of the very Industry it now uupportn. With

that destruction would come an end to America's pre-eminent position

of medical excellence; n 'drastic reduction in the employment of

millions of Minority and female workerWgreatly increased rationing
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by wealth; and ,nolchante for the Investment in prevention that' holds

such prdmiae for futur6 generations.

We must' work togethee to and *warrantedprevent this unwanted

destruction. We can have a competitive system which rewards cehtera

.4

of efficient excellence and protects, throlagh appropriate, reguletion,

the right of, access to needed care for all Americana.,

41.
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Senator iliPszic Thank you, Mr. Goldbeck.
Mr. acking.

STATEMENT OF JAMES MAORI/ill, ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE mum-
SEL, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY JACK CHRISTY, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE /
Mr.- liticamo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. On my left and accom-

panying ihe is Mr, Jack Christy, who is one of AAAP's legislative
representatives.

We are here representing the nearly 16 million member Association .
of Retired Persons. With the statement included in the, record, I will
try to keep my remarks to a ininiminn. .

AARP is deeply concerned about what is happening in the health
care sector of the economy..If the health care costs, especially hospital
costs, continue to escalate at double digit rates as they have for so
long, accessible and affordable health care services will cease to be
available to millions of Ainericiinsnot just the poor and the elderly,
but also many of the ers and their dependents.

The health care Ind is one of thedNation's lac t and fastest
.growing economic sect . In 1982, medical heal expenditures
totaled $322.4, billion. That, as your chart indicates, was roughly 10.5
percent ,of the. Nation's gross national product.

The rapid growth in health expenditures has occurred because
inflation in the health care sector has significantly outpaced general
inflation in the economy for quite some time. Hospital costs are the
leading factor in, the health care cost spiral.

As you C411 see from our, first chart; since 1967, the CPI has
increased by roughly 198 percent, whereas hospital room Ides
increased bx 520 percent:over the "same period'

Hospital expenditures are not only rapidly increasing, they are
also the largest component --now approximately '47 percent--ol per-
sonal health care expenditures.

The tremendous growth in health care expenditures is expected to
continue, on- into the future. By 1990, total health spending is ex-
pected to reach some $7158 billion, more than double where-it is today.
The health care cost escalation trend has serious consequences fQr the
Federal budget. In 1982, tM Federal Government spent $98.2 billion
on health. That was $9.5 billion more than the year before and $88
billion more than in 1961 Clearly the trend in Federal spending for
health care is creatltig goat upward pressure on the Federal budget
defreits and crowding out other budget priorities.

The most impo'rtant factor fueling the growth in the health indus-
try has been the expansion of or,ifit-based, third-party reimbursement
through tie third party paymea system.

Tim third party pavement systein, including both public and private
comporients, Has become the primary mechanism for financing the

. high cost of hospital care. The party payments now account for about
1 90 percent of all hospital expenditures and almost two-thirds of the

expenditures for physician iservices.
Cost:based third party payment procedures are inherently inflation-

are generally paid 'either on the basis of costs or
char s. Similarly, physicians are paid according to the charges they

37-264 - 85 7 9,3
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'establish for the services they provide. Therefore, the more services
physicians render, the more compensation they receive. Thus, ro-
viders are rewarded with more and more income for ,giving niore
and more care and for requiring more and more costly, technically
sophisticated plant and equipment. ..

In addition, because third party reimbursement structure favors
institutional care, physicians tend to utilize hospitals which are the .
most expensive component of medical care.

Last yeart Congress passed legislation changing thd way medicare
pays for hospital care. While medicare's move to prospective Payment,
or so-called diagnostic-related groupings systems is a step in

Payment,
right,

direction, AARP does not believe it will b effective in controlling sy
temwide escalation inhealth care costs. Because the DRG system a
plies only to medicare ,hospitals can and will shift unrecoVered costs to
privatk payers. Therefore, there will be no or very little net effect com-
pared to the systemwide cost escalation.

Because medicare is patterned after the structure of the health care
industry in general, rapid escalation in health care'costs, particularly
hospital costs, is driving up the costs of the' medicare program. Over
the last 5 years, medicare expenditures have increased at a* average
annual rate of about, 18 percent. .

As our chart 2 indicates, nearly three- quarters of medicare expendi-
tnres represent payments to hospitals. The extraordinary rate of in-
crease in hospital costs is rapidly driving the-hospital insurance fund

jtoward nsiliveney... The fund Mist ees project that the reserves will be
exhausted by 1991. By 1995, the fund is projected to accumulate a-
$102.5 billion defici --

Expenditures are rapidly rising in- the supplementary medical
insurance or medicsi art, B program. ENpenditures for part B were
up to $18 billion in 1983. Three-quarters of. that amount canie
general revenues. The Congressional Budget 'Office projects that the
share of this Government's general revenues necessary to finance the
part B program which pays physicians will increase from 3.1 percent
in 1982 to 5.7 percent of general 'revenues by 1988.

Congress and the administration have acted to reduce medicare ex-,
penditures over the past few yeard primarily through the introduction
of higher premiums, deductibles and coinsurance. But these efforts
indrely shift costs to the elderly and ,disabled program beneficiaries and
these efforts do not, &ally address the underlying cost escalation intb-
lem. Financial remedies that are specific to medicare will not and can-
not solve inedicare's prOblems over the' long run, nor contribute to a
less cost escalating health care delivery system.

The most important step in moderating the rate of growth in medi-
care and total hdalth care einenditures is to control the rate a growth
in hospital costs. The only other options are to shift more costs t(rbene-
tieiaries and over time deny more 'people aceess to these services, or
raise taxes. AARP rejects those two options. . ,

MedicarO today provides about 45 percent of the' health care ex=
penditures of the elderly. On a per capita basis, the elderly are ex-
pected to spend $1,550 out of pocket this year and that would equal 15
percent of their per capita inconle which would roughly be $10,800.
That 15 percent. is the same percentage that the elderly paid for lutalth
care before ,medicare was implemented. By the year 2000, assuming no

9 )
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further cutbacks in medicare are enacted, the elderly will have to al-
locate nearly. S3!) percent of their per capita income to meet health care
costs.

To deal with the cost escalation problem, AARP recommends that
the ratetgl increase hospital expenditures be limitedto a fixed per-
centage &hat is reasonably in line with the general inflation rate. 'rho
limit once established should apply to all third party payments to
hospitals. Some slit statements have had some measure of success in
limiting hospital cost oscalttion by-utilizing mandatory prospective
budgeting or rate review programs. It should be clear from our last
chart.

4 In 1982, these mandatory review States limited increases in hospital
costs to 1Q.8 percent, while in all other unregulated Statds hospital
costs increased. 16.8 percent.

Now given this experience, AARP supports the enactment of
Federal legislation which would encourage or force the State to estab-
lish mandatory hospital rate review conmitssions to assure that in-
creases in payments to hospitals do not exceed the national limit.

As for physicians, AARP favrs a prospective pricing approach to
physician payments.'We supportiniely enaetnient, of this concept with
actual implementation occurring after adequate considhation of the
appropriate prospective payment methodology.

In addition to controlling -hospital and physician, expenditures,
AARP believes that limits, must be established to control excessive,
growth of medical facilities and technology and health professionals.

Over the long run, AARP believes that regulation should gaidually
give way to the development of more market-oriented health care
delivery 'systems. Competing forms of care delivery such as health
maintenance and preferred providerlorganizations, small elhlics, and
ambulatory health care facilities4if 'all kinds should be encouraged
to the extent possible. Again, I Must emphasize, in the short term, that
across-the-board approach that limits the .rate of increase in both hos-
pital and physician expenditures for all third-party payers is requited
to slow the rate of growth in hospital costs and ensu'e a more stable,
affordabie healthcare delivery system.

Tat concludes my remarks. Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
rThe prepared Statement of Mr. Hacking follows :1

r
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PSEPAKED STATICIdleNT or JAMES BAOICINO

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportpnity to shore with this

Committee the American Association of Retired Persons' LAARP) deep

concern about what is happening in the health care sector of the

economy. The persistende of double-digit cost -escalation in the

health care marketplace his placed an increasing burden on health carte

consumers, both young and old alike. The Medicare program is in

4eopardy an well asicomprehennive coveratle under private insurance

plans. Because health care coat escalation is not a new phenomenon,

some have become anesthetized to the short and long range consequences

of this trend. AARP has not; wA recognize that if heal* carp Oste,

especially hospital coots, continue to escalate ae they hove,

accessible and affordable health care services will cease to be

available to millions of Americans--not just the poor, but the elderly
J

and millions of workers and their dependents, too.

AARP comkends this Committee's leadership in exploring tys

diffictilt and politically sensitive issue. The Association"s

testimony today will conilider four principal inside areasr

1. the growing problem in the health care marketplace;

2. the impact-of cost escalation on Medicare and private healtp

,ineuranke;

P3
. .the high out-of-pocket costs the elderly must pay for health

cares and

4. /*RP's policy p sale to fashion a TRmrational, lees cost

escalating health care system over the shorE and long term.
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.GROWTH IN THE HEALTH CARE SECTOR

The health care industry is op of the nation's largest and

fastest growing economioieectors. Betweini 1967 and 1982, total

national health expenditures increased sevenfold from $51.3 billion to

$322.4 billionthat is a spending rate of over $1 per day.

Health care upending has also been'tiking a larger share of the

nation's total resources -- riling from 6.4% of GNO(in 1967 to 10.5% !n

'1982.
)

This rapid growth in health expenditures has,occurred becauSe

inflation in the health care sector has significantly outpaced general

inflation in the economy for qUite some time. Hospital costs are the

leading factor in the hialth care cost spiral. Since 1967, the

general (all items) CPI has increased by 19H%, whereas hospital room

rates have increased by 520 percent, about two and one -half times

greater than the Increase in the general CPI (Chart 1). Although not

quite as dramatic as the rate of hospital cost increases, physiclann'

fees have also significantly outpaced the increase in the general CPI.

Since 1967, the physicimi fee CPI hays increased by 252%.

A Hospital expenditures are not only rapidly increasing, they are

also'the largest component of personal health cars expenditures.

Hospital expenditures have grown from $13.9 billion in 1965, equalling-
4

19% of all personal health care expenditures that year to $135.5
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billion in 1983, equalling 474 of p nal health Care

I

expenditures

Despite the sharp decline in inflation since January 1903,p

care costs have continued to escalate at unacCeptableirates. In 1983,

general prices increased by only 3.2% whereas medical prices increased

by 8.7% or more than twice as fast. lidspital room rates continued to

be the leading factor in health care inflation.4 In 1903, hospital

room rates tose 11.3%, a rate of increase more than three ti

greater than the inCrease in the general CPI.

The tremendous growth in health care expenditures is expecttd to.

continue in the future. ()niece the current health care financthg and

delivery system is changed, by 1990, total health spending will reach

5757.9 billion, more thah double_what it is today. Even with the

enactment of the Medicare proepective payment system; hospital outlays

under Medicare Part A will increase by 11.5% a yeat between 1985 and

1995. Of this projected increase, 7% 15 attributed to the increasing

price of hospital care, 2% is attributed tQ increased admissions, 1.5%

is attributed to changes in medical practice, and on4 1% is

attributed o the dncrease in the size of the eligible population.

The a lth care inflationary trend has serious consequences for

the federal budget. In 1982, the federal government spent $93.2

billion on health, $9.5 billion more than the year before, arld $87.7

billion more than in 1965. Federalchealth expenditures (tied as they

are to private sector prices for halth care services), if left

unchecked, will coritpee to escalate to over $201.6 billion in 1990,

equalling more than 30% of all expenditure,' for health care in that

year. Clearly, the trend in federal trending for health care is

creating upward pressure on federal budget_deficits and crowding out
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FACTORS CAUSING RAPID GBATH IN THE HEALTH CARE SECTOR

The'most Important factor fueling the growth_in the health

Industry has been the expansion of cost-based, thi d-party

reimbursement. The third party payment system had is inception

during the Depression. At that time insurance plans ere developed to

reimburse for hgspital 'charges. 'Plar(s were designed in this manner

to enable hospitals to remain financially solvent during times when

increasing unemplyment and decreasing wages made it difficult for

workers to pay for unexpected hospital stays. The provision of health

insurance protection, patterned after these early hospital insurance

plans, grew during the 1940s and 1950s in response to several factors,

including:

1. the exclusion of health insurance from World War II wage

controls/
r

2. the inclusion Of health insurance benef4ts as compensation in

the collective bargaining prooess/ and

3. the favorable tax treatment of employer-paid health insurance

.premiums.
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bonsequently, third-party reAhbursement became the widespread

mechanism to finance the high root of hospital care.

- Even before Medicare, hospital costs had demonstrated a

pronounced tendency to ripe at-rates higher than prices in general.

Between 1950 and 1965, the CPI showed an increase in the costs of

semi-private hospital rooms of 2 1/2 times, whereas the Oneral level

of prices rose over the same 'period only by one-third. The adoption

of third-party payment procedures by the government through Medicare,

and Medicaid only made matters worse.

Third-party payments now account for over two-thirds of all

personal health care expenditures, about 90% of all hospital

.
expenditures, and almost two-thirds of the expenditures for physician

services.

Cost-based, third-pa*ty.payment procedures are inherently

inflationary. Hospitals are generally paid either on the basis of

costs (what"the hospital spends to provide goods and services) or

charges (the amount a hospital bills fdr the goods and services it

provides). Aa a result, there is no incentive to restrain spending.

since more spending Teems greater revenues. Similarly, physicians are

paid according\to the charges they establish fot provided services.

Therefore, the more services physicians render, the more compensation

they ceqpive. Moreover, unlike purchasing other goods and services,

physicians, rather than consumers, determine both the quantity and

peicers of services rendered, including the necessity of a hospital

admission and where it will take place. The consumer plays virtually

no role in this process. Instead, providers are rewarded with more

and more income for giving more and more tare, and for acquiring more
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and more costly; technically
sophisticated plant and equipment,I

whether or not such activities are necessary or beneficial. In
addition, because reimbursem1nt favors'institutional care, physicians
overutilize hospitals, the mdst expensive component of medical care.

In 1983, Congress pasted
legislation to change the way Medicare

pays for hospital care in an attempt to alter
inflationary incentives

inherent in traditional
third-party payment procedures". Under the,

newly created DRG payment system, Medicare will pay hospitals a
pre-determined price-for each hospital stay. while MediSre's move to
prospective payment is a step in the right direction, HARP seriously
questions its effectiveness

in controllpg system -Side escalation in
health care costs. Because the DRC system applies only to Medicare
hospitals can charge higher rates to private payors in order to reg
lost Medicare revenues. Total costs terrain the same/ the burden of
paying these costs is just shifted among payOrs. In addition, the ,

yearly rate of.increase in DRG payments remains tied to a system-wide

measure of hospital inflation. To the extent.phat system-wide costs
are not constrained, the

system -wide measure of hospital inflation
remains inflated, driving up Medicare costs beyond what they would be
if there were.system-wide constraints on hospital costs.inally, the
DRG plorment system does not address other factors which contribute
significantly to hospital coats such as increased utilization.

1 0
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Government has encouraged the growth of.the third-party

reimbursement through its tax laws. Both employer and employee health

insurance premium payments ars excluded from taxable income.' Revenue

lost to the U.S. Treasury as A result of this exclusion totaled

approximately $16.6 billion in FY 1902. In addition to this health '

insurance subsidy, Blue Cross/Blue Shield plane have been tax-exempt,

in moat states.

V

1

Government subsidies to increase the supply of medical services

have also influenced the rate of growth health spending. Hospital

expansion has been stimulated by the'Hil-Burton-Progrom, the tax
A

exemption of !Hospital construction bonds, and the gieatly liberalized

business depreciation schedules contained in the1081 Economic

Recovery Tax Act. .*Construction expenditures for medical facilibiies

which totaled $7.5 billion in 1981 are expected to reach $11.5 billion

in 1985 and $17 billion in 1990: The supply of health professionals

has been stimulated by.billionnof dollars in federal spending for

health education and training.

Advat146 in medical technology have also created pressures which

increaee costs. New technology and high-cost therapies often require

oaptial acquisitions which are in and of themselves costly. New

technologie% also require the addition of 'highly specialized
4

personnel. In addition, hospitals in a single community oftlm

duplicate these high spocialia4d and expensive services, leading to

unde'rutilization and inefficiency.,

.06
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THE IMPACT OF RISING HEALTH CARE COSTS ON MEDICARE ARE PRIVATE HEALTH-.
INSURANCE '

The most-important health sere program serving the elderly is

Medicare.. There is no doubt that the enactment of Medicare in 1965

has greatly increased the access of-the elderly to health care.

However, continued high ratite of health care inflation threaten to

defeat the acceus originally gained.

Because Medicare 4s-patterned after the structure of the health

care industry in general ,,rapid escalation in health care costs,

particularly hospital costs, is driving up the costs of Medicare.

Over the last five yaiirs, Medicare expenditures have increased at an

average rate of. 18% per year. In FY 1983, Medicare expenditures

totaled $56.9 billion, up 12.7% since 1982.

With nearly three quarters of Medttare expenditures spent on

hospital care .(Chart 2), rising hospital costs, combined-with ,other

adverse, economic circumstances, are taking their toll on the Hospital

Insurance (HI) Trust Fund (Part A), the main social security trust

fund financing Medicare, The HI Fund's Trustees project that the

Fund's reserves will be exhausted by 1991 and that the fund will never

regaiti solvency over th# entire 25 year prolaction

the (HI) Fund,is projected to accumulate a $162.

od. By 1995,

Lon deficit.

(This assumes that the r.ate of increase in DRG pa

r'
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CHART 2

How the Medicare Dollar Is Spent

1982 Total Medicare: Expenditures:
1 $50.5 Billion
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or

hospital market basket pliipalpne percentage point after October 1, 1985 .

even kgo4h that amount of increase is only mandated by law through
1985. P1ftier. October 1, 1'985,; the Secretary of Health and Human
Services has the diecretion.to

determine the yearly rate of increase
in DRG payments.1,

.AlthOugh:the crlivef the Medicare shortfall is in the HI fund,
exPenditUrei ara'!!olso rapidly rising 4n the Supplementary Medical
Ineprence ('Sit) Fund (Par5A). Since 1967, fiscal year expenditures

.for Part D'haye incr*aired from 'less than $1 billion to more than $18
billiOn in 1983. Bacadse three-fourths of Part 13 is financed by

-4

1gentralrevenues, kt, is not in danger of bankruptcy. However, the
projected growth of SMI is significantly

higher than the growth in
general ruse. .The

Congressional Budget Office projects that
general revenue contributions to SMI must increase about 17% per year
to finance growth in the Part B program. To meet Part'D'S anticipated
demand, CB0 projects that the share of general revenues necessary to
finance the SMI Trust Fund yill increase from 3.1% to 5.7% between
1982 and 1988.

Riding health costs are a serious problem, not just for
government health programs like Medicare, but also for the private
sector. Since 1965, there has been significant growth in private
expenditures for health insurance coverage. Growth in premium income
of all private insuring organization's has been particularly rapid
since 1975. In 1975, premiums paid for private health insurance
totalled $3649 billion. By 1981, this amount had- rows to $81.8
billion, a 1301 increase in just six years. Most of these
expenditures represent employer-paid health insurance.premiums. The,

111
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rising costs of this coverage can lower wages for workers, and/or

cause highei prices for gOods and services. For Skample, Chrysler

recently estimated that its $373 million annual health insurance bill

forxite workers is adding $600 to the price of every car it V

manufactures.

Anxious to reduce the rate of increase in spending for Medicare,

COngfess and .ther Admtnistration have drastically cut Medicare

expenditures over the past three fiscal wears, cutting $26 billion

through rr 19ft. This year, Congress and the Administration are again

eekini between $4 and $9 billion in additional Medicare cuts. This

incremental dismantling of Medicare through the introduction of higher

premiums, deductibles and similar measures that merely shift costa to

beneficiaries does wit address the underlying problems in the.program

and therefOie has little impact on the escalation of toots in Medicare

or in the health care sector. It should be clearly understood that
1

extraordinary inflation in the health care delivery system is the root

cause of Medicare financial difficulties, not vice versa. Financial
k

remedies that are specific to Medicare will not and cannot solve

Nedicaro's.problems over the long run, nor contribute to a healthier

delivery system in general.

The' most important step in moderating Medicare and total health

expenditures is to control the rate of growth in hospital costs.

Without stable hospital costs!
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'National health expenditures will continue to escalate beyond

reason;

the III Tryst Fund will continue to deteriorate;

'employers will be'reguired to pay higher health insurance

premiums whiq will, in time, be peened backward. onto workus

in the form of lower wage gains or passed forward to consumers

in the form of higher prices for goods And services; and

all health care consumers, including the elderly, will pay

higher opt-of-pocket costa for health care.

THE ELDERLY ARE THE MOST-COST CONSCIOUS HEALTH CARE CONSUMERS IN THIS

COUNTRY

Most of the current proposals to reduce spending in Medicare ere0

based on the'tiotion that the elderly are not'health coot conscious--

that they are gbmehow insulatedilby Medicare from the true" coot of4

health care. Because of this Insulation, so the theory goes, the

elderly misuse or overuse the systemand thereby increase Medlcapi
Qr.

costs. AARP rejects this theory-.

The elderly are the most cost conscious health care consumers in

this country.' They have to be. Medicare's contribution, as a

percentage of the total health care expenditures of the elderly, only

egua0 about 45%. The sad reality .ist the higher the cost of

Medicare, the less beneficiaries are getting from it.

Out-of-pocket payments borne byaged Medicare beneficiaries have

outpaced the growth in elderly incomes. As a result, the elderly have

been spending an increasing share of their mean per capita int.ome in

order to meet their health needs. eersons'aged 65 and over paid

113
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roughly $700 out-of-pocket per capita for me icalexpenses in 1977. .m

:By .1984, according to conservative estimate , th/s amount is expected

to increase by over 120% to $1550 per capita, equalling 15% of the

annual moan per capita income of the aged ($10,615), the same
A

percilltage es the elderly paid for health- cite before Medicare was

fully implemented, This deterioreetiate in Medicare's protection ie

expected to continue. By the year 2000, assuming-no further cutbacks

in Medicare are enacted, almost 120% of elderly per capita incolite is

projected to be consumed by health care expenditures (Chart 3).

DENEFICIUY OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS

Personal liability for the cost of health care piovided to the

elderly derives from a number of sources, all of which have been

subject to significant increases over the past several years. The

elderly pay directly for the following:

1. DAdmgtitatm Ondes PALtej,Julfial

The Part A deductible has increased from $104.00 in 1976. to

$356.00 in 1984, an increase of 242% over the past eight

years. The annual Part 8 deductible has increased from

$60.00 in 1980 to $75.00 in 1983, an increase of 7.5%.

2- .C311114111.11ELC.0.12_111.1_131.1.

Actual per capita coinsurance charges born? personally by

7:
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CHART J

ANNUAL HEALTH CARE PAYMENTS
## MADE BY 'THE AGED oth

Per Aged
Person

Payments as a -
Percent of Income
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2. raifteurance (1)411._Bli

Actual per capita coinsurance charges borne personally by

the elderly increased by 3 5% between 1972 and 1982.

3. rstat.:A-har...th.g_ITArti_lk....md Bil

t In 1981, out-of-pockets payments for deductible and

coinsurance liability associated with both parts of

Medicare totalled $5.6 billion, a 166% increase 'in such

out-of-pocket payments since 1976.

4. ChAto_riatiatimaimmaatalsimAALP141212 (i.e., the-difference

betWeen the Medicare 'allowe4d" charge and the actual cherg634

by the physician for whMth the beneficiary is personally

liable)!

Between 1977 and 1982, the total dollar amo nt of "charge

reductiol nee on to elderly Medicare beneficiaries

jumped from million- to $2 billion, an increase of 191l

over a five-yeer period. Approximately 46 percent of all

1,art B claims submitted CO Medicare for reimbursement at

this time are "unassigned," compared to an over-50% no

assignment rate in 1977. Nevertheless, beneficiary lie

bility for 'unassigned" claims has increased dramatically

over the past five years even though the number of claims

paid on assignment has increased during the same period.
A

5. Non-cage xtA-lexviceal '-

Aged MediCare beneficiarifs are personally liable for a

significant number 'of critical noncovered services end

products--including dental services, dentur46, prescription

Oruga, eye glasses, hearing aids, etc.--for which they paid
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about St billion outrof-pcyCke4 in 1981, a 79% increase in

'-
their out-of-pocket IlabikIty for such prodazte and services

since 1977.

6. Daincitiaaclot_filcillari_nunxing_horatt_mxi_anstpe tax
all_Iet_gAxtx

Approximately half of All nursing home sipendiures made on

()R behalf of the aged in 1981 were financed directly by out-
/

of-pocket Ociyments. As HCFA researchers have noted: "Even

If other sources comprised half of the total payments, the

average out-of-pocket expenditure for private-paying

patients would still be over $1,po per week."

7. MILik0.iI-11L.P.11101111MIll

Out-oft-pocket premium payments by the elderly for Medicare

Part D coverage totalled $86.40 annually in 1977 as compared

with a current ann al figure of $175.20, a 103% increase in

SMI premium payments by the elderly over the past seven

years. '

8 privatt_Health'Insularie Prtaimmal

Approximately two-thirds of aged Medicare beneficiaries are

117
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sufficiently concerned abort the gaps in Medigare coverage

to purchase private health insurance policies designed to

supplement medical expenses. ''urrently, Apw option private

insurance.plane cost aged Medicare benifidiariee approxi-

mately $230 per year, while high option plans can exceed

$800 per year. These figures compare with an annual private

insurance premium rate of $90 just five years ago. Finally,

there is evidence to suggest that fewer and fewer of the

eldelly are firiercially able to retain such supplemental

policies once they are putchased, Blue Cross/Bine Shield of

Florida has recently poipted out that the "persistency rate"

(i.e., the percentage of those -aged beneficiaries who had

coverage at the beginning of the year and continue to have

coverage at the end of the year) has dropped from 93.3% in

1978 to 86.9% in 1982.

A NATIONAL COST CONTAINMENT STRATEGY

AAAP advocates a system-Wide approach to restrain the rate of

increase in total bealth care spending. Cost containment proposals

limited solely...to Medicare (e.g., benefit reductions or changes in

Medicare's reiTbasement method, such as the ne41.y enacted DRG payment

*system) encourage providers to shift costa to non - Medicare, private

pay patients and therefore do little to reduce the overall rate of

increase in hospital and health care costs. Such "solutions" accept

the 'rapid increases in hospital and health care costs as,a given and

merely shift the cost burden among payor8. Channeling ever more

resources into a cost-inflated system, either by requiring Medicare
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beneficiaries to pay more or by adding more revenue raised through

taxes, will not solve the problem of rapidly rising healtb care costs.

In the.short termAARP recommends that the rate of increase in

hospitek expenditures be limited to a fixed percentage that is

reasonably in line with the general inflation rate. The limit once
A.

established should apply to all third party payments to hbspitals.

tpix states (Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Mar/land

and Washinciton) have had some measure of success in limiting_ hospital '

cost escalation by utilizing mandatory prospective budgeting and/or

rat. review programs. An it result, increases in hospital

costs in these six stateafthave,qonslstently averaged three to four

percentage points leas each year than In other stags. In 1982, the

mandatory review states limited increases in hospital costs to 10.8%,

while all other states experienced hospital cost increases of

16.3% (Chart 4).

The experience in these six states demonstrates that hospital

&oats can be significantly restrained by regulatory action. The

Association supports the enactment of federal legislation that would

encourage or force the states to establish mandatory hospital rate,

reviOd commissions to allure that increases/in paymehts to hospitals/

do not exceed the national -.limit and also to control the growth and

exnansienof'hospital facilities.
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'As for physicians, they have steadily increased their fees at rates in

excess of the general rate of inflation for years, thus demonstrating

an.ability to maintain targeted income levels. Physicians, like

hoppitals, must begin to share more of the financial risk created by

modern, high technology medicine. Thus, policy makers must seriously

consider.a prospective pricirig approach to physician payments. AARP

is not committed at this time to any particular method of establishing

a prospective payment system for physician. We support timely

enactment of the concept with actual implementation occuring after

adequate consideration of the appropriate prospective payment

methodology.

In addition to controlling hospital and physician, expenditures,

AARP believes that limits must be established to control excessive

growth of medical facilities and health professionals.' To help remove

the economic incentives which have caused explosive growth 1n the

supply of medical services, the Association recommends the following

steps:

1. limit tax breaks that promote the excessive expansion of con-

ventional medical facilities, particularly hospitals, such as

over-generous depreciation deductions when hospitals/nursing

homes are sold;

2. change tax laws to cause employers and private 'third-party

payors to resist health provider cost escalation;

3. make health /medical insurance corporations subject to de

antitrust laws by repealing any state or federal antitrust

exemptions; and

dEST. COPY h
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4. subsidize the training of only those health professionals who

agree to work in medically underserved areas, and provide

incentive grants to healthprofeesion schools to encourage

training and curriculum development in geriatrics.

Ovec the 14ng run, AARP believes that regulation shouldtgraduaLly

give way to the development of more market-oriented health care

delivery systems. Health care delivery should be restructured to

expand the"supply of needed services that represent less costly

alternatives to hospitals and nursij homes. COmpetfng forms of care

delivery such as health maintenance and preferred provider

organization (iflipsand PPOs), *MeV clinics, and ambulatory health

care facilities of all kinds should be encouraged to the extent

possible. 'GreWter usia should also be Made of paramedical, ersonnel

(for example, geriatric. nurse practitionerti and physician assistants)

especially it underserved rural and inner-city areas; and in such

neglected institutional settings. 'rts nursing fames.
a

r

CONCLUSION
4.0

Health Care ost containment is the most important domestic

J policy issuelacing this nation. An across-the-board approach that

limil\s therate of increase in both4tosital and physician

xpendltures for all third-party payors is required to slow coats and

ensure a stable, affordable health care delivery system
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Senator JEPBEN. Thank you. I thank all three of you for very excel-
lent testimony and 1-would like to start oll by asking a common ques-
tion and have all three of you respond.

How do you feel about' the proposal that was made here earlier
this mornini during Mr. 'Calitano's testimony with regard to the
formation or a National Commission on Health Policy I

Mr, HACKING. Mr. Chairman, AARP does not favor the idea of a
commission, given our experience with the Social ,Security Commis-
sion. While I know that the package that the Social' Security Commis-
sion assembled and delivbred to Congress last year was hailed as a bi-
partisan compromise, our organization did not feel then nor do we
feel now that- what the Commission presented to the Congress and
what the Congress enacted represented the best possible solution to
the problems in the Social Security cash benefit area.

What was worse was that much of that package that was put to-
gether' by the Commission was fashioned by a small group of Coin-

.

mission meilibera acting in private and out of the public view with-
out any access given to outaide groups that bad an interest, suoh
as our own organization.

However, we felt that once the package was assembled and then
was introduced into the legislative process lnfr% tliefe would At least
be an opportunity for us as an organization to try to influence-the
package, get some significant changes made in order to improve it.

What we were hoping was that, on balance, we would be able to say
that we could support it. What we found instead was that in the legis-
lative process on Capitol Hill there was no opportunity to make any
changes whatsoever in that package. No changes were going to be
allowed and we werertold that time and again and we went from Office
to office on the House side and the Senate side.

So from our organization's point of view, the Congress abdicated
its responsibility to shape public 'policy and delegated that- responsi-

, bility to a small group of people, swine of whom are not even elected
members of this body, and that we do not think the-way public policy
should be shaped..

We ifould hope that in dealing with the medicare problem and the
more general problem of cost escalation, that the Congress would face
up to the problem itself and handle the issue. After all, much of the
problem -has to do-with the way the Government has structured the
incentives 'in the health care marketplace through the tax laws and
through direct and indirect subsidies to promote the gtowth and ex-
pansion of.third-party payment system and promote the expansion of
the supply of hospital facilities and medical personnel.

Senator TEPREN. Mr. (oldbeck.
Mr. GOLDBECK. I think there's good reason to be concerned about

whether or not a commission would produce a viable solution and
if it was looked to from the standpoint of go away for a year and

'come back with the answer, I think that would be a mistake both
iir_practical and politicaFTerms as well.

The rate of change in health care systems today suggests that
. there's more going on than can probably be grappled with within a
year and' also suggests that there isn't a simplistic list of sort of
policy oriented answers that somebody is going to come up-with to
resolve all our health care problems in this country.

ga
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On the other hand, providing a Itational forum for an ongoing
focus on health policy. issues could be a very beneficial stela, as long
as we weren't too overly anticipating the finality of thembuteome.
And in that sense, we could certainly support. the creation of such
an endeavor."

I think that what he was referring to in terms of a commission to
help develop a national health policy is an interesting set of termi-
nology because, of courset_liefeth policy is not a law nor does a policy
equate necessarily to legislative response. Witness the fact that we
have one social service oriented national policy in America, which
is in the housing area, where we have had since 1949 and then reiter-
atedand I'm sorry to tell you I can't remember--in either 1968 or
1969, a national housing policy that said that every Ainerican is
entitled to housing in the follovbing condition and it specifies it
down to toilets. It is .a brief, yet rather detailed specification of what
our housing policy is:

Yet only-Akercent of the people ih the United States who are
eligible for public housing are receiving public housing. The fact
that there was a policy had virtually no impact on the subsequent
legislation or private sect% endeavors. So the mere creation of a
policy- doesn't produce a scTution, but the exercise, I would posit to
you, could be very valuable.

Senator JEPSEN. Mrs. White.
Mrs. WurrE. As you know, I speak for a conservative organization

and when I speak this morning to give you that particular answer
it will be more personal. I think all of us understand that commis-
sions and studies calk be quite expensive and again speaking from the
grassroots organization, we do not feel that there's any better place '
to get the answer, to provide the study, to get the information or
whatever is needed, than through and from our Congressmen and
Senators who we elect and send. to Washington. We feel that they
are more concerned. about the individuals, all of their constituents,
regardless of their age and regardless of their physical and financial
conditions, mad we would be prone to continue to lean in that 'direction.

Again, as I say, not only are we conservative, but we are willing
to cooperate and compromise in whatever is best for the people. And
we Totognize that therb's no bigger issue right now facing the Ameri-
can public than that of the health problems that we see in the future
and in the immediate future, as these gentlemen have stated and
whose who preceded us. so we would do wIratciver we could tp support
any cause that would help to eliminate any of these problems and
work toward a more.positive health orograM. rhank you.

Senator JEMEN. .Thank you. There's no question about where any
one of the'three of you stand on that issue. I appreciate that.

Mr. Hacking, we heard testimotly earlier which indicated that in at
least one country health care is being rationed with respect,to the
elderly. 'Great Britain certainly denies certain procedures-imply be-
cause they have gotten older, A bit closer to home, we've heard state-
ments to the effect that the elderly have a responsibility for certain
types of medical care. Frankly, I find this thinking disturbing and I'
wonder if you could tell us what, in terms of your association, you think
about this development.

1 2 4
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Mr. HACKING. Well, Mr. Chairman, care in this country today isalready being rationed and I guess our organization is very muchafraid that as the medicaid prices build and the Congress proceeds todeal with it, Congress may end up dealing with it by making very largeshifts of costs onto medicaid beneficiaries, shifts so large that a verylarge increasing share of the elderly population will simply be pre-cluded from entering hospitals and other medical facilities.Therefore, it will be the poor and the relatively low income who overtime, if our system continues as is, who willte precluded from accessto care. o in that sense the rationing which has already begun willjust conftue and we will end up at some point in the future--in, thenot too distant futurewith a highly technically sophisticated medi-cal system that is able to provide care only for the well-to-do or thosewho have very 'expensive insurance, and that is ndt going to be theelderly population generally.
Senator JEITEN. Well, you're advocating greater regulation in themedical area.
Mr. HACKING. In the short term.
Senator JErSEN. Well, it seems there are some who believe that theregulation of Great Brit* has had has contributed to some of theproblems in the rationing of health care. If you remove any incentiveon the part of the providers, do you discourage people from e'nteringthe field and you also discourage improvements in technology, andwouldn't it be better, as some of the witnesses suggested, to rely moreon the market to control the costs rather than regulations so we don'tlose the drive for research and improvements in the arealMr. HACKING. As I said in my statement, over the long term, theassociation does support a move away from regulation and towardthese kinds of market-oriented approaches for delivering, car*. Wethink that the health maintenance organizations have a great deal ofpromise, as do preferred provider organizations.
The problem is that the cost escalation problem is at hand now.Medicare's impending insolvency is not too far down the road. We have

ito do something that is going to be effective now to dampen the rateof escalation of hospital costs and the only thing that we can reachfor in the short term is strict across-the-board regulatory meehahismthat applies to all third-party payers. If we don't get some relief fromhospital cost'escalation, we're never goiRg to get to the point of seeingenough resources channeled to promottthese kinds of more market-oriented means, of delivering care that could in the loft term have thesame cost-dampening effect that regulation in the short term shouldhave.
So we are not saying that we want regulation and that should be itorever.
Senator Arszw. OK. Do you feel that Jiospital cost containment issingularly the most important factor that we must get at immediately IMr. HACKING. I'm afraid so. In the short term, yes:
Senator JEPFIEN. Thank you. Do you have any comment on that, Mr.Goldbeck it
Mr. Gormszcx. Yes. I think that the concerns you just heard ex-pressed are very legitimate. I think you do need to recognize that thereare choices that we can make very quickly, shotild we decide to do so Sior have the will to do so. If we believe the record that a capitated
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system can (a) provide. care of at least comparable quality and (b)
have a more cost efficient system and (c) are most cost efficient. becauqe
of the economic incentives in a capitated process, we could decide,'
instead of spending the past 8 years wondering whether or not medi-
care should he alldwed t have anybody using an HMO, we could
decide that medicare will use HMO's, in which case there would be
a pjethora of HMO's overnight. 1 mean, there's no concern about
whether or not there are enough capitated systems. If the Government
is going to pay for care in capitated systems, there will be capitated
systems in one hell of a }wry.

I single medicare out because that's the program over which you have
authority. The same is true with employers. Employers can decide that
instead of having 10 percent, after 9 years? of their population being
in HMO's, that they're going to have negotiated care systems, prepaid
systems, for 80 percent of their population and reap the benefits.

So wd know a lot. moreithan we act upon, The same is certainly true
with prevention. I would want to comment on one of the things that
you said about Great Britain and that is that in Great Britain you're
dealing with a very different cultural orientation toward many of these
things as well. It's not strictly a matter of regulation or even whether
or not their costs have Bone up in the past few years. A. great many
people in Great Britain are very comfortable with the rationing
process. It's not something which has the public marching through
the halls of Parliament begging to change and when it was imposed
there was no whimper, public or otherwise.

So. it's tough tq simply say that x takes place in Great Britain, there-
fore it will or won't produce.a comparable reaction here. Right now
Great Britain is going through a meandering privatization of their
health insurance system, not. with anybocly suggesting that, the Public
National Health Service should RI) away, but rather that there could
be more balance brought in by having more of a movement of the
British United Providence Association or the private insurance sys-
tems brought in as a complikion program.

So there are certain interesting things going on, and we are moving
toward a more unified approach and other countries with unified ap-
proaches are moving more toward diversified approaches. And it's a
little hard to tell whose model you're supposed to follow.

You asked a question of the first mad about what was happening
to insurance and whether or not some/ of these plans in the private
sector would cause increases for certitin insured persons, and you
Itet. get a complete answer. The answer is yes, lots.

e are seeing, in effect, in large group circumstances, the end ofOf

traditional insurance. Virtually no companies now are going out and
signing new group indemnity plans. They are either self-funding or
they're self-administered or both, and they are negotiating packages
of care and they are bringing in capitated systems. They are not, in
effect, spreading the risks the way traditiohal insurance is desigmid
and the way your former company made its mark and si) fovth.

That's a part of history, not the future, and it brings with it a great
deal 'Tigre positive economic incentives, a great deal more consumer ,

awareness, w great deal more choices which are very positiVe. Also, we
have not figured out how to begin 'to dead with- the people who have
no choice but to get the very most expen ve carethe adverse selec,
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tion issueand it's going to be an issue in the public prog ram just asit is in the private program. There's no point in kidding ourselves,
though, that it's going to happen. It's already-hpppening.

Senator JErsiar, Mrs. White, do you have an comment!
Mrs. WRITE. Yes, sir. You talk about cost containment aild we really'

can't limit that to medical care and hospitals in any form. Really, cost
containment should be applied to all of us, and this is the thing we talkabbelin the light of inflation. And I think every one of us in this roomand in Ameri& today is concerned about" inflation because 'it affectseverything. So when we refer to hospital costs, we have to realize that
everything that goes into that hospital is inflated from the bath towels,
the bed sheets, to the cost of sophisticated equipment which they use.So this is an 'overall picture which you, as. Members of Congress, have
an opportunity to look at, to cbmpare, and to see how you best think
it should be done. .

We in farm bureau would like lessgovernment and what we say withthat is we like the ones we have elected' to use their good 'judgment
through the expertise that's able and provided to them, and then they,
working with the private sector and the individuals back in the areasthey representand I cannot emphasize that enough, sir, that work-

, ing with the people that you representand this gets all areas, all
segments, all ages, all professions and businesses-- -and we believe you,
workin together'with these individuals, that you will be working forIthe ills of the people you represent and likewise for the good of all
America.

Senator YEMEN. Thank you.
Just by way of suminaryt I gathered here from the first panel's re-spohse that there was a feeling on behalf of industry: as Mr. Califanosaid, that there was Urt of a shell game, a 'transferring of costs, thatthe costs didn't go away, and that there is concern on their part that

maybe one of the reasons that they were rather receptive to and in.,fact
advocated a national commission was that when these costs were trans-
ferred there was a *tendency of Government to push them off on the
private sector and they in the private sector had to pay for them, and
that if they hid a national commission they felt that they would have
a chance to have some input there and maybe they could neutralize thisor at least put into better perspective.

Now, Mr. Hacking, to a little bit of the same degree but with a
different result, feels that there may be transfer from the Govern-
ment to the iridividtial and therefore that in this instance the indi-viduals you represent are on fixed incomes, the great majority of
'them, but they can't Adjust and they don't sell cars and make up--
one of them said $i50 and the other one Said they got 050 and thatv4 need to turn up another 30' to pay the cost and the consumer
ultimately pays. You don't have consumers in your organization
I mein, they are consumers, but they have fixed incomes and they
are in the retirenterit years of their lives. So the end result sleets
,vour association aid your .members and the people you represent
differently. The3k have to pay for it, or do without, and the 'latter
is, I think, one of the things you put quotation marks around. is
that correct! 19 this analysis correct!
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Mr. HACKING. That's correct. The businesses in this country, as
they incur higher premiums for thei-wup health insurance they pio-
vide for their workers, pass those inemlninseither pass them back-
ward on to their workers in the form of lower wages or they pass
them forward to the consumers in the form of high prices for the,

a and services that those manufacturers produce. That's the way
ings are being handled today.
The problem that the business community is running into now is

that its becoming a little more difficult for them to shift those costs
either backward to the workers or forward to the consumers because
they are meeting with resistance. Therefore, in the future, what em-
ployers may end up .having to do is what we are already seeing
happening in medicaid; that is, cut back the extent of the protection
that that group health insurance provides for those workers and those
workers' dependents through things like the introduction of deducti-
bles, coinsurancethe same thing that the Congress has been doing
over the last several years in the medicare projects. And eventually,
you will see happening in the private group insurance area what we
are now seeing happening in medicare, and that is, as the cost is
shifted to the indKiduals, more and More individuals are going to
be precluded from accbss to care.

Senator ',YEMEN. Mr. Goldbeck.
Mr. GOLDBECK. Certainly that is a correct characterization of the

fact that business is always in a situation of passing the costs on to
somebody else. This is in effect a middle person in that regard. That
somebody also includes millions of shareholders and the whole fabric
of the economic part of this Nation.

I think it underscores the fact that there is no payer out-there in
the final analysis to pass something on to, which is why we need to
stop kidding ourselves that moving it around or moving Joe's pea
around, which is what it is, gets you anywhere. ,Businesses can only
pay that which relates to the revenues that they generate from their
products. Con can only pay that which Kelates to the taxes that
their receive. irrest of us can only pay that which relates to the
revenues that we receive from wages or inheritance or' some other
source.

We are, in effect, a collective payer in that regard. So whether or
not one group at one period of time is more successful than another
in getting out of paying doesn't lessen the national burden. It won't
change. What your job is and our job is collectively is to change those
lines, to bend the curve, not to try to get another color up theft ha a
different payer because then the curve goes the same way. That's the
difference.'

What we don't see yet in the private sector aniong the big com-
panies -,I stress that that is all I'm ,talking about is the big com-
paniesis a trend toward cutting back on any protection that means
anything that is in any way essential. I would stress that there is no
reason in the world why we can't have all the medical care that is
'truly needed in the 4ppropriate settings for the amount of money
that we spend.

The problem is that we spend a great deal that doesn't get us any-
where from the health standpoint. and is a total waste from an economic
standpoint.
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Senator JEMEN. Well, third payer being the culprit here, according
to everybody' has caused a lot of these increases in costs; at the sametime the third payer is very much always going to be, for your issocia-
don, the AARP, the third payer in this instance is a combination of
the private insurance and Governmentbut when yciu talk about thethird payer, the private sector and the insurance business over theyears has had to divelop and create things to try to have cost control
and try to make things meet. In group insurance for yearsI thinkit's still truebut in the years that you said are now gone, Mr. Gold-
beck, I remember all we used to talk about was if we handled money
everybody would breathe easy and shake hands apd congratulate each
other if you broke even at the end of the year and you had thousands
and thousands of people putting money in and since it's not an exact
science like life' insurance and so on, if you hroke even it was a great
success. But when the experience shows that there are some things on
the market, then the private sector insurance company had to address
that, whether they started with maybe a 10-percent coinsurance or a
$20 deductible or they put some limitations on it, but they did that.

But the third payer, when it comes to Government, where' for yearsit seemed as though we had some kind of a reciprocal pump and it just
kept providing dollars, and another thing I take issue with in what
you said about Congress spending the money they have taken in
Congres always spends all the revenues that they take in plus all
the additional money that we could got by with.

So in the hospital cost containment and the runaway health costs, I
think if we can sit down honestly and discuss long enough about try-ing to understand the problem very generally, you Could say that oneof the third payer folks here is.the Government and they seem to usethe third payer more removed than most and the (lector, the hospital,
the patientwhoever 'else might be involvedhave the Government
involved because they/come in Friday and they could go home Friday'but stay until Monday and say that as long as the Government is pay-
ing for It it really doesn't cost anybody anything. That's not true with
a private insurance company, but it doesn't cost anybody anything be-
cause the Governmept is paving for it. and.without any had inte149iisin' their heart or any conspiracy involved or any prior plannini, the,retention of the occupancy in the hospital is going up, and why not
stay over the weekend because it doesn't. cost anybody anirtling. The
doctor is going to be there anyway And th,Npatient doesn't have toI'm exaggerating a little bit to make a point, but it happens, accord-
ing to all the hearingsthe few hearings we've had here, when youexamine the file, you find case after case and you could,probably multi-
ply it by hundreds of thousands where this aid happen, that there are3 or 4 extra days as long as nobody was getting hurt because the Gov-
ernment is paying for it. As Senator Dirksen said, "A million here and
a million there, it adds up to some real money after a while," and that's
I think maybe why that hospital room red line Is one of the reasonswhy the third payerGovernment probably the .most far removedthird payer, most invisible. and it really doesn't cost anybody.

But to summarize what I'm saying, there is some of the same prin-
ciples that have been developed in the private sector for trying on
an approved business basis tct control health costs, some of which are
caused by just people being people, just human nature, and you have
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to apply some busiposs principle and they're going to have to be ap-
plied, but when you het to people on fixed incomes, we've got a lack
of flexibility, a little different situation.

I guess my question is, without this commissionand l'i not de-
bating thatevident)), you weren't represented in that last commis-

, sion, Mr. Hacking, is that correct it
Mr. HACKINO. Well, there was no AARP representative on this

idunission.tglatOr JEIV3EN. Well, -ivhat way; other than bringing people Who
. represent -all facets and phases &nd parts of this whole problem to-

gether and sitting down on a consensus people pounding things out
how would you expect to get this total overview. Could Congress do it it
That's.what Mrs. White was saying, . .

Mr. Hacxxxa. We would rather see it done in the Congress and in
the public forum. As I indicated in my comments on the commission
I gave earlier, our problem with the Social Security Commission was
that what, was fashioned was fashioned in private out bf the public
view. Now we had commissions before that, but generally other com-
missions have just simply put something together and sent it up to
Congress and then what was sent up was considered in the ordinary
process. We jut had the Social Security' Policy Council send up to
Capitol Hill itli recommendations for the Medicare Program. Unfor-
tunately, the Social Security Policy Council, their recommendations
took's look only at this problem and we think you need to take a sys-
temwide approach to this problem.

So if the commission you're talking about, Mr. Chairman, is going
do be in the public, that's going to hear the views of taxpayers, work-
ers, business, the cid-tidy, is welol as the insurance., companies and
providers of care, then fin What we don't want to see happen is
what happened last year with the Social Security Commission.

Mr. GOLDBECK. Whether fortunately pr unfortunately., the reality
of the life of the commission and their impact ili that those that get
something done get, it done because it did it in private, and those
that just produced a report in public have produced very few out-
comes. Again, without suggesting whether. that's good or bad, you
can look through suliject after subject Over a 50-year period and that
is exactly what has taken place. And so that is why I said in part
whether or not a commission is a viable concept has a lot to do with
what the expectations are for the outcome of that commission.

Senator .TErsErr. Do you have a comments Mrs. White?
Mrs. WHITE. Well, the group you've had here this morning, you

could take us all coming in representing the different people. and
inavbe individuals and if we all sat down together I dare say we
couldn't come up with anything better that would better meet the
needs of your people in your home State than you could yourself.
You say yoti get, the opportunity to bring people in for discussions,
to meet with the groups, to meet with the commission or whatever

, you would, but you would not always gilt the working people and you
would not always pet the elderly and you would not always get the
people who are going to be,concerned with your decision.

I just don't think there'§ any, better way to get anything that I
want through Congressand now I'm being personal than going 0
my own Representatives and my own Senators and having them know

37-264 - 85 - 9,
1
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about my cause because I believe they, like you and the other Mem-
bers Congress, are more concerned about, the total group than any-
one else on any commission anywhere.

Senator'JxrsEN. Well, I thank you. I would say to you, Mrs. White;
that you have raised some valid arguments for allowing farmers and
self-employed business men or women to deduct at least half the cost
of their health insurance and I am a cosponsor of that in the Senate,.
and across the board I think there's some hope for that.

I would ask if there are any classing statements or any statements on
the record you would like to make before we go on to the next panel?

Mr. Il AcniNo. Yes, Mr. Chairmtp. I'd like you t look again at this
chart. This is where the medicare dollar goes. Aredicare, especially
medicare part is a program that pays hospitals and as you can
see from what is happening in terms of hospital robin rates relative
to what is happening to the Con Sinner Price Index, it is the cause of
the escalation in hospital costs that is impacting on the medicaid
program and driving that program very rapidly toward insolvenc'.

Until something is done about hospital cost escalation, the crisis
in medicare cannot 11.6 aVoided. It can be deferred. You can raise taxes
on workers and consumers, but it cannot be avoided. The deficit will
simply build over time and the Congress will have to over time trans-
fer more and more private and public wealth into the Medicare Pro-
gram to continue to pay hospitals.

Senator JEITEN. Mr. Goldbeck.
Mr. GOLDBECK. I would certainly agree with that. I think that our

message would be that there is not an adv ntage to the economy of this
country, basically the jurisdiction of t s committee to segment this
economic problem into one that is me mare only or medicaid only or
State only or business only, but rath one which is a total economic
problem that will indeed .respond to e omic change and economic
incentives.

The problems that we have now are a response to a set of economic
circumstances that we wrote collectively. If we wish to bring about
changes in those trend lines, if we want to change the pie, then we
have to change the rules. That moans we are overtly restructuring one
of the most ironically economically successful industries in America to-
day and we have to be willing to do that and not pretend that we're
talking about a little bit of benefit here or a little bit of eligibility
there. We're talking about restructuring the economics of a major
industry and decide that that warrants national attention. We think
it does and we think this committee is to be commended for helping
move in that direction.

Seriator TEPSEN. Mrs. White.
Mr§. %MIL I would. like to say the same thing. You do need to be

committed. I think Congress is working at this. All of us recognize the
fact it's costs everywhere to every individual, regardless of what sta-
tion in life they are. Is the concern about the cost of Government, the
cost of living wherever they are. Talk about running out of money, it's
like the little boy who said to his mother, "Don't worry about losing
your billfold, it was just money." Well, it used to be just money, but
it isn't. so any more. The Government has no money, the people have
no money. So we are concerned in general about the conditions of this
country.

13f
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So I will repeat what I said already several times, I don't think any-
body can solTe these problems any better than Congress working with
the people, and I do say you are working at it the best you can with
the problems you have and the people you have out there showing the
interest, and if would like to encourage more people who are concerned
about everything we've discussed this morning to get involved and let
you bear from them, rather than waiting until- the time for criticism.
So -we appreciate it and any way farm bureau can work with you we
would be glad to. Thank you.

Senator JEMEN. I might say that you're three of the most dynamic
witnesses I have ever had appear. I appreciate it and I mean that very
sincerely. You presented a lot of food for thought and you have told
it like it is and I appreciate that. Thank you for coming and we look
forward to your input as we move along. It is something we will ad-
dress because we must this year and hone filllv we can (10 it. with a little
more of a broad brush rather than just focusing in on the medicare and
medicaid programs. It is much broader .than jut that and your sug7
gestions and your observations have contributed to that. Thank you
you' infth.

I would call the next panel : Mary Suther, Dr. Nelson, and Jack
Owen. Mary Suther is executive officer of the VNA of Dallas, TX, and
will be testifying on behalf of the National Association for Home
Care, the largest representative of home health care agencies. I think
it's very appropriate and very interesting that we have just had quite
a dramatic exchange here an discussion on hospital cost containment
and I didn't hear, anything said about maybe we ought to do things
different Maybe it's the home health care that can alleviate sonic of
this. We will now hear abort. that I'm sure.

Dr. Nelson will be testifying on behalf of the American Medical
Association , and Jack Owen will be representing the hospital
community.

At this point in time I'm going to go vote and so I will declare a
6-minute recess and you can all rest and get better acquainted and I
will be back in about 6 minutes. We will recess for that time,

rA short recess was taken.1
Senator JEPSPIN. I will call this hearing to order.
Mary 8uther, executive officer of the VNA of Dallas, TX. Mary will

testify on behalf of the National Association for Home Care, the targ-
est representative of home health care agencies. Dr. Alan Nelson, board
of trustees, American Medical Association, will be testifying on behalf
of the AMA and will give the view of physicians; and Mr. Jack Owen,
executive vice president, American Hospital Association.

We'll start from my left and go right and, Mr. Owen. jou 'may pro-
ceed. Your prepared statement, will be entered into the record und'
you may proceed in any way you so desire.

:STATEMENT OF JACK. OWEN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN rtAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Owen. Thank you, A r. !Airman. I am Jack Owen, executive
vicuresident of the ,American Hospital Association, and I am going
to refer to my testimony but I'm going to summarize it and keep it
rather shorty.

1 3 2
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I'd like to start of by just commenting on a couple of things that
raw up in previous panels if I might. 1 heard Mr. Wiliam) talking
about the problems and I think one thing he did say, that I would cer-
tainty agree with him on that during the 1960's the whole emphasis on
health care was access, one level of care, the best care, the highest qual-
ity, and everybody was supposed to get that high level of care. And I
guess we did too good a job because that's what drove costs kip as much
as anything else.

The incentive was to provide care for anybody who came and, as
you said, the Government paid for it, and those are, the rules with
which we played for almost 20 yearS.. . ..

Now we are faced with a-completely different set of circumstances.
We know we can't afford to provide care for everybody. There's just
not enough money there, so the hospitals were asked that we turn
around and do a different approach and I'm pleased today to be able
to report that I think we are making progress in the year's time Chat
Congress has had to change the incentive system.

I would like to just point out what's happened in the last, year and
why we believe the incentive system is starting to work, regardless of
what you see. I have to again refer to Mr. Hacking pointing to the red
line, the hospital-room line, and he said that was driving up the
medicare costs. I would remind you, Mr. Chairman, that medicare does
ti6t pay hospital room. rates, never has, and that the room rates that
are there are set by hospitals but with 94 percent of the people being
third party paid Mr, very few of them ever pay the room rates and
it's a figure that shows up constantly which really has very little mean-
ing when it comes to whether inflation and hospital costs have in- ,
creased,or not. I think we have to keep that in mind. Blue Cross doesn't
pay room rates. Some insurance. companies do. Medicare and medicaid
don't.

I think we have to also, if I could comment just a minute on the
shifting, because there seems to be an awf"l lot'a coneern7--hothAhe
gentlemen from Ford and Chrysler and Mr. Goldbeck from the I:31'8i-
ness Council talked about the shifting of costs.

First of all, I'd have to say that hospitals don't shift costs. They
shift where they got their revenue from. If we have three patients in
the hospital and Dr. Nelson is a full payer and this gentlemen isn't
and I'm a medicare patient and this gentleman doesn't pay anything,
his costs are going to be the same as our costs, but. we have to get some
revenue to pay Mr that. And the real issue is, where does the hospital
feetthe money to take care of the people who aren't Ong to pity t

The implication this morning was that medicare was the culprit
that was shifting the costs to the private sector. I don't believe that. I
don't think any statistics so far are showini that medicare is the cul-
prit. Medicaid. however, is. Medicaid,. which is bein cut hack by
States across this country, are leaving a lot of peopl who are poor
and needy uncovered and they're not being covered by t le Ford Motor
Co., or the Chryslers or any of the business groups, and the AARP
and other groups don't want to, ay for them either, but when that dis-

* advantaged person -tomes into the hospital for that appendicitis or'
broken leg; the hospital takes care of him. The hospital doesn't say,
"I'm sorry, we can't take care of you because we've got to shift where
we get the revenue from, because we going to have to pay for food,

1 3 ,3
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we're going to have to pay for people to take care of you and pay for
the drugs.' Nobody is giving those supplies to us. So that somebody, no
matter what kin of a system we talk about,- we're going to have some
poor, disadvan d people and there will be some revenue shift.
There's got to be. here is in every business.

So with that, I would just like to point out very quickly if I could
what we see happening in regard to the incentive system that is now
underway with medicare and why we think it's going to have some
powerful incentives on the rest of the private sector as well.

, During 1983, the rate of increase in total, hospital expenses slowed
from about 15.8 percent in 1982 to 10.2 percent in 1983. So we had
aboutai 5-percent decrease or slowing down in the hospital expenses.
The reduction in the rate of increase in inpatient expenses has been
even greater, from 15.6 percent in 1982 to 9.6 percent in 1988. We are
now down below the double digit inflation.

This substantial reduction cannot be explained solely. on the basis
of demand or marketplace pressures. As trends in hospital employ-
ment and length of stay indicate, a substantial part of the industry's
performance in 1988 is due to improvements in hospital efficiency in
both the production and use of hospital services. That's whatthis sys-
tem was designed to do, to increase production and efficiency.

During . the past several years, a trend toward slower growth of
ihospital employment has been established. The increase in hospital

employment was dramatically lower in 1988 than in 1982. Total em-
ployment rose 1.4 percent in 1988 compared to a 8.7-percent increase
in.1982. The increase in staffing ratios was also smaller in 1988 than in
1982, indicating that the slower growth of employment waspot entirely
due to slower demand growth.

Slower growth in the volume of hospital services also has moder-
ated historical trends in hospital expenses, contrary to what many of
our critics are saying this line is just'going up out of sight. Total
admissions declined a h f of 1. percent during 1988 after remaining
stable in 1982.

Now if you think about that for 1 minute, admissions of patients
65 years of age and older increased 4.7 percent against about 5 percent
during the historical trend each year because of the number of people
who are turning over into the age 65 group. The length of stay for
patients 65 years of age and older was down sharply, 4.5 percent, result-
ing in almost no net increase in total patient days for patients in this
category. In other words, even though the increase in the trend of
admissions is going up slightly, because we were able to cut the length
of stity,the total days for medicare in 1988 remained stable and there

iwas no increase for the first time. These annual trends were even more
apparent in the ourth quarter of 1988. We just started the DRO pro-
gram on October 1983, so that was the fourth quarter. Admissions of
patients 65 years f age and older increased by less than 1 percent in
that quarter, wile the average length of stay fell 5.5 percent. So
something hes happened out there and the incentive under the PRO
system is starting to work. ..,

Slower growth of utilization was not limited to the over-65 pope-
latioti. I think this is important from the standpoint of what these ...
panels are talking about. They seemed to think the only thing happen-
ing has to do with medicare. Admissions for patients under the age
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of 65 was dOwn sharply during 1988, 9.8 percent. Thus, we had a 2.8
percent decline in the rate of admissions of those under 65, which
means that the people that are on Blue Cross and commercial insur-
ance and so forth that are not a part of medicare are actually using
hospital care loss. And that trend is continuing in the first quarter
of this year.

V.ow the significance of these trends is readily apparent. First,
hospitals are responding to the incentives created by both prospective
pricing and the system of per case Oayment establishment. Medicare
length of stay is down, the increase in hospital staffing levels is flow-
ing, and the overall increase in hospital costs is moderating. Second,
because real changes are occurring in hospital performance, savings
are being generated not only for the medicare program but also for
other payers as well. This has been achieved without a monolithic
system of payments covering ail third parties and patients, and with-
out a burdensome regulatory apparatus. It is critical that hospitals
have the opportunity to continue their response to incentives treated
by ptikspective pricing and that the system not be manipulated to
produce arbitrary, short-term reductions in Federal outlays.

I don't quite understand Mr. Hacking's point that we're only going
to have regulations for a short time. I just doit't see how you can
have regulations for a short time and then take regulations away.
I think other countries have shown that that doesn't work.

Now just in summary of what else is happening, I would say that;
in addition to the medicare program which we're all concerned about,
we haVe seen the advent of PPO's. These are preferred provider
organizations which now there are some 84 hospitals that are involved
in these, and in a recent, survey that we've just completed, over 700
hospitals are now anticipating and investigating participation in
these preferred provider organizations.

Now these are organizations in which business and ndustry nego-
tiate with the hospital to take care VI their employees at a particular
rate. It's a very competitive approach and its working. It's a big
advantage to the employee groups.

We have seen some technological advancement and these both in-
crease and decrease costs and we have to recognize that. But many
times, they enhance the ability to treat patients. The CAT scan would
be the most famous piece of equipment that we've discussed over the
past few years, The ability to look inside a person's body without
having invasion through surgery was a great step forward in diag-
nostic treatmeilof the diagnostic procedures for a patient and with-
out the techno of advances we wiSuldn't have that. So that's there.

But T think we have got to be careful as we talk about we're going
to save money and we' going to cut the costs. We can't forget the
accessibility, ant you Nferred to it very briefly when talking with
Mr. Califano anti the, gentleman from Ford when you said the problem
that you're reaching and seeing in Iowa as you cut back is that people
are beginning to. Say, "Hey, wait. 1 minute, We duet get the care we
want,' tind they're beginning to complain. Because we will'continue to
keep the quality, we can do.that, but we may have a problem keeping
accessibility that we've known in the past i no one wants to pick up
their share of those who can't pay.
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I would just conclude by saying that the medicare pricing policy,
which right now is a fair policy, is going to work to hold down total
medicare costs of health care and it's going to help the rest of the
economy as well, but the price his got to be fair. When the price isn't
fair, then we're going to see a shifting of hospitals needing to get reve-
nues from other patients. The shifting that's taking place now, the
kinds of shifting that. Ford Motor Co. representedand you askedhim R very pertinent question and that is, why are those people 65 to
69 up, if they're working there, why should they be part of the medi-
care program ? That's a good question. It's those kind of shifts which
nobody wants to take that are going to be worse if the price to the hos-
pitals are below what the fixed costs are and we must continue to de-
liver the care.

Mr. Hacking and AARP and everybody else is saying more careand more care, but where's the money? I think you have to be verycareful to watch what happens to accessibility and 1 think we have tobe very careful as we watch medicare what happens to medicaid. The
two have been tied together for so long, if States pull out of the midie-
aid program, it becomes more difficult for hospitals to take care of the
poor and needy.

With that, would conclude my statement, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Owen follows:1
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PIZTAILD HTATWMZNT or JAM Owe'

Mr. Chairmen, I am Jack Owen, Executive Vice President of the American

Hospitii Association (AMA). The ANA, which represents over )5,100 member

hospitals.and health care institutions, as well as more than 38.000 personal

members,is pleased to have this opportunity to presontits views on health

care cost issues to the Joint Economic Committee.

INTROPOCTION

I am particularly pleased to be here todai, as this hearing provides an

)
opportunity to report on the substantial progress that has been made by the

hospital industry in reducing the rate of increase in hospital coats over the

pest year. This hearing is also an opportunity to discuss tha significant

changes that are occurring in the hospital industry in response to changing

demands by both public and private payers. These Changes offer the best

opportunity for'ensuring that costs are consistent with coneuner needs and

expectations.

For several years the American Hospital Association has advocated the use of

incentives to bring about hospital coat containment. Theincentives -based
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approach stimulates the industry to develop new ways of deliveri service at

lover cost, and encourages hospital managers to be responsive to oth consumer

and payer.dsmands. The private sector has adopted elements of this approach,

with substantial activity occurring in the development of privete sector

prospective pricing systems, preferred provider organisations and selected

provider contracting, and innovative health insurance packages. Medicare's

prospective pricing system provides an example of how powerful the incentives

approach can be when adopted by a major payer. In addition, it provides an

illustration of the issues that must be resolved if the incentivesbased

.approach is to be successful:

The ARA continues to believe that the incentives approach is superior to the

use of regulation to control costs. A reliance on regulation will discourage

innovation that is essential if high quality health care is to Continuo to be

made available to the public at a cost that the public is willing and able to

pay. Regulatory approaches, particulaily whop applied across the board,

inhibit the ability of providers to respond to the unique needs and

expectations of specific consumer groups and employers.

1983 PERFORMANCE

During 1983, the rate of increase 4n total hospital expenses slowed from 15.8

percent, in 1982, to 10.2 percent, in 1983: /he reduction in the rate of

incriese intnpatient expenses has been even greater: f410 15.6 percent in

-10 to 9.6 percent in 1983. This sub initial reduction cannot be explained

00
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on the basis of demand or arketbasket pressure.. As trends in hospital

employment and length of stay indicate, a substantial part of the industry's

performance in 1983 leo due to improvements in hospital efficiency in both the

production and up of hospital serviceah

During the past several years, a trend toward slower growth of hospital

employment has been establil d. The increase in hospital employment was

dramatically lower in 1983 an in 1982. Total employment rose 1.4 percent in

1983 compared to a 3.7 percent increase in 1982. The increase in staffing

ratio was also smeller in 13 thanpn'1982, indicating that the slower

growth of employment was not entirely due to slower de7nd growth.

Slower growth in the volume of hospital service also has moderated historical

trends in hospital expenses. Total admission. declined 1/2 of 1 percent

during 1981., after remaining stable in 1982. Admi.sion of patients 65 year.

of age and older increased 4.7 percent during 1983, slightly below the

historical trend. Length of Stay for patient. 65 year. of age and older'was

down sharply--4.5 percent--resultina in almost no net increase in total

patient days for patients in this category. Them annual trend. were even

more apperen,t in the fourth quarter of 1983, with admissions of patients 65

years of age and older increasing by les. than 1 percent, while the average

length of stay for these patilint fell 5.5 percent.

Slower growth of utilization was not limited to the over-65 population.

Admissions for patients under the age of 65 was down sharply during 1983--2.8

0

percent- -thus, continuing trends established in 1982.
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The significance of these trends is readily apparent. First, hospitals are

responding to the incentives created by both prospective pricing and, the

system of per care payment established by the Tax Equity and Fiscal
./

Responsibility Act. ?adly* length of stay is down, the increase in hospital

staffing levels is sloWing, and the overall increase an hospital costs i.

moderating. Second, because real changes are occurring in hospital

performance, savings are being generated not only for the Medicare program but

also for other payers as well. This has been achieved without a monolithic

system of payment covering all third parties and patients, and without a

burdensome regulatory apparatus. It Da critical that hospitals have the

opportunity to continue their response to the incentives created by

prospective pricing and that the system not be manipulated to produce

arbitrary, short-term reductions in federal outlays.

PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENI'S

Although adoption of prospective pricing by Medicare is the most dramatic

change in the hospital industry, other. changes are taking place as well.

Af ter Meedicare,. possibly the most widely discussed new idea in health care is

that of priferred provider organizatioqs (PPOs). A survey conducted by the

American Hospital Association and sponsored,by the Health West Foundation in

late 1982 and early 1983 identified 84 hospitals involved ip a preferred

provider organization and more than 700 hospitals that were considering

lirinvolvement in a PPO. A follbwup survey conducted in July of 1983'idgnt d

40 operational PPOs, most of which involved two or more hospitals. The kqy
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charactatic of those organizations is their ume.of unique combination. of

features to meet the particular needs and demands of an employee group.1 Both

the services covered and the ways of delivering 001115 services vary from plan

to plan, which ensures a high degree of responsiveness. to the partillpr

groups involved.

With increased epharie on health care costs, many employers are re-examining

their health insurance coverage to explore alternative ways of providing

financial protection to their employees while encouraging the coat-effective

use of hospital and other health care services. Employer also have shown

substantial interest in the PPO concept-. Many employers are actively pursuing

4 .

the development of PM. as an alternative to more conventional health

inaurante. In addition, employer/provider coalitions continue to be one

promising means of bringing about the effective collaboratioq of providers,

emplgyers, end organized labor in an effort to contain health care costs. The
..0

.

Community Programs for Afford* Health Care -project, sponsored by the Robert
/

Wood Johnson Foundatir t, is pr ding examples of innovative offdYt1 toi

develops ocal healthcare financing end Pelivorysymtems that are responsive

,to community needs and resources.

. ,
WHO TERM ISSUES

The 1983 trends tlearly indicate that hospitals are responding eo new

incentives. It is important to recognize, however, that financing systems

have purposes other than simply containing costs. In recent, year., attention

141,
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has drifted away from a connarn)rithaccos to care and toward an exclusive

focus on budgetary issues. Although important, budgetary issues should not

dominate the formulation of health policy by the federal governeent, state

government, or by the private sector, It is unrealistic to expect thi$

improvements in efficiency can be used to "fund" technological advances.

Efforts to do go inevitably result in significant changes in the services

available to both public and private patients.

Technological advances can both increase and decrease coots. Many

technological advances incremili the demand for care as they enhance the

ability' of medicine to treat illness and extend the quality and length of

life. 'Since the enactment of the Medicare program, there has been a steady

increase in the life expectancy of the elderly that has tended to parallel the

increase in the cast of the Medicare program. The U.S. Office of Technology

Assesiment has identified neonatal intensive care as a technological advance

that has improved the chances of survival for premature and high risk
4

infante. Similarly, fiveyear survival rates for childhood leukemia victims

have improved tremendously in recent fears. In examining hospital

departmental staffing trends, we find that the fastest'growing departments

have been those using more Advanced technology and-higherpaid therapeutic and

diagnostic services. Providing these services raises total costs, but at the

ease time improves patient outcomes and health status.

The implementation of the Medicare pro active pricing system provides an

opportunity to examine the relationshi among the objectives of
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colt-containment, quality of car.. and access to services. If the new system

is manipulated to simply produce short -Cara budget savings, the Inevitable

result will be reduced access to service' by the elderly. A successful

Medicare piquant system require. prices that sr. adequate-- -only adequate

pricoa will enable the program to met its objective of containing costs

wit*but adversely affecting the ability of the Medicare population to receive
af

,yuccesary high-quality services.

In'addition,, to be successful, Medicare's prospective pricing system also must

establish prices that are fair. If it does not, hospitals may well be

penalised for providing technologically advanced services or developing

regional referral network'. The AMA hes urged both the Department of Health

ndlititian Services and the Congress to carefully examine the qukty of the

Mediocre prospective pricing system, and identify any potentially adverse

consequences ofmovingquickly to uniform national rates of payment. Problems

already have been identified for certain ural hospitals that function as

referral centers and offer's' comprehensive range of services. Although these

hospitals offer services that axe compere to those found in most cities,

their payment often ranges fro $700 to $900 per caie less than their urban

counterparts.

In an effort to address equity pro blear, the American Hospital Association has
(4,

urged Congress to study the concept of setting Medicare prices unique to each

DRC bailed on a combination of a uniform national rate of paybnt and a

.hospital-specific rate of payment. Par those DRCs that describe uniform
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e group of patient., the price will reflect the national Average. The prices of

those D. exhibiting substantial variation in cost., and in which severity of
4

Ulnas. is likely to play a major role in determining the cont of treatment,

would be heavily weighted toward a hospital-specific rate. We believe this

approach has great potential for improving the equity of the Medicare

prqmpective pricing system, while preserving its incentives, until such time

as the VEG yeteu on which prospective pricing is based is adequately refined.

We have identified a number of other problems, including deficiencies in the

wage intx used to adjust prices for regional variations in the coot of labor

and have urged Congress to make necessary statutory modifications to prevent

undesirable changes in the hospital industry that 1411 be necessary if

hospitals are to avoid unjustified financial shortfalls in the short-term.

CONCLUSION

The Medicare prospective pricing systole is demonstrating the effectiveness of

the incentives-based approach to contaising health care costs. Experience to

date suggests that a Medicare-only system can work to contain both Medicare

expenditures and total costs. The Medicare system also is providing an

opportunity to examine the complexities encountered in trying to change the

incentives that influence both hospital and patient behavior while providing

adequate and fair rates of payment.

In evaluating the performance of the Medicare system, the American Hospital

Association urges 'Nabors of Congress to keep in mind the Inoues of costs and
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of the kind of Medicare system that will be available to sleet the needs of the

elderly now and in the future. Pi the Medicare spites is implemented with a'

firm commitment to establishing privies, that are both adeliumte end equitable,

the AHA believes that both the public and tho providers will be wall served.

in the private sector, the AHA urges Congress to give providers, insurers, and

employers the time needed to work out the Innovative methods of providing a

raoge.of services that are responsive to the needs of particular groups at

cost that those groups arm willing to pay.

145-
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Senator Jarszw. I thank you, Mr. Owen.
Dr. Nelson. I

STATEMENT OF ALAN R. NELSON, M.D., MEMBER, BOARD OP
TRUSTEES, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY ROSS RUBIN, DIRECTOR, DEMRTMENT OF FEDERAL LEGIS-
LATION, AMA

Dr. NILEON. Thant 4out Mr. Chairman. My name is Alan Nelson.
I'm a private' practitioner in internal medieine in Salt Lake City. I'm
also on the AMA board of trustees and with me is Mr. Ross Rubin
from the department of legislation of the AMA .

The health care sector has become a major component of the Ameri-
can economy. In addition to the frequently cited figure of 10 percent
of the gross national product, you also have to remember that some
T million people are employed in health care, 5.2 million full-time
equivalent positions. As a matter of fact, the health care industry
ranks second among the Nation's industries behind retail trade. Each
office-based physician employs an average of 2.1 full-time equivalent
nonphysician personnel.

In the not too distant past, public policy in the health area was
geared toward expansion of the health care system and promoting
higher quality health care and wider public access to health services.

Through efforts in both the public and private sector our Nation
has developed a medical care system that is a benchmark against which
other medical systems throughout the world are measured. Health
status in the United States, as a matter of fact, improved to the point
where now we're increasingly worried about the cost of health care, in
addition to the more fundamental concerns of quality and access.

But it's important in any discussion about the imp act of health costs
to talk about what that investment by our society has purchased.

The life expectancy of Americans has increased from 69.7 years in
1960 to 74.5 years in 1982. Infant mortality has been reduced to a
record lbw of 11.2 per 1,000 live births, less than half the figure in 1960.

Since' 1970, deaths froin heart disease have declined by 25 percent
and deaths from stroke have declined by 40 percent. These advances
have come through major technological advances as well as through
improved access to care and changes in lifestyles.

Medical advances have greatly increased the quality of health care
available to Americans and the quality and length of their lives.
Furthermore. a'healthier population is more productive with less work-
days lost to illness and with reductions in percentage of individuals
who are disabled from certain chronic conditions.

Mr. Chairman, many individuals now appear concerned that _ex-
penditures for health care exceed 10 percent of gross national product
and while this is a substantial portiob of our total national product, it
must be remembered that consumer expenditures for alcohol and
tobacco were 8.8 percent of consumer expenditures in 1981 and that
recreation accounted for 6.4 percent Taxes accounted for.20.48 per-

% cent of gross personal income. It must be recognized also that 10 per-
cent of national product for health care is not a magic figure
and coutgrjustifiably increase over the years as medical care provides
flew benefits to our aging population.

.A
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If we take the curve of gross national product and eliminate all theunnecessary camthat is, we eliminate on a one-time basis all over-utilizationwe rationalize the demand and we eliminate all the fatthat it's possible to eliminatewe would have a one-time aberration in
the curve. Perhaps it would be slanted like this (indicating], or flat orperhaps even go down. But then, as our technological capability
resumes and continues as it has in the past, then presumably that curvewould again follow the same line.

As a matter of fact, if we want to find the culprit for the curve thatdescribes our health care costs, 'Wimps the single most responsible
individual would be Dr. Fleming, who discovered penicillin, or Mr.John ()rapper, who invented the flush toilet, because prior to the anti-biotic era and the area of sanitation people died in infancy or as chil-dren or they died at home because there was very little wq could do forthem in the hospital, and it didn't cost anybody anything. As we livelonger, as our technological capabilities improve, as a consequence,costs go up.

I had the chairman of the board of one of our majoi mutual insurerstell me that the health care costs for two children in the neonatal in-
tensive care unit were several hundreds of thousands of dollars for twochildren. He demanded to know what we were going to do about that.I had to ask him what he wanted us to,do, did he want us to let 2-poundbabies die? If the answer is no, if we want 11/2-to 2-pound babies tolive, then we can't criticize the health care system for .pflividing the,technological capability that permits that.

We have to make conscious decisions.about priority, and as con-tlude my remarks, I will return to the comments of former SecretaryCalifano who called for a national health policy.
We don't provide the same care now that we did in 1950. I receiveda phone call yesterday morning at 7 a.m. from a young woman patientwho said that her insulin pump for her diabetes had lost its programand she wanted to know how to reinstitute the program that permitsher to have her insulin around the clock in small doses with largerdoses prior to each meal. Now my patient also had laser treatment soher eyesight is good, her diabetes management control is much better

than it has ever been and she's substantially better off than her sister
who's also a patient of mine who is blind, has diabetes, and is await-ing renal dialysis and a transplant. Unfortunately, some of our tech-nological capability didift come along early enough for her sister,but we can't dlny that most of the services that I provide as an in-ternist weren't available 19 years ago when I started practicing. Most
of the drugs that I prescribe, most of the tests that I order, weren't
available. Of course, the cost will be different because the product is
different.

We al have to remember that health care costs aren't immune from
outside , ket forces and general inflation. Hospitals and other health
care settings are labor intensive. Therefore, inflation in wages and other
general expenditures also contribute to the increasing costs.

Finally, it's staggering to orve that between 1988 and 2025 the
growth of the population will Ws() percent. In that same timeframe,
the growth of the population over 65 will be 200 'percent, and the
growth of those over 85 will be 800 percent. As we've already ob-
served, the elderly have more health problems, and consume more
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health resources. Unless we decide to ration care,, health costs will
go up.

Last month the AMA sent a letter to every physician in this coun-
, try, whether they were AMA members or not, and urged each to

voluntarily freeze his or her fees fOr a 1-year period and to continue
10 take into account, the financial circumstances of our patients and
to accept reduced fees when warranted and be considerate of the needs
of our patients'to avoid increasing the financial burden, particularly
of the unemployed, the uninsured, and those under medicare.

And I have to be proud of the response from the State medical
societies with the medical associations of Alabama, Arkansas, Cali-
fornia, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Lou-
isiana, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Vermont,
Washington, New York, Virginia, and Wisconsin, just in the short
period of time since we called for a freeze, having ratified that call
and pledged their cooperation. National medical specialty societies
have also adopted the freeze, including the American Academy of
Neurology, the College of American Pathologists, the American
Society of Internal Medicine, and several other specialty societies.

We believe that the great advances iii health status of the Ameri-
can people has occurred because this country has devoted necessary
resources. to the health care sector and has kept inappropriate Gov-
ernment intrusion inty the medical marketplace to a minimum. And
we believe this policy should continue.

We also believe that great strides can be made by encouraging the
American public to prevent illness thougli adoption of healthier
lifestyles, such as improved diets, reduce smoking, and exercise.

Tip Federal Government cap. play a valuable role in encouraging
snail activity,

It should 'be reinernbered that a significant reduction in health care
costs could have severe economic effects \through decreioed employ-
ment and the ,spinoff spending generated by health care income. As
a matter of fact, since prospective pricing went into place there have
been reports. of hospitals initiating significant layoffs of Personnel
causing great concern within our communities, particularly in the
relatively small colnImunities.

America's physitians stand ready to cooperate in our Nation's con-
tinuing commitment to ensure the highest possible level of health care ,

for all people and we urge you to keep iii mind, while expenditures
for health ca;* have increased greatly over the past 30 years, the
Nation and the economy as a whole have received sinificant benefits
from these expenditures. These benefits relate to improved health
status, longer life expectancy, and improved quality of life. Produc-
tivity also increases when absenteeism from illness is reduced and
when chronic conditions can be controlled with workers continuing
in their jobs..

The American Medical Association is spending $8 million and has
been at work for over a year and will complete by the end of 1985
its health policy agenda for the American people. The project brings
together representatives from 150 groups, including Governinent,
labor, business, hospitals, medical specialties, consumers, insurers, in
the development of a national health polio/ which will be not the
property of the AMA. The AMA is the facilitator and we are paying.
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for the work to tab place and staffing it, but the output of the healthpolicy project will be a rational and coherent national health policy.This project has already completed the work on the basic principles;160-some-odd basic principles that cover the range of issues frommedical education and scientific inquiry on one end to paynrnt forservices on the other.
The work groups are .1)OW in the process of defininl speCific policyissues within each of theAs basic principles and out of this will comesome kind of consensus, at least a framework, so that in the future ourhealth policy decisions are not made in a haphazard, isoliited way, butthrough some coherent framework.

c Much of the policy agenda, principles, and issues, will be sty-parted by the AMA and become policy of the PIA. Much already ispOlicy. game, undoubtedly, will not be ticeptalole to the AMA Onceit represents a consensus of all groups participating.II would think That Mr. Cali fano's expectations for a national healthlicy to be developed within 1 year is overly optimistic based on Ourpenence. IIn either event, the AMA is committed to the development of aealth policy agenda that, among other things, will address that ques-tion that I raised about the curve after we've eliminated all the fat, andwhat can be done then and what should be done so that society canserve itil health and other obligations to fektd and clothe and house ourcitizens'. The work of that project will be the property of the Americanpeople. It will be our contribution to assisting and solving, some pithese difficultquestions.
Thank you.

-,[The prepared statement of Dr. Nelson followsl .
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PILEPANED $TOICIIICNT Olt ALAN itt, tommorg,

Mr. Chairman and Members Of the Coemmittest

My name iv Alan R. NOson, M.D. t am a physician in the practice of

Internal Medicine in SaltvLake City, Utah, and I sM a member of the Board

of Trustees o( the American Medical Association. With me today is Ross

Rubin, Director of AMA's Department of Federal Legislation. The American

Medical Association is pleased to have the opportunity of presenting its

views on the subject of health care and its affedt on the economy.

Mr. Chairman, the health care sector has become a major component of

the American economy. In addition to the frequently cited figure of

health care income contributing to over 10X of the Gross National

Product, the health services industry is responsible for employing 5.2

37;64 2C4
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million full time equivalent posAtions Ond ranks second among the

nation's industries behind retail trade. Each rice-based physician

employs an average di 2.1 full-time equivalent non-physician personnel.

In the health care sector, for 1982 hospital care accounted for 42% of

total expenditures and physicians services accounted for 19%. The

balance of expenditures consists of nursing hOme care (8.5X), drugs

(6.9%), dentists services (6%), research and constructiqn (4.41), program

administration and insurance (3.91), other professlionai services (2X),

eyeglasses and other appliances (1.9%), government public health

activities 6.6X), and other health services (2.3X).

The health care sector of the economy also represents a growing part

of our economy. This sector is highly labor intensive and in 1982 showed

a 4.3% increase in total private employment and a 4.8X increase in growth

work hours. Unemployment in the health care sector in 1982'-was limited.

to 4.51. Hospitals and other providers of -health care services are major

sources of employment and income for the local economy.

Health care issues impact to a greater and greater degree in our_

public policy debates. Federal and state governments confront health
4c

issues directly through funding for and administration of the Medicare,

Medicaid, other, health benefit programs, and other public health

activittis and indirectly through a conern for the general economy as a

'0
whole. Medicare costs are now perceived as a major oblem threatening

. the stability f the program

Corporations are also becoming more concerned with achieving
,

economies in health care payment and delivery systems in light Oi"theif

commitment to provide comprehensive health benefits ;overage to their

151
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employees. Some industry is noW concerned that fringe benefit costs

place American business at,a disadvantage with foreign competitors having

liier total labor costs. Clearly, the health area is viewed as a sector

of the economy that is causing,peoblems with cost concerns becoming the

paramount issue in the health debate in both the public and private

41/
sector.

This was not always the case. In the not too distant past, public

policy in the health area was glared toward expansion of the health care

system and promoting higher quality health care and wider public access

to health servi The federal government sponsored gnats to promote

hospital constr4n through the Hill-Burton program. Private Wealth

insurance was promoted through various provisions of the tax laws

designed to subsidize health insurance purchases. Government and the

private sector established major research programs aimed at eradicating

or ameliorating dreaded diseases. Programs were established to increase

capacity to train health professionals. The economic signals of

sixties and seventies were.directed toward expansion of

system and increased resources to provide more and better servicee.

Through th%se efforts our nation has developed a medical system that

is a benchmark agaifiet which other medical systems ate measured. Health

status in the U.S. has, in fact, improved to the point that allows ur to

have the relative luxury of 'wOrrying'about the cost of health care in

addition to the more fundamental concerns of quality and access.

Advances in Health Care

Hr. Chairman, it ii important that in any discussion about the impact

of health care costs on the economy we not lose sight of the great

the health care

ti
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advances that have characterized our nation's health care system and the

benefits that hay, been provided to our society.

The life expectancy of Americans has increased from 69.7 years in

1960 to 74.5 years in 1982. Infant mortality has been reduced to a

record low of 11.2 per 1000 live births, less than half the figure in

1960.

Today, through the development of 'and widespread availability of

vaccines, polio has been virtually eliminated, the incidence of mumps has

fallen from over 150,000 casAs as recently Re 1968 ,to 3,285 last year,

and Caged' of measles have declined from 481,530 in 1962 to 1,436 in 1983.

Since 1970, deaths from heart disease have declined by 25% and deaths

from stroke have deceined by 40X. These advances have come through major.,

technological advances including openheart surgery, pacemakers, new'

drugs, and greater public consciousness of the importance of proper'

. _

exercise and diet. While cancer remains a major threat, patients are

livitig longer after treatment and many forms of cancer, formerly viewed

as inevitably leading to death, are now curable.

The modern miracle of transplant surgery provides life and hope to

people otherwise facing death, prolonged hospitalization or deteriorating

quality of life. Nev hearts are transplanted into 100 Americans per year

and 5000 people receive fransplanted kidneys. In 1983 there were 23,000

cornea transplants returnink sight to those whose vision was severely

impaired.

-46 V Artificial organs are being Idgloped for use when human organs are

6 unavailable. Artificial kidneys are being developed-as well as artifical

3

pancreases. Of course, we all became dramatically aware of the
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Artificial heart which kept Dr. Berney Clark Alive for 112 'ays.

Artifical hip joints have become 'almost routine relieving over 65,000

patient, of chronic pain last year.

-'Nee diagnostic devices such as CAT scanners, ultradound, and nuclear

magmatic resonance have greatly enhanced our ability to make rapid and

more accurate diagnoses. These technologies alto obviate the need to use

more risky invasive diagnostic procedures.

These medical advances have greatly increased the quality of health
...

care available to Americans and the quality and length of our lives.

Furthermore, a healthier po morelation is productive with less work

days lost to illness and with reductions in percentage of individuals who

'are disable& fromi4ertain chronic

The 10X of GNP' Threshhold

conditions.

Many individuals now appeer concerned that expenditures for health

care exceed 10X of NP. While this is n substantial portion of our total

A 1

national product% it must be remembered that consumer expenditures on

alcohol and tobacco were 3.8X of consumer expenditures in 1981 and that

"recreation" accounted for 6.4X of consumer expenditures-ithat year and

that taxes accounted for 20.48X of gross personal' income. (In 1981 e

Medical care represented 10.6% of consumer expenditures.) It miit also

be recognized the? 10X of GNP for health care is not a magic figure and

could justifiably increase over the years as medical care provides new "

benefits to our lifting population.

Mr. Chairman, we all often hear people speak fondly of "the good old

days" with regard to the construction of our cars, houses, the state of

our schools, end teacher!, etc. We often hear contrasts between health
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care costs in the ',50o and '60s compared to current costs. We hear that

spending on health care has increased from $27 billion in 1960 to $356

billion last year--from 5X of the Gross Natonal Product to over 10X. We

are told that the cost of medical care has increased faster than the

inflation rate. In such simplistic comparisons is thenconnotaton that

today's health care is the same as in those past decades and that costs

have gone up because of waste and irresponsibility in the health care

industry.

Such is not the case. We could turn back the clock and provide 1950

and 1960 health care to the American public. While this approach would

certainly reduce costs, the consequ ces to the health of the American

public would be dramatic. Without kidney dialysis and transplants, tens

of thousands of Americans who are alive today, leading productive lives,

would be lost. If we went ,back to the '50s and '60s technology,
)

thousands more who have been cured of cancer would not be alive today.

Without coronary bypass surgery, individuals with blocked . cardiac

arteries would. either be disabled or subject to a higher frequency of

stroke. and heart attacks.

I point the facts out today not to say that all increases in health

care coat4 are justified but to highlight the fallacy of using

comparisons to another era as a basis for criticizing today's system.

The remarkable achievements in medical care have not come without

cost. I have already mentioned the financial strains that our commitment

to quality health care for all are placing on government and private

sector alike. In addition, medical advances have created profound new

a
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moral dilemmas for which we still grope for answora. Our new ability to

4
keep terminally-Ill patients alive for indefinite periods of time and-our

ability to maintain life in severely- handicapped infanta are Issues that

will cause much societal and individual soul-searching in the years

tend. The moral and economic consequencee of these advances in medical

technology are profound and must be Addressed. However, they should be

Addressed within nn atmosphere of rennoned Policy determinations

considering all elements of society's obligations to its members, not

within [he context only of economic crisis and budget cuts or an

Arbitrary percentage of gross national product.

Worldwide Cost Increases Noted

In addition, it is important to

5
point out that the United States Is

in no way unique in the amount of resources allocated to health care.

Available data show that the average annual rate of increase for health

care expenditures expdrienced In the United States was lens than that

seen in many western nationa. The average annual rate of increase for,

total health care expenditures in the United States from 1978 to 1980 was

16.7!. However, thin . figure was higher in the United Kingdom (20.81) and

France (16.6X). Also, the AONlysis of national health expenditures in

nine countries indicates that the percentage share of GNP for health care

expenditures in the United States is not out of line With that of the

other countries. While the share of CNP in.-the United States was 8.7% in

1976, Netherlands, West Germany, France, and Sweden all had percentage

expenditures greater than 8.2X; Australia, Finland, and Canada all had

expenditures greater then 7%;, and only the United Kingdom had an

f
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expenditure that was less than bX. It must also be remembered that in

Great Britain the government has made a direct policy decision to ration

care and inadequately fund capital expenditures in the health care area.

'We point out these mi.:total health care expenditure figures for other

countries to show that the increases in health, care expenditures to

assure the improved health of the'natio are not unique, to the United

States. We believe that increased resources dedicated to health care is

a reflection of a maturing and huste society that places increased

emphasis on the protection of its vulnerable 9dpulation, including the

ill and injured.

Inflation and Aging Factors

Health car,* costs are also not immune to outside market forcit. A

significant percentage of health care cunt increases is attributable

directly to the severe inflation that ills beset our economy. As a matter

of fact, the element contributing the most to the growth in expenditures

for health care from the period 1971 to 1981 has been the general

inflation affecting the economy. According to an article published in

the March 1983 issue of HCFA's Health Care Financing Review. general

inflation "accounted for approximately 572 of the increase in total

systems costs (personal health care costs) for the period 1971 to 1981."

In addition, apprOximetely 8% of the growth in expenditures is

specifically attributable to the aggregate population growth over that

period of time.

An additional reason for increased health care expenditures is the

aging of our population. Health care expenditures and the federal

responsibility for health care coverage through Medicare will increase

4
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over time 41 the population and elderly population in particular
I

increases. Between 1983 and 2025, the tot1T-populatiOn is projected to

grow by almost 30 percent, with the elderly population doubling to a

total nf 58 million or 19.4 percent of the total population. Among the

elderly, the group over age 75 will also experience substantial growth:

40 percent of the elderly are now older than ago 75, and this figure will

increase to 45 percent in 2025; and the over age 85 group will triple

from the current 2.5 million people to 7.6 million people in 2025. This

substantial increase in the elderly population Is particularly important

as the elderly have historically utilized a greeter proportion of health

Care resources.

In 1978, the average per capita expenditure for health care by

Medicare-eligible individuals was 12,026. The significance of this

figure is illustrated by the fact that average per capita spending for

individuals between the ages of 19 and 64 totalled 064, and for

individuals under age 19 the figure was 4286. The statistics also

indicate that individuals over the age of 65 are more likely to be

hospitalized than those under that age; they use more hospital days per

hospitalization; and they visit their physician and other health care

practitioners more frequently. The importance of these figures is

clear: as the population Ages, demands for health care services

correspondingly increase and the total cost for providing those services

increase.

The AMA recognizes that health care services should be examined for

their cost-effectiveness. We have been taking positive actions to review

the delivery of health care services and to eliminate those health care
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coats that are inappropriate fled aro not benefiting the public.

(Attached to this statement is an appeedix indicating AMA activities to

promo thethe cont-effective delivery of all health care services.)

AMA's Call for Voluntary Physician Foe Freeze

Last month, the American Medical Association sent n letter to every

physician in the country urging each to voluntarily freeze his or her

fees for a one-year period and to continue to take into account the

financial circumstances of each patientespecially the unemployed, the

uninsured, and those under Medicare--and to accept reduced fens when

warranted. In a November 1, 1983, letter to all members of the Mouse of

Representatives, the AMA has pledged to ask physicians to refrain from

passing on additional costs to their elderly patients and to urge all

physicians to be considerate of the needs of their patients and to avoid

increasing the financial burdens of their patients.

In calling for an across - the -hoard voluntary freeze of physician

fees, the AMA is asking physicians to contribute to n resolution of the

economic problems facing our health care system. While physicians

services Account for only 19Z of health expenditures, physicians are now

taking a positive step to arrest this trend through the voluntary one

year freeze in their fees. With the oveekll economy as a whole in far

better shape t9day than it was even one year ago and with inflation no

longer continuing to grow 'Annually in double digits. the. AMA believes

that a vast majority of physicians will heed the call to voluntarily

freeze their fees.

15d
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The voluntary freeze proposed by the AMA applies to all phys ans

and includes charges to all physicians' patients including those that are

covered by Medicare. We believe that this' step will be especially

helpful in easing the current deficit problems facing the federal

government, as the action taken by the AMA is in line with A one-year

freeze of Medicare payments to physicians as proposed by the President in

his budgetand as provided in various legislative proosals in both Mouses

of Congress.

AMA Consum Choice Principles

The olution of our system of payment for health care has seen

workplace-based health insurance emerging as the primary means by which

moot Americans pay "for health care services they receive. The nearly

universal coverage of medical expenses by health insurance or Government

health programs has insulated most Americans from consideration of the

cost of medicaY services. Many economists have said that this is patIcly

responsible for the continuing rise in medical care costs.

Typical government responses to thin situation have been to impose

limits on the supply of medical services such as through the ill-fated

health planning program. It has been AMA policy that demand for services

should also he addressed. Thum competition and individual choice should

be enhanced ea Alternatives to regulation.

To help assess and guide federal legislative proposals impacting upon

the nation', health insurance system, the AMA has developed the following

principles. These principles should be Considered as a whole. They

spell out a policy fkr greater individual choice and for incentives for

e
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prudent \behavior by individuate. While the principles may singly state

appropriate policy. It is intended that all principles be considered in

reviewing consumer choice/competition legislation.

(
1. Employment-Based Health Insurance.. The growth of employment-based

group health Insurance for employees' and their families should
continue to be encouraged through tax incentives.

2. Adequate Benefits. Each health insurance plan offered to employees
should contain adequate benefits, including catastrophic coverage.
Plans which do not have adequate benefits should not qualify for tax
deduction as a business expense for the employer.

3. Multiple Choice of Plans. Health insurance plan options, with
varying levels of coinsurance and deductibles, should be available to
employees; accordingly employers, through tax incentives. should be
encouraged (Ina not required) to offer employees a choice of several
health insurance plans. Multiple options will better meet individual
and family needs and encourage greater individual responsibility in
utilization of medical care services.

4. Equal Contributions. Equal employer contributions should be made for
health benefit plans, regardless of the plan selected by the employee.

5.' Limitation on Tax Deductibility of Excessive Health Insurance1 Premium. "A limit should be placed on the amount of health insurance
premiums paid by an employer that would be tax exempt income to the
employee, as with life insurance. This amount should be high enough
to provide for adequate benefits and should be adjusted for
inflation. In order to discourage over-insurance and "first dollar
coverage" which can cause increased demand for care, amounts paid by
the employer in excess of the limit would be taxable income to
employees.

6. Rebate to Employees. In order to stimulate prudent selection of
health insurance by employees, employees may receive non-taxable
rebates when choosing an insurance policy where the premium cost is
less than Oahe amount of the employer contribution.

7. Quality of Care. EmplOyer health insurance plans should assure
employees the free choice of sources of medical care cervices.
Services should be of high quality. Plans shoUld provide comparable
benefits for treatment of physical and mental illness.

16.1
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CONCLUSION

Hr. Chairman, the AMA urges this CommAtee and Congress to act to

help aseure'acceem to and the continued high level of quality care

provided by our health care system. We believe that the great

advances in the American people's health status Kgs occurred because

this country has devoted necessary resources to ttiT health care sector

and has kept proper government intrusion into the ,medical

marketplace to a minimum. We believe this policy should continue. We

also° believe that great strides can be made by encouraging the

American public Vo prevent illness through adoption of healthier

lifestyles such as improved diets, reduced smoking and exercise. The

federal government can play a valuable role in encouraging such

activity.

America's physicians stand ready to cooperate in our nation's

A continuing commitment to assure the highest possible level, of health

care to all Americans. We urge you to keep in mind, while

expenditures for health care have great-ly increased over the past 30

years, the nation and its economy as a whole has received significant

benefits from these expenditures. These benefits relate to improved

health status, longer life expectancy, and improved quality of life.

Productivity also fncreates when absenteeism from illness is reduced

and when chronic conditions can 'be controlled with wdrkers continuing

in their jobs.

It should also be rememkfred that a significant reduction in

health care costs could have severe economic effects through decreased

employment and the spin-off spending generated by-beg:loth care income.

37-264 - 85 - 11
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For example, Mince the federal Bove-nment's new hospital reimbursement

system for Medicare vent into effect, there have been rerorts of

hospitals initiating significant lay-'offs of personnel causing great

concern within their communities.

Mr, Chairman, at this time I would be pleased to respond to arlY

questions the Committee may have.

/

1 3
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COST - EFFECTIVENESS ACTIVITIES OF TIM AMA1CAN MEDICAL, ASSOCIATION

National Commistlop on the Cost of Medical Care

tiThe AMerican Medical Ask c stion has taken an active role in issues

relating to the Mat of health care The AMA was instrumental in the

development and operation of th National Commission on the Cost of Medi-

cal Care, And has been working to implement r/commendations from this

Commission relating to strengthening price consciousness, private sector

cost containment initiatives, working through the regulatory process,

cost containment measures within medical practice, issues relating to

supply and distribution of health care 'providers, research guidelines.

and consumer and patient information. An important element of this

Commission's report emphasized the importance of changing incentives

within the health care deliverraystem to enhance competition. The 48

recommendations of the Commission on the Cost of Medical Care, issued in

1978, have served as a starting point for AMA activily related to cost-

effectiveness.

44

Cost-Effectiveness Publications

For the past four the AMA has published an annual Cdat Effec-11-

tiveness 'Plan. The 1984 Plan documents the Association's on-going

efforts to stem inappro.priAte growth of medical care costs. This Plan

detailstnumer;us activities of the AMA to meet its commitments concerning
'a

limiting health care 'Costs that are found to be inappropriate.
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The American Medical Association fully recognizes that an important

element in the growth of cost effectiveness activities is the puhlicatio

of 4nformatiOn about on-going efforts to deliver cost effective hialth

care. To this end, the AMA Is In its third year of publishing the AMA

Cost Effectiveness Bulletin. This Bulletin Is desiOted to provide cast

effectiveness information to state medical associations, metropolitnn

county medical societies, and national medical specialty societies.

addition, this Bulletin is generally available to hospitals, hospital
;

associations, and other interested parties. The Bulletin publicizes

information on AMA cost effectiveness activities and 'also publishes

information related to the activities of other organ'ired groups working

to this end.

Cost Effectiveness Network

One of the more promising activities that the AMA is involved in

concernin cost effectiveness is the recently foimulatedcost effective-

ness network. This network is sponsored by the AMA in cooperation with

the'American Hospital Association and the Federation of American Hos-

pitala. It is Aimed at 'involving hospital medical staff and administra-

tors in collaborative cost effectiveness activities, The progfam con,-

gists of more than4.85 hospitals throughout the country that will take -

part in experiments to evaluate a variety of cast effectiNeness projects.

The first project implemented within this network was a protocol for

holding economic grand rounds. (A0 implementation guide for economic

grandoreunds has been published and is generally available.) The purpole

of this program was to enhance physician awareness of the cost ofthe
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services they of v- by use of the grand roue

program had essentially four operational Roils:

o to encourage practicing physicians to reflect
on-their practiml patterns in the context of

w cost effectiveness issues;

o to reinforce clinical behavior which is direc-
ted toward the cost effective delivery of high
quality medical care;

o to change physician behavior where appropriate
to reflect more cost effective delivery of
higkl quality care;

o ,to stimuilorkte additional ...subsequent activities
geared to foster the cost effective delivery
of mellical care'.-

forum. This

As this program and'other programs developed through the cost effective-

ness network prove beneficial, it is hoped that similar programs can he

VIr'°launched in other hospitals and that a major impact will be fe# through-.

out,iihe health care delivery system. A new, program that is now being

analyzed through the cost effectiveness network is a study designed to

+'- improve the efficiency of the utilization of respiratory care services.

Health Cal:e Coalitions

The AMA has recognized the fact that medicine by itself cannot act to

hold 'down rising health care costs. For this reason, the AMA started

working with state and county' medical societies in 1979 in the develop-

ment of communityz-based h;alth care coalitions. These coalitions work to

bring together physiclane, business and,labor,representatives, hospital

management, and ineurors to provide local forums to seek ways to contain

costs while maintai*ng accessibility and high standards of'heath care.
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have had success it such diverse activities as

case management and util ation review, expanding physician and employer

knowledge about employee

signing corporat benef

,mitationn in particular work places, reds

the health care deity .,, ,,,0lOS reasing opportunities to develop the

moat cost effective and a liftable forms of provider payments, drafting

and supporting legislation ti reform medical liability laws, developing

to eriCOUr4W more cost effective ways to use

health education programs in the workplace, collecting and analyzing data

on the utilization of services, and community health planning.

Conferences on Costs

The AMA has undertaken other activities to emphasiZe Ale importance

of cost effectiveness. in MO, the cosponsored the National Con

ference On Utilization of Health Seryi $33 with the American Hospital

Association and the clue Cress and _Blue Shield Associations. This(

program focused on improving the efficient use of health services through

early discharge programs, alternatives to inpatient care, and effective

utilization re iew. Heause of the success of thfr!onference, the AMA

has expanded its progrom on utilization of health services. The AMA also

sponsors an annual conference, the National Medical Spe4cialty SOCiety
s

Cost Effectiveness. Conference, to aid medical specialty societies in the

development of cost effectiveness projects that are geared to their own

memberships.

Medical Education and Practice

The
I
groundwork for cost effective medical practice must begin in

medical school. To this end, a recommendation from theNationel Commis

1
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sion on the Cost of Medical Care was that medical, dental and osteopathic

schools should expose students to the economics of the care they deliver.

Sitice this recommendation was adopted by Out' AMA House of Delegates in

1978, most medical schools have integrated cost containment as an element

of medical education. As of 1981, the subject of cost containment' was

taught in 93 of the 124 Unitei
States medical schools, and the issue was

teught in almost every state.

In addition to stressing the value of cost elffectiveness in medical

education, the AMA is also stressing the value of prevention in all

napacts of medical care as a means to achieve cost effective health care

delivery in this country. Aside from organized activities geared toward

curtailing health

tare
costs, the single most important means by which

American physicians work to hold the line on health care costs is in the

development of a physician /patient relationship. Through this relation
.'

ship, physicians work to promote healthier life styles and to educate

their patients to prevent disease and injury from occurring. Physicians

have been leaders in antismoking,campnigns and in educating the public

on issues such as moderation in the use of alcohol, the use of child

passenger restraints in autoobiles, and drug abuse.

Health Policy Agenda

The American Medi41 Association realizes that Congress needs assis

tance from the public in making
any future determinations on how health

care services should be delivered in this country in the future. To this

end, the imerican Medical Association has taken the firsT step by

sting a project to create a future henith policy agenda for the American
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people. This projeCt is deSigned to devolop aphilosophical and concep

tual framework as the basis for specific action plane and proposal* that

are to be responsive to the particular social, economic, scientific,

educational and political circumstances facing health care decisions/ To

devolop a series of policy principles and action plans, six work groups
efti

have boon organized to develop policy principles and action plans in the

following areas: medical science; health professions education; health

resources; health care delivery mechanisms; evaluation, assessment and

control; and payment for health care services. The AMA expects that the

Health Policy Agenda project will look to the cost of providing health

care services.

The first phase of this project, the development of principles, is

now nearing completion, and the work groups are now in the process of

Identifying issues as the next step to developing action plans to carry

out the principles. This activity involves approximately 150 organize
.

tions including representatives of.medicine, government, nursing, labor,

business, the hospital industry, the public, and health care insurors.

By this broadbased organizational body, we hope to be able to present

'Congress with viable principles and working programs for the development
4

of a future health policy agenda that will Assure the availability of

high-quality health care xervicts for the American people.
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§enator JEPREN. Thank you.
Mrs. Slither.

STATEMENT OF MARY SLITHER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
VISITING 'NURSE ASSOCIATION OF .DALLAS, TX, ON BEHALF OF
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HOME CARE

Mrs. SLITHER. Thank volt, Mr. Chairman, I tried to alter my testi-
mony .summary so I Jon't repeat anything that's previously been said.

I am Mary Slither. I am the chief executive officer of the Visiting
Nurse Association of Dallas, the second largest. home care agency in
this country and the largest home hospice program in this country. We
do serve a caseload of over 4,000 persons a day in their homes with the
use of paid staff das well as over 3,000 volunteers which we-thinlc does
decrease health care costs.

I also serer on the Government, Affairs -Committee of the National
Association for Home Care, the-Nation's largest professional associa-
tion representing home care, home health, hospice, and homemaker/
home health aide providers, and it's in that. capacity, that. I will testify
today,

This organization is not. only interested in testifying as to this diffi-
cult. matter, but, we also have an interest, as an employer because we
too are employers and we are 80-percent labor-intensive and we, too,
are interested in the escalation of health-care costs as it relates to the
cost of our product.

On behalf of these organizations I want. to commend you for hold-
ing this hearing to focus on how we can contain escalating health care.
costs. The thrust of my testimony will be on the need. to increase use
of home care and other noninstitutional care to help contain both
governmental and private business health care costs.

The preceding witnesses have detailed the rising costs of health care,
but let. me briefly cite some key figures. The 82-percent increase in hos-
pital costs, as identified by CI10, and (loirernment, funding of medical
care has been focused on institutional cam. In fiscal year 1982, 9S per-
ecmt of inedicarefrrt 3, a total of $38.3 billion expenditin as been
on inpatient, hospital care, and only 3.5 percent, for hoe Under .

medielid, in fiscal year 1982, over 30 iereent of the $88 endi-
lities,
endi-

ture went to semiskilled nursing facilities and extende
26 percent. inpatient. hospital care and only 1.7 percent. to home care.

As many of the preceding witnesses have testified, the home care
industry is an employer and illour business aloneand I thought about'
this while I was sitting back there and it's a rough estimatehut $80
of every patient's bill from home care is also health care costs and
sometimes we, as health care professionals, neglect. to include our own
health care costs and what that, does to increase the cost of our own
.product:

Some have talked abort. the cost. el health care in terms of the
direct costs of health care on American business, but no one has
alluded toI believe one of the preceding witnesses today alluded
to the opportunity costs, and in our business, the opportmlity costs
of n fractured wrist of a nurse is $36,000.
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The question is, What do we do about. this? ,Let us look at theprivate sector first. Our association believes that. our Nation has hada dependence on institutional care for too many years. However, only
since the Second World War, and business and labor are just nowrealizing the need to institute new programs emphasizingpitalization screening, lit ilizat ion review and use of home care andother bulatory care services. Business management is concernedabout cost of health care in terms of accelerating expenditures
and !abet increasingly is faced with contract. negotiations whore theymust choose between wages and benefits, often due to the pressure ofhealth benefit. costs on employers for current employees and retirees.The awareness is till around us. the I T.S. Chamber of Commerce
reports 150 employer coalitions to contain health care costs. The con-sulting ,firm of William Mercer found in a recent survey of 1,490
companies that. 42 percent of the respondents with 10,000 employeesor more have plans to oh elop health care management strategies-.

The Midwest Business up on Health in March 1984 found ina survey of 64 companies r iresenting over 1 million employees in
an 8-State area 59 companies have implemented extended care facil-ity benefits, 10 of these with no requirement for prior hospital stay ;49 have implemented, or planned home care; 18 more are consideringit ; 71 percent have expanded °inpatient surgery benefits and 38 lier-cent implemented greater reimbursement. than available as an in-patient ; 16 have or will be paying for birthing centers, a relativelynew concept ; 35 others have interest, Incidentally, I have had someexperience in that, in Atlanta, GA, and There was a tremendous
decrease in cost, of it combination of the use of birthing centers and
home health care.

Hospice care has already been implemented by about 25.percent
bf those responding; and nearly half expressed interests.

Both the Blue Cross/Bhe Shield Association of America and the
'Health Insurance -A-ssociation of America have reported an increased
trend in the addition of home care and hospice benefits to group health
pl RIM

The AFL -CIO and the National Governors' Conference both
recenav held special conferences on health care cost. containment
strategy. And the AFL-CIO Service Employees international Union,

.:csand other labor groups have contacted the National Association for
Home rare to explore use of home care to reduce health care costs.

And State govermnents are encouraging this trend. A March 1984
report by the intergovernmental health policy project at. George W
ington University found 15 States have laws which reouiredinsers
to either provide or mire available private health insurance benefits
for home health ea reservices.

Hospitals themselves are even realizing the need to utilize mn-
institutional services. A 1983 survey of 149 hospital administrators
found that. 74 percent. of the hospitals offer alternative services and 15
percent. plan to do so. More specific to home care. 25 percent of the
hospitals provide home care and 33 percent plan to do so by July 1984.
And in the medicare program there }tars been a boom in hospital mu]
skilled nursing facility-based home health *tire agencies. TIosnital-
based agencies have grown from 819 in 1978 to 566 ftt the end of 1983.
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Skilled nursing facility-based agencies have grown from 8 in 1978 to
129 at. the end of 1988.

Incidentally, a proliferation of home h agencies increases costs
in many instances, primarily due to the fa that. when patients are
served in their home or their place of residence, the more agencies
there are, the .further the patients to come, the greater the geographic
distance between the patients, thus an increase in cost. for the care
because transportation costs are much of the costs of the delivery of
home care.

Let's look specifically at some cost-savings results related to home
care and other noninstitutional services. Here are a few examples.

The American Association for Respiratory Therapy issued it report
in February 1984 finding the average cost of care for ventilator-
dependent pelanns to be $270,830 a year per person in a hospital corn -
pared to $21,1M per person per year at. home.

Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Maryland has reported a savings of
$1.2 million in 1982 from its Coordinated Home Care Program, largely
by reducing the average stibrriber's inpatient-day stays by 8.9 days.
Since 1973, the Blue Cross pflagram has reported a net savings of $6.3
million for the program.

Aetna Life and Casualty has reported a $78,000 per case savings
from its Individual Care Management. Program by using home care
for victims of catastrophic accidents.

At least a dozen Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans now offer pro-
gams to encourage early maternity discharges to home care. Blue
Cross estimates that if only one-half day were cat, from the average 3-
day normal delivery stay there would be a $0 to $50 million annual
savings in hospital costs.

In addition to these and other studies, T can cite numerous case
examples from my own agency where we have saved money while pro-
viding quality care either by facilitaAng early hospital or nursing
home discharges or by postponing or avoiding entry of clients to a
hospital or intensive care facilities or nursing home, or preventing
readmission to hospitals. The National Association for Homo Care can
cite countless examples nationwide..

In addition to the delivery of care in our agency, as I said, many of
the home care agencies do provide volunteer services that account for
a large number of services provided.

As 1 noted earlier, hospitals themselves realize the trend and .the
necessity of utilizing home care.. 'Fhev also realize that. under the new
medicare PRO system Om prudent use of home care can allow them
under many diagnoses to provide a safe and early discharge of patients
and often give them a profit. margin on specific PRO's.

As an asidei I st sAnpathize with the hospital industry in'that
now they hive AGSTroducl, lines to manage and we as health care pro-'
eiders hitteilot. be,etritnown as product inanagers in the past and have
very little ehlerience in doing so, and 's a shame that our friends from
thn automotive industry aren't. still he they, ha velar fewer product
tines to manage in their national corporate entities than do hospitals
with their 46t product, lines that they now have to manage. Of course,
the people that. did the research on PRO's had Po experience in prod-
uct line costing either. 4
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If only the Federal Government had a similar view of home care
as tt COM. COW Inn InCa measure at.; private industry. We implore you as
'MOM'S of Congress and those business lea ors here to urge the cur-
rent. administration to take a more reaso t view in this alVa.

We have approached the Health Cjire financing
to help rectify some current. inconsisittieie 'n their fiscal intermedi-aries' application of the "intermitte re," "homebouna," and

nursing" criteria, I Will not Ir you with these technical-
ities. Suffice it to say that. Ilealtb Car minion Administition hasnot been responsive to our requests to stabilize t current home care
benefit.

big problem with this is that. patients being discharged from
hospitals earlier now need high technology services, and while there's
been. no change in the medicare statutes nor changes in the regulations,
interpretation of these l'egulatiens denies home care under the medi-
care 1>enelit and the medicaid benefit. to many beneficiaries that now
need this service in a greater way than they hare in the past.

We have not advocated the 'expansion of the number of home care
agencies, though there is n strong evidence to expand it for cost-sav-
ing purposes to respiratory Care. nut rit jinni! care, and pediatric home
care. Instead, we have asked lICF.1 to rationally administer the cur-
rent benefits so that they will complement the DIM, system and our
overall health care system. ',Wei. the DRG's, it failure to.tiave a ra-
tional and adequaste home care benefit will only result in more hospital
readmissions----something which will increase hospital costs mid de-
feat. the cost savings pal of DRG's.

The response that ewe have received from IICFA is that it doesn't
make sense costwise., IICFA asserts that the medicare home health
benefit. is the fastest growing portion of the medicare budget and, as
such, must be limited. They take this view even though home health
represents only :1.5 pereent of the overall medicare budget and their

.own data shows only a 2.5-percent rate of overutilization. jihey refuse
to recognize that the growth in home. care has been facilitated by thegrowth ire, the elderly population, the growth in-the number of home
health agencies into previously under or unserved areas, peopll's pref-
erence for home care over institutional care and the growth of technol-
ogy which nosy enablts more procedures to be performed at home that
((previously were exeluisivelN done in institutions. Furthermore, the
Government never has attempted to quantify the cost. of hist it ut ional
care without, home care.

In addition to not recognizing the cost-effective benefits of a ration-
ally de;agned home care benefit, the Government has failed in several
other WayS. iciest, in devising the' DIM system they did no analysis of
the potential impact on home care providers, beneficiaries, and other
parts of the health care system. This analysis will be done ex post facto,
if at. all We believe it is ill-advised to -think that by tinkering with
one part of the system- --that is, hospital inpatient services, physician
services under medicare -if you tinker with one part, of the system,
you will make a difference without dealing simultaneously with the
rest of the system. Ana' I think othePeople have mentioned this in
their testimony today.
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Personally, I think that we have failed to utilize the engineering
approaches and the systems approach to the development. of health
care systems in the country. We probably need to start. from scratch
instead of trying t.o redesign what we have.

The Government also has failed to assess the impact of its excessive
regulatory and paperwork burden on health care providers. Despite
alleged efforts to reduce paperwork, nartsx. regulations are proul-
ated' without. a valid and reliable cost impact assessment, as wtne5sed

by the recent ODR phaseout regulations, the final hospice regulations,
which incidentally will make care to rural and small commnities
virtually impossible (Inc to the effect of having a small number of
clients: Actuarially, it's impossible to provide hospice under the regula-
tions in the rural and small communities. DRO regulat Ate themselves
also reflect. that.

My agency and others have done studies which indicate that, the
opportunity cost. for completing unnecessary, duplicative paperwork
required by medicare. and other governmental programsand this is
not just. for medicare beneficiaries. We are required. to provide this t.o
all home care patients, whether third party payers are governmental
or not. This adds 30 percent to the cost to every unit of service that. we
provide, and I've done studies and reported these studies Many times
to the Senate Finance COMMil tee's Subcommittee on Aging and other
bodies in this Senate.

13y opportunity costs, of (bum, I mean the value of revenue or
service that we forego as 'a result. of having to comply with excessive
Government. regulations.

We need. the same leadership on this issue in Congress that we've had
in the private business, labor, and health insurance industry. We no
longer can continue our institutional core bias. It costs too much money
amt, in acute care situations, doesn't necessarily provide, better quality
care. We hope yon will join us in our efforts to open the eves of Con-
gress and the administration to. the need to reverse this ill-conceived
policy.

Of course, we do recognize the fact. that. institutions are .necessary
and appropriate in many instances and we would by no ITIOMIS say
that home care should take the place of institutional care.

I'd like to respond to one question that' you asked earlier about
the analysis of HMO users. i have personally done some analysis of
oer own HMO nsers and find that there are two cohorts. One cohort
is the sicker emnloyees and the ones that tend to have more health
care. problems. The other cohort is the prevention-oriented cohort.
We found two separate cohorts: And also, the mobile employees, the
ones who do not, already have a family care physician when they
come to work for us.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement. of Mrs. Slither follows:]
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PaErmizn STATIEMIENT or Mu' Barad

Mr, Chairmen and Members of the Committee:

My name it Mar y Suthci. 1 am the Chief Ili utivc Officer of the Visiting Nutsc
Association of Dallas. I also serve on the Government Affairs Committee of the
National Association for Home Cal (NAHC) the nation's largest professional
association representing home health, hospice and homemaker/home health side
providers,

On behalf of these organiaafions I watt to commend you for holding this hearing
to focus .on how we can contain escalating health care costs. "The thrust of my
testimony will be on the need to increase use of home care and °thee
non-Institutional care to help contain both governmental and private business
health care costs.

The proceeding witnesses have detailed the rising costs of health care, but let me
briefly cite some key figure..,

(1) The nation's health care expenditures have grown by an annual average rate
of 15.2 ppecent from 1971 - 1981 and ate projected to grow by 11-12 percent
from 1981 - 1990. (source: health Care Finanrin Reyitw, March 1983)

(2) Per capita health care expenditures have grown from $394 in 1971 to $1,225
In 1981 - and are projected to increase to needy $3,000 by 1990. (source:
LIEAUSALLEinkaC1ASALIiM March 1983)

(3) On February 21, 1983,' the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated that
10.8 percent (or 82 percent) of the total 15.2 percent annual growth in health
care costs is attributable to hospital costs.

(4) CHO and others project that the Medicare trust fund will be bankrupt by 1988
- 1990 if significant statutory changes are not made in the fund's income and
expenditure policies.

(5) GoveenTent funding of health care through fledicare and Medicaid has been
focused on institutional cart. In fiscal year .11982, 93 percent ($32.7 billion)
of Medicare Par t A's total $34.3 billion expenditures went to inpatient
hospital care and only 3.3 percent ($1.2 billion) to home health care. Under
Medicaid in FY 1982, over 50 percent ($9.2 billion) of all $30 billion in
expenditures went to SNFp and ICFs, 26 percent ($7.8 billion) to Inpatient
hospital care and only 1.7 percent ($496 million) to home health.

(6) In the private sector, the U,S. Chamber of Commerce recently reported that
the average employer spends $2,228 a year per employee pn health care coaa
or 11.1 percent of payroll. Health benefits are about 23 prcent pf all
employer benefits and employee benefits rose 181 percent between 1971 -
1982 while wages rose only at 139 percent.

1.7:; I
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The question is what to do about this.

Let us look at the private sector first. Our Association believes thst our nation
has had a dependence on instikutional cart for too many years. And business and
labot arc just now realising the need to institute new programs emphairing
pre-hospitalization screening, utilisation review and use of home care and other
ambulatory care services. BUS1DCS$ management is concerned about the coat of
health_cate in terms of accelerating expenditures and labor increasingly is faced
with contract negotiations where they must chose between wages and benefits,
often due to the pressure of health benefit costs on employers for current
employees and retirees.

The awareness is all around tau

(1) The U.S. Chamber of Commerce cepbr to 110 employer coalitions to contain
health car e costa.

(2)

(3)

The consulting firm of William M. Mercer, Inc. found in a recent survey of
1,420 companies that 42 percent of the respondents with 10,000 employees or
more have plans to develop health wire management strategies,

The Midwesi Business Group on Health in March 1984 found in survey of
sixty-four companies representing over 1 million employees in an 8 state
itta:

12 companies have implemented extended care facility benefits, 10 of
these with no requirement for prior fleapits( stay.

49 have implemented or planned home cart= 18 are considering it.

72% have expanded out-patient surgery benefits and 38% implemented
greater reimbursement than available as en in-patient.

16 have or will be paying f or birthing centers, relatively new
concept; 33 have interest.

HoSpici care has already been implemented by about 23% of those
responding; nearly half expressed interest..

(4) Both the' Blue Cross/Blue Shield Association of America and the Health
Insurance of Association of America have reported an increased trend in the
addition of home care and hospice benefits to group health pions,

(3) The AFL-CIO and thlt National Governor's Conference both recently held
special conferences on health care cost 'containment strategy. And the
APL-CIO, Service Employees International Union, and other labor groups have
contactisid NAHC to expl?re use of home care to reduce health care costs.
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And State governments see encouraging this trend. A Much 1984 report by theIntereovermental Health Policy Project (at George Washington University) (Ound 11state -have laws which require insurer* to either provide or make available private
health insurance benefits for home health care services.

Hopitala themselves are even realizing the need to utilize non-institutionalservices. A 1983 survey of 149 hospital administrators (by Natio9al ResearchCorp., Lincoln, Nebraska) found that 74 percent of the hospitals offer '"dtetnative"
(non inpatient) services and 15 percent plan to. More specific to home care, 21percent of the hospitals provide home care and 3) percent plan t by July 1984,And in the Medicare program there has been a boom in hospital and SNP-basedhome care agencies. hospital -based agencies have grown from 119 in 1971 to 566at the thd of 1983j SNP -based have' grown from 8 in 1978 to 129 at the end of1983,

JfBut let' look eptcifically it some cost-savings results related to hornhare andother non-.institutional services. Here are a few examplein
(1) The American Association for Respiratory Tblerapt' limed orieport in February1984 finding the average cost of (ate for iAntilator-depen ent person, to be$270,130 a year per person in a hospitaltiornpared to $21,192 per person peryear at home.

(2) Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Maryland haelteported savings of Fla million in1912 from its Coordinated Home Cale Proses's, largely by reducing the
average subiciber'e inpatient day ays by 8,9 days. Since 1973 the BlueCross program has reported a net sayings of $6.3 million for the program.

(3) Aetna Life and Casualty has replotted a #70,000 per case savings from itsIndividual Care Management Pri6grato by using home care for victims ofcatastrophic accidents.
.

(4) At least dozen Blue Cross; and Blue Shield Plans now offer programs toencourage early maternity discharges to home care, Blue Cross estimatesthat if only one-half day *ere cut from the average 3-day normal delivery
stay there would be a $40 -/$543 million annual savings in hospital costs.

In addition to these and S)theristudies, I an citeihumerotes case simples from myown agency where we have laved money while providing quality care either byfacilitating early hospitalftiutsing home discharges or postponing or avoidingentry of clients to hospital, 2CP Or nursing home. nd NAHC can cite youcountless examples nationwide.

As I noted earlier, hospitals thtniselves realize the tre d and the necessity ofutilising home care. They also realize that under the new Medicare DRG systemthe prudent use of hotOy care can allow them under many diagnoses to provide asafe and sally dischalge of patients 'and often give them a profit margin onspecific DilGs.

1'7
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If only the healer al Rover tun ent had a similar view of home car, at cost
,e0TIVI1611101ItOl measure, We implore you as leaders of Congress and those business
leaden here to urge the current A(11011111111( 1(1041 to take a mote retoned view in
this area.

We, have approached the Health Care Financing Adraint a tr ation (DCFA) to help
rectify some current inconsistencies in their fiscal ince( etottlistlee' application of
the "intermittent cars", "homebound", and "skilled nursing" criteria, I will not
bel 'Dor you with tothnicalitisa, Suffice it t say, DCV A Into not been respott.ive
to our refit o stabilise the current home CAI benefit.

W. have not advocated the expansion of home car a - though the( c is strong
evidence to expand it for cost-evinge purpose. to respiratory cue, nutritional
care, and pediatric home care. instead we hive asked liCPA to rtionaly
aderiniattefthe current benefit so that it will complement the DRG system and our
over all heitlth 11( a system. Under the ORG., failure to have it rational and
adequate hooteacat erbenef it will only result in mot e hospital redmitsiona
orno (thine which will ince ca. e hospital and defeat the C001 savings goal of
DRGs.

The r capons a we lay e received is that it doesn't make sense cost -wise, liCP A
meets +(hit the Medicare home health benefit I. the f growing portion of the
Medicare briget and, as such, must be limited. They take this view even though
home heal t r apt es enc. only 3.3 percent of the overall Medic in e budget and their
own dat show a only 2.5 percent rate of oetutiliatfion. They refuse to
reeognilk that the growth In home care has been facilitated by the growth in the ,

elderly population, the growth in the number of home health agencies into
previously under or una cc ed r ear, people' preference f or home cart over
institutional care and the growth of technology whisk now enables mote, procedures
to be performed at home that previously. were exclusively done in institution.
Put therditot e, the government, never has attempted to quantify the cost nt
institutional care without home care.

In addition to not recognising the cost-effective bettef he of rationally-designed
home care bine( it, the government .teas failed in several other ways. Neat, in
devising the DRG system they Aid no analyeis of the potential impact on home care
providers, bent( icier its and other parts of the health cart system. This, analysis
will be drone es-post-facto, if at all. We believe it is ill - advised to think that by
tinkering with one part of the system (i.e., hospital inpatient sceicc under
Medicare) you will make difference without dealing simultaneously with the test
Of the system SNP., ICP., home care, HMOs, and physicians.

,..

The government also has f ailed to he impact of its excessive regulatory
.and paper work burden on health care providers. Despite alleged efforts to reduce
paper ;cork, many regulations are promulgated without valid and reliable coat
impact went as witnessed by the recent ODR phaseout regulation., the
final hospice regulations, and the DRG regulations themselves. My agency and
other a hay (Mont studies which indi atc that the "opportunity cost" for completing
various forms and other regulator requirements is 30 percent of our clots. fly

.
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"opportunity cost" I mean the value of revenue or servicc we forgo as a result ofhaving to comply with Orcessivc government regulations.

We need t same I ender ship on this is sue in Congr es a thaj we've had in theprivilc ess, labor and health insurance induttry. We no longer can continue'our int ti al care bias. It coats too much money and, in acute care situations,doesn't ne aridity ,provide better quality care. Web-hope you'll join us. in our °effortif to,.,Apen the eyes of Congress and the Administration to the need tor,cverac thliill--conceived polity.

'Mink you.
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Senator JsrszN. Thank you.
Dr. Nelson, it's been suggested.that while there's presently a short-

age of physiciansin many parts of the cmintryi. within -a few. years
we may have a tremendous oversupply of physicians.

What does the American Medical Association seelPhappening in
this area and are we going to.have an ovetsupply of Actors in the'
tiot, .too distant futurex do you ikin ..

k I
.

Dr. NELSON, There is no questroIrthat thereis a rapid increasingly:
supply of physicians. That can be counted fairly accurately. The
problems come in accurately projecting wharthr needs will be. Them.
are some full-fledged specialties now with busy 15hysiciaris doing
procedures that weren't even contemplate() 20 year ago. Who could
have foreseen the amount, of`tronary artersurgery that's' being-
done by thoracic surgeons, foi instance, todiTi The imagary tech-
niques in radiology, who could have foreseen, that . i
- The difficulty comes in understanding what the needs will be. The
American Medical Association has a vosition that market forces will

I
eventually deal with the problem of increasing physician supply, if
indeed' there is an oversupply, and already we see some validation
of that concept. Last year, for the first, time, there was a decant:4e in

... ,i the number of entw'ing first-year medical sttalentslfor instance.
. Senator.JsrsEN. 'Mr. Owen' many hospitals in loyal.. and many other,

. ,
15 parts of the country are experiencing signifletknt declinesin the patient'

I
population. It's not unusual to see -a hospital that has 60 or 50 per-
cent occupancy .

What aro hoeDitals doing about this *line and are w going to
see hospitals start closing their doors or 'wings ,of the. hospital? Of
course, it's obvious that in my constituency I'm dvply conierned
about this. and its primarily rural nature in the rural areas where
this problem seems to bo particularly serious. What is the association .

doing Qr planning to kaboutsthisil .

Mr. OWEN. You' are right, Mr, Chairman, there is a drop in oc-
cupancy and it's occurring across the country: I think wbat needs to
be done is one of the things that's coming out of your leaderAhip and
Senator Orassley's, and that is some allowing of swing beds which
allows the hospital that has the &Op in occupancy to use those beds
for long-term care patients.

. We have a serious shortage of long-term care beds and, as Di
'Nelson pointed out, if we 1,96k and see what's going to happen a few .

years from now With the aired population, we haven't even addressed
. the problem of how we are goink to take care of 'many of these people

in skilled nursing facilities andfong-term care units. .

We've had some crazy regulalioas and rules that says that the'
hospital. .can't u, its beds forlong-term- care unless there's :.some
legislation that rblrows for swing. It itbesn't Make any sense` that a
physician; medical staff, nurses wtio-take care of patients' with .brain
surgery and open 'heart. syr ery, can't `take titre of a patient who

. needs some skill4 nursing . .. It iitst doesn't make any sense.- '
,,. ' So I feel very'strongly th _those empty beds-that are out. there In .

Iotva and other parts of our country could
care situation hied I' suspectan I think

be.utilized very effectively
in a long terin
in thisbut Iowa has a very large percentage of o er-6b. I've forgotten

- I'm correct

'11\
where you rank as a State, but it's within the top five States4 almost

,, ,
41.0-. 4.
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next, to Florida. And I suspect that, although we're seeink this drop
in occupancy beeur right now because of the s ern nn what
have you, we will see with the of g and the krowth Df popu ation
that. those beds will he needed again. And to close hospit s down and
run out,of business doesn't make any sense when Ott, could be used
for long-term care and other kinds of health rare.

Senator .Tresr.N.Thank you, Mr. Owen..
Mrs. Sinker, as you may know, I've long been an advocate of in-

creased utilization of,hoe care to contain costs. One of the arguments
rein -into quite often with the people here in Washington is what. Icall the woodwork problem. You may call it something different, but

What this refers to is the assumption that. expanding home care pro.-
grams will be making services available to people who otherwise would
not be utilizing the health care netWrk and so even though the individ-
nal (V. orhome enre may be less expensive, the aggregate costs of
health care will increase became people will be using the services.

-Would you "care to comment itntl take a moment to respond to the
so-called woodwork argument,

Mrs:, SiT-rrrEn. I think it's an invalid argument. Certainly, there
would he a few people that, might. access the system that. would not
normally access that system: but I think that-you're aware that. the
gatekeepers of home Nadi service are the physicitis and the hos;
pitals and we do not receive referrals unless` they are,already under
medical supervision in home. care.;We 4nust. have physician referral.
So the krson is already seCeivingr4diealServices of some kind. -The gteatest, portion of mfr referrals come directly from hospitals
and these people arft already-in the health care system. We are not. ad-

..vocatin opening the gates totally. Of c ire, I guess this is one ofhe things that makes home care a little different in the com ewe-reo boctiuse the consumer is not, the pat .nt. or the end nserilethe
. rviee. The, consumer is the go- Between the intermediary becausealkf the services for home care are controlled by the physician.

Tonator JErttEN. Any comment, on that, Pr. Nelson?
jJr. NELsoN.44Tell, first. of all, PM a big fan of the appropriate us(;,

"of home litalth services, but it's indispukable that the patient who,has been informed of the availability of home health services andwhdlrequests of their physician that those services be made available,
the ph-vsician_Will comply with the patient's Wishes:Abecause, after All,t hatiS his job. He's the patient's advoctife. W's not the rationer of care.He'S iborovider of care, And unless there is sorrie cos aurent of thecare that's harmful to the patient, the patient's physielitn Will accedeto their wishes and tfult,'SDe Tray it ought to be.

,It gets back to the poiht I Made about theslentand for care. Patient.initiated demand ifi something we don't-pay very. much attention'to
If a hew drug for ftriliritis.'hits the late.press. I oan expert a whohost of phone calf the vext, day from my patients who ,want to Asher
afthQa that. And as we publiciie the 19111410AI ity of home health seryieN
in a community, we will have more and more people who will ask forthat., and it may be totally-appropriate: As a matter of feet, pelyipsMa's where we ought to make our investment.' Perhaps society wants'the,Avantages that come with good borne frenith care: r net ovally

s'tio. l3ilt T don't think that we can apricriasgume fhattthat will decrease
their costa. 1

r0
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Mrs. Sirrrtra. Primarily, only if home care is used in lieu of other
services, more costly services, that's (he AN'ay costs could be decreased,
not if it's used in midi( ion to the norpta I usage pattern:

Mr. OWEN. If I could just comment for a second on that and other
things related to it, it, seems that in most studies that whave seen that.
where the patients themselves participates and then-has a choice to
make, if a third party payer is paying for the patient, he's not so apt
to choose what's the most appropriate place to go. If he has the choice
between paying the hospital bill or paying for home health care 8141
it's coming out of his pocket or he has some relation:hip to that, he
more than likely will choose home health care becas( it s less expen-
sive, and he probably should,- 1 f, howevey, somebody se is paying the
bill, the chances of him using it are slim.

A good exImple. I recall in the ease in 'New Jersoy where there was
rateyeview for Blue Cross.and 1 happened to be at the hospital associ-

ation up there at the tithe and it union steward in tt shop in New
Brunswick was talking to me about their Blue Cross coverage for the
workers its that particular plant, and in one case one of the workers
needed a berium enema. And lie said, "Tf he goes to the doctor and gets
that. it's going to cost him $50 and he loses a dny'fi work. If he's admit-
ted to a hospital, lie will be t here 3 (lays, his`w-1: will be paid for, and

,'t I31nr.Cross will pick up tilt total costa"
Nolv.the shop steward says, "What am I going to stly to thar

worker?" And yon know Avila t lie would's:1y and iirobably.most of us
would say.

So the whole system has been designed to overutilize. rthink that's
what snakes the difference when we look at what is the most appro-
priate can: when people have to make that selection,

Senator JErsi..N. If you 'could and wmild give me a one-liner as to
yolLopinion of the national commission studying and developing
hett.P1i care policy in this country that was talked about. earlier this
morning, Aft74,Pwen ?

Mr. OWEN. I think we would like to see- although we have no strong
obOction to a commission, we don't think there's doing to be a whole
lot. accomplished by that. We would rather see things left alone for

I at 'least a year and see,vchat happens in medicare and. see what effect
the )ARG system has on the rest of the and thetiltfter that ,A
ye is up--.-becituse we are seeing some winarkable things happeq,.

d now to change something before we'v had a Aimee to try it. ova-,
i seems premature. b .

Senator firesr.x, Dr. Nelson: ,

Dr, NELSON. We would pre fer..to see that kind of activity which isactivity
largely taetfindiiig null advisory done within the private sector WW1Ili then let. our .elected 'Representatives in Congress do the'lr job based
on all of the needs .

JErSEN. Hips. Suther.'
, Mrs. StVrIftii.. Our association hasn't taken a .pdition on it, but

personally *el "that that .commission probably would not be an
more, beneficial than some of the Others in the past liaxe-beln, and

also prefki to 11107e on 'fact-finding grtmos p9oplp with pragmatic
attihides toward healthcare delivery as a. buSRess look at sails whole
problem. f
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Senator Jir:rsrx. Do any of you have a closing statement for the
record?

Mr. OWEN. I'd just. like to thank von, Senator, became T think this
was a good hearing and it. was well done and acceded to he done.

Dr. Nr.i.sort. The AMA went, through a very Iftborions exercise with
.the Cost Management Commission on Cost of Health ( "are who pub-

lished its finding in 1976 or (977. Many of those findings have sub
sequently been implemented. Some are yet. tobe 4111)1(11(9RM, We
would he happy to send you a copy of that.

Senator JEPSEN. I thank you..,
Mrs. Srizit. I thank you very much for inviting us today.
Senator ekraF.N. 'Bank you for coming. Thank von all.
Now we will go to panel 4. The last witness will he the ripresenta-

five of the Health Insurance Assoriation of America MIA The-_
health insurance iftdustry does not fall into the category of either
consumer or provider so it was not ineluded on our earlier panels.
It also has a perspective on health care costs different from that of
individual businesses. Consequently, it was felt that III A A, the

_Health Insurance Association of America, might try to wrap np the
hearing and bring it all into pei4spective.

Mr. James Dorsch.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. DORSCH, WASHrNakIN COUNSEL,
HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. Donscii. I do apprei'iate being here and it's a real honor to be.
the last. panel. You have had ti.very excellent hearing. You've had

extensive. and exhaustive comments, remarks, facts, and figures from
employers; and the consumers, particularly on the extent of the prob-
lems caused by the rising cost of health care. Twill not try and repeat
or i1/2Isplicate that.

I will say, however. that I do not believe they in any way oven-,
estimate the problem. It is a real problem and the rising cost of hea-lth
care is the major concern of the Health Insurance Association of
America.

With that, T think I would prefer inst. to have my full slatemerif
entered in the record, it that's all right, Give you a very brief-slim-
mary, and then go on and take vestim* and see if T can ha of help.

The I-ITAA. is pleased that. yo' are raising the issue of the rising
,cost of health care so soon after the passage of ILE. 1900, the Social k
Security Amendments of 1983. .

The change in payment basis under medicare would prohnl4v
have been propotted were it not for persistent, rarid increases in health

`ca re costa in recent, years.
We have supported prospective pricing fdr year,. and we apnlnud

the passage of Tr.1/,,1_900 last year. However, these increases and ateir
effectfi on Government prngrams are just as applicable t ot-lu; insurnnv
evetage IA-chased by etniever f their employees, by individual's
forfhemseNes, and by the self -inset ed. 41 a result. when combined
with mod' underpayments, which we call cost. shifting, health. i0
nurapee pemium§ timinereasinic annually at rates which range Ow*

. 15 to 30 percent dependVst on the size and locAtion of the linsinesuIn ,

some cases, oven more. These increases are 'ultimately shad lay .1113
A 00,
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,employers, employees, and consumers and advitrsely affect f he health
of American industry.

Were had Fo hit ions for it Which emphasize State programs for cost
cant a innwnt based on Federal criteria. We miNivilltylv commend the
Cougreqs for its recognition of onnlifhd Stith, pro.-rams as an alterna-
tive met o,1 of medicare pavnient,,under the Social Security Amend-
ments of 1983. We urge von now to adopt positite'incentivjs to States
to develop their own qualified programs for all patients.

One melts incentive would be, a medicaid reward for those States
Which enact qualified programs, milnr to the reward in. present law
for States which had hosoit rliA-containment proulas Once
on ;filly 1. 1981, but which would provide' no rewnwl for any State
that put in the program after tbat date.

oWe further .urge the Congress to take the next step on prospective
pricing-- that is, to enact legislation eVending a hospital prospective`.
pricing system to all payers: not. just medicare, to take etre 4 years
a ft er the date of enactment in any State v ich has not enacte a quali-
fied Stateprogram of its own. Such legisla ion would give every State
inie to. enact legislation suitable to its own iarticular needs and yet
gnnritni,res that all of our ciii,e i,-et the pro ion they deserve.

What. we would like to see, Mr. Chairvan, is a el playing field for
all third party payers, including medicare and medicaid. When medi-
care pnyless, private piryers pay orein effect, constituting a hj en
tax on nongoyernnent. patients which is expected to be. $8.8 bi on in
1984.

We would like to do more ourselves by way of negotiation with hos-
pitals to contain costs, but individually, the commercial health insur-
ance companies are too economically dispersed to have snfficient lever-
age to he effective in those negotiations. Polleetively, they are pro-
hibited by Federal law.

We would like to change that and specifically reel les congressional
authority to share data and engage in joifit cost -conta tent-activities
such as negotiating, with health providers and the d4elopment of
physician profiles and patterns of care.

We support, therefore. S.2051, introduced by Senator Arlen Specter,
which would give insurers. that authority.

On the other side -Of the cost-containment coin, Mr. Chairman the
administration has asked ,Congress to levy a tax on employee hellIth
plans as part of its fiscal year 1985 legislatiVe program.

The health insurance industry opposes this proposal,_as discrimina-
tory, unfair, iutd on(; that will do nothing to'stop health care cost in-
flation.

A prqspectiVe all-patients system will fcirce cast-saving incentiits
into the structure of hospital payments and operations and will have
many tithes the impltd-of the ,land -.Aid approach of taxing workers'
ht'alth insurance preminkis.

We very much itppreciate this opportunity to prese t par views and
I would he very happy tolake any questions. .

The prepared statelant of Mr. Dorsch follows.
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Pail'ARED STATEMENT OT JA14Z8 A. 11)00HOR

My name is Jamas A. Dorsch, Washington Counsel of the Health insurance

Association of America. The H1AA is a trade association of appro\imately 325

companies which together wil_te over 85% of the country's commercial health 1

Insurance. we appeal' today on their behalf.

lis

We are pleased that you are raising tho issue or rising health cost's

shortly after'the passnge or H.R. 1900, the Social Security Amendments of 1983.

The recently enaeleg law serves as a good starting point for discussion

of the issues. It changes medicaro's hospital payment for the present .

ret:ospectivegetermination of incurred costs to a system of prospectively

determined prices. We agree that this change In Incentives is highly

desirable. In tact, prospective payment may be our last chance for a

compatitivb Solution to rising hospitaLsIOStS. However, the new prospective

Pricing sYltem applies only to Medicare. any system tnat does hct apply to

all patients not preclude zne. desired ,:hancms iP .-;enev13r.

The change In pa7Ment basis under Medicare would prooably not have peen

Proposed were it not for persistent, rapiJ Increases In nesl:n :are zr,sts 11

recent years. These increases and their. effects on government programs are

ju3t as applicable to the insurance coverage purcnaseo by employers for tneir

employees, by inolviouals for themselves, and Or the self-ihsureg. .19 a

resdist., annual health Insurance premiums are currently increasing at rates

a.
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Intse 1,),::eases are ultimately andreA Jy the em; ;Dyers, en;.1n,es any

consJmers ah,; aove...selv atfe;:t the hed;tn of iuncri;:an inoustry,

A p:nspe,:tive pri:inisystem wnicn applies only to meoicee %I11

admittedly hold down medicare outlays, but hospitals could simply shift to

oar payers. If the change to a prospective system provides the rignt

A

in=enLives to nospitals to voluntarily,conuol health care expenses, and we

agree that it dOes, socn n change is equally needed by those who are not

eligible for medicare.
.t.71 A

the existerlie of cost shifting has become well-documented since our

industry pubficly Identified the problema couple of years ago. Cost shifting

totalled 55.8 billion In 1982. According to our latest estimates, the cost

S-ift will grow to $8.5 billion in 1984.

As a logical DJsiness pfactice, nospitals recoup reductions in Medicare

and medicaid reimourstment by inf),ating charges to private patients. Those

who are insured faced higher premiums. Tnose who are not - such as Old-off

porkers who have lost their insurance are faced with a ruinous hidden tax

exacted at a tire when they are least'able to pay - a tax on their already

sky-rdc)leting hospital charges. Without government action on an all-payer

system, all Irivate patients remain vulnerable to an unprecedented and

financially intolerable level of Cost. shifting.
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In theory, prospective
payment leads to cost containment because

nolpitals will woe with physicians to voluntArily
reduce length of slay and

ancillary services. lhe incentive for such behavorial chnnges is profit;

hospitals will finally be able to get more money for doing less. tk,t

hospitals say SOCt) changes take time and substantial effort. In practice,

hospitals will find it far easier to cost shift than to cost contain,

We support federal legislation
that effectively protects private patients

from additional cost shifts. Such protection could take the form of

residual prospective payment system lot ell-payers. Mille such a system would

provide cost containment incentives, it need not produce savings to the

private sector in the short-run.
Furthermore, an all-payer system would not

necessarily require that all-payers initially pay the same price for hospltaY

services. But discounts ought to be justified by savings to the hospital and

be available to all hospitals. For example, discounts for prompt payment

would be appropriate. Government patients, in Maryland are an expeption to

',-this principle. while sharing.in all Costs to the hospital including

uncompensated' care, they are eligible for an additional allowance in order to

stay within the aggregate federal cap required under the medicare waiver.

1

I would like to shed some light on arguments against an all-payer

system. The Administration says that we private insurers will piggyba Cnqt
the medicare [)iG prices once we recognize that we are paying too much for

hospital care. Mr. Chairman, we already know we ore paling too much but we

are unaole to pay less under a combination of
current federal policies that

generate cost shifting whita-rffbntbiting joint negotiation by insurers. We

are caught between the,competitive forces in the insurance market and the

failures in the non- .competftive hospital industry. Curreht comprehensive

A
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benefit contracts tsith employers would prohibit us from limiting our payments

to hospitals to the meJicare rate because hospitals woJI0 bill employees for

the difference. Employers ano employees have made a conscious decision to

eleCt comprehensive medical benefits in 9.3%, of our gfoup business.

If, in the future, at individual insurance company only offered to sell

plans which limit benefits to the medicare ORG rates, employers would again

exercise their option in the free market to buy comprehensive benefits from

another insJranTe company. Neat If the feoeral government intervened in the

competitive health insurance market and prohibited the selling of

comprehensive medical benefits; wo...10 you then Indirectly succeed In

controlling hospital costs? N, hospitals would charge patients all that the

market would be /above the indemnity amounts. Many hospitals would soon fin'

their solvency threatened as bad debts amounted.

You may ask whether we negotiate with hospitals to accept less than their

charges as.full payment. Hospitals have agreed to such requests to

voluntarily reduce their revenues only where an employer or insurer has

sufficient volume to force acceptance. Some Blue Cross plans so dominate

their local areas as to be successful in obtaining such volume discounts. For

the vast majority of the' country, however, neither the insurance company nor

tne employer has sufficient local volume to negotiate charges and thereby

prevent COst shifting. 10 drive home the point, the Prudential, which is the

single largest private health insurer in the countu, has only 4% of the
\

private health insurance market, and that is spread over 50 states. We are

too dispersed to negotiate individually and we are prohibited by antitrust

laws from negotiating jointly.

41,
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Experience validates our frustrations over cost shifting. Experience has

also shown that second-opinion surgery, ambulatory Uena(p.s end other Coverage

designed top reduce utilization are successful but alone have limited impact.

Finally, isxpertence with State prospective payment systems demonstrates their

effettiveness in containing aggregate health care costs.

ThiS is a developing area and no one yet can claim to have all the

answers to tne Questions of a single hospital payment reform system. In fact.,

two of the oldest and most effective system, the msryland and New Jerscty

programs, operate quite differently. HMS recently granted waivers to New York

and Massachusetts, two of the nation's high cost states. In both of these

states, all parties with a direct stake in hospital payment change--providers,

employers, unions and insurers -- actively participated in designing a

solution. Both are implementing approaches different from those in Maryland

and New Jersey. we believe all of.these different approaches will lower costs

and produce usefu,1 comparisons.

the federal government's past role as a catalyst has helped encourage

variety anq innovation. We believe this is the prime role for the federal

government, and should be continued. We applaud and commend the Congress for

its recognition of qualified State programs as an alternative methodof

medicare payment under the Social Security Amendments of 1983. we urge you

now Co adopt positive incentives to State to develop their Ortp qualified

programs for all patients.

183
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Dna such incentive woU10 be a medicaid reward for those States which

enact qualified programs similar to ,tne reward in present law for States which

had hospital cost containment programs in piece on July. 1, 1981. A modest

medicaid reward would be most appropriate.fOr those States which are moving

ahead to help solve a national problem-health cost inflation. It would be a

fitting way to attack a national problem at the State leue) without a new

Federal bureaucracy. It would be a fitting reward to those States which, oy

holding down rising health costs, are taking action to hold down this number of

citizens forced into Medicaid and other public assistance programs by health

care inflation. Such a proposal need not, in fact,'16hOuld not, require the

States to set-Jp hbsbitar rate setting commissions. It need not, and stould

not, require any particular type of program, rate-setting, DRG, or otherwise,

as long as the State program meets the criteria set forth in the Social

Security Amendments of 1983.

we further urge the Congress to take the next step on prospective pricing

- to enact legislation extending a hospital prospective pricing system to all

payers, not just Medicare, tp take effect four years after enactment In any

State which has not enacted a qualified State program. Such legislation would

give every State time toisnact legislation suitable to Its own particular

needs and yet guarantee that all our citizens get the protection they

deserve. It would also provide a stimulus to those who oelieve our problems

are best solved at the State level to move ahead UM get the job done so there

will be no need for a Federal all-payer program.

we also recognize that any over-all solution tO the problem of Wing

health costs requires a reconciliation of the vital interests of a numtWr of
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important sliopts of oi4 society. Therefore we continue to support the

adpuintment of a Presidential Commission, Upon which all of tIluse interests,

providers, insurers, employers, and unions, among others, can be represented

Wand which can be charged with the constructive resolution of Vie conflicts

.whicn make this problem so Intractable.

Mr.1Chalrman, the healt4 insurance business shares your strong commitment

to cost containment. There is more we would like to do ourselves.

neve:U-4105s, we find that we must struggle under some formidable handicaps:

The field on whAch we compete is strewn with regulatory and economic obstacles

that significantly Interfere both with our Aility to serve our customers and

with efforts to Improve the efficiency of the health care financing and

delivery system as o 4hu,le.

rut ano(h,.1r way, what would the Insurance industry like to do and what

are the barriers to their doing It?

Let us first identify thesk handicaps, all of which are externally

imposed upon ,us. men we will return to a discussion of of them. Unlike.

tne noninsured pans ith whicil we compete, we are subject to stringent state

reg.dation. Our pr t design crealfvety 13-also stifled by a 'range of

provider protection laws. Unlike our chief competitors in many instances, we

pai state premium taxes and federal income taxes on the earnings on our

reserves. In addition, the higrayCOmpetillve nature of our business and the *,

antitrust laws preclude us from collaborating effectively for cost containment

p.irpOses.

f
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if tne.eiciency of oifr health care system is ever going to be Improvq0

itnrougn more meaningful patient participation, we must first make certain that

*the Ch3iCeS eveil'enle to consumers,are not 45onomically einse0 because of

governmental constraints. Wnen indivIduals_or employers choose a thiro party

payment mechanism, the choice-snould be amTg realiitp alternatives. This is

not fully possible today.

want we would like to see is a "level playing field" for all third party

paymr,', including Njedicare and medicaid: Wnen Medicare pays less, priyete

04Y0:3 pay Pare--in root constltuting a hidden, tax on non-government

pet gents wnicn is expected to be $9.8 Oil114n In 198A.

This cost shilVseyerely ijpedes,the ability of private payors to Compete

1,itn government programs .under MediCare voucher system such as that proposed

Dy tne Administration.

we want Medicare to pay on the same basis as other payors. Ttia provision

in tne recently enacted Social Security Amendments providing for Mtdicere

recognition of Clualified state hospital payment programs is:a major step in

the rig, direction,

Ahother possibility would be to require .Medicare-approved hospitals to

allogate equally among all private patients that portion of their budgets not

reimbursed by Medicare or'Medicaid.

1
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Second, as with the Medicare.Cost shift, state-regulatibn does not apply

evenly to various classes of pnyors. Employers that self"- insure employee

welfare benefit plans are exempted from state regulation by the preemption

clause4in Sectton 514(c) of ER1Se. Such noninsured plans are not subject to

the1myriad legislative and regulatory requirements imposed upon insured

plans. These requirements, Which vary considerably from state to state, Ill

typically include a wide range of mandated benefits1 freeichoice of provider

provisions, and continuation of coverage and conversion options which are

often quite costly. Employers may avoid these oblibations as well as the

necessity of maintaining reserves and paying premium texas simply not

insuring their plans.

.In order to nurture competition in the health care fielk we'should

assure that all competitors aia subject to the.same,rulas.

Insurance laws and regulations Serve a beneficial purpose in protecting'

the insured public. However, ERISA now precludes the states from ieguleting

the affairs of noninsured health plans, bUt at the same time the federali.

government has tailed to regulate these health plans.

It is also a very real Impediment to innovative plan design by insurers:

.

we recommend that Congress require that state taxation and regulation

apply equally to afrfunding mecnanisms. We are not proposing a substitution

of federal for state regulition. However, our business does support, for

example~ Section 3605(a)(11)(1) or 5.,1541 (tile Retirement Incomit Incentives

i

1.
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and ApTinistrative Simplification Act, introduced by Senator. lckles) Which
.

amend ERISA to preempt state mandated oenefit laws for insured as well

es for non-insured employee benefit plant. This simple change would be a

f.,rst step along the May to morel equitable competition and more rational'

.benefit design.

I

we wo1.1011ke to srt.up programs. in:every state, as wehive donelin

connect cut, to guarantee the availability el' health psurance to all

inotvicluals. However, again, ERISA is a major barrier to our seeking state

Jews setting,uo tnese pro ms. we feel strongly that all competitors in the

employee health benef\tim et should share proportionately inany program
/'

losses. However, ERISA preempts state laws to the extent those laws require
. 4

eilf-insured plansto participate'in these state proftams. Thus, self- insured

plans are effectively, from the ecoAomic burden of the guaranteed

availability programs,.a burden w% falls on an ever-deCreising base caused

by existing legal barriers to equitO, cOmpetition. The program could be

Solved either by an artendment to ERISA or Dy legislation authbrizing insurers

to set up sucn polls and requiring all employee health benifit olio funding

mechanisms tO,participate in such a pool its a condition of income tax.
----

dedu;tioilYty or by otherwise requiriAg self-insured employers to participate

4110

in such programs. N

In a similar vein, there are(ky number of state liwStenaeted to protect
. 6'.

the interests of different classes of prOtdders.. These laws often Operate to ..

prevent the establishment of preferred provider.plans by insurers and Stand in

the way of negotiatiOns between insurers end providers,' They essentially

37-264 -.,85 - 13
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preclud; any insurer from restricting In any way any beneficiary's "freedom to

chogse"any health proNderthe insured,wish4. n interesting experiment is

beginning on this subject in California) and we should know before too long

whether coiripatition among providefs,will ba enhanced by California's new law

allowing en insurer to negotiate with providers. Note, the CaliNinia law

still does not allo/ more than one insurer to jointly negotiate..

Last, wewduld.like to share data and engage in joint cost containment

activities, Such as negotiating with health providers, the development of
.

Olcysician profiles And patterns of care, and other such activities,

Specifically:

1. Insurers should be authorized Jointly to collect, analyze and use

Information on the quality, cost, or utilization of health care services,

including the development of reasonable, or preferred utilization

practices as guides for insurance reimbursements to providers. In other

words, commertIal insurers Mould be able to Join together to assemble

data.

2. InsurersIshould also be empowered collectively to negotiate with

0
care progders a deve utilization standards. 'It should

further be possible for 4Ins jointly to contract withraview

organizations to provide peer review and concurriOthospital review for

private patients and to prqvide data to suCh'organIzations.

For that reason, the Health Insurance Associaltion strongly supports

S. 2051, introduced by Senator Arlbn Specter.

-Jr
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Senator Specter's will, for the first time, allow insurance

a. .

t..

companies to cooperate in collecting,. sharing and using important health cola

data to analyze costs and quality. That data, in turn, can be given to

consumers and employer%) thus helping them make more educated health care

decisions. And finally, the bill will give those who pay for hospital care

the ability to join tdgether.to'negotiate for bette; rates and care without

violating federal law%

most significantly, ttle bill satisfies wo important criteria'in tAe

nation's fight to control rising costs: F rst, it creates competition among

hqspitals, and second, it is private sector initiative requiring no taxes,

no government intervention and no additionalburden to patiints, consumers or

employers.

Employee Health Tak

1

On the other side of theICOSt containment coin,.Mr. Chairman, the

Administration has asked Copgress to levy a tax on employee health plans as

part of its F.Y. 1985 legislative program.

The health insurance industry opposes this proposal as discriminatory,

unfair, and opt that will do nothing tbstop health - care -cost inflation, nor

will it raise the revenue suggested es. labor-management negotiations rearravga

the employee benefit package.
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Among the arguments against such a tax are a following:

. It panaille? or workers. Elderly groups tend to use health-care more

rreqUently than younger, healthier workers. -Hence, the colt of health

insurance for a group which includes more than the.average nUmbeiof .

older workers not only will be higher but could disc6urtge many employers

from hiring the older worker. Under the Administration porposal, these,

groups will be adversely affected by cap, while younger groups with

similar coverage may not be taxed."

1, t It plzelitis those In hazargoue. high-risk occUpatiOpe!..Some groups:

such as iron workers or coal miners, are usually consideiaq:a.,Otgher

"risk," and are typically charged higher health insurape premiums. These

r

. -

groups imufd be unfairly taxed while othetgroUps Kith similar

coverage-,such as clerical workers--would be unbffected.

It is a rem of "double taxation." The Health Insurance Association of

America estimetesthat Medicare and Medicaid payeent practices will

result_in $8.8 billion being shiftpd to patients covered by private;'

health Insurance in 1984 to make up for government underpayments to

hospitals. For the govefnment to shift th4se costs to the private sector

and then put a tax on resulting hlgner insurance premiums is patently '

unfair,.

t

It unfairly aff is certain geographic areas..,Tne cost of health care is
,

higher in some Ilreas, such as lar tropolitan °Ries: A single

4
national teix cap does not take g graphic differences into account, and

4
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thus would particularly penalize those inhigh-cost areas. Conversely,,

if would allow the tai-free purchase of much more genarbus benefit plans

by those in low-oost areas.,

It cul.Q resylt, in reduce() coverage 'for Preventive care *ervites, Is

employees torambleto reduce It:heir overall prenflum aiftes, essential
ti

prevenfiye care services suchss dental care, vision cars, mental health

benefits-t and alcohbl,ano drug abuse services may ne oroppeo from benefit

plans. Dropping tfiese benefits doesnottfinq to reduce hospital costs,

and in the end may have thd apposite effect.

M. Chairman, all of those in the private sector Oho haviihe most to

gain'from effective hospital cost containment - the employees, the unions,.the

insurers - in essence, all ,of those in the priVati sector' on the paying side

of the equation - say thOkemplOyee health tax will be ineffective in curbing

rising costs and are opposer, to its enactment.'

It is a fact that the medical expense *dole fear most is hospital

expanse, and it is hospitalizatiiqpurance that will be the last, and leash

effected by this proposal. ,

cV
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Tne most sensible approach to keeping%hospital costs under control is

prosikactive payment reform that applies to all patients, not idst.Medicare

patients. Rising costs are not dust a Medicarl-Medicals1 problem but a

national health care problem as well. R. prospective 0.11-patients system will

force cost-saving incentives into the structure of hospital payments and

operations and will. have many time s ttle impact of the band-aid approach of

t'ax_Vg workers' health insurance premiums.

'we are beginning to see that pibspectivis paymeht 'Iyetems that include

all-payers, including.Medicare, now in placetinlour states, can work, There.,

is no reason why the Congress should try the untested theory of taxing health

Insurance premiumsand every reason Ay it should not.

Again, HIM and companies share this Committee's tonqvn over

rising health costs. We appreciate the opportunity to present our views.

will be pleaied to respond to questions. V

,
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Senator thari3EINT. Would you support the idr of a nationah health
policy commission which was recommended b fr. Califitho earlier
today

Mr., D01180}1. Yes, we would. Wq have suggested in that past a
Presidelitiql commission composed of the parttesat interestjeel-
ing that you need the,expertise of hosp octors; insurers, consum-
ers,bmployers----all these its a practical that have political chinit
need to be part of the negotiations. -

On the other hand, we also think that this is an immediate problbm
and it's such a large problem that there is no one way answer and we
would hate to see such a commission delay implementation of other..
.cost needed legislatIon sue as.,we have already suggested.

Senator JEPSEN. its more and more people move to the health main-
1enance organizations or the prefqrred provider organization systims

roviding health care, what does this mean to the traditional health
insurance companies?

Mr. DORSCH. Well, they've respsnded in a 'number of wan andet's
been a very interesting phencineneR.

First, the insurance companies, and the. IAA in.particular, havt
supported HMO legivlation in the past and companies individtially.
have invested in HMO's, both owning and operating HMO's; or.
financing them or lending them money. So'they see it as a good com-
petitor. They see it as another way of helping to hold down costs."

One Ole other hand, while HMO,'s have increased their membership
substantially, I'm n6t sure thzitthey lule taken 'a large share of the
market as yet. In other words, we started with Kaiser right after the
Second World War, and it hitsiA been such a fantastic idea for every -
body that they have yet taken over the world, I think they may be 8
percent of the market at this point. So that in any tioarticular area,,
they have not been a real prob em to insurers. It ay he epeoblem as
yqunger people ny pprticu r companyswite to HMO's, and it is

. usually, we hay observed, primarily younger, mote mhhile workers/
that, ate more li e v to join HMO'.4, Older workers with higher health

ti4

costs may in fae stay with the traditional indemnity plans, assuming
the employky has a multiple clioice plan.

. This doesn't present any real problem as long as the employer is
paying the entire cost, of the health plan. If he's.paying Vali, there is.
no real problem. If there is a substftritial employee contribution, how-
ever, you may in fact get some adverse selection, which means that
because the cost to the older workers go up and the cost, to the youruter

owrkers go down and xou _start creating economic problems within
the plan Whichlhe net ilark<111We to cone with.,

Senator JETSV.N. Dorcou have any elosintr statement for the record '1
I appreciate your Ontimony. It was terse and light to the point and
a goo wrap-up and good creative ideas. Do you lytTei any additional
statement ?

Mr. Donscv. Well, I think you've, had an excellent spread of wit-
nesses here, many good things to say, and I think it is a problem that
does have to 'be faced by the' Congress. I *ant to commend you for
taking hold of it, sir. and inviting us,to-be here.

,Senator JEPSF.N. I tharik you.
. 4
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The purpose of today's hearing was to take it broad brush look at
the health care costs and, in closing, I'd like to try to sumMarize
what I consider some of the key points in this hearing.

First of all,. I. think' all the witnesses presented some very thought-
ful testimony which will give Congress a great deal to think about.I think we ltd an interesting cross- section of.iriewpoints that have
been beneficial. Olehrly, there is a great deal of debate over, the clues-

Not , lion of whether we need to.rely more on market solutions to the health
care cost problem or whether we should turn to greater regulation.
The problems we face. are serious and, as was pointed .oft, the coats
are only going to continue to rise andIthe longer'we wait to izet atthe problem, the harder i's going to be to make these changes.

I'd like to mention that this is only the first in What I expect will bea series of hearings on this topic. I think the fact that there was so
much interest. in this topic is testimony in and of itself to the serious-
ness of the subject matter.

going into today's hearing I did not expect to be able to walk awaywith the answers, but I think were had SCAM very interesting,. deas
.placed befote us for consideration.

So Fwould like to take this.opportunity t6 thank those people who
have been watching this hearing Mere and at home and let you knowthat the committee welcomes your comments as well. If you have anyideas on how to get at or how to get health care costs under. control
and you would likb t.o bring thein to the attention of this committee,
you can write to this committee, to Senlitor Roger W. Jepsen, chair-
man of are.Joint Economia,Committee, Dirksen Senate Office Build-
ing, Washington, DC. The ZIP Code is 20510.

I thank all the witnesses for taking the time to. betwith us today and
I look forward t.o the continuing dialog in the days and months Acad.
I will ask that the record of this hearing remain open so that Any
witnesses who wish to do So may submit additional- material before
we close the record.

' This healing is now adjourned and subject to the call of the Chair.
Whereupon, at 1:35_,p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to Olecall of the Chair.]
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HEALTH CARE COSTS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON
THE ECONOMY

WEliNESDAY, AUGUST go, 1984

CONORE88 OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT 'ECONOMICS CommrritE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:20 p.m., at St. Luke's

Student Residence Auditorium, Cedar Rapids, IA, Hon. Roger W.
Jepsen (chairman of the committee) presiding,

Present,: Senator Jepsen.
Also present William Fi*erfrock, legislative assistant to Senator

Jepson.

OPENING STATEMENT OP SENATOR JEPSEN, CHAIRMAN

Sen for JEFSEN. This meeting will come to order. We should never
, start ything by making an apology. Also they say if you have time ,L

to s o by air, and that's what happened in this case, but we are
Om to be sere and thank all of you for taking time out of put sched-
ules, busy schedAs for being here today. I would like to thank also L.

St. Luke's Hospital for allowing the Joint Economic Committee tp
use this facility., To our_ witnesses and guests, I say welcome and
hope ,you find today's proceedings both informative as well as enjoy-
able. From the looks of our agenda, we have a busy day ahead and I
will not'take a great deal of time with thy openihg statement.

I would like% point out that this is the second in'a series of hear-
ings 1 have asked the Joint Economic Committee to contluct on health
care costs. The first hearing was in Washington, DC, on April 12,'
1984. The committee heard testimony from a wide variety of witnesses
at that time representing providers, consumers, and the health insur-
anee industry. Today's hearing will be similar in nature except that

. our witnesses will look at health care from an Iowa perspective rather
thin a national perspective- _

I do believe the Federal Government can learn a great deal from
Toww. Our State has a grat deal to be proud of in the area of health
care and' it is my hope that this forum will provide us with an oppor-
tuniV to look at some of the things that make Iowa so unique.

In many ways, the health care debate in Washington is much like
the weather, _a lot of people are talking about it.lint nobody is doing
anything aboUt it.

There is no question that health costs are rapidly getting out of
hand. It has-now been estimated that the American peoplp are spending
approximately $1 billion each and every day on health care cost.

(19,?)
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S6veral months afco, during a discussi6n on health care With a num-
ber of Iowans, somesomeone raised the gnestion: "Who's to blame for sky-
rocketing health care costs?"

One person in tTie group offered that. it was the doctor's fault, an-
other suggested that perhaps the hospitals were to blame. Still an-
other suggested that Actually it was neither, but rather it was the
insurance companies that. were driving up the cost of health-Care. I'm
.iii,e this is familiar and you'Ve turd this type of roundrobin discus-
sion before. - , .

. But as we discussed the matter further, we came to ihectmclusion
that, it. was really unfair to blame just the doctors of the hospitals or
the insurance companies; that indeed consumerS, business, and Govern-
ment were to share,, if there was blame to spread hround, were toshare
in it as *ell:

I suppose the question, "Who's. to blame for skyrocketing health
are costs?" can best be answered by the cartoon character Pogo who

co stated, "We has met the enemy and it, was iis." , I

During today's hearing we will he listening to the people who make
up that "us "-- doctors, lawyers, Hospital administratens,-.nurses, busi-
ness, Government, and consumers. .

.

AS everyone in this room knowt, however, rising health care costs
are more than just statistics dr dollars. Health care-meaps people..Foif
many years now it has been the policy of tilt Federal-Government to
try and see that health care in this country is a right, not a privilege.
Tt was this obligation which led to the creation of the Medicare and,
Medicaid Programs. And it is this commitment that has led to some ,of the Ranges being made in our health care system today.

But, up until now, we have tended to only look iti, the results of sky-
rocketing health care and not the causes. We havb never had a clearly
spelled out health care policy in this country but rather depended upon

- a variety of programs to come together and, become a policy.
Congress and the administration now appear ready to ViArkle this

major undlertaking with joint cooperation and working together on it.
,-. Your nights and observations will be a key to helping us develop

an intelligent health care policy for this country. Let, 118 learn from .
your experience and Make improvements for- the filturot

Someone once described Washineon as 14 semare miles surrounded.
by reality. Well, I can't think ofik better place to get a taste of reality
than right here in Cedar Rapid.; IA.

I welcotim you all to this hearing and J look, forward to your
testimony.

.

' We have four. panels. One is a. consumer panel, the first one, the
second is provider perspectives, and the third is funding sources nil&
the fourth is future planning. So as you see, our witnesses today do
represent a. wide variety of interests. We have individuals renresenting
(the Iowa, Retired Teachers Association, the Iowan A edicaT Socied

nursing homes, urban and rural hospitals. home health re. attorney
insurance, Government, not to mention Mr ividnals- t tifying from
their own experience from 'personal viewpoint as well its from busi,
ness berspective. We*will start right, out with the consumer panel, and.
I would like-to welcome at this time Julie Beckett from. Cedar Rapids,
who.will he addressing a long -term care and home health needs' Jim
Shipley, chairman, State Nursing Home As6ociation, and next to him

dr'
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is W QS, the g,rentleman in the center, iu the middle, with the
pr ll?% and blue tie and the blue jacket. Way Pos is a legislative rep-
resent five for the Retired Teachers Assgbiation., And Denise, how do
yon p onotince that?

Ms. RoQurri-rE. Denise.
Senator JErsEN. Denise. It. would help if I get the name right. Denise

Rolueite, Cedar Rapids; Jean Flanagan, Cedar Rapids; and Jim
lkfeLaughlin from Monticello. We will start:with Julie Beckett, Cedar

, Rapids.. .

STATEMENT OF JULIE DECKETT, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

Ms. Ikeitryr..I am supposed to speak bit long-term care this after-
noon mainly because my daughter was involved a long-term care

4. institution at. St. Luke's for a lmig period of time. I am also involved
m an organization which is helping to alleviate some of the problems
that long-term care parents are having.
*There are so many things to discuss when talking about long-term
care. I often wonder where to begin, but of course I have to begin with
Katie, for she is the reason Pm hero at all.

Katie's history of being a long-tetin patient started` years ago after
a bout with viral encephalitis whirls loft her comatose, totally para-
lyzed and progresseclher to'become ventilator dependent, It seemst hard
to believe it's been 5 years, but when I Watched her last Thursday put
on her uniform . and gather up her school thinks, I couldn't believe the
day had finally come for first #rade. For here was a child thit a little
over 2 years ago was strapped in the confines of the, mdiatric intensive
care unit in this very hospital, linliting her exposure to other children,
to a loving familx, to a loving community beyohd St. Luke's Hospital.
We had reached a point in which Katie's life had become stagnant.
There was nothing more for them to do, but maintain Katie's care at
its current level. The nurses and therapist had taught Mark and I all
about taking care of Katie's needs, and it was proposed Katie should
go home, ventilator and all. It was a beautiful day, t4inking Katie
was finally coming home lifter 3 years of running to the hospital-three
and four timoe a 'day. You don't have much of a family life in an in7,
stitution, even with one as caring f's St. Luke's .Hospital, ButAhortly

. after the joy of-thinking about having Katie home, reality set tit and
dashed our hopes for a "normal" family life.

Arouey, "the aimightly was going to keep u away from our ,
little girl. Katie had incurred such expenses in her nOtruggle for
Life, far be,yond"What our insurance would pay, and ad been placed on
the Medicaid olos 7, months prior to her discha ge. Medicaid 'rules
had been allowed to apply to Katie because she was an individual and
not living under our income. When Katie left the institutiOrkilier status
would again come under our dependency and we earned. too much
money to allow Medicaid to help with Maher heitlth care expenses,
even thottgli. we could never Nom enough to. pay`for her in-house and
in-home hospital costs. We were caught m the typicar"Qatcl 22. We
.went through, the normal channels to try and get an "exciption tti
policy" froini the Department, of Health and Human Sevvices. We had.
to review Me brushes with death that had occurred throughout Katie's
life, We gathered statistics to show Ithe cast effectiveness in home .

,/ -health care: We did everything we could Co convince them..that this

20
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'---was going to be licrinueh better fg Katie and hex family it they could
allow her to come home on Medicilid status.

After a very 'frusta ating spriog, summer and fall, we received a
rejection t6 our "exception of -0114" plea. But, we lia.d one peysori
in our coiner who had taken the time to listen to Mark and I, and to
meet 'Katie: His name is Tom- Tauke. Cot,tgressinan Tauke laid sup-
ported the idea of filing for an "exception to policy" mid had err& gone
so far as to have a staff pePson.work-with Health and Human Services
to -gather statistics tovshow the cost-effectiveness. In late October, it
was Tom's office that had received the rejection first. The, Congitssman
then took matters into his own hands by 'going 'directly t o t 1% Vice-.
President. who was heading the itegulatory .Reform Commission: Here
was a petfect example of where .Government failed the common, man.
The rest is history. The President learned from the Vice-President
and in a news .conference. on November 10,- 1981, used Katie as an
exanyle (4 how "hidebound regulation" forced Government to be
inhuman. '

I'm very proud to say that since then, many persons have been
allowed to receive a waiver to allow them to leave institutions and
thrive in the environment of a caring, lovipg home. What we have seen
from this is the prognosis improves dramatically: With Katie alone,
one area affectedher speechhas improved so much. so, that she no
'longer needs sign language and can be mainstreamed in a, first grade
classroOm where other children can learn about life of a""disiibled"
person.

Katie has been set as an example for home health care.. She has
improved so much, that the ventilator which 'was needed 16 hours a
day when she first. came home, is now only'approximately 7 or 8 hours
a day. Wp don't refer to her as ventilator dependent; but ventilit-
tor assisted.

She still needs a daily regime iiractivity to keep tus quo and
Mark and I perform that as a part of our daily rou is not with-
out worry and strain, but igall worthwhile and we w t and could
not go barkiego life before home health cafe. Ev.er, in this corn:
munity hasiNeen affected by Katie's progress. Every takes pride
in what "we'lhave all done for her.

When Katie first left the hospital, all contacts hvd been made with
speech therapist, physical therapist; occupational therapist, -vendor,
suppliers, all to meet the needs Katie had. Over the vearthese needs-
have had to be revised,,but they are-,still'in actuality. Her care plan has
been flexible enough for growth and because of that she has succeeded
to become the active participant in our society, not a burden to our
society..

Whae, about other cases in Iowa? Well. without. the coordination of
services, families cannot, take on the added needs of lechpically assisted
children nt home. We are very lucky in Iowa to have Ilutny of those
services already in place, but it is connecting the child up to the ap-
propriate persons that does not always happen. I felt up until last
Thanksgiving that' things were going fairly well. but then I learned
of a family with the same prof leans we had with Katie, struggling to
make it through the systems. I realiied then that family support, infor-
mational resources and education of parents and professionals about
home lyaalth care needs was an absolute to successful home cafe plan-
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ning inour Stine: Since tben 1 have organized a fiKIP chapter for the .

State. SKIP means Sick Kids Need Involved People. I have workedon
the Federal levtd I identifying needs families are having all over the

9. country. I haye worked to encourage other States to develop waiver
programs for all persons, and I live worked with our own State

, crippled children services, to establi§h a regionalized plan for home
health_ care for -children with chronic long-term illness, I am hoping , A

with this health catre plan, services will. be. united, working together,
to help families meet the needs of their children while communities
grow in the' pride of helping one anothe'_and share iti the successes
as these children nurture to become responsible dedicated citizens.. . ',,,,Thank you. . ,, .. . .

Senator Jsrinv, Thank you, Julie. Now- Mr. Jim Shipley on. the
concerns' of the elderly population. L would advise the members of the
panel. that your-prepared statements will be entered into the record, 10
and yon may therefore summarize or- pl'oceed in any way you may
desire., hint please kpow that :your statements will be entered into the '
record, and then yoircan do what you want. Mr. Shipley..

. . .
STATEMENT OF JAMES E. swat, rRESIDENT, IOWA HEALTH

CARE ASSOCIATION, ANAMOSA; IA

Mr. SHIPLEY. Senator Jepson, lathes and gentlemen, I appreciate the
opportunity to address you today and presentiny thoughts,and obser-
vaions pn the 'concerns our elderly population have in regard to their
current and future health needs. In my day-to-day activities' as presi-
dent. ,of tfile Iowa Health Care Association and as a provider of long-
term care services to many Eastern Iowa elderly and "handicapped
citizens, I feel 'adequately prepared to probent their concerns to you.

It will probably come as" no suipriste to you that financial security
and health are the top concerns of our senior citizens, and not neces-
sarily in thatorder of importance. I find that a high percent* of
'our elderly are very well aware of the problem of high costs associated
with our current health delivery system. They understand that the
system will need to be changed in the future but thfy are apprehensive
and have questions such as:

First : What will be the aviilability of ftiture services and where
will the resources come from pay yfor them ?

Second: Do we view quality health care as a right or a privilege?
Third: Will we be able to maintain our independence in making

decisions relating to when and whtire we may sbek services?
Fourth : .we in rural Iowa have access to quality and high tech

services in our home areas or will we have to reloeitte to say urban
areas to receive such care?

'Fifth : What about. quality 11$ life? We are aware that the ability
td. sustain life through the; use of technology outstrips our ability to
make prudent decIslons regarding when to sustain life.

These are but a few of the questions our elderly citizens are asking
but they are perplexing aones thitt need to be addressed in the near

-' future. The problem Qf vtrordable quality }with care for the elderly
will only intensify in the future. Inasmuch as t.ersonal health serVicos
are rendered to individuallxople,...the demographic characteristics of
Iowa and the nation are basic to understat changes in. the delivery
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of health services now taking place. This understanding is even more
crucial to planning for future delivery resources to meet future popu-
lation characteristics.

The State of Iowa is in the midst -of profound demographic and so-
cial changes. These changes will alter indimidual and household be-

.

havior and direCtly impact the demand for healthcare services for our
elderly. While the population for-the entire State of Iowa grew 3 her-

cent during the last decade, the number of people 65. and older in-.
creased 11 percent and now represent. a total of 13 percent of the Sta'ke's
total The younger peopleare moving out of the State in
significant numbers and those over 65 tend to remain in their 'place of
residence. Iowa now ranks fourth in the NAtion in terms-of percentage
of population over 66; these are the citizens whose needs for health
care *ill- increase since statistics demonstrate repeatedly that older
people tend to 'need health services at least .twice as offen as the.
younger population.

The Corer for Hospital Finance and d Managemenat John'Hoekins
ITniversk. commissioned a report which shows that with life ex-
pectancies increasing at their current rate, the numbers of persons
ovcr 85 years of age will increase by 15 percent during the next 20
years for the Nation as a whole. In Iowa the population 85 and older
is expected to doublay the year 2020.

With these demographics in mind,\ it becomes obvious that one of
the most, important problems for us to solve in the next two decades is
how to balance the health care needs of a growing elderly population
against the diminishing ability of the wofiking population to pay, or
it.

What is so obviously needed is long range planning on both the
national and State levels. Within the .present system it is po§siblq
that very few services would be available' to the cl4rly and poor
Iowans- in the future as the hellth care expenses of Our elderly -are
verylargely paid by Medicare, Medicaid and other Government pro-
grams. Shortages of funds for these programs will cause the Gov-
ernment to respond to the crisis. A bet,ter approach is to recognize
the problems now and develop a plan tosolve the problem in a rational
way rather than to plan by default. .

No one entity- will be able to respond' to the' problem of assuring
affordable quality health care fol. Our deserving nior citizens. It
is a societal problem whichmust be approached by very segment litf
society. But we need a leader in these efforts and I certainly hope
our United. States Senator, will assume this role. Thank you.

Senator ITEM:N. Thank you, Jim. As long as we got the microphone,
down there, put it on Jim McLaughlin.- James 'McLaughlin, emerg-
ency health care, from Monticello. Jim, please proceed.

STATEMENT OP MMES A MoLAUGHLIN, MONTICELLO, IA

Mr, McLAtroutAN. Senator, can you put a price on the unnecessary
- loss of &human life? To the Government it may be the loss of several

thousand dbllars- in taxes annually. To the local merchant it could.
mean products not purchased. But to the family it is a tragedy of epic
proportions it be the father, not saved from a }wart attack,
a mother or child lost in an automobile accident, or a badlrbufhed fire
victim arriving too late for tteatment.
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. The- big news is thht the air.Amhulance skves time and it'Sav4s
live --and it does It day after day, year :et year.

IR is the chain that. ties the sma,11 livspital to the larger, bett;*
equipped city hospital. It is the reason that I am Visiting with you
today, after nearly dying of a hehrt attack approximately 2 years ago.'

Yes, I can personally. testify to the speed of the bird, the dedication .

and efficiency of the personnel,. and the comfort that comes from
knowing that- you are in competent hands, and that everything is
being done fcy y4lir well-being that it is possible to do.-

In no. way do I want, to belittle-the role of the. local ambulances or
.the Vocal hospitals. They all form vital links in the safety chain, ba-
the big bird is like Superwan, able to leap the tallest buildingsr and.
ignore the busy highways below. Whenever there is an emergency,
and time is of the essence, the lifeguard ambulance needs_to be avaiI4;-
able.

Traveling on the lifegnftrd is not something that you fear, the
attendants lad .ine prepared and ready to depart in a matter of
minutes. I am told that it takes tip proximately minutes.to travel
from the Monticello Hospital to St. LukdIs where was treated. I did
not 'time itlirnor did I worry, as I had complete confidence in the men
and,in their life-sustaining equipmept.

In a very short period offime I was hooked to the' monitoring sys-,
tems of the hospital and all their lifesaving techniques at my
dispo'sftl. But this is not about the hospital, it concerns the men and the r-\\.
whirly bird who are ready to quickly transfer accident victigis and
all who are in medical need to the areas of special lifesaving equip.-
ment.-

We have always been told that 'a \ehain is as strong as its weakest
link. The lifeglard fine is the secure link that may Nave saved my life

. yesterday aura may sa've yours tomorrow.
'Emergencies do not announce thei -coming in advaneg Not one'of

you in this irtid ience today can guarantee that tomorrow* in the near
future .you will not be the one needing quick transnortation to an
emerfrenev- facility. I live on a farm west of Monticello and we often
see the helicopter as it passes near our farm. Two of our immediate
nei'rhhors have also had this lifesaving.ride.

If you are asked to contribute to the air amkulance, in order that it
will always be able to fly, do n, If taxes are needed, I can think of
no better place to use them. If a government grant is needed, let us
urge our liad6rs to support. it. Let us put our energies and our dollars
to a posit,ive purpose-r-that of saving lives. I, for one, can endorse
tbat program.

-Sdnittor JEPSEN. Thank you, Jim. Wayne Pos, legislative representa-
tive of the Retired Teachers Association. .

I

STATEMENT OP. WAT/NE POOLEGISLATIVE CHAIRMAN, IOWA
RETIRED-TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, DES MOINES, IA

Mr. Pos. Thank ton. Senator, members of the panel, and friends.
Probably some of the ideas which I. will proc4ed to give will answer
some 6.f the questions Mr. Shipley raised and maybe some of the pies-
lions which were raised by two of the previous speakers.
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However, all the answers -aren't hero, All the questions haven't been
asked. As esenior citizen, I feel, that I have some right to speak as a
senior citizen fop senior citizens. The health care industry is one ofthe largest-and fastest growing sectors of the U.S. economy. I just
about changed that spelling to specter, Since 1967, heath spending has
increased on average over 12 percent per year while the economy as

o ' a whole has grown at only 9 percent per gear. Health care spending.
has taken a larpr_ share of the Nation's total res urces----risiiig from
6.4 p.erNnt of GNP ill, 1967 to 10.5 percent in 198 .

i
%In 1982 hospitals continued to receive the largest share----47 per-

centof the $287 billion, more than I can comprehend, spent for per-
sonal, health. care services. Moreover, hospital costs and revenue .cOn-
tinued to increase at double digit rates. Over the past 5 years, hospital...
room rates have increased at 21,4 times the general rate of inflation.

Over the past 3 years, Congress has enacted approximately $25 bil-lion in Medicare'.spending reductions. To date, these spending reduc-
tions have been achieved through increases in- beneficiary cost-shar-

. ing--that is inernae in part A and 13 deductibles coinsurance
which' increase their, direct out-of-pocket payments for. health. careservices and through limitations in the'amounts whiei MediCare pays
to hospitals and physicians. Here are just a few of the ideas I would
lace to have you consider. To restrain the rate of increasein total health
care spending, the following cost containment strategy should be pur-
sued : First, the rate of increase in hospital expenditures should be Inn-
ited to a fixed percentage rate that is reasonably in line witit the goner -
al inflation rates. The limit once establishedShould apply to all third-
party payments to hospitals. Second, the iiConotnic incentives that are

. causing excessive expanion of conventional medical facilities, partici'-
larly hospitals, should bearemoval :'For exailiple, by imposing limits
on depreciation deductions when hospital /nursing homes are sold.
Third, health care service delivery should be restructured .away from
acute-care institutional settings, with greater, emphasis placed on pre-, vvtative, colninunity-and-home-based services. vourth Government
ire ulatorYprograms with the potential to yield signiflcanfrstivings
should be promoted along with effective measures to-promote competi-
tion in the health care industry.

Over the long run, health care delivery should be restructured to
expand the supply of needed services that represent less .costly II-
ternatives to hospitals and nursing biomes. Competing forms of'care

-« delivery such as health maintenance and preferred prqyiar orRaniza,
HMIs, small clinics,, and ambulatory health care facilities of all kinds
should be encouriteed, to the extent possible, Greater use should also
be made oiloparamedicalpersonnellor example, geriatric nurse prac-
titioners and physician assistantsespecially in unVer-served rural
and inner-city areas find in smash neglected institutional settings as
nursing homes. For the Oderly: this kind of restructuring \vapid mean
bet terace'ress.notonly to convontiOnalmediCal care but also to a variety
of needed' nonmedical, sodas] services, like. homemaker /chore maka-

.sustenance services and nutrition counseling services..
As pail of the Social-Security Amendments of 1983, Congress has

enacted a prospective paythent plan to compensate hospitals for serv-
ices they render to Medicare inpatients. TtatMedicare prospectiVe pay-
intit system Imes a case thix apprOtich, VitGF, diagnostic related
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groups, to determine the amount of .payment a hospital vill seedy°
with respect to an particular patienecase. The amount of payment
is based on rates calculated for each DRO. If a hospital spends move
than its IMO rate lai, a specific diegnois, it loses money. If it is able
to treat the patient. for less, the hospital keeps the savings. This is a
good step in the' right directiov.

I I owe0r, hospitals will'atOnpt to shift apy unrec,Overed costs they
incur with _respect to Medicare inpatients to non-Medicare inpatients

, and their private third-party payors. This could mean that the DR(
vstem will have little or no impact on aggregate hospital cost escala-
tionat least until the DRO, prospective payment plan is made ap-
plicablea:1 it. should_ betukbil third-party payors. 0'

We believe that hospitik7t,an contain,costs, deliver high quality
car(' attd earn a surplus sufficient to maintain viability while receiving

-less revenue than otherwise tinder' the cost-plus . rehnbtirsement
diet hod. I. r

.
, Physician. charges are the major out-of-pocket heilth care expense

for the elderly. Sixty percent, of physician charges are .paid directly - ,
()Zit -of-pocket. ' .

To help, stem the elderlies' rapidly rising out-of-phtket expenseti,
gaps in Medicae benefits Should be closed. An effective cost contain-
ment, program, along with a substantial reduction in hand
and abuse, could- help pay for the extension of Medicare bdnefits t9

. include some of the currently noncovered items, and services or services
that are subject. to dnrational limitations, . .,

The elderly ---I can speak very forcefully about- thisaro major
consumers of prescription and over-the-counter drugs and thdrefore
have a keen interest in legislation affecting drugs, especially drug'

'prices. Drug'manufacturers are supporting legislation to eoitend the
.term of patient protecti for prescription drugs. We strongly oppose .

legislation toerease the I'm of patient protectiois for prescription
drug's. .-

We oppoSe dr regidating tie Nursing, Home Indittstry.
.

The last paragraph summarizes it all. All of us are well aware of
the rising cost of long-term care. However, that problen-Lis associated
with the aging of the population and the cost escalating factors unique
to the health sector of the economy. Tt should be viewed nht, as a .prob-
lem for the individual or the individual's family, but as a problem for
society as a whole. Thank you. . - s.

Senator 'TEM:N. Thank you. And now Denise Roquette, Cedar
RapidS, proceed. .

STATEMENT OP DENISE ROQUETTE, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA
, -

Ms. ROQUETTE.' Thank you, Senator Jepsen. My name is Denise
Roquittte. T anatfulltime, single, working mother with two children
ages II end 4. MY monthly salary is $428,00. Out of that $428.00 comqs
food, utilities, relit, clothing, child care; rind other necessities. I hardly

hififenotigh to meet those exnenses. not to mention medical expenses.
Ace eallis anywhere from $18 to $25. The office call d<zsts not

include prt\seription if it-is needed which can be as high as another
I $20 to W.'

1
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Just recently my daughter wary ill. Since it WW1 after doctors'.
. -r,hours, I had no choke but to go to the 'emergency room not once bpt..

twice, as well as herfnmily doctor the next day ttt a cost of $30d. As
you can see, that is well 'over half of my monthly salary.

Physicians now requiie payment due. with Bach visit.. For myself,
1 this is almost impossible.

I'm sure that. I'm 0 e onl person in this situation and do nit
Want to quit my job t qua f title XNT.X..Tt would seem to,me foi'
people who are tryin o main am a job attd take care of a home and
children too;there.should be some kind of guidelines or a slidtpg scal6

All' on what, we can afford to i)av'. As yott know, You have noehoiwe when
you or someone in your family becor4s ill, you have to Izo to a docto

1 I'm zot asking" for a handmit, as I'm 'sure other people facing th
same Ailemina.aij am adirnot. However, the fact remain medical ex-
penses are and have bean oil the rise. Myself and others like mt+ could'
use some help. nchnk you., . < .

S#nator JrrsF:x. Thank you, Den T
c-

is . , odi Afiller,.Ciqlar 'Rapids.

a

STATEMENT OF JODI MILLER,, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

-MS. JODI MPLLER. hank '`Vatt, Senator Jenserorti,March, 3979,
until February, 1930, T was employed by Fleetway Stores, Inc. MY
hourly wage was $3.15 per hour and T worked 371/2, hoUrs Der week.
This was my only source of income other than$2t per week that T
was supposed to receive for child support. TiA a 4-week montltyny total
gross incomeincluding clfild support, tvhich I soinetiMes'-did not
receivewas approxitilately $573.

M'y health insurance was fully paid by the company, but My
daughter's was not. The only additional i,overage T could putIchase
through the company was a family plan "which would have cost an
additional $63 per month. So, I pn'rchase h Separate Blue Cross/Blne

. Shield f10/20 plank policy for my damyhter which cost $40 per month.
My monthly expenses of which rent, utilities, and telephone were

shared were : $195 rent. $12 . electricity, $15 telephone.- My cost for
baby-sitter was $120, $120 for gas to transport.' my daughter to the
baby-sitter and get me to work, $05 anto pkyment, $32 auto insurance
and.$40'health insurance. Total monthly expenses WAIT aPProximately
$V9. After payitin My half of the rent, utilities and telephone.J had
approximately $83,50 to 4mrchase food and cover our medieal ex-

. penses, which at that time amounted to approximately $50 per Months
In addition, if I did not receive my child support. for 1 or more weeks
that month. I couldn't even roper food-or additional medical expenses.

T called Social SerYices and filled .out an application for
and .food stamps while. I was still Working. Lwas &Pied any jielp be-
cause

q
my income was too high. So, T felt that my only. alternative was

to q.
.

uit. work to gd on A.D.C. My share of the expenses were then
reduced tq $208.N0 per month. T did not have the cost of .baby-sittet:,
nor transportationic received $292 per month ,A,D:C. and $77-per
month in toodstamps, Most important thour!li wn title XTX which
covered almoAt any oniedical expense incurred,

T would like to add that since the befrinning of the yenr. my family
physician cost int my daughter's pediatrician has cost $177. Between
the two of us, if hadtfour different specialists, a neurologist, Dr, Risk,
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which cost $460 Boatmitn and Dn.11Devine which cos 70 and
$266; and Dr. Zolerl $185. This amounts, for about $1:10 since the
beginning of the year, which had I been workihg, I would have never
been able to pay forlInd it's beet) all covered from title XIX. Thank

Senator horscw. Thank you, Jodi. And now, Jean Flanagan.

-STATEMENT OF JEA* FLANAGAN, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

Ms. FLA NAOAN. Senator Jepsen, ladies andgentlemen, I havq been
listening to the other fwople speak, and I have gone through ail experi-
ence with my father, who was a .senior citizen, passed meay, July 28.

am afraid my report is a little different than some of thepe, because
of*the situation which prevailed with 11Q. I am here to repot my per-
sonal ex,perienco with the illnesf and death of my father. Cleo Fahrily.
He was admittcipl to the hospital April 2,1981 and died in an exten0d
skilled care facility July 4, 1984. I realize there are reputable rare
facilities vith qualified emPloye.6, 1pt my experience was a Very bad
one. T s care center iF for veterans.pn extended care, priyate pay
people', and patients AVho cannot stay ino the hospital due to changes
'nth() Medicare Program.

.My father was admitted to the hospital and diagnosed al a cancer
patient..He was 86 years of a , still employed at the time he became ill
and hail worked the morm he went to the hospital. I sat with him
12 Or13 hours.a day eve day nail his death. Ho was allirked to stay
inthe t ien we were told we had 8 days to take him
somewhere else, even though lid couldn't walk anymore and had lost
20 pound's. Many mistakes had been made, but the ordeal changed
from terrible to pitiful.

The followinKare some of the complailits-I registered with the State
Department of Health The food was'of poor quality and prepared
very had. The-day the State investigated, they had people there from
thehome Age and a good meal was served. MedicatjonS were not Oven
correctly. Due to my father's difficulty in sWaIlowilk, his pills were to
b mashed and given in applesauce. Charts are not referred tb many
t?mes, and f would have to tell them this had tole done or he would
choke.

One day when I arrived, he was trying to eat his breakfast and
they had put his teeth in upside down. There wasa great misuse 'of
enemas, laxatives, and stippositgrie4, People were given them and left
to go in thebed or lat in the bathroxlm for a long time. Whentwe first
arrived, my father, was- left in a bathroom for 2 jiotirs in the .middle
of Jie night. He called. foOelp until be was hoarse. When it was re-
ported, a rude r'sponse was given back that he,ghbUld have turned On
the light. I checked the light and found the cord was bfoken. I felt
it had been that way some time because the cord was' frayed. He also,.
way eft on bedpans for long 'periods and given enemas and left with
the result in his bed. He never complained, but he would ask me for
help-. After it was discoVeKed he was allergic to the suppositories
his doctor gave orders never to use them again. During the night, not
once, but on two different oceit$ions, he was given a suppository. Hg
went through terrible suffering from thi4. They either didn't check
the chart Or *mired the doctor's order. One of the aides told me she
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) ii"was so sorry and she bad bogged them not to do this because she had

Teen it, on his chart. .

1 haw' obscrvdd many instances of what I "c.onsider abuse and will
leave this information for you. My feelinN in this are not only per-
sonal fora terrible ordeal by my father w4eh he had to endure, but I.

. have lost two tine husbands. An war; tight ing'for this country, and what,
it stain's for, and siunething is wrong that we are letting our sick and
elderlv people and ailing veterans go through this kind of treatmelit.
'Ile door is open for unscrupulous people to use the li4 savings of
people who need care but instead_ are receiving misery or even death.

The State Department of Health does investigate comphhints and
requests correction. Ilowovet, this course of action Would not be neees-el

sary if they were more closely monitored. It is correct Medicare has
been misused,t bilt there must be 'some other may to correct the .situti-

. lion. other than what is happening now. Compassionate health care for
our sick mid elderly must not Only be a goal, but it commitment.

Senator Jrrsric Thank yo,f. Ms. Beckett, every time I hear Katie's
story, it reinforces my belief that one, of the great things About this
country is that one person can make a 'difference. And so often no be-

. came cynical and begin to believe quit unless we-aro park-of a large
organization or some big movement, we can't change. But' your story
reminds 118 all that with dedication and determination, you cad Make
a difference, andt.it also reinforces the fact of regardless of what a per-

. son's lot in life is or his responsibility is, his or hors, or what title they
may have, that people ate, the bottom line,-for the most parts are'very,
caring and compassionate and do whatever they can. The organization
you mentioned, the SKIP, Which is Sicrk Kids Need Involved People,

' is'that established nationwide now or have you"got this local? , AM. 43Eciarr. It's a national chapter, but it's only established at this(tin in 14 different States aril there are thretc chapters in
, enator JEPSEN. What's its.priMery funding 'source?
Ms. BEcxerr. Well, at this time,, it's working through a couple of

demoiistration grant projects, 'mainly through the Department of
Health and Human Services but it has also received Federal funding
grants, from various private funders -.from the private sector3,

.., Senator erEPREN. I suppose the last question I could" ask 0--what
...should the Government be doing to be more responsive to the needs

. of the future Katie Beckons?
Ms. BileKErr. I think at this time the Government is working very

closelyI think there are people, at least that I am working with, are
able to listen to the parents that ate out there in terms of home health
care. What we need to do on a State by State basis, and that's why it's
risen established that way; N to allow the parents that are in those
States to express the problems that are goinAli and got the answers
to those questions, to het the professional witTthe famfly so the the
problemsfor instance, one of the problems that we found here was
with a vendor-supplier that one of our families had, and in the midd

o-wetl, she needed to be c
e.

of the night the little girl neededoxygen--
tioned. She could breathe, but she needed to be suctioned to c ear
herself, . I

,s
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And She machine broke, down in the middle of the night and the
in other called the vendor and said my suction machine is broken, I
need a suction machine, anti' he said Vain ipt a '24-hour vender so I
an* not. coming out. And she was---,you knoW, she basically didn't know
what to'd& So she called me and I said take her back to the hospital.
I mean there is nothing else this girl could have (lane at the time. The
suction machine as broken, the girl cannot make it through the night
without. being s*tioned several times, and yet. the prothiso was made
by the vendor that he was a 24-hour dealer. Well; that's net right and
those kinds of situations have to be resolved. The families them-
selvos. have to realize who are the aypropriate people that they inked

.' to get qut 'here, and §o that's what SKIP is mainly doing, is Working
as tnifermational and referral for a-lot of -the parents, as a family
support., au,d,Illso to educate parents and professionals that binn
health care can work as- long as the services are out there and those --
the needs that these Ilikople. have can be met. I mean in Iowa especially
there are so ninny servitvs already-on(' there;but it' just connecting
the person with the service. -Does that help answer your question?

Senatot.lirsEN. Do you want to malie any.comments,.Mr. Shipley,,
I on any *

. Mr. SHIPLEY. I hue no further comments.
Senator ,TErsEN. All right. Well, I thank all of you for your testi-

mony. The way we do form policy and change _things is through the
collection of both people's experiences and their expertise, and these
things build up and are researched and reviewed, that's th ay that
ideas come for making changes; and there may be some that nay come

mut of meetings such as this today. Collectively here I think we have
got.. on a 'consumer base which is (with a dramatic cross section. of
information. I thank all of you for coining, and you are now excused,
and hare a safe trip home.

Is there anyone that has any closing statement? I should ask you
that. .

I now ask Dr. Swaney, Linn County Medical Society; Samuel
Wallace, president, St. Luii's Hospital; Sally Miller, Administrator,
Amimosa Comiiumity Hospital ; Gary Levitz, assistant director,
ITniversity of Iowa ITosnitid and Clinic; .Tim Tinker; administrator,
Mercy Hospital. Cedar Rapids; and Judith Mueirchow, ecutive di-

/ rector, Public Health Nursing Association.
T.welcome.you to the panel end advise you that your prepared state-

ments will lie entered into the record. and you may .symmarke or
proceed in any manner von so desire. We will start with )r. Swaney,
Linn County Medical Society.

.
'

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. SWANEY, M.D., PRESIDENT, LINN
--COUNTY MEDICAL SOCTETY CEDAR ,RAPIDS, IA, REPRESENT- A,

INO elirIOWL MEDICAL SOtIETY .

,.
Pr. SWANFX, Senator 'Yemen,. I am currently president of the Linn

County Medical Society and am here today representing over 8,200
memhprs of Iowa Medical 'Society.

Senator Jilldsen,.the Iowa Medical Society welcows the opportunity
to participate inloday's forum for health care issues. k

a , .
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There is no question that the Maith care system has become 'a major
component of the American economy. In addition to the frequentl
-cited figure of health care income contributing to over 10' percent of
thagross natiopal product, we note the health services industry is re-
sponsible for employing 5.2 million full-time equivalent-positions and
ranks second among the Nation's industriet behind retail trade. In
Iowa, hospitals and other providers of health-care services may be the
major sour e of employmentand income for the local community. We
must recog e also that a high quality health care system is needed
locally to at iiet and keep bu6ness and industry.

We believe here is merit in asking whether the'devotion of 10 per-
cent of the G P to health care services is too much. The, purchase of
alcohoj and acco accomits for 3.8 percent of the GNP and recrea-
tion a mints for 6.4 percent. Taxes account for over-20 percent of the
'GNP.

It is important to reco ize in any discussion about`the impactof
health care costs on the onomy that we not 10SQ sight of the great
a vances that have chars erized our Nation's health care system and
t taefits that Have beet provided to our society. For example, the

xpectancy of Americans.las. increased significantly in -recent-.
yeare.

Many chiPhood diseises have been virtually eliminated. Since 1976,
deaths from heartdisease have declined by 25 percent and deaths from
stroke have declined, by'40 percent. While cancer remains a major
threat, patients are living longer after treatment and many forms of
cancer, formally viewed as inevitably leading to death, are now cur-
able.

The modern miracle of transplant surgery provides life and hope to
people otherwise facinir death nrolotmed hospitalization or a cleterio-.
rating quality of life. Artificial hip ioints have become almost routine,
relieving over 65.000 patients of chronic pain lasj year alone.

New technologies also obviate the need to usp more risky invasive
diagnostic procedures.

Senator Jepsen, the United States has developed a medical care
system that is a benchmark against which others are measured. We
believe that increased resmirces.dedicated to health care is a reflection
of a maturing and humane society that places increased emphasis o
the protection of its vulnerable population, including the ill an
injured.

We recognize the need to restrain increases in the cost of health care.
But we must also recognize an inevitable increase in the demand-for
health care services in comingNyears. Mr. Shipley has given. some
statistics concerning the increasing nuniBer of elderly. As the popula-
tion ages, demands for health calm services correspondingly increase,
and the total cost for providing those services increases.'

There are no simple /solutions to solving the health care cost
dilemma.

One solution .not_ aecePtable to the Iowa Medical Society is the ra-
tioning of care or cans on expenditures to achieve arbitrary reductions
in health care expenditures, We alsa recognize, however, that health
care services should be examined f their cost effectiveness. We have
been taking positive 'actions to r view the delity,ery of health care
services and to,eliminate thoge heal h care costs that are inappropriate
and are not benefiting the rablic.
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For example, the j)fforts of the Iowa, Flinn a or Medical Care, ,
v

the pltysicutri organization resp nsible fiir r wing hospital utiliza- :
t ion in Iowa, have resulted ii si &leant-reductions-in hospital utiliza-
tion for patients' covered by: oriva insurers, Medicire and Medicaid
alike.

.

This spring the, Town, Medical SOcietf endorsed a call-bythe .A.-Neri-
can Medical Asseciation for all pilyic,ins to voluintOily frpae their
foes for a I-year period and to c.ontiltile to take into accountlhe firian-

circumstances of each patient, particularly the uminployed, the
( ninsu d and those under Medicareand to accept reduced fees whe.it

warran ed. , ...
,

...-.

We helieve cost savings can be accomplishqd watlout umecessary
Federal regulation. A.-n-s, *meat of current health probl las- is nearly
universal coverage of medical expenses by health insur 1 .0 or govern- . S
ment health programs which has insula ed most Amer cans from con-
si4rat ion of

programs
the 'cost of medical servi . Mar economists have said ' . t

that this partialW is responlible for he' confinui like ih medical
care costs. , . .

To help assess and guide Federal legislative roposals' impacting.
on the Nation's health insurance system, the A has developed a
si t of principles which spell out, a politi for gr ter individual choice

,,

I for incentives for prudent behavior by in 'vidnals. These prin-
ciples are at tacifil to my prepared staterrient,

. Senator Jepsen, we retilized that Congress neAds assistance from
the public in Making any determination on how health care services

i should be delivered in this e untry in the future. To this end, the
American Medical Asgociatio has taken the first step by initiating
a. project to create. a futur ealth policy agenda for the American-
people. This project is designed to dcvelop a philosophical and con-
ceptual framework asi,a. basis for particular action plans and proposals
that' are responsible to .the particular, social, economic, .scientific, edu-
cationalf and political circumstances facing health care dothisions Some
(Wails of this project are included in my prepared statement. .

Tn summary, Iowa is a State with a high,proportion of elderly and
rural residents. Government policy must assure, that more, not less,
health care services are available to serYirour increasingly aging pop-
'illation, and that access to health care in mai Town is maintained.,
not reduced: The personal and economic health of Iowans depends
on it.

We recognize the responsibility of physfains not, only to maintain
access to high quality health care. but to deliver it in a cost-effective
manner. e hope to accomplish this with business, labor;-:Govern
ment, and other interested groups throuo'h -our individual efforts,
through the Linn County and Iowa. Medical Society, and through
the American Medirl Association,

preparedrepared s atement of Dr. Swaney follows 1
,.. ,

PREPAREO -STATEMENT Or ROBERT T. SWANET, M.D.

I am Robert Swaney. n medical doctor In familf"nrartlee here in Cedar Rapids;
I nm currently president of the Linn County Medical Society and am here today
rem-esentIng over R.206 members of the Iowa Medical Society. ,

Senator .Tencen,'the Iowa Medical Society welcomes the opportunity to partici-
pate in today's forum for health rare iSROOr. We note with you the rfroportien of e
the gross national product being devoted to health care services how exceeds 10
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pert.), We also sett with you the initiation of efforts to Omit further the expan-
sion of e health care delivery system.

There no question that the stealth Care system has beCome a major compo-
nent of th American economy. In addition to the frequently cited figure of
health car interne contributing to over 10,441Tept of the gross nntional product.
we note't ttilth services industry is responsible for etnnloyIng 5.2 million full
time eqn1 lent positions and ranks second almong the nation's industries beldnd
retail tra in Iowa, hospitals and other providers of health care services may
be the majo tree of employment and Income for the local community. We must
recognize also that it high quality health care system is needed locally to attract
and keep business and Industry.

We believe there Is eterit in asking whether the devotion of 10 percent of the
NiG) to health core sdrviees is too much. The purchase of alcohol and tobacco

accounts for 3.8 percent of the ONP and recreation accounts for 6.4 perCent. Taxes
account for over 20 percent of the ONP.

It in important to recognize in any discussion about:the impact of health care
costa on the economy that we do not lose sight of the great advances that have
characterized our nation's health cart system and the benefits that have wen
provided to our society. For example, the life expectancy of Americans ha. in-
creased from 69.7 years in 1900 to 74.5 years in 1982. Infant mortality has 1 een
reduced to a record low of 11.2 per 1,000 live births, less than half the ilgur in
1990.

Through the development of and widespread availabilit y of vaccines, polio
has been virtually eliminated, the incidence of mumps has fallen from osier
150,000 cases as recently as'1968 to 3.285 last year, the cases of Ineasies has de-
clined from 481.530 in 1962 to 1.430 in 1983.

Since 1970, deaths from heart disease have declined by 25 percen t and deaths
from strUe.have declined by 40 percent. These advances have come through
major technological advsnces including open-heart surgery, pacemakers. new
drugs, and .greateromblic Consciousness of the importance of proper exercise end
diet. WhilV cageer remains a major threat, patients are living longer after treat-
ment and many forms of cancer, formally viewed as inevitably leading to death,
are now curable.

The modern miracle of transplant surgery provideiq,lita and hope to people.
otherwisb facing death, prolonged' hospitalization, or a eteriorating Quality of

j life. New hearts are transplanted lido 100 ricans yer year and 5,000 people
receive transplanted kidneys. In 1983 there NN re 23,000 cornea transplants re-
turning sight to those whose vision was severely impaired. Artificial hip joints
have become almost routine, relieving over 65,000 patients of chronic pain last
year alone.

New diagnostic devices such as CAT scanners, ultrasound, and nuclear mug=
netic resonance have greatly enhanced our ability to. make rapid and snore
accurate diagnoses. New technologies also obviate the need to use more risky
invasive diagnostic procedures.

Se ator Jensen, because of past public policy geared. toward the' expansion of
our eaith care system and the greater availability of health care to more Ameri-
cal , the United States has developed a medical care systein that is a benchmark
a [net which others are measured. We believe that increased resources dedicated
t health care is. a reflection of a maturing and humane society hat places in-

eased emphasis (111 the protection of its vulnerable population, including the ill
ad injured.
We recognize tile need to restrain increases in the coat of health care. But we

must also recognize an inevitable increase in the demand tot health care services
In coming years. We cannot afford to ignore the fact that between 1983 and 1025
the total pOpulation is projected to, grow by almost 30 percent, with the elderly
population doubling to a total'of 58 million or 19.9 percent of the total population.
Among the elderly, the group over age 75i will also experience substantial growth
40 percent of the elderly are now older .than age 75 And this figure will in-
crease to 45 percent 2025. The ov r age 85 group will triple from the current
2.5 million people to 7.0 million 1;.,."' 2025. This substaktial increase in the

. elderly popuippon, which will ularly signfficant in the State of Iowa,
will result in a greater utiliz .1( earth care resources. Statistics indicate
that individuals over age.t . re m likely to be hospitalized than those under
Hy" afe. They also use more hospital days per hospitalization and4hey visit their
Physician and, other. health care practitioners more Irequently. The importance
of these figures is clear, As the population tiges, demands for health care services
correspondingly increase,,and the to cost for prolilding those services Increases.
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.. .There are no simple solutions to-solvingthe. health care cost dllemra nt a

time when more services are flooded; technological advances, though costly, are
rettitittg in increases in the quality n'nd length of our lives; and the tkvallaidlity

°flub (nullity health care must rentiln accessiblb to rural lowanN apt onf'y

for their personal health, but econothielVettp as wen.' . ..
One solution 'not acceptable to the Iowa Modica Society is the rationing of

care or caps on expenditures to achieve arbitrar reductions in health care
expenditures. We else recognize,\ however, that he are serylees should he
exumined for their (list effectiteness. We have b n taking positive notions to
review the delivery of health care services and to eliminate those health care
costs Unit are inappropriate and are not ftenefiting the public.

For 4axample, the efforts of the Iowa Foundation for Medical darn; 'the
physicians organisation responsible for reviewing hospital utilization le Iowa,
have resulted in significant reductions in hospital utilization ter patients covered
1)37r-it-ate lueurCrs, Medicare and Medicaid elite.

t This miming the Iowa Medical' Society endorsed re call by the. American Medical

. Association for all physicians ,,to voluntarily freeze their fees for a One year
period and to continue to take into accofint the financial eircutnstances. of each
patient, particularly the unemployed, the uninsured, anti those tMder Medicate- -
and to,eccept reduced fees waKranted.

..
i We believe cost savings, mg. be accomplished, withotft ,unnecessary Federal
tarulation. The eVoltalen. of our systetn of. peyment for health are has seen
Work Vase-base health Insurance emerging as- the primary mettle by/ which
-most Americans pay tor.health care aervices they receive. The nearly universal
coverage of medical expenses by health Insurance hr government health Orograms ,

has insulated meat AmericanA from copsideratton of the cost of Medical services.
Many economists have said that this partially is responsible for the continuing
rise in medical care costs. . .- IP

To help assess anal guide 1411eral legislative. proposals impactilig .on the
nation's health insurance system, the American Medical Association hatedeVel-

oped a set of principles Which spell out' a policy for greater itfilividual choke and
for incentives for prddent behavior by individuals.

Senator Jepsen, we realize that Congress needs assistance from the public In
making any determination on how health care services should be,delivered in
this country in the future. To this end, the American Medical Association has
token the first step by initiating a project to create a future health policy agenda
for the American people. This project is designed to ()proton a plIllosophleal and
-couceptual framework as a basis for particular action and. plans and proposals
that are responsive to the particular social, economic; scientific, educational and
political circumstances facing health care decisions.

The first plume of this project, the development of principlee, is now nearing
completion, and the work groups are now In the process of Metal:Ong isaues as
the next step to deseloping action plans to carry out the principles. -

This activity itrolves approiimately 150 organizittione including representa-
tives of niedielne, government, nursing, labor, business, the hospital industry, the ,

public. and health care insurers. Through this broad-based organizational body,

the- American Medical Association hopes to be able to present Codgreser with
viable principles and working programs for the development of a future health
policy agenda that will assure the availability of high quality health care serv-
ices for the American people. . . /

In summary, town is a state with a high proportion of elderly and rural mai-
dents. Government policy meet assure that more; not less, health care services
are available to serve our aging population, and that access to health care in
rural Iowa is maintained, not reduced. The' personal economic health of Iowans

teecomplishthis with business, labor,. goverunient and r, -ve ed groups

depends on it. .
We recognize time responsibility of physicians not only to a n lu access to

high clnnllty health care but to deliver it fit n cast effective e hope to

through our individual effeyts,.. through the Iowa Medical. fqic e . gild through
the American Medical Association. 1.--,/-44".'

A hi 'ERICA N. NlenicAt,- Starmte CliolieZ PRINCIPLES

1. Emplalitnoel.43A44; rieNtiA4,11-ranee.:.The growth of employent-based
erotic. it Ititethrence felirentPloyeea and their farailleS should continue to be

.7 ellcU
.

Urtpligh tax- tketitIvett,
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. g. Adequate Bentqlts.Each health Insurance plan offered to employees should
contain adequate tkinetits, lecludingAgtastrophic coverage. Plans which do not
have kkdequate benefits should not )II.fy for tnx deduction as a business ex-
pense !Sr tie% employer.

.ifultfAV"holve of Plans.Health insurance plan options, with varying
levels of coinatiKance and deductibles, shoUld be available to employees; accord-
!ugly employers! through tax incentives, should be encouraged, (but not required)
to offei.etnployees a choke of several health insurance 'flans. Multiple options
will better meet individual agd family _needs and encourage greater individual
respraustbility in otilivitionnf medical care services.

4. Equal Contributions. Equal 'employer contributions should be made for
health benefit-plans, regardless of the plan selected by the employee. .

Idmitallon on 7'ax Deductibility of EweeRsive Health Insurance Premiutn,
A limit should be'placed on the amount of health insurance Premiums paid by an
employer that would be tax exempt Income to the employee, As *Rh life insurance.
This 'amount should be high enpugh to provide for adequate benefits and should
he adjusted for inflation. In 'order to discourage over-insurance and "first-
dollar coverage" which can cause increased dozmankfor care, amounts paid by
the employer in excess of the limit would be taxable income to employees.

o: Rebate to Etnployeete.In order to' stimulate prq dent selection. of health
insurance by employees, employees may receive non-taxable rebates when choosing
an insurance policy where the premium cost is less than the amount of the
employer contribution.

7-, Quality of Care.Employer health insurance plans should assure employees
the free choice qi medical care services. Services should be of high quality. Plans
should provide mparable benefits fgt. treatment of ppysical and mental Mmes.

Senator JEPSEN. There is one 404t)rd in our society that we would pick
that; is very key in regards to caring for people probably would be
the word accessibility, the accessibility to medical care, accessibility to
the institution. And you mentioned access and accessibility several
times, it's frequent throughout your testimony.

In' both the 'init and urban areas my office has heard, doctor, from
a number of Iowa physicians who strongly object.to the Iowa Founda-
t ion for Medical Care questioning admission practices. Is it your opin-
ion that the majority -9! IowEr doctors wlcome the oversite of the
Foundation 4

c,Dr. SWSNEY. Yes, I think the Iowa Foundation for Medical Care
has in general been quite just, and I think that some of the changes
they brought about, some of the decreased utilization, was definitely
called for. I would have some reservation about what is going to hap-
pen with the new DRG system as far as some of that utilization.
I think it may be going too far where it becomes a problem for patients,
so time will have to tell that for .us. We are just getting into it.

Senator ihrstrr. That's where I havb heard a lot of complaints
from, and there is a great? need to work together in that area to resolve
that.

Mr. 'Wallace or Samuel Wallace, president, St Luke's Hospital,
Cedtir Rapids. _

STATEMENT, OF SAMUEL T. WALLACE, PRESIDENT, ST. LUKE'S
HOSPITAL, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

Mr. WALLACE. Thank you. I appreciate tits opportunity to be able
to speak to you on behalf of the urban-hospitals, recognizing that we
Bate both greater opportunities and- in some respects even greater'
challenges than either the rural or public hospitals, Looked upon with
pride as centers of community, health provision and education, they
are often among the larger employers as are many rural Itspitals as
a major labor intensive industry.
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But. unlike our counterparts in'othei areas of business and industry,
the public expectation goes beyond the optional purchase of goods or
services to that which touches the very core of human existence, our
health care. Yet we must, like all other busikesses, match the revenue
to, tho.expenses or in other words survive net simple but expedient
principle has become increitAing. tliflicult to accomplish. Will
Governinent-imposed focused review and the serious limitations on
admissions, shorter lengths of stay; and forced outpatient care, entire
inpatient units in some hospitals and indeed some whole hospitals,
even larger ones, have been closing for lack of volume and their spe-
cialty nature at the very least diluted low mixing sertrices on other units.

It, is acknowledged that hospitals had ''few incentives to efliciery
under the former cost-plus system of reimbursement other than the
conservative integrity of their boards to save. But a squeeze such as the
2.4 percent, slash in PRO reimbursement for the second year of DRG
at the 0 percent level recently announced by Health and Human Sm.,-
ices is too much.

The threat thus becomes one that exceeds cost, and extends to values.
J Tow far can a private conuniinity hospital such as St. Luke's stretch
ill ingenuity to avoid the ultimate drop in quality? At some point the
diminishing pool of fun+ under.budget nentralitz are breali-even and
an increasing aging population that you heard about previously will
erode the ethics of the system, That is, unless suflicient'support systems
can be developed linking private iftitiatives with Government. pro-I.

grains.
,

One recent example of Government assistance to a.privately sup-
ported service bears mention We are very happy .and sincerely appre-
ciative of the efforts of you, Senator Jepsen, and your-staff in locatin
sciIrce replacement parts for the Lifeguard helicopter. Extending the
usefulness of this lifesaving service is one way in which the Cedar
Rapids hospitals can help MU their rightful obligations,to the rural
areas of eastern Iowa.

It is, in our opinion, only one way in which urban hospitals can
help. maintain optimal health services to our smaller communities, so
necessary to the preservation of the agribultnral eonomy 'Iowa.. A
recent study conducted by Donald Cordesamder the sponsorship of the

Policy Corp. of Iowa revealed that physicians were not likely
to locate in rural areas without the backup of a hospital within 10
miles. Currently few citizens in Iowa live in excess of 10 miles from a
physician. But with dire predictions about thp survival of small hos--
Otitis, it is ingent. that there be a supportive urban/rural network to
enable small hospitals to share costly technology, material, and mana-
gerial .resources and to provide a specialty outreaqh. *Such a network
now exists with tlie'voluntary hospitals of Iowa about w ich you will
hear later. Tt links the resources of the urban hospitals. th that of the
rural sector in a unified' system which preserves the i dividual hos-
pital's autonomy..'

We vould like to see such private initiatives, of Which this is but one
example, recognized by Government as a way in which. cost contain-

_ ment is being accomplished without. dependency upon the Governmwt.
It is also our belief that hospitals will need to moire fully compromiN

and cooperate, that. with lower vbluthe of patients, duality will slitter
unless that occursbut the Federal Government has not made that
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easylSie Federal antitrust laws themselves have obstructed or de-
, Wed such efforts out of of reprisals such as triple damaFes and

jail sentences. While-most take a philosophic position on this dilemma,
it would well serve the Nation's hospitals foAthe Government to
modify their approach and encourage greater efforts to avoid duplica-
tion of services. yy
I The points I tried to make & these: Cost containment is relative to
American values. Under current Government constraints, the urban
hospital is finding it more difficult to maintain the"high standards and
range of services necessary to those values.

Regional planning is a must to preserve wind link the health,care ofrural and urban coustiuencies run tone important solution to reduce
costs, The momentum is building f cost containment.. It it survive !
Thank you.

Senator Jzt$31N. Thank you, Sam. The 2.4-percent slash is being re-

,

examined, as you may know, as a result of congressional objections and
there should be some4new figures out fairly soon on that

Now, the more rural oriented -hospitals. Sara B. Mil adininist ra-tor of the namosa Community Hospital,fir is it. Sally ?
Ms. SARA 13, MILLER. Well; it's both. Sally is the nickname.
Senator JEPSEN. Sally is the nickname, Sara is the correct. name.; I

am right. on both counts?
Ms. SARA B. MILLER. You of

, _

SenatorNrsEN. I was impressed, as I had a chance to review briefly
the various sections of your testimony, on the depth You went to .in
getting ready for this report. I am loolting forward to it. You con-
tacted a lot. of hospitals in Iowa.

Ms. SARA B. MILLER. Yes.
senator ,I:Eesvg. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF SARA '11. MILLER, ADMINISTRATOR, ANAMOSA
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL, ANAMOSA, IA

Ms. SAGA B. MILLER. To effectively evaluate the current trends in
rural health care providers and services, we are compelled to look at
not. only the apparent treirds, but also the CRIISCS and the effects of the
rural specific dilemmas before us.

To accurately- share the rural health care position with this group,
40 -hospital4 under 50 beds in IOwa Ivere contacted. Every available,
administrator was asked "If you had the opportunity to share your
major concerns regarding rural health care and the changing role of

your hospital, what would you say?" After compiling the remits, it is
clear that the primary. rural health care and inAtitution the com-
munity hospitals have a statement.: The trend, if the health care-
proems continues on its current course, is not only a decreased utiliza-
tion of rural hospitals, bvt also the closing of many rural acute care
inst itutionsiin our State.

Rural health care, hospitals iltruhli. 50 beds, have been a significant'
social and economic factor in -our small commtmitieg---often not only
the health care provider, but also the o. 1 employer:. Hotpitals have .1
beOn the center for community' pride, programs and outreach. His-
ttiricatly, rural hospitals have provided core at lower rates than their
urban counterpart. The 'community hospital has had a family life.

. 2 21
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process focusfrom birth to death, with 'many generations of the
same flip ily being served. This institntion is in jeopardy. The quality
and diotrersity of each and every one.of the rural hospitals is at risk.
It is the opinion of many rural health care providers that. tile current
financial 'policies of our Government are the primary influence in the
rural health care policies, that financial Policies are indeed dictating
health care trends to the extent that some hospitals may close.

The impact of the Prospective Payinent System Is clear in all health
care institutions large or small. itiinfluence is certainly evident to
all of us every day. However, the. rural hospitals have several "rural
specific" disadvantages that make the impact, of the "hew Medicare

"teinibursement systt,m ,overwhelming. First, proportionately there is
a clustering of elderly in rural community hospitals. Urban centers
often range from 25 to 30.percent Medicare patients. In Anamosa, not
unlike other rural communities, the Medicare percentage. averages
above (10 percent. Obviously changes in Medicare reimbursement, effect
t.ne financial statementg of rural hospitals more dramatically than
a. rge hospitals.

Second, Medicare reimburses null hospitals differently than urban
hospitals. Although the system is the same, the aettlal reunbursement
is substantially less. The labor compohent of each PRO in rural Iowa
is 25 percent, less than the urban labor compor t. The nonlabor rural
component. is 1i4 percent less than the r u'ban component. In the
majority of the State of Iowlt, the rura hospital is competing with
the urban institution for labor. Although one might. argue that. the
labor component_ should be less based on the less technical. aspects of
rural health care, there is no justifiable reason for such a chlkstically
different non -labor component. These differentials are compiltinded
when PRO. per case reimbursement is calculated. 25 percent less labor

JP* component ; Kpercent less nonlabor component.
These statistics graphically speak to the ural health care trends in

diminished reimbursement for our hospitals.
Third, thiwe are several tither inequities in Medicine reimlpisement

for, the rural hospital. For example, the rural hospital has tradition-
ally been the transferring institution for advanced care and support,
'Under the Prospective Pricing System, the transferring hospital loses
substantial dollars in transfer. It would appear that several hospitals.
are losing. WOO actual cost each time they transfer ft cardiac
patient.. It 'would seem that -rural hospitals are .being penalized for
doing their job.

Indeed, most.. rural hospitals have the opinion that the Health Care
Financing Administration would like to' see them close. Correct or-
incorrect, this impression is given to small hospitins. It is a sad state-
ment" reflecting health care trends. The reimbursement figures are
changing -w-We quickly than budgets can be adjusted. The 2.4 percent
decrease in Aimbursement has only.served to reinforce all the concernS
over the PPS; it is held up as the example of negative change ovet
which the Oral hospital has no control, but under which it must -rune-

. t ion. The fiscal integrity of IICF6 becomes more questionable to rural
health care administration with each change in the reimbursement
inechauism. .

There are many positiviNends in rural. health caretoward educa-
tion, home health programs, volunteerism and renewed community

I
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aetivitieo. However, these trends will stop if we lose our rural hos-
'Ala's. There will be no hospital-based wellivs programs, no hospital -
based how health pines, no mlv health care services, no mobile or
shared services, no patient education programs, no community cardiac
rehabilitation no rural prenatal classes, no new physicians, and very
few full sery ie emergency care centers. We witihtve allowed the
focus of our h alth care to be dictated by incomplete reimbursement
programs that deliot fully or adequately address Amid' health care
needs. Rural health care providers and copsmners must. begin now to
create a survival health care atmosphere for the physical and social
well-being of rural Iowa. Thank you.

Senator JEPSEN. Thank you, Sally. Does youi' hospital participate
in the so-called swing bed program ?

Ms. SARA B. MILLER. Yes. .

Semito,r JEMEN. As you know the vernor.'$ Committee on Rani
Health Care designed the swing bed; rograin as one of the wftys to
help rural hospitals to meet the needs of the community. However,
some of the nursing homes question the need for ettOi a program.

Would.you favor requiring a hospital to obtain a certificate of need
as a preCondition for participating in the program? Or do you want.
to submit that ahswer in writing later on?

Ma. SARA B. Miumt..I. guess I would not favoi certificates of need.
I think in the rural setting that we have to realistically look at what
swing beds mean and define that, awl if we are going to be in a long-
toxin facility rtile, we need to admit that, say that's what we are doing.
It isn'ta good health ciao practice to be competing and not. admitting
it and 'dealing with what,,, kiiid of care you are doing. Acute care is.
different than long -term care.
. Senator JEFSEN.- What's your position on the prospective-payment
system? Can it best be described as strongly opposed, mildly opposed
or supportive as long as changes were made in the urban-rural"
distinction ? .

Ms. SABA13. MILLER. I would sitY strongly support the dhange in
the system.

Senator JE1'sEN. If it w.as.chtmed, you strongly stipport the systfm? ,

Ms. SARA 13. MILLER. I strongly support the system anyway. I would
like to see it changed for the benefit. of the rural hospitals, yes.

sity f Iowa Hospital and Clinic. You may proCeed, sir.
Senor Jtivtim. Thunk,you. Mr. Levitz, assistant Univer- ,

Al

k. .t
STATEMENT OF GARY ft LEVITZ, ASSIST TO THE DIRECTOR,

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS, CEDAR RAPIDS,
IA, PRESENTED ON BEHALF OF JOHN 'W. COLLOTON, DIRECTOR
OF. U1IVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS AND AWAT-
ANT TO THE 1INIVERSITY PRESIDENT FOR STATEWIDE HEALTH
SERVICES .,

Mr. 14yrrz. Thank you very much, Senator Jepsen.
Because of a previous-Commitment for this aftetwon, John Collo-

Iton, director at University Hospitals, cannot be here for this hearing.'
He does share with youlland those who are here today a concern that
the current focus on the costs of health care doesnot Overshadow our
desire to assure access to quality health care for all our citizens,
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You ask "Itpw are we solving the probleafs of cost, acoots, acid
quality?" I apFland you for your consideration of the interrelation-
ship among these elements. However, there has been an intensification
in the debate over how best to control what many believe to be alarm-
ing growth in health care spending, without appropriate attention
to the impact of proliosals on access and quality of health care _pro-
vided. In this context, the important role played by the academie--

health center, the teaching hospital, must be addressed:
-The newly enacted Medicare legislation establishing a system of

pitying hospitals at a prospectively determined fixed price based on
the classification into diagnosis related groups or DlG's is a major
effort by the Federal Government to control its health care costs and
will have a major impact hospitals across the country, with serious
implications for teaching hospitals and academic health centers in
particular, as I will novr discuS'h.

St tulips on the impact of the Prospective Payment- System will be
conducted by Health Care Financing Administration and the Pro-
spective Pi inent Assessment Commission, a 15 member nationally
represented body. In Iowa, we are fortunate, that John Colloton
meMber of this commission. There are a number of concerns that4 should be Apodfically addressed as these studies bare performed and
reported.

The first of these concerns is for the recognition of teaching hos-
pitals' societal contributions. Colleges of medicine and teaching hos-
pitals are the pros cers of multiples products that benefit not only
the individual patient, but society as a whole. 'These products include
medical and other health science education, new technology testing,
clinical research, substantial amounts of charity care, highlyitspecial-
ized services, and extensive ambulatory care Programs, usually oper-
ating on a subsidized. basis. eration of these multiple products
which are Leveled "hooetai contr ens," necessarily results in higher
costs that must be reflected in t Rath* hospital patient charges. Ob-
viously, the teaching hospital payments under the DRG system, if
they are to be equitable to sustain generation of the societal contribu-
t ions, must: be differentiated from those paid to a community hospital
which does not. incur these costs. Fortunately, this need, to a certain
extent. has been recognized by Congress through the direct educational
cost "pass-throvh" and the indirect edncational cost factor adjust-,
meat.

Even though the higher costs experienced by teaching institutions in
providing a broad array of ,societal goods are recognized by the hi-

- direct educational cast iillowance, we believe that the continuity of this
educational cost adjustment is tent int. jeopardy bemuse it. is out in
the (pen without. a solid formula to cot tinue Justification'of its exist-.
ence. 'Without the indirect. educational cost adjustment and continued
participation by the Medicare Program in payment for educational
programs, teaching hospitals would have major difficulty in .maintain-
mg highly sophisticated patient services and teaching programS for
the training of residents and the replenishment of health persdinel
essential to the staffing of our community delivery systems in future
years in order to assure accessibility of Our citizeiv. to quality health
'care service.

2:24
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At the present time the PRO's, themseiAveas, do not contain an adjust-
ment for severity of illness. This is another concern. This problem is
addressed through proxy by the indirect educational cost adjustment:-
It is ex-1).0(0d that teaching I sRitals treat a patient caseinix contain-
ing a high volume of mor severely ill rather than less severely ill
patients within DRO's d these hospitals will face great difficulty
without. some kind of a justment for the severity of these patients.
Leaders in academic health centers and univerpity teaching hospitals
are appreciative of the congressional recognition of the seventy of
illness Isom as part Of the indirect educational cost adjikstment and
believe this adjustment must be maintained until a severity of illness
adjustment is incorporated into the DRG system. .

Another concern focuses on the continued suppOrt for technology
growth. The Medicare Program has allowed only 1 percent adjust-
anent for new technology under TETRA, and,beginging on October 1,
1986, any new technology incurred or acquired by a hospital must he
e,overed in the DRG rates. With this major downward adjustment in
payment for new technology, Government has begun to liMit the fu-
ture growth and development of. the health care system, While I am
in aWcreement that unnecessary duplication of services should be
avoided, caution is .11thised in applying an arbitrary standard in an
effort to reduce .thiplication that may also. thwart technological NO-
vanas which will ultimately benefit our citizens, . .

The proposed rules on the second Medicare prospective' payment
year published in the uly 8, 1984 Fbderal Register describe several.
potential changes in the reimbursement system.

The proposed rules recommend that the outlier criteria be increased
and outlier payments decreased. I A. trongly oppose HCFA's proposal
to increase outlier thresholds and reduce the percentage of outlier pay-
ments after less than one year's experience. The diagnosis related
groups are a patient classification system containing only 407. cate-
gories. As a result, much of the information on the clinical deeds of
the individual patient is lost. Outlier payinents need to be maintained
at their current level thybughout the phase-in pe'riod in order to ade-
.quately .comnensate- hospitals for atypically expensive long stay'
patients. - .,. .

HC FA plans to reduce case mix weights by 2.4 percent on the as-
sumption that increasing case mix intensity is solelrthe result of im-
proM coding.' Along 'with Sam Wallace, I strongly recominend Opt
the case mix weights be lioired at their original. values until a coin-
prehensive and objective assessment of the PRO weights has been
conducted. .

HCFA's proposal to allow cost outlier pitYments to transferHog
hospitals is desirable. Present, policy prohibits outlier payments to the .,

transferring hospitals for patients who' are day outliers or cost out -
lier. The transferrinhospital should be allowed to receive cost out-
lier' payments.

Before us lies the complex problem of health care financing which
eallS for the adoption of a long range strategy which should be the
restilt of consultative study. The Medicai,.eprograin is but one element
in the medical care marketplace, and any reforms adopted for Medicare .:ti
must take into account the relationships among the other diverse com-
ponets! involved,

- 1
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At. the national level; there is it need-for, an eq ,stable financing
mechanism for health care that guarantees acess l quality health
services for all ,Americans and the maintenance of'our teaching anit
patient care initiatives. The real problem before us today is to estab-
lilt a framework through which weinny collectively develop an
effective and ellieient mechanism to plan? provide, and pay for health.
services and educational programs. The prime responsibility for the
leadership essential to the establishment of such tt 1 ederol policy rests
with the executive branch and %the Congress. A national policy on
health care financing reform is long overdue and critically needed to
lend direction, unity, and success to this system.

in conclusion, Senator, the establishment of basie pri)Iciple that
calls for all` players to pay their proportionate fair share of the costs
of caring for tht,* poor and aged until a national policy is enacted is
critically needed, at this juncture.

Thank you for the opportunity to Speak today.
Senator JEPSEN. Thank you for your testimony. Do you feel that

the financial responsibility, to quote you in your conclusion, "for health
care,that guarantees access to qualify health-services for all Americans
and maintenance of our teaching and patient care initiatives," would
primarily come from the Federal level?

Mr, LEvrrz. The responsibility for the leadership clearly. However,
us Won are aware, you mentioned in your opening statement, the health
system itself is complex, and interZ45ts of the provider, the interests
of the insureds, linsinesq, labor, management., the consumer needs to be
considered, and each one is equally.responsible and each one partiei.-
pates %equally in both the problems M the systetrabut also in the
strengths 0; developing the pystem tea point now where it's recognized
as the hot medical system in the world. Leadership should come from
the executive branch, from Congress, with input from other Froups as
needed.

Senator tiErSEN., So your response was OM leadership shoitld. come
to seek to find these answers, but you are not saying that financing
should come from thee just without study and so on. So people.do,
and I em a little confused here with your statement. You say there is
a need for an equitable financing mechanism.

Mr. LEvrrz. There is a need to assure that the financial needs of
hospitals, of academic health centers are met.. As part of this need it's
important. that. all payers, of which the Federal Government is one,
provide. their fair share of tjte costs of providing care in the com-
munity. - .

Senator Jr.rsr.x. Just curious now, another, question: What is the
Federal Government's fair share and what's the State gyernment's
fair share, what's the local government's fair share'

AV. LEVITZ. Well, at the current tint() th.4 DRG system and the
Medicare cost reporting principles, plus the recognition on the part
of other payers that health care costs have been increasing, what's
been happening is that each payer has been trying to to the
best. rate. possible with a provider or group of providers, not neces-
sarily recognizing the costs of poviding care for other people, like the
costs of charity care in the community, the costs of tea hing programs.
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What we nro proposing, we recoimbend that you consider, are ways
in which these costs are reeognized or funded in a way that assures
the stability of these hospitals, while at the same time allowing them
to be competitive on a cost basis with other providers. We do recog-
nize the need, to keep health care costs down, 'We do recognize the need
to 108tIre that health care is provided in (he most efficient way possible
and ht. the best dollar value. On tlx6 other hand, all payers should
recognize the need to fund the contributions that academic health
centers and community hospitals make.

Senator JEPSEN. I thank you. Jim Tinker, administrator, Mercy
hospital, Cedar Rapids. Ydu may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JIM TINKER, ADMINISTRATOR, MERCY HOSPITAL,
CEDAR RAPIDS, .IA

4

Mr. TiNkEn. Senator Jepson, distinguished colleagues I appreciate
the invitation to be he and testify this afternoon. Wa'haVe heard
From the physician, statement from the urban hospital, rural lips pital,
research and teaching institution, and we will hear from the }ame
hearth provider. I thought in the increasingly competitive market-
place we ought to have a word and somebody should say something
about the interest of the pattient.

Five_ditys, lot alone 5 Anutes, is hardly time to provide you with
the most rudimentary outline of what I consider to be profound im-
plications for the delivery of health services and which I believe
could very .easily result from the current competitive, economic, polit-
ical and simultaneously regufated climate that's facing hospitals in
'Iowa and across the country.

Let me state at first, that hovitals 'are responding to public and
private, Mnsumer and third-party payer, to business and Government
pressure to control costs with a responsiveness that has frankly sif1-
prised most of us that provide care for our State's ill. While reducing
costs is hardly bad, the speed and the direct results should,not only
surprise, but frighten, those who have asked is to do it.

I think what's being said is that providers respond to incentives and
are willing to follow policy direction; that providers are really no
different from other people and other institutions in society. And that
whih; the new,competitive market strategy, will reduce costs, we better
make sure that they .are incentives to maintain quality features and
vat. ues, as Mr. Levitz said, that has made the American health care"
system the finest in the world.

'In spite of the plaudits, pied pipers and charbitanS, health care is
not a commodity to be bartered and traded in the open marketplace,
and even if that were desired, it's not possible to sell standardized
appendectomies, gall bladdets, or cardiac catheterizations. It is neither .

desirable, nor morally responsible, to barter in the open MarketpliUlb
with the health, indeed the very livea,'of our young people, with the
increasing higher proportion of elderly in the population, or with the
rest of is who .fall someplace in between. To do sd would require trans-
planting Solomog into the bureaucracy, or elevating the care givers,
the professional people; to positions that until now I think only God*
could assume.
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The hospitals, and indeed the physicians, MVO listened to the con-
cerns for cost containment, to the' concerns of people for affordable
health eve, and acted to cut back expense's. Mercy Rospital's operating
budget. decreased for the first time-since Medicare in 1005 was started
by 7 percent. last year. More than half of all' surgical procedures that
we performwet are performing about the same number this year. as
last. yearare now clone on an outpatient basis. That's an increase from
1980 of alnut 17, 18,percent to just over 50 percent now.

We have, aslhave our counterpartsin Cedar Rapids and across the
State, reduced our staff, cut bath on our training programs, and re-
search related expenses, eliminated many of the intangible elements
of care, and streamlined our operation in ways that no other so-called
industry in the country has tried. We have clone it with no small dif-
ficulty and with great misgivings for the loss of a personal, identifiable,
interest in our patients that make our local hospitals respected com-
munity resources.

May I suggest., theivfore, Senator, that von begin to apprise your-
, self and your staff, and your respected colleagues in the Congress, of

a mounting and palpabIe resistance to these actions among 'the re-
cipients of health care.

O needs look no further than the editorial pagOs of our State's
newspapers to see the outcry against those that tasually-treat the lives
of employees and constituents with bureaucratic abandon, which I
predict,- just. as surely as a kernel of corn ,pushes up through the soil,
will blossom forth into open hostility and resentment.

We have, because we have, entered n new era of medical co+ti-
,tion, been forced to turn paitients out of a hospital with a callousness
which teats at the very caring fiber of those who know betterthe
doctors, the patients, the pharmacists, the nurses, the therapists; hese
actions save niqiey, perhaps, but rust as surely these actions breed
contempt for the ruleniakers. We have created expectations. among
older Americans for good quality health care and health services, for
security and comfort, for trust. for faith. Now I think the 'dawning
of disillusionment can only lead to darkness and discontent.

Who. are the implications, 8enitor, of rexrulntions which, in an-
attempt to control costs. send elderl cataract (patients home from the
ontpatient surgery facility in less t fan a day, with no consideration
of who will proyide that care: Nl n the elderly patient arrives at .

home; eyes bandaged ? Or who wit assist the elderly male who'must
-find the lytthroom at 4 a.m. when I s prostate calla What, Senator,
for. a proltram that will not pay for the most functionally useful war
to repair aatiiracts. the intraoccular lens implant, if the patient is
hospitalized, but will pay it if the elderly person is healthy enough
to have 1 day surgery? The statement implicit in this policy is that
only those that are healthy are entitled to the best care. That, Senator,
is a value lodgment. I am glad that we in the provider sector do 't
have.to make, and from All indications I. think hospitals throu nt,
the country are refusing to accept the blanie for such policies.,

Or, Senator, for payment policies that makeit more lucrative tcse
yeste.rday'r terhtikpies for the repair of certain hip fritctures, but
financially unktractiO to employ 'more sophisticated techniques-such
as joint replacement.. The effect of such,policy.is that. hospitals and
physicians will be rewarded for repaiiingbrolcon bodie4, brit we will
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be unable to continue td improve the quality of life for our elderly
citizens. . .

And who authorized the Govelnment prograins, Senator, that re-
quire hospitals and physicians to heal computerized diagnoses and -
ignom the patient as a living, feeling human being? What .of the
elderly man admitted for treatment of a stroke and who, in the process
of testing teat accompanies every hospital admission, is diagnosed as
also having ,-tumor of the bladder? Are `you and your colleagues
aware, Senator, that for that particular problem we have to send a
patient home at leastA. day, or if we treat him for his bladder tumor
re receive flay? It's not easy to explain that sort of Orivellinn logic
tO the family the-patient, the physician, or even myself.

/kfercktIlosgietal has had loss than 2 months' experience with the new
illitG, diagnosis related group prospectivt3 payment system, but there
have been already some noticeable ehanges;. I expect deiired 14- some,
certainly feared by others. Length of stay in the hospital is decreasing.
Physician resentment isincreasing. Our stall t--trained for-many years
to administered care by standards developed in a more caring (Tali
mid certainly one which cared more, for medical excellence than the
dollarour ktaff is confused, Senator, and I skoUld have to say, if I
could Use one word, distraught.

.

We know better than to do everything we have been told to do, and
I believe that our patients know our actions arc Ding directed from
outside the hospital. '

The implications of competition in the health marketplace are
mixed. We can contain costs better if we add one hyphenated word

,before 'competitioncooperative. Cooperative - competition - -a phil-
osophy of competing in areas; generally far removed from the bedside
so the patient is not compromised but cooperating to avoid inappro-
priate utilization of expensive high technology and personnel.

As you listen to the, testimony delivered today, I believe' you will
hear real and honest concerns %g the changes bmerging in the health
delivery system in this region, in 04 State. I also believe you will see
early ,indications that your constituency is becoming restless as a
result of what they perceive as a lack of concern en the part of rule-
makers. . n e

The implications of the administration's competitive market strat--
egy are clearly mixed. Will our systeM of health care become one in
which only the wealthy can affordiiike best., the latest, most sophisti-.
(*oil . .e'? Will our headlong rush.fircontain costs be at the expense of
the poor, r as was recently reported in the Des Moines Register, at the
expense o he medically inarticulate ?.Is it possible, in this era of fl-

\
mincial imperatives, that a two -tier system of health care will be created
in which the wealtk and articulate consume' can demand and pur-
chase care quite different from the poor or filim the less articulate, or
even feom the average American citizen ?

If I see hope, Senator, it's because I believe the health care pen-
dulum has swang about as far as' it can. I hope that a competitive
marketplace will eventually return that pendulum to a more central
posit ion and to the values that distinguish health care in our society ----,
a reverence for life, a compassion for Janne!' suffering, a concern for
the.ill and injured in a personal,- identifiable manner, and for a health
system that provides equal access to all Americans for good quality
health care at affordable prices. ,
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Thank you, Senator, for this opportunity to testify on behalf of
:the Sisters and patients of Mercy Hospital, and the patients through-

out Eastern Iowa. We feel strongly about the cost and quality trade-
offs we are being forced to make and I would be happy to speak to
your full committee hearings with details and specific examples such
as Jody and Julie and Aim provided in your earlier panel, Thank yob. '

Senator JEMN. I thitnk you. I thank you for your canaid rAport.
Thatls what we need. Don't pull any punches. I also note that, as

N'\everybne has here, we talk about aeress, equal access, and you may well
be called on to speak to the full committee hearings on this. I would
recommend it. .

,

Mr. TINKER. Appreciate it. .

. senator JErsF.N. Ms. Muenchow, executive director of the Public
health Nursing Association. Welcome, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF jUDIE MUENCHOW, gxEormt DIRECTOR, VISIT-
, iNI1 NURSE ASSOCIATION; CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

Ms. Mintscitow. The fiat. thing I want to point out, we h
changed our name to the Visiting Nurse' Association.

The Visiting Nurse Association is a voluntary, honprolit'corpora-
tion. The services of the agency are available to all, based on need
rather than ability to pay. The agency is supported by Linn County
health Center funds, United Way of East Central Iowa funds, and
fees froM patients which are based on actual costs. Some of the patient
fees are from third payty sources, sources such as Medicare, Medicaid,

private insurance. Having been a part. of Medicare since its in-
cept ion in 1966 the agency has grown up with the program.

Currently w arc faced with a multitude of choices. Rising hospital
costs have pia eel heavy emphasis on home health ins a less costly al-
ternative. Fi rther, this emphasIs. has created additional regullitions
governing the provision of multidisciplinary home health services.

In order to fully grasp the comprehensive nature of home health
care one needs to begin reviewing the process beginning with dis-
charge planning. In theory, planning for diScharge must begin at
the time of. admission. In fact, preadmission planning is perhaps the
ideal way to insure smooth transition from one level of care to another.
Knowledge of 'available resources within and without the institution
is essential: °nen communication between levels of care in necessary
to,insure regular evaluation of the planning process. Involvement of
patient and family in the entire process is likewise a critical element
for success. p

Holm). Jealth care by its nature, relies heavily on well-trained 4-
riders WIlio are available to persons in need. Collaborative relation-
ships between physicians and provider organizations arc imperative.
The nse of nurse practitioners in rural under.erved areas is just begin-
nin: Reimbursement for their services is still being discussed.

When I talk of home health services I am referring to the full gitmnt
of possibilities: Nursing physical therapy, speech therapy, occupa-
tional therapy, medical social services, nntritionaltherapy, and dur-
able medical equipment. Additionally there are <pharmaceuticals, sup-
plies, homemaker/home health aides, and chore services. As. we know,
not -all of these services are reimbursed by third party payers. Cur-

,
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rently the nonprofit' and goVernment sector through local tax and
charity dollars provide some services to perAns unabe to pay. There is
a trend for.hospital based agerici4 to secure local funds to also pro-
vide these "freeservicesto low income persons. For some time it has
been evident that "Medicare only" providers are not able to continue
operation without the infusion of other types of reimbursement. No
'Witter what the auspice, voluntary nonprofit, government, private
nonprofit, hospital or nursing home based, or proprietary, the fre-
quent changes in regulations governing home health care affect us all.

One of the ways organizations can assure continuation Of their serv-
ices is to consider forms of joint ventures. The July issue of "Caring"
magazine, a publication of the National Association for ROM Care,
addressed itself to hospital -home health relationships. The variety of
authors looked at partnerships, separate corporations, mergers, con-
tractual arrangements, etc. At the root-of all articles was a concern
over antitrust. .

Generally, antitrust laws pr hibit restraints on competition that
are unreasonable. Some restrain such as price fixing are viewed as
anticompetitive and thus illegal. Courtslyften use a "rule of reason"
analysis examining the purpose of the parties and the effect of the chal-
lenged practice to determine whether it:actually places an unreason-
able restraint on competition. A court. may find that an illegal tying
arrangement. exists when a seller sues its market power in one product
or services to force a buyer to purchase not `only- the item he wnts
but a second, separate item from the sell r. Thus, exclusive .referral
contracts between home health agencies aAl hospitals may appear to

. the court to have an adverse effect on competition Within their market
area. /

The recent SupremeN'ourt decision in the Jefferson Parisit District
No 2 v. Hyde ease held' that an exclusive contract between a hospital
and a group of anesthesiologists does not, violate the antitrust laws.
The -East. Jefferson Hopital had a contract with Roux and Associates,
a profe4ssional medical corporation, requiring that all anesthesiological
services for the hospital's patients he performed by that. firm. Dr.
Edwin 'G. Hyde; a board certified anesthesiologigt with privileges at a
nearby h*Mital, applied for admission 10 the medical staff of East
Jefferson Hospital. His request was denied. He then claimed the
exclusive contract violated Antitrust laws. Through multiple appeals
the case was finally heard by the Supreme Court. The Court reviewed
the impact, of the exclusive contract on two ground. The consumers of
medical services and the providers of anethesiological services. The
Court determined that no showing otan actual adversie effPet nn Com-
petition had been made, and that there was no ai!titrust liability on
this ground. ..1

The effect of the /10.0 decision on home health agencies and hos-
pitals negotiating the exclusive contractsis in botRi the area of tying
arrangements analysis and the rule of reason anal . It appears that
inpatient hospital services and home health serviO,s would be treated
as two legally distinguishable services for purpo. PS of antitrust and
analysis. A narty attacking an ekeluajve arrange a it between a hos-
pital and a home health agency world have to sh w that the hospital
has substatlial market power. in the provision f inpat,xent..BerviceP_
1101 that the hospital uses the market, power t& 'coerce patients to
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obtain home health seyvices from the ( Med agency. A hospital
and home health agency contemplating an xolusive contract. also need
to consider whether the contract will create an unreasonable mitraint
on competition under the.rule of reason standard; A party attacking
the exclusive arrangement. between a hospital and a home health
agency must prove that the contract, imposed an unreasonable re-
straint on trade.

In view of the 171/(1,3 decision it seems imperative that Congress
consider legislation that will allow joint ventures to prevent spiralling
home health costs and at the same time insure available services to
persons entitled to and in need, of such 8orvices. Thank you .

Senator JerseN. I thank you. So I am clear on the effect on.the Hyde
decision, p.m say that it's. presently affecting your plans to enter Into
a contractual 'arrangement withiSt. Luke's Hospital or could possibly.
affect. the arrangements with St. Luke's?. :

Ms. MteNonow. There is that possibility. In Utah recently three
different groups, a physical therapist who had a privately owned
corporation, a hospital, and a home health agency, joined together to
form a separate nonprofit corporation for the provision of home
health services in their community. That was Salt Lake -City, UT,
Anothbr group in that area has ehallengOd. that arrangement on an
antitrust basis, saying that by those three groups joining together,
they had taken the 'edge of the market because they are thelarger. a
groin) together, three of them become the largest provider in that area.
The case hasn't been throti/C the Court,,so it. hasn't been tested yet,
but I think legislation is necessary. More in the area of looking at'com-
petition from the home health prospective, our 'futures look. pretty

leak. In the small areas such as Iowa, with hospitals moving into the
home health arena, it closed referral sources to us for one thing, and
second, the only care that we end up- with is long-term chronic.

We have already heard today currently there is moreal payment for
it in an way, and most elderly people do not have the funds to pay for
the nurse to come on a regular basis or the:physical therapist to come
on a regular basis in long-term care. Medicare is .one- program, but
people have needs who are not eligible.for Medicare.

Senator ,T11,sersi. Cooperation, cooperative, wasn't that your wprd,
Ms. Muenchow?

Ms. NUENCHOW. I think cooperation isthe answer.
Senator ,TErsex. Anyone else on the panel have any comments on

this or any other subject. before we go to. our next panel? Dr. SIVRI1O
Dr. SWANEY. I may just add one more comment, answering your

previous question. The question was Is the Federal Gov iment doing
its fair share or where can the Federal Government de Share, that
Mr. Levitz answered somewhat, and I am sure that the hospital admin-
istrator and nursing home administrator could answer it May be even
better than I -can, but I could tell you my one little narrow point of
view. For instance, the new repnirements for Medicare in our offices;
we must deride whether we would he willing to Recent assignments or
not, and there will be certain problems,for us if we do not, Our name
won't be listed in the book, our patients presumably will be looking
for some other doctors who is listed in the book who will accept -as-
signments. Now, in Our office we have done some checking onwhitt
thiRftgqigrin t. : e This
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year our overhead has been increasing. every year because we aren't
increasing fees and of course our expenses are increasing? so our over-.
head is somewhere around 47 percent. Medicare alone will pay some-
thing over $9 for- an office call is what they have been pitying in Linn
County, we checked. And if the patient payi for this extra insurance,
it's something like $12, and fewer itql fewer are heading' for ihat extra
insurance now because they Won't see a need for it and it's quite ekpen-
sive for them. So what's happening is either you don't accept Medicare
patients any IflOrd, and I am hearing my colleagues talk along these
lines, or'you don't

are
assignment and charge them the usual.

And then you are going to be in the other problem hat I men-
tioned, the. stuictiohs that the Government is going to be enforcing
against those' who .do not accept assignments. Or you end up right
now maybe 'just' breaking even, and numb° going' in the hole very
shortly. It's a dilemma. Aral I think that thb hospitals and'the nursing
homes have seen this also: They are chargibg other people whd pay,
who have private insurance and whattwer, enough to make up 'for
what they are losing inthe Medicampeople.

Senat50 .4rsEz.r. It is a problem: Medicare which not too many years
ago was bronght into being was projected to cost $7 billion. by 1990.
It was $77 billion in 1.982 and going straight so we all need to
address it, and work on it together. And I sense the feeling of both
frustration and might just add ofdiskust with the bureaucracy under
the rules in several statements here. I share that. But there are those
who *mild listen to everything that was,siticl this aftlrnoon and more
acid would say, well, the only way to do it,i9 just, fol. the Government
to take if 'over; so they don't. have to ask all fhese pcople. whether they
should have cooperation, just make them all cooperate. My guess is
that's probably not something that's shared by -4tny member of this
panel.

Mr. TT NICER. No. Could T just. comment on that ? t)ne df. the con-
cerns is that not. that he 'go one way: or the 'other. he is sort of sellizor
phrenic, we don't have a coherent- policy or direction. On the .one hand

rwe are turning out, more physicians. W& have funded mega:dollars,
to help manpower education.. Then we come hack and put, regulations
and controls on the primary care ph.vsician, the guy we are suppped
to send out to do good:. In the hospitals we are trying to figure out. if
we are going to have the control. on the swing bed and the same time
trying to force a competitive market. We are going to have the same
thing as the 'neighborhood schools-- .hospitals with the empty beds.
Wenldlt make more sense to convert, that into alternatives for.adult
living, whether it's ariartments, condo's,. swing beds. or some 'kind of
residential care? And until we get sourOsignals.inst. like I was saying,
we will Teknond to theScentives, but we would like tollitve 'them
there a little clearer. more distinct.. and we would like.to rely on them
more than 1 or 2 or 3 years. We would like to have them changed, or
Modified and go off in a direction that's there Mr 5, 10 years.

Senator JErsEN.. If we send the signals to Washington, will they
fly OK in Cedar Rita& and nlay well in Butte, MT at the same time
Or do you think Cedar Rapids, everybody around this table. ought
to speak out, bring in Anamosa, see what you can do about the thing
you just mentioned.

am not lecturing, just put it in the record.
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Mr. TINKER. I would like to see a Federal policy..
Senatorgnesm. But I think it's a root, it's a bottom line. Are we

going to liOn it c1ntralized in Washington, do you want them to go
ahead, and take this over, or do we look at what's,happening in Iowa,
and Iowa leads the way in a lot of things..-DRG has got sorrfe problems
but at least we are inovinK.

Mr. TINKER. The Provinces of CanadaPhave a national plan,
and there .,rue certain characteristics of affordability, coverage, and
various features, but it's administered and handled' t the proper level.

If you go to Winipcg, the overall framework is set up from Ottawa,
but it's administered locally. They take care of the Indian population
to the north and the well-to-do intirinipeg.

Senator JEMEN. Working pretty well .
Mr. TINKER. It seems to me we could learn some lessons from the

north. I thinlethe controls are designed to be local with some overall
umbrella instruction.

1

Senator JEPSEN. Now, we are coming. OK, I wish we had a couple
of days,

Dr.. SWANEY. I think some of the frustrations right now at least
on the.providers' part, is that Washington has implied that they were
taking over in the care of the elderly and it really hasn't worked out,
that way. I think the people haie been dupped a little bit that way.

Mr. LEyrrz. As one of the speakers 'mentioned earlier, the out-of-
pocket costs for the elderly,.even.in the prehence. of the Medicare pro-
gram., and supplemental insurance program, have,been-increasing: So
at the same time you are talking and considering cutting back on the
Medicare program in order to maintain access to quality health Care
services, you _need to be conscious of the fact that the elderly already
are bearing.a significant part of the costs of the health care that they
'are purchasing for therriselycli.

Senator JE1'SEN. How much shouldhow much is enough ?

)(
Mr. LEVITZ. That's a question between-the individual and the physi-

cian in attempting to provide thobest care for the patient should not.,.
bethe decision on the type of care that the patient receives should
not be made based on cost consideration. Accept to the exclusion of
alternatived. Now to the extent that perhaps a leas costly 'procedure
can replace a costly procedure, .yield the same result, then, yes in that
way co be used., but cost being used so that an individual needs
to decide whe or not to receive health tare or another basic service
or basic human need, I think that for our elderly, for our poor people,
for a* citizens we should find a way to make sure at those types of
decisions aren't made. In answer how much, we n J to insure access
in the first place, then the content of the health care itself should be
decided by the medical system, physicians and in consultation with
other health !professionals and the patient, and cost should not be a
consideration;Tke physician should not be coneOrned with whether or
not the patient. he or she, is being reimbursed by medicare. medicaid,

._Bliteierossof luts. no insurance or third party payment-at all.
Senator ATEesErr. Well, we lino* thatI was asking Ii-311 here; what

role did the Federal qoverothent play in the develonment of this hell-
copl,r, ambulance here, I understand that's fa local project, isn't it I -
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Mr. WALLAcE. Yes; the lifeguard helicopter is local, although the.city government actually owns the helicopter and we raised money fenit and so forth and had a lot of help around from you and others.Senatoi Jr,rsmi. I am not bringing it up for tint reason, but was
Mr. WALLACE. Piivate initiative, cooperation between local .govern,'ment, civil defense
Senator Arsir.N. Everybedy got together here and moved mountains

and got it done.
Mr. WALLACE. Rig)* Now we need to move some more mountainsand get another one.
Senator JErsEN. That can be done, too. Thank you very much. Wewill now go to the cost. implications and funding sources, public fund-ingMadge Phillips, Brice Oakley, Jackie Hegwood, Joe Tilghman,'John Weber, James Snyder. Welcome, and.I would advise the Twinerit's repetitionthat your prepared statements will be introduced intothe record. Therefore, you May summarize or proceed in any manneryou so desire. You may proceed, and we will start, with Muir Phillips,

director of the Linn. County Health center.. Welcome. You mayproceed.

STATEMENT .0P MADGE PHILLIPS, DIRECTOR, LINN COUNTY
HEALTH CENTER,, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

Ms. PHYLUM Thank you, Senator Jepson. I want to steak this
afternoon, we lave heard about the Federal Government, role inhealth care, regulatory as ivell as funding, and I want to speak specifi-
cally, I guess, to the funding role of the State .of Iowa's funding of
health care and of Linn County's funding of health care. The numberof dollarsand when I.started putting this together, I really hadn't
realized this, but I do work with it, until I started putting it tocrether
what. kind of dollars we were taking about. The number of dollars
expended for public sources, that 1st State and county sourcest for
they provision of ivialth care in MUM and Linn County is truly stagger-ing. We look at the StatkDepartmeDtAlf Human SerVices as one of
our mega agencies that, hatprobablf the largest budtret. and then we
realize that out of the $378' million budget for the Department of
Human Services, 56.9.percent of Ant budget. is allocated to Medicaid
or health-related services. Let me review how this breaks down a little.
The fiscal year 1985 budget for the Department of Human Services,
.which as I said is in excess of$378.000.000: the Medicaid State dollars
are $134.850.000, 85.5 mrcent of the total department busbret, You add ,

to that II:gdern1 dollars in the amount, of A184.975.000. and baler
dollars, $7 p llirni, $7u, million. aPproximately, and you have a. total
then from the State of $826.774,000. lot

In .addition to that. the State of Iowa supnorts four mental health
institutes and the State dollars that go into thopoStnto mental health
institutes. $30.378,000 plus, or 8 percent. of . the 'total Department of
Human Services' budget. You add (10.449. Plikral dollars, about
478.000 other (1011311.s, and von have scot $30,800.000 in the four mental
health institutes. Then the State of Iowa supports two mental retarda-
tion hospital schools, add of those the State dollars there. $47.400.000
or 12,5 percent of the total Department of Human- Services budget.
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There are not so many Federal dollars and otherAollays in this par -
ticular discipline for some reason, hitt'you still have a total budget for
the mental retardation schools of $47,751,000. Iowa is a small State.

Then in addition we ha° a community' !Dental health /mental re-
tardation funding from thi Department of Human Services which is
another $3,360,000, so if you add those up, the State dollars there, you
have the $378,000,000.

Now, despite the maipitude of these dollars, we 'still see them as
bein very tight. For this yiar for the first time Iowa has been able to
instituteute under 'Senator Miner's leadership $2.4 million for a new
medically needy program. Diit that $2.4 million is seen as only being
able to serve the medically needy for a Oinonth period and the popula-
tion that's been served is very limited. It's mostly infants and children, ,
those peoplewomen who fall just,over the AFpC or title XIX
levels. It's a marvelous program, but it doesn't-look like the $2.4 mil-
lion is wing to go all did far, and it certainly is a limited population
to serve the 'medically- needy..

On the Medicaid Prograth in the month of May for 1984, in Linn
County we had a Medicaid eligible population of 10,060 persons in
Linn County of which 6,636 individuals were served for 1 monthly
expenditure in Linn County of $1,104,147 for Meckicaid payments. SO
if one assumes this was an average monthly expenditure, you would
he looking at an annual expenditure in Linn County of Medicaid
dollars of better than $18,000,000. Medicaid impacts the total health
delivefy system, covers a multitude orservices, whit h I am sure you
are familiar with, including physicians, dentists, prescription drugs,
hospitals, chiropractors, optometrists( opticians, ambulance services,
tranSportation, hearing aids, podiatristS1 occupational and physital
therapists, !ionic health agencies, medical equipment, psychologists,
social :workers, family planning, lab work, and orthopedic shoes, so
we do*etty much cover the vaterfrontwith that.

It's not our intent in this report to comment on the quality of the
services received for these dollars, or for the availability of access,
again Senittoroccess to medical providers for the medicaid patients.

In county to dollars, and this is in Addition to the $18 million that
comes from the State into Linn Count r? for Medicare costs, Linn
County spends an additional'amount of nearly $6 millipn for health
services per year. This is $5,957,214. 1 haw broken th4n. county ex-
penses into two general categories, one mental health and mental re-
tardation, and the other medical and preventive services Tor patient or
clients categories' that are other than mental health and mental
retardation.

And in fiscal year 1984, $5 million were spent on, mental health;
mental retardation services and $911,528 were spent on other medical
and preventive services.

In addition. Tahiti County through the Linn County Health 'Center
funds the Visitink Nurses Association, the diOator spoke to you just
recently, 'in the amount of-$2-11.285 tax dollttrs- with n adds ioial
Mono heilip: snbcontraeted to VNA from the State Department of
ITenith tar home health aides. And I am not including some peripheral
services that we do fund here Such as homemakers and such services as
in-home services for the elderly. I have tried to, stink mostly to ;Net. ,

more (limit costs. The Jlealth 'center also funds the Childran's Dental
Health Center in St. Luke's Thagpital in the amount of $47,000.
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These support fl Tres total 161248,000 health dollars expended by
Linn*County, and then you add your $8Q million from Medicaid, you
are looking mat itikilth,serviclollars in Linn County at an'esbitmated
$191/4 million. Because we have spoke, we have stioken al out Iowa
being a. little different and doing its Own thing, and bieause we have
also talked about the need for Cooperative ventures? particularly
tween the public and .the private sectors, T would-like to tell you in
closing about a pro.gram that we have here in Linntouiity, and I knoW.
that Mr. Grahek gottig to be speaking later on, I think it was Mr.
Graliek who chaired the committee who aid we need a program for
tie medically needy -about 5 ears a& and we started dm medically

Reedy program it the Limn -County Health Center. Thiel program
covers outpatient services, not inpatient services be Cause we can't af-
forethem, for general care physicians and specialty physicians, for
prescription drugs x rays and laboratory costs. And in the last year
this provided 8,540 patient visits to primary care physicians, 738
visits to specialty care physicians, 6Th laboratory examinations, 362
x-ray examinations, and 10,204 prescriptions to 2,642 persons who
were enrolled in the program and who were deemed medically needy.

To be medically needy you have to be in a very low incoMe
bility. They are primarily Now $8,000 in cash income in a year and
have absolutely no other kind of health coverage. No Medicare, no
Medicaid, no title XIX, no Blue Cross, no Blue4Shield, and so on..
The process that we use here in Linnicounty isand I want to say
very proudly that every physician in-Minn County participates and
takes the patients who are referred by the Linn Health Services Pro-
grain. The physicians' bills to Lin .Health Services or the Linn Conn-

, ty Health Center are 70 percent 'their usual and customary fee and
A ak \that is paid by county dollars wit n 30 days'-andnd the other 30 percent

do forgive alt or a part of that or it is a personarmatter between the
is between the patient and the phYsicia of theand many o the physicians

patient and the doctor. ' .

prescriptUn drugs, the patient pays the first $2.25 as a deductible,
and the rest is Billed to I4inn County and is paid noir, within 30 days
with a minimum of paperwork. We do a number ofwe do yearly
physician and patient surveys and virtually everybody feels it's work-
ing_ very well.:We are very pleased that there is thatrpartnership be-.
treen the private medical s'ector and the county in sharingjor the
medically needy.

Exclusive of administrative costs, which we try to keep very low,
the dollars that we spent last year bythe county on this program were
$213,667, and I add that justbecause I thought you might !Joe interested
in one program that we happen to have in Linn County-that I think
we thought up ourselves.

And in Closing, I would like to emphasize again that this report ad-
dresses itself...pith, to the public dollars that are spent in Linn County
and does not address itself to private third-party reimbursements,
private individiml payment and the additional dollars for inpatient
care that certainly magnify many_ times the dollars that are spent.
here on health care. Thank you very much.

Senator 'YEMEN. I thank' you Madge. Your medically need,
grain is most interesting, and If I understand von correctly, you said
that you pay 70 percent, this doctors involved charge 70 percent of
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their basic customary charges, the recipients, also pay the first $2.26
of their prescription. . I

Ms. Pittt.t.frs. Proscription drugs, and the 80 porceui that's left,
the OvsiciansZill the county for 70 percent, then the 80 percent that's
left. is between the patient and the physician. I would' like to add also
that when,we limit our enrollment so we wfin't rut out of money
before the year is over. When the waiting list glbts to _long, as it does
sometimes, the physicians will very kindly serve wha we identify as
frisis people on the waiting list at no charge until they can be moved

% onto the regular roles. So we have excellent, wonderful cooperation
from the physician.

[The prepared statement a Ms. Phillips follows :1
. t .le

PREPARED SATEAtENT OF MADOE POILLIPO

The number of dollars expended from public sources for the provision of 6alth
care ingown'and in Linn County in truly staggering, Of, the State Der)artment of
human Services' budget for fiscal year 1985, 50.9 percent of the $878,148,908 .1s

4-1111nertted for Medicaid or health related se vices. Let me review for you the
7-7following allocations.

The fiscal year 1985 budget fOr the Department of Human Services is $878,-. 145,908. Oftllsfithe following breakout occurs:

State clonal* (85% of total DHS budget) $134, 850, 000
Federal dollars . 975,00
Other dollars_ .. 1. 7, 949, 864

,

6

..,

Medicaid`

T0t91 820,774,104

Afental Health Institutes (4)
-Statc dollars (8% of total DI-1S Midget) $80, 373, 015
Federal dollars 60,649
Other dollars 870,000

Total
)

o
1-

Mental Retardation Schools (2)

V.inteqlollars (12.5% of 0011 DHS budget) $47, 400, 090
Federal dolhirs i lb% 000
Other dollars 200, 822

80,800,004

Total 47, 751, 818
S

.

Coiiinvit y Menial Health/Mental Retardation Funds
State dollars (0,9% of total DEIS budgt).. $3, 800, 000

0Federal dollars ,. ..
Other dollars . 0

Total 8,800,000

Tres° are State dollars allo'eated statewide to ea itie costs for ft sal year 1985.
,Despite, the magnitude °tithes() dollars, they are seen' to be very tight. A new
State allocation of 2.4 million for the medically needy la 'anticipated as being
sufficient only for elk months to a .very limited population of women and ebil-
dren whose b!come falls just over the AFDC (Title XIX) levels.

On the Medicaid program in themonth of May, 1989, Linn County had a Medic-
aid eligible popidation of 10,000 persons, of which 5,080 individuals were
served for a month-of-May county expenditures_ of $1,104,147. If one muse
this is an. average monthly expenditure and extends that/ amount for twel
months, Linn County's Medicaid expenditurestir ould be an .annual $18,249,7
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Medicaid; Impacts the total health delivery systhstband covers a multitude of
services including those of physicians, dentists, prescription drugs, hospitals,
chiropraCtors, optometrists, opticians, ambulance services, transportation. hear-
ing aids, podiatrists, occupational and physical therapist, home health agencies.
medical equipment, psychologists and owlet workers, family planning, lab work
and orthopedic shoes.

It is not Stir Intent in this.report to comment on the quality of services received
V for these dollars, or for the avallapility of access to medical providers by, Medic-

Old patients.
County Tax Dollars.In addition to the Countyts $13 million in Medicare

costs. .inn County spends an' additional amount of $5,957,214 for health sere- .
Lkices. These County expenditures fall into two general categories: Mental Health/
Miental Retardation; and medical and preventative services for patient/client
categories other than mental health /mental retardation.

In fiscal your 1984, $5,045,086 was spent on tp,ental health/mental retardation
services; and $911,528 was spent 60 other medical and preVentatIve services. ,

In addition, Linn County through the Linn.County Health ('enter funds Visit-
ing Name Association in the amount of $211,285 tax dollars with an additional
$33,000 being subcontracted to VNA from a State Department of Health grant
for home health aides. The Health Center also funds the Children's Dental Health
Center In the amount of $17,060.00.

These support figures total $0,248,565 health dollars expended by Linn County.
Adding Medicaid's $18,2,49,704 to the local tax dollars brings the public dollars
spent for hbalth services In Linn County to an estimated $19,498,829.

Included in the $911,528 spent by Linn COunty for medical and preventative
services Is $218,067.80 spent for outpatient medical care and prescription drugs
for the County's "Medically needy" population which does not qualify for as-
sistance from any other source and has no private third-Party assistance. This
pregram, unique in Linn County, provided 8,540 patient visits to primary care
physicians, 78$ visits to specialty care physicians, 679 laboratory examinations,
8O X-ray examinations, and 10,294 prescriptions to 1,180 households but of an
earollment.of 1,586 households (2,842 persons) carolled in the programs ,,La.
F)(84. All Linn County physicians accept Linn Health Services patient!!. Tile
physicians bill the county for 70 percent of their usual and customary fees, and
the other 3I percent Is `between the patient and the doctor

Prescription drugs are billed to the CountY with a $2.25 deduction per pre-
aeription paickhY the patient. This program, a partnership of private nd public
health Contrilititions to serve the medically needy population, is percel el through
both provider and consumer satisfaction surveys to run very smoothly y with a
,lninimum of administrative costs mid paperwork, and It answers a need re-
:training unmet by the very large amounts of monies spent from the public
bodies for outpatient health care:
Aril* closing,. It should be noted that this report addreases'itself only to the
public health care monies spent in Linn County, and doeil, not address itself to--

/ private third-party reimbursements or private individual Payments.

Shield of Iowa. Welcome, Brice. Proceed. Again your prepared state-
Senator JEPEIEN. Brice Oakley, chief counsel for Blue Cross-Blue

state-
mont will be entered in the record. You may proceed 'in any manner
you like.

STATEMENT OF BRICE OAKLEY, SENIOR ASSOCIATE COUNSEL,
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD 11F IOWA, DES MOINES, IA

Mr. OAKLEY. Thank you Senator. I appreciate being here. -My name
is Brice Oakley, I am senior associate counsel and director of Public
Relations for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Iowa.

Our private, nonprofit organizations, along with our sister corpora-
tionsDelta Dental Plan of Iowa and the Iowa Pharthacy Service
Corp.provide tomprehensiVe health care coverage for nearly 1 mil-

- lion Iowans. In addition, .we also serve as one of the mitipn's' most
efficient cost - effective intermediaries on the Medicare A, progrq,m as
well as the carrier on Mediciire part B in Iowa.

q
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As I stated, we do appreciate this okit)ortunity. Both in the interests
of time, confining our remairks to 6 minutes, as well as J want to com-
ment on the role the Government might most appropriately play. I
am going.to leave a substantial portion of our remarks for the record.

I do want to report to you, thorigls that we are pleased to- tell you
that as a result of concentrated cost containment programs, and a
commitment to affordable health care coverage, that we have been able
to reduce our rate or'credit sayings this year to nearly all of our sub-.
scribers, and I have a detailed report on this that has been previously
furnished to your' office, and if you would like it to be a part of the
record, I would be pleased to do so.

This resulted from Blue Cross's strong 'utilization review program
which was mandated in 1981, but it was also with the cooperation
With the State's doctors and hospitals and citizens of tiv State;- al-
terations in design of our benefits to encourage outpatient care when-
ever it was medically appropriate; and concentrated programs to alert
rowans to the cost savings possible' through the judicious use of the
health care system accrued to their benefit.. .

The prieekwiented, dynamic that is now driving the health care-
system has yeaused the pendulum to, swing'closer than ever before to
Just purely economic considerations. However, V we allow that pen-
dulum to swin oo far in that direction, we wil be creating serious
quality and ace ss questions as have already beelfdescribed to von.

As yet. in our : dgment. the problems of acCess mid orality have not
- reached the acute stage. The private sector has worked toiether with

government, to find some feasible solutions to our health care cost
dilemma,. but it is possible that we will face those problems which
are plaguing other'States if we neglect. to view the health care system
Its a multi-faceted and truly comnlex entity. ,

I might add,parenthetically that it's easy for the insurance industry,
for example, to be only just cost consciori. In our indgment that's a
short term view and does not reflect the industry. Employers do care
about access and quality, they do carp about their employees.. and
therefore wo as an industry have to Aare those concerns with them
with regard to quality and access.

To maintain a broad analysis of ti 's and Other crucial'health, care
.issues, our plans are going to commit ore tithe to the abnalysis of Fed-
eral legislation imnacting the heal care industry. 1985. ER1'SA,
Karen Ferguson, Kenneth- Kephart, re all going to be part, of that
health-care-cost Lexicon in capitallette

We appreciate the Senator's concern, for example. for the billing of
private insurers for health care provided in. military facilities in
R.R. 5:1N. That was suggested by the Departmot of Defense with-
out holding hearings. Clearly, furthgr study is eotfential to the delibera-
tion on that issue, which may have some far-reaching elects on private
cost containment, initiative. And we appreciate your: service as the
chairman of that subcommittee in recognizing, that further informa-
tion had to be solicited on that before its consideration, though cer-
tOnly it will-he an issue next year.

I' might also add that your background and expertise in insurance
makes it easier to relate to some complex subjects. My learning curve
has gone straight up in this business because I have been in it lith

el
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years, and, of course, you have been in it for many years an'(I we ap-
preciate your being sensitive to those issues.

As you know, though, the marketplaces in 1980 differ markedly from
those of the previous '20 yearg: The focus has shifteti dramatically to
cost containment and a demand for prudent purchasin g. The private
sector's attention is concentrated intently on these problems, and in-
deed it's. working hard to address a 14jority of them, but there is a
role for Government. .

We must, recognize that Government NOars two hats. It bath 11111111(W
the system it's called upon also to po*nle leadership and to he the
regulator of that system; and it has to choose carefully and recognize
which hat. it. has on when it makes its policy decision, and whether
they are purely in the fiscal area or whether they are truly reflecting
overall leadership at the,national level. For in keeping the
competitive field equitable,,-for all the competitors, by resisting the
temptation to legislate it as important as legislating itself. Fixing the
ERNA problem, Aid' is changing a law that luis already been
passed; resisting all-payer arguments; avoiding measures which stifle
the PP() development; opposing tax caps; and so forth. There are
some issues, ilOompensated care, the appropriate role of the Federal
Government. .It's a matter of leadership and national policy, perhaps.
also in the allocation of new capital. Both issues cannot perhaps be'
'well taken care of in the private sector,

It's clear that, our policies and those, and I say ours, that is the
industry, in the private sector in general, have succeeded. We have
improved the cost of care without. any discernible sacrifice of %utility.
Industry inflation trends arc slow. i'lre are adopting alternatives to
t.x.tensive inpatient care where appropriate. In the case of most of our
subscribers the cost of the coverage is stabilizing or even falling. Iowa
is leading the way and we are proud to be a part, of that.

Think of the analogy to theenergy field and what happened io
energy in the 1970's. Health is the issue of the 1980's. And when Gov-
ernment overintervenes, when' it, became too much involved, it. had to
step.bnek and repeal quad adjust. Inspead of trusting, one, the citizen
as prudent buyer; second, trusting State government and the private ,

industry itself, that's what happened in that field, nal T wonhl hope
that we could avoid those mistakes.

1),suiniriary, the private sector indeed has a significant successful
role to play3:01 development. which plague the industry. The continued
success, however, requires an ongoing cooperation with the Govern-
m ent. in some kind of a partnership. We, as the State's largest private
health insurer are committed to a methodical but selectlit,e change
which avoids a somewhat myopic concentration on the symptoms of
the problem and instead considers the complex nature of the health
are industry as a whole. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Oakley follows ;]

PIFPARPTO STATIMENT OF ;RTOE 0A/CLEY

I am Brice pOley, senior associate counsel for Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Iowa. Our printe, rim-profit organizations. along with our sister corpora-
tionethe Delta Dental Map of Iowa and the Iowa Pharmacy Sdrvice Corpora-
tionprovide comprefienalve health Care coverage to nearly one million Iownna.
In addition, we serve as tme of the nation's moat elflIcient and Cbst-effective inter-
mediaries for the Medicare A .program and as carrier for Medicare Part B
in Iowa.
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We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the role of private insurance in
health care cost and access %suds.

We're pleased to tell you that as a &telt of edncentrated cost-containment
4,, programs and a solid comealtment to affordable health care eoverage, our %o-
li nizationswere able to reduce our rates or credit savings title year to nearly all

of otir subscribers. k
This resulted from Blue ()rose' strong utilisation review .program mnddated in

198.1 with the cooperation of the State's doctors, hospitals and citizens; altera-
tions in the design of our benefits to encourage outpatient care Whenever it is
medically appropriate; and concentrated program to Alert Iowans to the cost
savings possible through the itt?liclous use of the health care system and their
own benefits.

These progrthus yielded a 20 percent decline in-inpatient use for our subscribers
in the past three and a half years. And the results we've seen are a tribute to
all Iowans who readily adopted these cost-saving meneuree beceuee these pro-
grams promtted mmlity health_pare In order to maintain an affordable cost,

Blue Cross and Blue -Shield' of Iowa 'have -long served as a catalyst for health
cost a

stem

and continue to explore and implement new measures for
keeping care available and affordable.

payment which Is fair to hospitals also patients alike, and which blear-
Begins late yard year, we implemented a revolutionary hospital prospective

porde incentives for greater hospital efficiency and effectiveness In use with-
out jeopardizing caliber of the health,caro provided in this state. It Is a system
which will servo as a model for other states because it was developed with the
hospitals of Iowanot as a unilatefral effort which threatens their survival.

But there continues to be a widespread concern about the new Medicare pay-
ment system based on diagnosis related groups, 'particularly related to their
potential negative 'impact on quality and access to health care. There Is a great
noed'to balance cost considerations with quality.. .

0

The price-oriented dynamic new driving the health' care system has caused
the penduluni to swing closer that, over before: to economic considerations. ow-
ever, if we allow that pendulum to swing too far in that direction, we will be
creating serious quality and access problems.

As yet, ,the problems of access and quality have not reached the acute stage.
The private sector has worked together with.government to find detsible solutions
to our health care cost dilenvaias. But it Is possible that we will face those prob-
lems which ate plaguing other statem if we neglect to :view the health care system
as a multi-faceted, complex entity. .. I

To maintain a broad analysis of this and other crucial *health care isstlea, our
plans will commit more time to the analysis of federal legislation impacting the
health care Industry,

We appreciated the senator's concern for the billing of private insurers for
health care provided in military faciliyes (Hit. 5372) without holding bearings.
Clearly, further study is essential to Otliberatien pf MIL homer which may have
far-reaching effects on private cost containment initiatives.

As you know,,the marketplace of the 1980'e differs markedly froin those In
the previotem twenty years. The focus has shifted draMatically to cost contain-
meet' and a 'demand for "prudent purchasing," The private sector's attention is
concentrated intehtly on these problems and indeed, Its efforts will successfully
address the majority of thiim.

Hoverer, there remains a crucial role for government on two fronts.
First, in keeping the competitive field equitable for all competitors ; specifically,

by fixing the BRISA problem; resisting all-payer arguments ; avoiding measure*
whleh stlfie ,PPO development ; opposing tax caps; and by not promoting risk
eegmentatiort and adverse selection through artificial multiple-choice or voucher

. systems. ,
- Then, government should address those !settee such as uncompensated care
and the allocation of new capital, which will not be addressed effectively through
the competitive marketplace.

To expend for a moment on the issues of IiIRISA, we support amending this
net so that It pre-empts state-fandated benefit laws, continuation conversion
awe and provider freedom-of-choice laws Insofar OM those laws aply to insured\ employee health benefit plans, This will teeter greater eost-eontainment possi-
Wilt lee for the priVilte seetor.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Iowa are conurritted to balanehtithe business
...

eommunity'm natural advocacy for revolution In health care with both the pro-
viders' relative ref:distance to jradionl change in the

\ heralth care industry andothe
N .

,
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government's need for planned Predictability in its health care entitlement
progrws.

It Th clear that our policiesand those of the private sector In general have
succeeded. We have improved the cost of cure without discernible sacrikce of
quality. The industry Inflation trends are slowing. We are adopting alternailvos
to expensive inpatient pare, whore appropriate. And in the ease of most of our
subscribers, the cost of coverage Is stabilizing ur even falling. Iowa is leading% the
Witt and we are proud to be-a part of it.

In summary, the private sector indeed has klignitIcant and successful role to
play in the development of alternatives to the cost problems which plague today's
health care industry.

Continued Nuccow, however, rontilres ongoing cooperation with government
In a Public-private partnership. W. as theuState'm largest private health insurer.
are committed to methodical, selective change Which avoids myopic concentration
on the symptoms of the problem and instead, considers the complex nature of the
health care industry as a whole.

Senator JEPSEN, Thank you, Brice. Jackie tregwoo.d, Social Secu-
rity Administratjon, Cedar Rapids office.

,Yackie, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JACIE HEOWOOD, -OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR,
SOCIAL SECURITY DISTRICT OFFICE,_ CEDAR RAPIDS, 'IA

Ms. IlEowoon. Thank you, sir. I am from the Cedar Rapids Social
Security .District Office. have been asked to give a brief explanation
of the way the local Social Stcurity office provides health care infor-
Inati011 to the public under the Medicare program.

The local office provides information on Medicare entitlement pro' i-
sions and helps the public complete appropriiite application forms to
secure Nfedioare coverage. After initial entitlement has been, e. b-
fished under Medicare, the office will provide assistance in coin eting
the requot.for Medicare payment form and will provide general infor-:

coverage of specific items. If wore detailed information is
required regarding itemscovered or if there is a question regarding
a prqvionsly submitted claim for paymenti, the public is referred to;
the Medicare toll-fee number in Des Moines. If there are questions
about the payment received, the office will provide an explanation of
the appeal procedure and assist the public in completing the appro-
priate forms.

The office makes available to the public various pamphleti; both
general information. pamphlets and ones which provide an indepth ex-
planation of a specific aspect of Medicare coverage. The office has avail-
able to the public such listings as I)ireetory of Medical Facilities, Di-
rectory of Nursing Homes, Directory of Providers of Kidney Dialysis
and Transplant Services and Provider Assignment Rate Listings. The

Security office makes every attempt to widely distribute infor-
mation about the Medicare Program and to answer any questions the
public !night have on enrollment and coverage aspects of the program.
The office is available to help in completing any forms needed under the

f Medicare Program and to provide any printed material the public
might 'request, in regard to Medicare.

Senator Jicsr.N. Thank you very much, Jackie. Xie Tilghman, dep-
uty regional administrator, Health Care Financing Adininistration.
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STATEMENT OF JOE TILGHMAN, DEPUTY REOIONAL . ADMINIS-
TRATOR, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, KANSAS
CITY REOIONAL, OFFICE, KANSAS CITY, MO

Mr. .TmonistAx. I am from Health. Care Financing Administration
regional office in Kansas City. We are responsible for the Federal
administration of the Medicare and Medicaid' Programs in: a four-
State area, those being Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska. Let me
say before I get into my prepared statement, I have enjoyed beim here .

today, I haven't always enjoyed what 'I hoard said about the Medicare
and Medicaid Programs, but I think it's very helpful to hear this type
of exchange of thought about our prograMsand how they are working,

I also enjoyed meeting Julie Beckett today. I remember very well
the night, it was all the way back in November 1981, it doesn't seem
like it could be that long ago, I received a call at home. I didn't watch
the news conference that night, but within 5 minutes when he men-
tioned Katie Becket on the news ctinfeAnce, my home phone was
ringing, and I spent probably- the next 2 weeks or so immersed in
Katie Beckett, doing everything .we could working with the . State
people an county people and our central office people to get her out of
the hospitM and home, and I can assure her that she has very success-
fully. synthetized the bureaucracy as far as not .only Katie, but also
With other cases like hers. We know what it's all about and we pay a lot,
of attention to them when they come acro§s our desk these days.

I want to talk about three areas today. They are basic recent changes _''

in the Medicare Program. Two of them have already been discussed
to some extent. One is hospital proipective payment, the other one
is reimbursement for physicians under part B of the Medicare Pro-,
grain, and the last one is how we are going to reimburse-for laboratory
services. I am going to use a piepared text on that cause' they arc
complicated subjects and I think there is a lot of interest in them and
I want to make sure -I get all the points across thatd think sh d be
made.

Before I get into the prepared statement on these three area, one
point I would like to emphasize is thatI have been with either t1115
Medicare or Medicaid Program at the. Federal level since July, 1971,
and (hiring that 13-year period we have never been as busy as an
agency as we have in the last 3 years, and expect to be for the next .
year or 2 years or so, bard on what we know is coming. There. have
been an awful lot of significant, complex, rapid changes made dtiring
that period. And we expect 'Are to come shortly. The point I want
to make is that there is a lot of interest at the Federal level and in
Congre§s and may be changes; and there is a lot of activity underway
right now that I think Most of 'you are aware of. You. may not like
all of it.; you may disagree with some of it, You may see need for some
more changes, hut there is a full agenda at the Federal level right now
and we expect, to have a lot more. With than I would like to go into
those three points.

The Social Security Amendments of 19ft3 contained what is probably
the inost significant change to the Medicare Program since it was

F.
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enacted in 1965. This change is the prbspectlye iayment system, com-
monly called PPS, also DRG's. for hospitals. I, or the past 17 years,
hospitals were reimbursed on the Medicare Program on a reasonable
cost, basikt, a basis which failedto encourage efficiency since we reim-
bursed basically 'for whatever costs were incurred. Since October of
1983, Medicare prospect ive paymenis, have been based on standardized
rates keyed to the patient's diagnosis rather than on the previous
open-ended east-based system which was a donuu ntributor to
health care inflation.

.lWe now establish, in advance, set rates for each of 468 Diagnosil
Related Groups or DRG's---such as cataract, hip replacement, limit
attacks, and other major procedures. These rates are based.on the aver-
age amount of resources needed to take care of each type of ease. Since
the fixed rate is considered payment in full, hospitals are prohibited
from charging beneficiaries more than the statutory deductible and
comsura ce amounts. Prospective payment rewards hospitals that
organt7 and provide care effieiently and forces those that, are ineffi-
cient to absorb the cost of their inefficiency. ver the long run, PPS
should wove to be a valuable weapon in °web the to control the rise
in heal i care costs..

The ull impact. of this system,Ns'ill not be felt. until its 3-year phase-
.

in is omplete. However, since'it began last October 17, it has al-
ready lind a beneficial effect. With a total of nearly 5,000 or three-
foto is of all short-stay hospitals now on prospective payment:- We
have seen hospital admissions decrease slightly, about, 1' percent from
the corresponding period of the yea'r before. In,addition, the average
length of stiff in all hospitals has declined from 9.7 days to 9 days.
This shorter length of stay is partly. the result of PPS encouraging
hospitals to provide services in an efficient manner.

Under this system, we continue our commitment to insure that Nigh
quality and apprqpriate medical care is maintained in the hosnital
setting. We rely on several mechanisms to achieve this end. Thehe
include Peer Review Organizations, Medicare contractors, and facility
surveys. In every State, our contracts with Peer Review Organizatiocs
require them to achieve tht,, following kinds of objectives :..crst, Re-
duct ion of readmissions quit occur becaust the patient received care
durin a prior hospital stay; Secyld. Assurance that a patient re-
ceived

g
the kind of care needed t$ t avoid serious complications; Third,

Reduction Of unnecessary surgery or invasive procedures; and fourth,
Reduction of avoidable postoperative complications.

Our Medicare contractors, in Iowa it's Sioux City Blue Cross and
Iowa Blue Cross-Blue Shield In Des Moines, upon whom we are also
relying for the maintenance of high quality care, will continue to
screen claims to assure that the care being billed for is covered and
appropriately provided. And. finally, the third mechanism, facility
siirt'eys, ensures that the. participating institution, i.e., the hospital,
continues toineet standards necessary for its ongoing participation in
Aledicare. ATe are determined that through these three approaches
high quality care will be maintained for Medicare beneficiaries.

The Deficit Reduction Act,;;Aich became Public Law 98-369 on
1844 this year, made aliumixw of changes to PPS. One modifica-

t ion will make it easier for catain rural hospitals to be more appro-
priately classified as regional referral centers, and receive the urban
rate of the PPS, which is higIttr. An additional change allows hos-

.
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pitals located in comities redesignated as rural to have a 2-year tran-
sition to the rural rates rather than to receive the.lower rate immedi-
ately. A '

`the De sit Reduction Apt alS4 i sluded two key prbvisions which
will help co trol .expenditures tp th programs As well as to the mil-
lions of beneficiaries dependent on edicare as a basic sem of finan-
cial protection against the high cost f medical care.

Under one of thesethis is the One Dr. Swaney mentioned earlier
made some commentsall fees paid or,by Medic will
be frozen for a -15-month perioctbeginning with July 1 of tfi year.
Beginning with October 1, physicians will have the opportunity to
agree to accept assignment or: ll services provided to edicare pa-
tiontAluring the coming year.zincentiviSs for physician participation
include the publication of directories of participating physicians
which will be available at Social Security and ca,rrier offices and at
senior citirens' Organizations. We will also .inform Medicare bene-
ficiaries of the publication of this directory.. In addition, toll-free
telephone lines will be maintained by carrier to disseminate this same
in formation.

Nonparticipating physicians can continue to accept assignment on
a 'case-by-case basis. Ilogtever, in thqse instances 'where they choose not
to accept assignment, they are forbidden to increase their charges to
Medicare patients ahoy% their actual patternof charges forthe April
through Juno 1982'quitrter. If physicians fail to abide by this provi-
sion, this is for noni, articipating Oiysicians, they can be. subject to
civil money permit* or to exclusion from the Medicare for up to
5 years or'both. By ifreezin physicians' fees and by `providing incen-
tives for them to it cept ass gnmentrfor all services, we will be saving
money for both. t Medicare beneficiaries and the taxpayer. .

The third area have-is payment for laboratorytests: .

Prior to the istief Redti-tion Act,. the Medicare Program paid
hospitals for o tpatient labtory services in much the same way
that we forme y paid for inpatient, services. That is,. we essentially
reimbursed la ratories on the basis of their costs. All other outpatient
laboratory se vices; that is, those furnishedoby independebt labora-
tories and lysitians, were payed for on the basis of reasonable
charges. Thpelabs and physicians were also able to accept assignment
on a case-Viy-case basis. With the enactment ,of Public Law 98--880,
we now have the authority to ,establish fee, schedules for outpatient
laboratory services. By establishing these rates of payment in advance,
we will Also be encouraging the same' efficient behavior in the provision
of tiutpittient hub -services that we are with inpatient hospital services,
Furthermore. Public Law 98-3(19 also modified the assignment option
so that now all independent and hospital labS are required to accept
assignment, formerly only a requirement for h'ospital laboratories.
In Ahese cases, 'reimbursement at the fee schedule level will constitute

reimbursement. And no coinsurance or deductible will be required
of the Nneficiary. This offers protection to the beneficiary against
risinir out-of-pocket costs for tOe Medicare Program. #

That concludes my t*stimbicy:, I.,:reemphasize the fact. that 1 have
only touched on three changekFOxlar, These seem to be tbe most im-
portant changes right now as far as, public oninioil at this time

rThe prepared statement of Mr. Tilghman follows :3

4
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PRKPARED STATICM/INT OP J F. TILGHMAN

THANK ,YOU FOR IHE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR HERE TODAY TO DISCUSS

SOME OF THE RECENT MAJOR CHANGES.TO THE.MEDIclti PROGRAM. 1 WItL.
A.-

FOCUS SPECIFICALLY ON THREE REIMBURSEMENT CHANGES WO CH WE BELIEVEH
WILL HAVE A SIG,ICANT4ZOSITIVEEFFECT ON MEDICARE PROGRAM COSTS

AND ON CONTROLLING THE OVERALL ESCALATION.IN HEALTH CARE COSTSti

PROFECTIVE PAYMENT

LAST APRIL, THE PRESIDENT SIGNED INTO LAW THE SOCIAL SECURITY,

AMENDMENTS OF 1983 (P.1. 98-71) WHICH CONTAINED WHAT IS PROBABLY

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE TO THE MEDICARE PROGRAM SINCE LT WAS

ENACTED IN 1955. THIS CHANGE IS THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM

(PPS) TOR HOSPITALS. FOR OVER 17 YEARS, HOSPITALS WERE REIMBURSED

ON A REASONABLE iOST BASIS. WHICH FAILED TO ENCOURAGE EFFICIENCY

SINCE WE REIMBURSED BASICALLY FOR WHATEVER COSTS WERE INCURRED.

SINCE OCTOBER OF 1983. MEDICARE ,PROSPECTIVE PAYMENTS HAVE BEEN BASED

ON STANDARDIZED RATES KEYED TO THE PATIENT'S DIAGNOSIS RATHER THAN

ON THE PREVIOUS OPEN-ENDE SQS.I..-B*SEIT SYSTEM WHICH WAS A Dortimpr

CONTRIBUTOR TO HEA T ARE INFLATION.

WE NOW ESTABLISH, IN ADVANCEoSET RATS FOR EACH OF 458 DIAGNOSIS

RELATED GROUPS OR ORGs SUCH AS CATARACT, HIPRED.A.CTRSIT,-Ht.ART

ATTACKS, AND OTHER MAJOR PROCEDURES. JHESE RATES ARE.BASED ON THE

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF RESOURCES NEEDEDTO TAKE CARE OF EACH TYPE.OF

CASE. SINCE THE FIXED RATE'IS CONSIDERED PAYMENT IN FULL: HOSPITALS

ARE PROHIBIITED FROM CHARGING BENIFICIARIE MORE THAN. THE STATUTORY

.DEDUCTIBLE-AND COINSURANCE, PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT REWARDS 40SPITALS
AO-

THAT ORGANIZE AND PROVIDE CARE EFFICIENTLY AND FORCES THOSETHAT r

ARE INEFFICIENTasTO ABSORB TILE COST OF THEIR INEFFICIENCY, OVER

THE LONG RUN', cps SHOULD PROVE TO BEA VALUABLE_ WEAPON IN OUR BATTLE

TO.CONTROL THE RISE IN HEALTH CARE COST.

.
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THE TIP. IMPACT OF THIS SYSTEM WILL NOT BE FELT UNTIL ITS THREE-

YEAR PHASE-1N IS COMPLETE, BUT S1NCE,IT TANLAST OCTOBER IT HAS

ALREADY HAD A BENEFICIAL EFFECT. WITH $ IOTAL'OF 4.967 OR 74 PERCENT

OF All SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS NOW ON PROSPECT1

PERCENT)

V PAYMENT, WE'HAVE SEEN.

HOSPITAAIDMISSIONS DECREASE SLIGHTLY (ONE FROM THE ,

CORRESPONDING PERIOD OF THE YEAR'BEFOREL IN ADDITION, THE AVERAGE

LENGTH OF STY IN ALL HOSPITALS HAS DECLINED FROM 9,1 DAYS TO 9.0

DAYS. THIS SHORTER LENGTOF STAY I'S PARTLY TIj RE LT OF OUR

PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM WHICH INCOURAGES HOSPITAL TO PROVIDE

SERVICES TO OUR-BENEEXCIARIES IN AN'EPLICIENT MANNER,

UNDER THIS NEW SYSTEM, WE CONTINUE OUR COMMITMENT TO ENSURING'

THAT HIGH QUALITY AND A PROPRIATE MEDICAL CARE IS MAINTAINED FOR THE

MEDICARE POPULATION I HOSPITAL SETTING, WE WILL BE RELYINI1 ON

SEVERAL MECHANISMS WH1C E WILL CLOSELY MONITOR TO ACHIEVE HIS END.
r

THESE INCLUDE PEER REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS., MEDICARE CONTRACTOR , AND

, .FACILITY'SURVEYS. IN EVERY STATE,OUR CONTRACTS WITH PEER IEW
.

ORGANYZATIONS REQUIRE T41 TO ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING KINDS OF

OBJECTIVES: (1) REDUCTION OF READMISSIONS THAT OCCUR BECAUSE THE
J

PATIENT RECEIVED SUBSTANDARD. CARE DURING A PRIOR HOSPITAL STAY;

(2) ASSURANCE THAT A PATIENT RECEIVED THE, KIND OF CARE NEEDED TO

AVOID SERIOUs.COMPLICKTIONS; (3) REDUCTION OF AVOIDABLE DEATHS;

A) REDUCTION OF UNNECESSARY SURGERY OR INVASIVEPROCEDURES; AND.

(5) REDUCTION OF'AVOVABLX POST-OPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS. OUR

MEDICARE' CONTRACTORS, UPON /WHOM WE ARE ALSO RELYING FOR THE,

MAINTENANCE or HIGH QUALITY CARE, WILL CONTINUE TO SCREEN ClAI3M TO

ASSURE THAT THE CARE BEING BILLED FOR IS COVERED AND APPROPRIATELY
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PROVIDED, Z:\FIRALLY, THE THIRD MECHANISM, FACILITY SURVEYS,

ENSURES THAT THE PARTICIPATING INSTITUTION. I.E., THE HOSPITAL,

CONTINUES TO MEET STANDARDS NECESSARY FOR ITS ONGOING PARTICIPATION

IN MEDICARE, WE ARE DETERMINED THAT THROUGH THESE THREE APPROACHES

HIGH QUALITY CARE WILL RE MAINTAINED.

THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT, WHICH BECAME LAW (P.L. 98-359) ON

JULY IR OF THIS YEAR. MADE A NUMBER OF CHANGES TO THE MEDICARE

PROGRAM. AMONG THESE-ApE SOME TECHNICAL AND OTHER MODIFICATIONS TO

THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM. ONE MODIFICATION WILL MAKE IT EASIERm
FOR CERTAIN RURAL HOSPITALS TO BE MORE APPROPRIATELY CLASSIFIED AS

REGIONAL REFERRAL CENTERS AND RECEIVE THE URBAN RATE, WHICH IS

HIGHER. AN ADDITIONAL CHANGE ALLOWS HOSPITALS LOCATED IN COUNTIES

REDESIGNATED AS RUR TO HAVE A /WO-YEAR TRANSITION TO THE RURAL
4

RATES GATHER THAN TO ECEIVE THE NEW (LOWER) RATE IMMEDIATELY,
1

VUYSKIAN REIMIAIRSIMIAT

THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT ALSO INCLUDED TWO KEY PROVISIONS WHICH

L HELP CONTROL EXPENDITURES TO THE PROGRAM AND TO THE kLIONS OF

BENEFICIARIES DEPENDENT ON MEDICARE AS A BASIC SOURCE OF FINANCIAL

PROTECTION AGAINST THE HIGH CO* OF MEDICAL CARE.

UNDER ONE OF THESE PROVISIONS, ALL PHYSICIANS' FEES PAID FOR BY

MEDICARE WILL BE FROZEN FOR A 15-MONTH PERIOD, BEGINNING WITH JULY 1

OF THIS ,YEAR, BEGINNING WITH THIS OCTOBER1, PHYSICIANS WILL HAVEIL

THE OPPORTUNITY TO. AGREE TO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT FOR ALL SERVICES

PROVIDED TO MEDICARE PATIENTS DURING THE COMING YEAR, INCENTIVES FOR
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PHYSICIAN PARTICIPA'TION INCLUDE THE PUBLICATION OF DIRECTORIES OF

PARTICIPATING PHYSICIANS WHICH WILL BE AVAILABLE AT SOCIAL SECURITY

AND CARRIER OFFICES AND AT SENIOR CITIZENS' ORGANIZATIONS, WE. WILL

ALSO INFORM MEDICARE BENEFICIARibES OF THE PUBLICATION OF THIS
. 4

DIRECTORY. IN ADDITION. TOLLFREE TELEPHONE LINES WILL BE MAINTAINED

TO DISSEMINATE THIS SAME INFORMAJION,

NONPARTICIPATING PHYSICIANS CAN CONTINUE.TO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT ON

A CASE BYCASE BASIS, HOWEVER. IN THOSE INSTANCES WHE4E THEY CHOOSE

NOT TO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENToTHEY ARE FORBIDDEN'TOINCREASE THEIR

CHARGES TO MEDICARE PATIENTS ABRVE THEIR ACTUAL PATTERN OF CHARGES

FOR THE THIRD 90jARTER OF FISCAL YEAR 1984, IF PHYSICIANS FAIL TO

ABIDE BY THIS PROVISION, THEY CAN BE SUBJECT TO MONEY PENALTIES

OR TO DEBARRMENT FROM MEDICARE FOR Ut° TO FIVE YEARS OR BOTH, i

SURE YOU WILL AGREE THAT BY FREEZING PHYSICIANS' FEES AND BY

PROVIDING - INCENTIVES FOR T EM JO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT FOR ALL SERVICES,

WE WILL. BE SAVING MONEY OR THE MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES AND THE
.

TAXPAYERS.

PAYMENT FOR LABORATORY TEST$

PRIOR To) THE PEFICLT REDUCTION ACT, WE PAID HOSPITALS FOR A
11M

OUTPATIENT LABORATORY SERVICES IN MUCH THE SAME WAY THAT WE FORAE1LY'

,PAID FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES, THAT IS, WE ESSENTIALLY REIMBURSED

LABORATORIES ON THE BASIS OF THEIR COSTS, ALL OTHER OUTPATIENT'

LABORATORY SERVICES, THAT IS. THOSE FURNISHED BY INDEPENDENT

LABORATORIES AND PHYSICIANS, WERE PAYED FOW ON THE BASIS OF

REASONABLE CHARGES, THESE LABS AND PHYSICIANS WERE ALSO ABLE TO ,

A
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ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT ON A CASE -BY -CASE BASIS. BUT WITH THE ENACTMENT OF

P.L. (114-359. WE NOW HAVE TIE AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH FEE SCHEDULES FOR

OUTPATIENTLABORATORYBERVICES. BY ESTABLISHING THESE RATES OF

PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. WE 'WILL'ALSO BE ENCQURAGING THE SAME EFFICIENT

BEHAVIOR IN THE PROVISION OF OUTPATIENT LAesuivItes THAT WE ARE WITH

HOSPITAL INPATIENT SERVICES. FuRTHETRE, P.L, 98-39 ALSO MOTFIED

ASSIGNMENT OPTION SO THAT NOW ALL INDEPENDENT AND HOSPITAL LABS

ARE REQUIRED TO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT. FORMERLY ONLY A REQUIREMENT FOR

HOSPITAL LABORATORIES. IN THESE CASES, REIMBURSEMENT AT THE FEE

SCHEDULE LEVEL WILL CONSTITUTE FULL /REIMBURSEMENT. AND NO COINSURANCE

OR DEDUCTIBLE WILL BE REQUIRED OF THE BENEFICIARY. THIS OFFERS

V PROTECTION AGAINSCRISING OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS FOR THE MEDICARE

POPULATION.

COCOSION

I 04, JUST DESCRIBED THREE OF THE RE RECENT SIGNIFICANT
I(Dt

CHANGES TO MEDICARE. WE ARE OPTIMISTIC THAT THESE CHANGES WILL HAVE

A POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE MEDICARE PROGRAM BY ALTERING REIMBURSEMENT

SYSTEMS TO ENCOURAGE EFFICIENCY-MITHE PROVISION OF, CARE AND ON THE

MEDICARE BENEFICIARY BY OUR CONTINUED COMMITMENT TO HIGH QUALITY CARE

AND BY THE PROTECTION PROVIDED AGAINST INCREASED OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS.

I WILL BE GLAD TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.

k
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'' SenatorVveszN. I thank You J. 4. The Chair would a 'pp the panel
that I am going to ask Bill Fine ,Y. 4k to finish thec, ing of this
hearing as we build this record. T tis is very important, e establish-
ment of trying to find an answer for some of the things we have been
talking about today. We are all partly to blaihe for the current cost
problem. We all need to be involved in coming up with solutiohs and
m gathering information and record' as these hearings do, they are
very key in providing dig3etion and guidance toward a policy that
will fill the bill. One oil my, cone ues in the Senate, Son l urea -,
Berger from Minnesota, recently i ted we really don't a health
policy in this country but we do have a sick policy. The o ly program
we currently have in place deals With people who are a ready sick.
rather than healthy, and I 'know that some of the things that are
coming up are going to be talking about thiard so on. I am sorry to
miss them.

Bill Finerfrock is the chief of staff coorgnating these programs for
the Joint Economic Committee. iteis my senior shit member and he
was with Senator Brooke prior to coming with me, and this is his
field of specialty. Those'of you who have gotten to know hi now. I
think objectively I can say he is probably one of the better informed
people in the htire Congress in all these areas, so 1 ill ask him toIT

finish, and I thank you ,for coming, and I know w in run a little
longer than we all planned on. Mr. Snyder, I th' you are kind of

anxious to get, g6ing. I can kind of sense that. We need to get moving..
Thank you very much.

Mr. Firoutraom. Mr: Weber, do you want to begin I

STATEMENT OF JOHN WEBER, MEDICAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE,
MIDWEST SALES REGION, IIEWLETT-PACKARD 00., CEDAR
RAPIDS, IA

Mr. WEBER, Certainly all of us at. Hewlett-Packard want to thank
you for the opportunity to share with you oar medical technology, and
just as the medical community is being influenced by the Government
programs, .bviously so has our marketing and research with the
decrease in revenue. We hairh to address the lack of money availability,
and so we are addressing the needs id the costs of medical equipment
by trying to prevent product lineelind technology that are designed
to function as productivity tools for the medical community.

FOY instance, the Hospital Information System, which is a large
computer system, centralizes and processes and aids the health care
delivery team by automating the collection and processing the patient
data. Both clinical and admmistrative,computerized needs can be com-
bined and coordinated through this one central s m..

The data Management capabilities used in c unction wjth the
patient bedside monitor, and this is a very small mputer, very inex-
pensive computer that fits in with the bedside monitor, it will collect
and, calculate cardiac, renal and respiration data. The data can be
reviewed by physician at any bedside or central station and can be
printed out and put in the patient chart, thus alleviating valuable
nursing time to do all of their charting and writing, 110 therefore
our hope is to allow more patient - staff' interaction rather than admin-
istrative duties. All billing, pharmacy and lab requirements can be
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handled from each nursing unit also, thereby maybe alleviating mis-
charges, those sorts of things, creating more revenue.

We have introduced a wide range of products in the last few years.
Last yearwe mildly introduced about four or five new products a
year. Last year we introduced 14 new products. Part of the reasons
for this arj the Government programs, and we have introduced a
much wider product range. This will allow the smallest and the largest

. hospital's, hopefully, to provide the product that is right for their
needs, thus avoiding overspending for ,a product that could be too
sophisticated.

Creative financing is also available for any institution interested. in
low payments that can be expensed for tax purposes. The option to
lease equipment over an arranged length of time mid then purchase it
at 10 percent at the end of the lease or the payment period, and this is
ideal for any nistitutions, particularly in Iowa, where we have a lotof smaller hospitals.

We arc also trying to provide !peal services in as many offices as
possible. As small and rural as Iowa. .is, we have three central offices
across the State with two engineers in cacti office providing repair and
avoiding down time and avoiding prolonging the patient's stay.,

And protection from technical obsolescence is certainly important to.
protect the investment of the medical equipment. And one of our
philosophies is to manufacture prhducts that, *ill interface with prod-
ucts's-4 future generations, and we have a commitment to be compltible,
with all of our other equipment, and the.best way to make an analogy
is that the first monitor systems that we have put out in the field in
the '1960's are ecappatible with the system that we arc manufacturing
today, thus avoiding hospitals having to update their units by replac-
ing every bedside, unit. They can start one bedside at a time and it will
interface with .hating equipment.

We also have- we realize that the latestgand greatest technology may.,, not be used if it's of affordable, and we have dedicated ourselves by
the end of the dee t we will be the lowest priced and most reliablevendor on the marke I don't think this philosophy is probably'unique to our company, but c rtainly the philosophy being adopted

Mr. FINEROROOK. Thank you. ow, Mr. Snyder.
by the othCx medical vendors. ank you.

STATEMENT'OF JAMES R. SNYDER, ATTORNEY, SIMMONS, PERRINE,.
'ALBRIGHT & ELLWOOD, CiEDAR RAPIDS, IA

M r. SN AMER. I an an attorney in6Cedar Rapids, but like Pr: Swaney,
who stated that he was representing the interests of the medical group,I do not think I can say that Ipl hero representing the legal profes-sion. In my 27 years of prtictice, I have not on one occasion sat on,theplaintiff's side of the table in a medical malpractice ease. On the otherhand, f would say 80 percent, of my practice is in the medical mal-practice field in defending the hospitals and physicians. So I thinkthe plaintiffs' bar would argue with me vociferously if I were to repre-
sent here today that. I repreSent their interests.

Historically you probably al recognize that the so-called medicalmalpract ice crisis started iii the early 1970's. Whether this is con-sidered a crisis or not is a matter iof opinion. the plaintiffs' bar and
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patients might take the position thaeit'is a crisis.,Perhaps the defense
bar mid the insurance carriers might take an opposite view, but in fact
the figures would indicate that approximately 53.5 percent of the total
health care cost is attributable to medical aiPractice claims.

1, in my prepared statement, have set out many statistics, facts, and
figures which would_ serve no purpose to repeat thosq at this time.
But, out. of curiosity, I asked my secretary before coming here today
to find out just how many medical malpractice lawsuits' was defend-
ing at the present time. And she came up with a figure of 27. Now, you
understand that within a week or two I might be closing a file blvause
of settlement or concluding the litigation, but for every file I close,
I will be opening a new one. This mews that any time I look at my
records I. can probably come up with approximately 27 medical mal-
practice lawsuits that I am defending at any given time. This is a
community of approximately 100,000 people. -

Now, our law firm represents only one of three major malpractice
carriers. If the other two law firms aro defending the same 'Amber of
lawsuits as I am defending, we are talking about approxinfately 75.
pending lawsuits in Cedar Rapids at the present time that are being
defended. Now, again whethe. this is of crisis proportion or notde ends upon individual opinions.

What is thrb impact on tile cost of health care born by medical mal-
practice? I think we can talk in terms of a direct impact which bans
money. It's going to be paid either .by way of premiums, which by
the way we are led to believe by the insurers will substantially increase
next year and probably in the years to come. So the health care pro-
vider will be paying by way a either premiums, or if they are self-
insured, they will be paying the judgment or claim out of their own
pocket. This obviously, as we all know, will be passed on to the con-

' sumer. So that's the direct impact of the medifal malpractice problem.
What are the indirect aspects of the probl m ? I would suggest that

perhaps it could lead to a defensive practi e. of medicine. in other
.words, the more lawsuits against a physician 0 . hospital, the more the
tendencies might be to practice defensive medicine. In other words.,
perhaps more hospitalization, more testing, the higher costs of the
medical care. This would be an indirect cost to the health care
profession.

Also we should consider the cost in time and energy of the physician
and hospital administrators, because it's not an easy proposition to
defend a medical malpractice case. It takes much time on. lhe part of
the physician, it takes much time on the part of the hospital personnel
to work wit!) the defense lawyer in preparation for the trial of that
lawsuit. This takes its toll not only in money, time they could be well

'spending on something else, but enuilions. It's not an easy thing on
emotions for a physician to have to defend himself, nor a hospital:
This again would be an incorrect impact on health care costs.

There Juts been much said today, and I am not about.to belabor the
-point, about DRO's, diagnostic related group. There has also been
reference to Utilization Review Programs. Now, this might he all well
n'd good insofar as attempting to hold down the costs of medical care,
but I would suggest that it's counterpi;Auetive if we have what we
refer to as it medical malpractice crisis. I would suegest that the more
PRO's the more Utilization Review Programs, the higher that pip-
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centage is going to be of Medical malpractice claim, and the higher
the cost as a result of medical malpractice. I do not consider myself
an export on DRG's or utilization review, but Lknow that basically
what we are attempting to do is either keep peopleout of the hospital
to begin with or minimize the stay period once they are in the hospital.
Now, how does this affect medical. malpractice?

A good many of my lawsuits have to do with failing to diagnose
an injury or nu illness. In other words, the,plaintiff is alleging that
the physician should have diagn!iised his problem sooner and as a
result, of that, he would tot behaving the residuals be is claiming to
have had in the lawsuit. How 'do we diagnose? We diagnose by testing.
This ordinarily is Slone in the hospital; So-if the physician decides not
to hospitalize a patient. and do proper testing, the more chance that
t here is going to be error in that diagnosis. So although when we are
-tatting about. the cost of health care, it, might be'proper to talk in
terms of Government9Orograms, DM utilization review, when we
Are talking in terms of quality of care, I think it can bo counterproductive,

and I would suggest that if we insist on this type of program;
our medical malpractice is going to become a crisis, if it Is not already'
the ve, Thank you very much.

o prepared statement of Mr. Snyder follows]

PREPARED STATIMENT OF JAMES R. SNYDER

increasing litigation and rifting jury awards are undoubtedly two of many
factors affecting the cost of hospital and medical care throughout the country.
Whether the claim Or award is paid "out of pocket" or by a uthipracticil insurance
carrier, it is a substantial cost In doing business as a health care provider.

Insurers contend. that the continued and alarming escalation of the number
and cost. of physicians, ang hospitals professional liability claims will result
in significant rate increase this year and the following years. One Insurer
reports that since 1079 the frequency of claims on a calendar year basis has
increased more than 08 percentfrom 8.8 claims per 100 physicians In 1079 to
S.4 14 199: This translates into 5,870 reported claims, 2,757 more than 'in 1979.
urifig the same period of time, the claims against hospital m have drift' from 1.8

claims per 100 beds in 1979 to 8.1 claims per 100 beds in 1988.
The average pa'ytnent per physician claim has risen from $27,400 in 1979 to

$58.500 in 1988. For hospitals during the same period of time, the average pay-
ment, for each hospital claim as risen from $11,700 in 1079 to $23,000 In 1989.

The total premium dollars paid in 1019 for medical malpractice insurance VMS
1.1 billion dollars as compared to two billion dollars in 1983. The average cost of
malpractice Insurance for a physician is 8.5 percent, or $8,500 for each $100,000
in inpuraace coverage. Malpractice Insurance premiums account for approxtz"
mad:, I to & percent of the total health care coat.

Jury Verdict Research, Inc. reports that average jury awards In medical mal-
practice cases increased five tithes from 1976 to 1082 from 192,844 to 902,268. The
same research company reports that malpractice verdicts over one million dollars
increased from four in 197 to 45 in,1082. They further report that out et court
settlemouta are groWing at a corresponding rate. -

The response of the health rare proViders to inereased rates might be varied,
with alternatives to insurance coverage coming about in different forms. It has
been suggested by experts in the field that there is a move toward greater risk',
assumption by health care providers. In the case of physicians, there has been an
emergence of physician owned professional Ilikbillty Insurance tompanies. In
addition, some physicians have resorted to praeticing without prbfeasion,61 lia-.
bility coverage. Hospitals are ,moving toward a .grenter assumption of eltok by
the hospital itself, either in the form of partial or total self insurance.

To some extent efforts are being made to have the government, whether it be
state or federal, Intervene hi the medical malpractice problem, On the federal
level, H.R. 5400 has been introduced and referred to the Committee on Ways and'

eienns. It would amend the Medicare law to eht4blieh an alternative system.for "
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settlement of medical malpractice. claims In the case of injuries allagedly arising
from health eare services provided under federal funding. Under the bill, an

.injured person would be foreclosed from bringing any civil action against a
provider if the provider gives a 'written tender to pay compensation benefits (as
defined in the the bill) with respect to smelt Injury. Several states Iu similar
legislation pending, which would if enacted accomplish the setae purpose on it
state level.

Remedies are also being sought by the health care providers by way of better
health care training and education In risk management tectiniques. No single
remedy will 4olve the medical malpractice dilemma. It wilt lake a combined effort.
on the part of physicians; hospital mitninistrators and the legal profession to
bring about a workable soiution,

Mr. Funcrtrnoox. Thank you, Mr, Snyder. In your prepared state-
ment, you referred to a bill, H.R. 5400. Do yoii support that legisla-
tion and could you give a brief explanation of what that would do?

Mr. SNYDER. No, first 4f all I do not support this legislation. It is a
Federal bill whereby a Patient would b prohibited from bringing a
lawsuit if the health care center or the physician would come forward
and make what we refer to as.an offer of settlement. in other words,
the health care pro idol. could come forward, acknowledge that. mal-
practice had been ommitted, and make an offer to the injured pt ient.

Under H.R. 00 this would prohibit that patient from startin
lawsuit, at least until that so-called administrative function was con,
chided. I for one do not go along with any such program. Some States
have attempttd, and I think the State of Florida is one, that has made
a similar effort on a State level. C

The Federal program would onlyhaveto do where Federal funding
was env lved, such as Medicaid or Medicare. It would not apply where
a privat *nsurance company were paying the loss, for example. As
I have stated, several

I
t..ates have attempted to do the same thing. In

my limited practice, feel that these type programs only increase
the problem and not solve it. I think those States that have attempted
to come out with adMinistrative remedies, as opposed to judicial have
found that perhaps it only adds to the cost and delays justice. In that
in Many States it's been unconstitutional to take away access to the
courts, so if we have adminiStrative procedure it merely serves as a
delaying tactic in finally ending up in the court procedure,_

I do not think it has worked too well, I inn not an etert in what
these States have found in relation to their programs, but no, I would
not be i favor of such a program.

Mr. FINARFROCK. Thank you, Mr. Tilghman, we heard a lot of talk
here today about the patient end of things, and we have noted that
there have been significant reductions in the average length of stay
and decreases in the amount of hospital admissions, and we know that
transfers into increased costs, but whatossurances arts we getting that
there is not a corresponding decrease in the quality of care?

Mr. TUMIIIMAN. If I may go to my tesfiniony, 'haversically three
actions that. we are focusing it to assure there is no dr ) in quality of
care becanse of the DRG application. Probably the bulk.of that focus
is by the peer review organizations. We are contracting with these. We
have one ni Iowa, PSROIowa Foundation for Medical Care and it's
going to be the responsibility of the PRO's to monitor a number of
aspects in connection with the DRG's. One is where they have a trans-
fer to,another hospital, there is a look at those;'td make sure there is an .,
appropriate transfer. In general a: very. intensiVe focus on hospital in-
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patient care, more so than it was under the PSRO program, to make
sure there is no tendency to push patients out before they akinedically
ready to be out of thehospital. We expect that-to work pretty well. It's
a brand-new erogram, both for DRO's and for PRO's, and we will be
monitoring those pretty closely to make sure there ispo drop in quality
of care. Vint is a major concern, both in Congress that they el(pressed.
when they passed the bill and also by our agency to make sure there is
no drop in quality.

Mr. FiNERFIWK. What provisions. are there in analyzing the cost
reductions Which PRO's may bring about in Medicare to make" sure
that those are not simply just cost shifting, just going from the Medi-
care program over to a privatefay program

Al r. THAI It MAN. That with any major change in it Urge program
like Medicare, that lire have Certain thoughts in mind when we first
dement the program. We use

Certain
reimbursement system 'as a leVer to

bout changes that we like to bring about in the health care in-
dustry. We can usually forecast what the first' and second level tier
effects of that change are going to be. Sometimes it's very difficult to
project what the third and fourth level changes will be, and it may take
years to determine maybe the most significant changes that resulted
front the official level we applied. We aren't real sure what's goilig to
happen as far as the shifting of costs frtim Medicare patients to pri-

.vate pay patients.
'What we have seen, Iowa is a good example of this, is that a lot of I

your other third-party insurers, such as the State Medicaid programs'
and your major Blue Cross aid Blue Shield and the mutuals, like
that, are bringing about changes in their own reimbursement mocha-
nism to preclude something like that happening. They are moving to
similar type prospective system, so I think thereris thisbecause of
the lever that medicare is applying under the system, we are seeing
these third and fourth year effects that we didn't really plan or anti-
cipate. We just wanted to save medicare money, knowing it was going
to bring about some other changes in the way 'other people may pay
for third-party care, and here. in Iowa, for examplej the Medicare*.
program is on our prospective system, and both the Sioux City and
Des Moines plans have also gone on a prospective system, their private
lines of business. As far as how we in the Medicare Program would
monitor that possible cost shifting, we don't have any specific plans
in mind as to how to do that, but it looks like we don't have to because
t he other third-party_ payers are doing that on their money.

Mr. 1? INERFROOK. Mr. Oakley,. in your prepared statement, and this
relates to what Mr. Tilghman was just saying, one of the proposals
t hat's been mentioned was a way to avoid cost shifting, to go to all-
payers system, and I believe in your prepared statement you indigated
that you opposed\au all-payers system. Could you.explain why?

Mr. OA K LEY, Virst of all, we would be concerned going towe would
he concerned going to an all -payers system without the kind of study
of that very question as to-whether, one., it takes place, who does it
adversely affect, and three, would that work out as a matter of com-
petitive marketplace as opposed' to imposing regulation. Regulation
generally falls far.short of its initial expectations of success when
dealing with a large problem such as this. So history alone Shows us
tAiat regulation doesn't work very well, and that is pure and simple
reigulation.
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Second, however, the initiatives' that have beea
4

already started in
one study, and second, dca ing with the overall cost tlobiems in gen-
eral, seem to be working.'A all- niye system, it seems at this point;
Would be an anomaly, at least *a. I can only speak to Iowa. And
fourth, what ought to be of some-concern to ---end thiS I will put on my
Blue Cross-Blue Shield hat and take oil the industry-ha if you will--
is that in many States where all-payers 4ems have been adopted,
they have legislated the diffeifential that Blue Cross and Blue Shield .

enjoys in those States right in their all-payers re101ation. They get a
6 percent or 10 percent or'12 percent statutory discount off of what
everybody else. is charged. T rat dttierentiat- is very small and on a
selective basis. And that's W th Iowa marketplace is, frankly, so.
competitive. So one, we should study it, two, those who advocate it
ought, to look at what Vas occurred in other States who it has oe-
eurred, Nev Jersey and others as to what has really bee ie effect of
it. I migktisay at this poiht that the ourselves,
and o in our health 4ftta commission, which is now just getting up
an running, will go a NIlig ways to finding out whair is happeamg
w* .h those costs and what its generating, but I think in Iowa it's in-.

propriate at this point to. consider an all-payer system and that's
oipposO it. ,

Mr. 4 YNEltrIt0(.7K. 'That you very m'ucli:,(ht behalf of Senator Jep-
. . en,. I would like to that* all the panelists for appUring today, and

tS has been mentioned, your prepared statements for those of you wh6
summarized will appear in their entirety ill the hearing record. Thank
you. .

The lest panel is Russell. Knuth, Pioneer Hi-Bred International 4
Edward Petras, acting director; Medical Association, HMO: Bernard
Orahek, clinical coordinalor, Voluntary Hospitals of Iowa ; Dick John-
son, Rockwell International. . X

Mr. Knuth, you may proceed: As we Mentioned earlier, yo state=
ment,%vill be introduced to the record- in its entirety. You ma ive
your name or you may proceed howeveryou wish to proceed.

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL' KNUTH, [IONEER HI-BRED INTERNA-
TIONAL,, -INC., JOHNSON,' IA

Mr. KNIvrit. Thank you, Bill. I represent industry. We are-funda-
Mentally Central United States based, producing our hi-bred seeds.
We have about. 3,000 employees, andt we arc located and have locations
and employees in 30-some ,tates. Abou '0 years ako oul health eitre
costs nearly doubled. When we look at that as management and
projected that if.this continued at thesame rate, that possibly in a few

we wouldn't hi) able to provide health care coverage for our em-
ployees, obviouslt that, would. create quite a problem What ANt3 did was k
to analyze what we could db, and what we. came up vith was onelhat's
been alit (led to here a preventative medicine type pproach, onew re*
we A identify problems at the early stages d treat them, so t ul\-e"
wool( less traumatic event for the employ and their families ana
obviously less cost. And here is what we carneup with.. e

We provide full bloocl chemistries for our employees funi their
spouses that are over the age of 40 annually, and to vitals, which of
course include blood pressure, height, iveight, p se and the urinalysis.
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Initially all employees received this, and for those employees under
the age of 40 ---gnu we C110845 the age of 40 beeausb it seemed that the
first 10,000 indes'go on relatively easy and atter that you need. more
maintenance. ifor those under the ago of 10 we provide the basics
again winch provides wood pressne uneek tor early detection of hy-
pertensionoictil one of the major killers in the world, particularly the
Unitea States. We also provide a urinalysis which then would also
address the number three killer in the worid, or at least a detection of
glucose spillover for diabetes, So Nq. 1 and No. g are; addressed by
under age 40. This is done annually and it is done in the workplace.
I think it's important toil?ring medicine into 66 workplace and we
understand it the best we can as lay people. It's done on company
time and it is company paid for.-Breakfast is furnished for those of
us that need to fast our 8 hours; anti I think that's an important ele-
ment in the employee relations. It's a time to talk a_ bout our health
problems together.

And in that same vein, every aspect of it is completely confidential
and private. The only thing as the corporate administrator of this
program, the only thing I provide to the company are statistics and
trends so that.we can analyze and provide more funding for'afi even
complete and better program. What really turns out is it becomes very
public, because one the results come back to the employee, andit.is
mailed to their home along with an explanationt a lay person e plana-
t ion of all tests that were taken, what happens is that those t at have
elevated tryglycerides are usually in one corner of the brew room,
and the diabetics are in another, and the elevated cholesterol an blood
pressure in another; talking over what they are doing and NO t their
doctor prescribed, and it makes a very supportive group for e ch of
those, two of which I am a part, and it's a very satisfying feeling,

Now, I want to entphasize this is provided for emp ogees and their
spouses, because we provide health care for the family. We haveit's
voluntary and company-paid-for as I indicated. We have 97 percent
voluntary participation by our employees and 70 percent participation
by mi :spouses.

In addition .to the testing I have told you libout,'we try_ to do an
additional test each year that is of concern to the medical :4olUmunity.
Some of those that we have done so far are time hemoccult,'TiMus eye
test, audiometric, pulmonary function, and so in the sequence of 4, 5
sears we have exposed employees and their spouses to some medical
functions that they can do on their own with their,own physician to
have a more complete and more aware type health program.

We also have two incentive progrargt called COP and TOTE. COP,,,
or cut out Offing, and we alLknow that two pack a person shortens
life expectancy on the average of about 7 years, and obviously their
health care costs are higher. We pay employees $150 to quit smoking
for 1 year. If they continue to quit smoking the 2d year, they receive
another $75. I think if you wanted to--I think it's one of the most cost
effective things that we can do immediately. Obviously with the to-
bacco industry spending about $2 billion fsi year to encourageyoujo
smoke, it's t

tough program to promote, telling it like it, really is.
On our Prow Program, trim off the excess, much more successful.

You have automatic media support. Every magazinei newspaper, and
television tells. you how hoitithy it is to be slim, and trim, and. fast, and
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walk, 'vid trot, and ride Nicol and swim, and whatever. We are no
different than the national ayerages. About 39 percent, of our em-
ployees did smoke alai. 9 percent ,of our employees were overweight to
the time of 29 pounds. That's about national averke, Both of hose are
exist-effective programs. What's happened in those? 1 woirli like to
share some bottom line things now. .

What's ha Toned, the first year that we did our testing,
percent of all ouremployees had at 'bast one signi eant abnormality,
One that needed inunediato meditnd attention. foday, 6 years later,
six-tenths of 1 percent are in that category, and I suspect half of that
are new employees and spouses mini! On board, I don't, know that. I
suspect that. Which tells us there Mist len significant lifestyle changes
of employees and spouses, andlor they 1 iv on proper medication. Now,
to industry that's bottom line, those are ( liars. t

For incentive n-ograms, 115 percent our employeeses have quit,
,smoking, and we rive lost over tons of waste. Now, thin there is
adother issue along with the dollars. That most of the life e.fpectaney
lost through overweight and smoking is not through the productive
years. Just -watch the obituary columns they will tell you they
nsuallx happen -between 66 and 6t) .years bf age. itleaning that after
working 30, 40 years, you are going to die 121/2 yearfi after you retire.,

So this program not only helps the productive years, I think, and
it's M line with Pioneer's, philosophy of staying with the family and
wanting the employee, to enjoy the well-earned twilight years or whit-
ever we would like to call them.

We feel that this programwe beliao in it, and regardless of how
indepth progilun that any Company would have, ',think any endeavor,
whether it be blood pressure clinic, an awareness, a poster campaign,

' they are all winners, and I would support- and °mourn%) every in-
dustry to become' involved in this, and help themselves. Bottom line
(*liars are that 6 years ago our Costs were $980 per employer Six
years law we are looking at $I,130 :per ,einpRiyee. At the normal
rate of inflation 1 think its rewnable to,Mieve that we would be
looking at $2,500 per emlloyee today withbut preventative medicinei
which Is in the tune of $2 million a year, and might be why we affirm
ROA Mimeo in the programs. strongly. And probably the most
important thing is that our iiployees look at our health' screening
program as one of their most important benefits, and that is what it
wits really designed to do. Thank`you.
-7-ale Pioneer Hi-Bred brochurt referred to follows :]
,
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Health Guard
Incentive

Programs
p

hi addition to 'Ito Health Guard program, Iwo
incentive programs aro available for those that
qualify.

T.O.T.E. TRIM OFF THE EXCESS
On the average, lifo oxpectan shortened ono

year for each 10 pounds of ox w ight.
We will be using a weight c rt asod on height

and skeletal structure recomm dad by Blue Cross-
Blue Shield to determine those &Ole for tho
T.O.T.E program. $5.00 will b d for each pound
lost down to the desired we

For mishit mining the desire eight for an
additional year a 575.00 gift of your choice will
be offered.

C.O.P. CUT OUT PUFFING

Two 'packs per day ttp the averago shortens life
expoclancy by 6 years:

Quit smoking for one year and you will receive a
$150.00 cash award.

Abstain for another yo nd you'll re
$75.00 Wft of your choice.

For information regarding the lloalth d
program contact your Division Health Guard Co-
ordinator or the Employee Relations Department.

BEST. COPY
;

-t"

THE
HEALTH GUARD

`

IIROGRAM
FOR

PIONEER EMPLOYEES

It is becoming
more and moro ovident

Thal medicine, and lechnoiogy aldno canpol
adequately provent ere at tho inskfor diseases of

modern society. Instead, e should rebognizo that how
we live can deters are how long we live,

Therefore, Pioneer Ili-D Internationld, Inc.
has initiated a voluntary, cost-f math 'crooning program.

for employees, to assist in identifying and heating
potential health-related problems.

Over the yoars, Pioneer has added many !unarms
to help employe** and their familios cope with
tho financial problems caused by salmis illness.

Al tho same time, we recognize that helping prevent
serious health problems can be an oven greater benefit.

Early detection of potential problems can make this possiblo.

And that's what !instill Cusnt is all shout.

PIONUER MIMED INTERNATIONAL. INC

p



Health Guard . .

. .1 program to spot the signs
Of illness before it's too bite.

the l;uard program
consists of the following tests

Health 111,4totv Iteth'w

A 11 tI ,,,,,, aut. on your meth, al history

Blood Chemistry ?Hien)

Heigh( i'hosplunus
Colt luniWe salt(

hike (

Mood rtriam Blood Ilee Nitrogen
Bith %thin, I oralempeca tote
Chtilerlettli MI Physical Measurements Inc

Urinalysis Albumin (iu been selected to gather the necossaty data
Total Protein And samples tot this program Data colic., ted

Altumun Alkaline l'hosphatase will bo coordinated with 100171101y IIIIII)'413 and
4:t)I to an authorized physician hit review

and interpretation
err, Mut Ithuxt Illk Acid A complete report of the tests will bo mailed

( :Ts( vit Duni( 'icalive Ratio to your home

If the nerd stiles. other tests may be addod
Hematology Survey tidal I ipid to the poltroon

White Illomt l t Ililinlhin, hilect
lied Blot HI Count ygly cot Idea

!frank Guard la not meant to igplat c

Sodium
llomniut lit tytir present health t sie pioprogram,

I giog 10 b II
t5nly to be an extension thereof

p

NUNN'. It an almoimality should be discovered In
All 'III l lilnrldr your (es's, wo revommosid you seek the visite of
All V AA; Patio your faintly dot-tot immediately

rhyrtit AI Ilart

BEST COPY 2(
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Mr. FurtEaraocititfhank you very much. Mr. Petras, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD I. PETRAS, ACTING DIRECTOR, HMO
MEDICAL A TION, MTBUQUE,I,A

M I.:TRAM. T lank you. Prep health plans or health maintenance
or' nizations (HMO's), as thgy ve come to be known, offer a viable
alternative to modifyin the 'gro ig cost viral of health care costs.

As an alternative HA A S do z provide ulklmate and complete solu-
t ion to the cost/benkit di imm vever, do m ike significant changes
in health care delivery sys key elements exist whieli'make
them feasible. .

These key elements are :
First : High benefited employer oups with large first dollar cov-

ered health insurance plans complimented with low employee contri-
bution levels Mr monthly premiums. ..

Second: Benefit programs which attempt. tp avoid unnecessary and
routine health care expenses by requiring an inpatient setting for
reimbursement.

Third : An over-supied seller basehospitals and physicians
developed in an unorganized fashion' so that the delivery system is
nonexistent. in a structure format.

Foufth : A long-established population base of fr minimum of.60,000
to 100,000 to convert patients into plan membe 'n the insurance strtic- 1

, turgid prepaid plans contracting with local ph . inns, and a minimum
of 300,000 persons in a transient population to establish a staff model,
salm4ed physician. plan. . . . -.

'The HMO has a number of key elements Which distinguish it. from
the traditional fee-for-service reimbursement arrangement.' ..First : Prepayment of services on a monthly bAsis with a premium
similar to an insurance plan.

Second : Medical and hospital utilization goals which arMtrwer than
the average for the community and require behavior modification for
medical practitioners, hospitalS and plan members to avoid excessive
over-utilization of services. . . .0

Third : A voluntarily enrolled member base which is committed to
.,

the program for a 12-month period in order to maintain the' vvenue
base and Net uarial soundness of the phui. . .

Fourth : A financial risk/reward relationship with physicians and
hospitals to .develop ownership in the fiscal and utilization goals es-
tablished by the plan.

Fifth: A predetermined set of benefits which-attempt to assist in the
modification of physician/patient habits while developing an attrac-
tive benefit alternative. I

Sixth : A statistical base of data to measure programs against plan
utilization objectives while providing. information on a day-to-day
plan management.

Seventh : A patient education program -which seeks to stimulate
interest, in habits concerning nutrition, exercise. gmOking and alcohol
which significantly contribute 'to eventual health .deterioration.

HMO's have proven that in, the right setting they can reduce costs
by s 'fting care to an outpatient setting from the traditional hospital

. .
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based care without jeopardizing the quality of service provided.
This was documented by a Johns HopkinS liniversit study com-

pleted in the mid-1970's which indicated that the quality of care is
maintained while reducing inpatient costs some :15 percent to 20

. percent.
In the past. 6 months, a major study prepared by Rand eqrp.

has added further proof to this data base using a long-established
prepaid program in Seattle, WA.

This does not mean that the HMO's are flawless in their success,....,
rate. VIO late 1970's were marked with a number of plan failure~

, similar in cause to company failures iYt other industries.
Most were undercapitalized, ill-Managed, inappropriately struc-

tured, or conclusively unfeasible from the start. As mentioned earlier,
there are certain ingredients which are necessary to enable them tof
survive. ,..

These elements of failure ark not the sole proprietorshl of the
HMO industry. HoWever, feasible, well-capitalized, and well-man-
aged HMO's can make a significant contributign in bringing a com-
petitive element to the health financing marketplace and brin'g struc-
ture to the delivery system by organizing providers and hospitals
into a formal structure.

The significant presence of HMO's can spawn further reaction
from the marketplace by other HMO's sponsored by Blue Cross or
insurance companies, Preferred Provider Organizations (PPO's),
plans which offer price discounts and quality assurance review similar
to the foundations f medical care of the late 1960's. Also, a signifi-
cant HMO presence can develop direct provider Contracting with
Mayors such as employers, the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA) and the State Welfare Department to innovate change in
both private and public fivancing arenas.

The future of HMO's will require adaptation and flexibility in
the marketplace. The concept itself thrives on efficiently competing
within the heatth care marketplace,. which perhaps has become some-
what margin fat through the years of constantly feeding by a cost-
plus reimbursement system. Just as reliable as the laws of nature,
competition in a "real marketplace" has always caused sellers to
carefully consider duplication of services and inefficient operation .
and growth in quest of a c petitive price.

ice and financing becomes tho efficiently bait.This likewise will remove e inefficient 's as the level of serv-
.

..- No one can foresee how long before that turn-around takes place;
however, the marketplAe pressures of HMO's, PPO's, DRG's, direct
contract. relationshps. self-insured employer trusts, accentuated by
over- supply of providers and facilities may certainly accelerate the
process. .. .

A major underlying question remains as the elenimts of cost con-
tainment collide over the next few years and that is, while costs may
begin to level, when will one know where the quality ehroshold has
been jeopardized.

.

Mr. FINEnFROCK. Mr. Grahek, please proceed.
..,
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STATEMENT OF BERNARD M. ORAHEIC, CaNICAL COORDINATOR,
VOLUNTARY HOSPITALS COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION OF IOWA,
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

Mr. GRA HEX. Thank you. Voluntary Hospitals Cooperative 'Associa-
tion of Iowa, known as Viii, is a moup of 14 hospitals located in
central and eastern Iowa, which litho' been looking to the future .to
assist, in the preserving the healthcare delk'ery system'in rural Iowa
by creating a system of local not-for-profit hospitals that meet, stated
criteria which strengthen and expand voluntarism in the health care
field by improving the efficiency and effectiveness of each member hos-
pital and increasing their competitive position in the health care sys-
tem and by Oaring pheir efforts to provide the besSt. possible care
through large system (advantages while maintaining local initiatives
and is a multi-hospital *stem. It is a system which
takes ,advantage of the national multi-hospital system, The Voluntary

'Hospitals of AmericaThis is made possible throe 0 the membership
of our "anchor" hospital, St. Luke's Hospital, Cedar Rapids. IA,
Through Shartd;efforts, the members take advantage of the regional
multi-hospital sptem whereby local hospitals in both rural and urban
Iowa share similar goals and 'work toward the common good, that is
to ye the patents they serve the best possible care b the most eco-
nomical-means.

The VIII is a partnershipall members have equal ioice and vote.
Local control is preserved, and all members are encouraged to use the
system and utilize its programs. We are in existence to preserve vol-
untarism at the expense of the for-profit sector, Our goal is to maintain
local autonomy and control.

The VI-1i hospital is a strong, not-for-profit, vole ay Hospital. It
is inde vndent of any othei system or group, with rong, enlightened
leadership, and compatible in goals, marketing, and patient' care phi-
losophy with other members of the VIII orgtl,niiation.

This partnership is an innovative program offering services and re-
sources enjoyed by the shareholders, 103 stated earlier, of the Volun-
tary Ifospitals of America. The Voluntary Hospitals of Amerimis the
largest hospital system representing voluntarism, whose members are
all very, prestigious not-for-profit hospitals located throughout the
United States:

Economies of scale savings are obtained through group purcHttsing.
Purchasing contracts negotiated by VIIA, in pharmacy, capital eqiiip-
InNt, medical/surgical supplies, refeilince laboratory, and forms pur-
chasing. In addition, VIEi bias negotiated 15 local contracts ranging
from food purchasing to linen purchasing.

Technical services are bring studied and es blisW to provide the
rural hospitals with technology net financia y feasible for them to,
provide "in house." VIIi has re6ently placed mobile echocardiot ycs,

unit- at the. disposal of nine hospitals in rural hitiqt., eliminrat.ing t .e
need for the patient to travel, keeping the patient Milli community,
while being given the latest. in technology and professional expertise,
Other technology is in the planning stage and will-bb made available
in the future to the sanIttrurf4 hospitals.
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As you have heard earlier in the testimony by Sally Miller of Ana-
Mom Community Hospital, so many times that ho'spital is the focal
point of the community, the only center of health care services, and by
and laegt.N the largest employer of the given community, and therefore
these kinds of things will make it continue to be it viable part of the
rural e01111111111ity.

Sharing, eliminating duplication in marketing efforts, community
relict ions, and other disciplines are goals of the VIII. Sharing profes-
sional personnel and expertise is obtainable through. a multah-ospital
system.

Pharmacists at St. Luke's Hospital, for extunple, can certainly act
as consultants to the pharmacists of the rural hospitals that are mem-
bers. These are the types.of things happening which virtually elim-
inate the high cost of consultation work. The VIE system is designed
to have the financial benefits go to its members and in turfs the patient,
and not to a corporate profit.

Productivity and efficiency is paramount in the hospital industry
today. Viii is actively engaged now in development of a program for
its member hospitals, with a meaningful data base, to establish needed
parameters in 'producing units of service that ctin be compared, and
that the it4ebers can assist one another, if they have a better mouse-

, trap, so to speak, than another member, then they can share with o
another to do a better fob.

We have been in existence only a year. Many dollars are being save
by .the members of the VIII. Many more will be saved in tine future
cause of the members' commitment to the system and,to one another.
Sharing for the common good is paramount.

Providing community health care services through voluntary, not-
for-profit. organizations has a rich and very successful tradition in the
!hilted States. In most cases, not-for-profit hospitals were established
to meet needs identified as importaneto the community, but not amen-
able to private,- for-profit or governmental solutions. Not-for-profit
hospitals hitve been responsive to community needs, funded through
local community efforts,, and have traditionally reflected community
control in their organizational purpose and design.

It would behoove the Government to harness the -bureaucracy that
they have established and the many, many regulations that have been
forthcoming fron the bureaitcracies, because only through this has
high cost. continued to go about. As Senator Jepsen indicated, that the
Senator from Minnesota stated we did not haven health poi' ut a
sick policy, I would suggest that. the sick policy is in the bu v of
the Federal Government and that the people of this count be
well served if the Congress of the United States would Intl e ess
that. bureaucracy.- Pioneer, von heard just. a moment ago, they have a
health policy, they know what it's about, they are working toward a
goal. I am certain the GovernnAt did not come in and establish their
regplations and rules by which they OP operating.

TAI is committed to preserve the quality of life for all Iowans by
having its members effective to meet. the challenge now and in the
future. Thank you.

Mr. FINERFROCK. Thank you very much, Mr. Grahek. Mr. Johnson,
please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF G. RICHARD JOHNSON, ROCKWELL INTERNA-
TIONAL, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Bit I haveeen asked to comment today
on what Rockwell International hero in Cedar Rapids has done to
address health care cost containment and also our observatitnis on what,
-is needed here in this community of Cedar Rapids.

The health care system in Iowa and this Nation is undergoing &-
transformation, changing the way we receive and pay for health care.
These Chan- re occurring because private citizens and leaders in
business, la wernment, medical care and other groups have
learned an i'zive and valuable lesson: In the health care Aran,
business as usual is not always good business. At a time when corporate
and personal budgets are tight, the purchasers of health care, such as
businesses, unions and individuals, expect purchasers of health care
such as businesses, unions and individuals, expect purchasers of Milt It
care, such as businesses, unions and individual, expect:efficiency in the
use of their health care dollars. This requires the health care delivery
,system to use its financial, material and human resources as cost. effec-
tively as possible,

Cost of health care has had a more dramatic impact on corporate
costs in recent. years, As an example, Rockwell's health care expendi-
tures for its Cedar Rapids-based employees have increased an average
of 15 percent each. year for the past 5 years. This cost, escalation di-
rectly affects mil overhead cost and in turn, the cost, of out product.
If left. unchallenged, this rate escalation would price us out of our
highly competitive marketplace.

To respond to this issue, Rockwell,like many industries around the
country today, has undertaken a variety of activities geared to level
the escalation of health care costs.

Since 1981, Rockwell has been involved in health care management
activities that include but certainly are not limited to the following:

In January of 1981, Rockwell implemented an in-house pharmacy,
for its Amployees.and dependents. Currently, our pharmacy fills ap-
proximately 120,000 procriptions each year and has saved several
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Since July of 1981, Rockwell has been very active in both the state-
wide health coalition, the Iowa Business Labor Coalition on- Health,-
and the local Cedar Rapids coalition, the Employer's Health Associa-
tion. These coalitions are important in that their mknbership is cem-
prised,of business, labor, government and health cab providers. This
publie;private partnership has been instrumental in conducting on-
going steps to better manage our health care costs suchyks:

Transforming the State's Health. Planning. Agency into the Health
Policy Corp, of Iowa.

Stimulating .cooperative dialogue between purchasers and provid;
ers of health care,

Recommending changes by *einployers from "first dollars' benefit
plans to cost. sharing plans that include incentives.

Supporting the creation of the Towa Health Data Commission to
situate information on hospital and physician charges available to aid
individuals in their health care decisions.
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Developing public education of to increase the awareness of the
health care cost problems.

In 1982, Rockwell implemented several revisions-to its health benefit
plan to decrease overutilization of medical services and to eliminate
unnecessary care. The plan provisions include the following:

Implementation of an up-front deductible . r all medical services
of $100 per person, $200 per family. t

Establishment of a 10-percent employee opaymeint after the
deductible.

The addition of an incentive. which provides 100 percent coverage
rather than 90 percent coverage after the deductible for the services
that could be handled in less costly settings such as :

Ambulatory surgery, second surgical opinions, extended care/skilled
nursing facilities, home health care, maternity/birthing centers.

As an ongoing effort in the last 8 years, we have been providing
material and information to out employee/dependent population on
the cost of health care, Wise ancl prudent buyers utilize delivery
system properlyjand also tint. options that are available for ann im-
proved, healthieifegtyle. This education and awareness effort has
been conducted throdkh employee meetings, internal publications
and letters to the individual home.

To further impact our heal, 4 cost containment activities and to
improve our education progr s, we have been working with our
insurance carriers on proper health care management. These ongoing
actiltities center primarily on : -..A

Improving carrier admnistrationV our benefit contracts relative
to coordination of benefits, subrogation and ineligible payment
en forcemeat.

In addition, to develop specificOlioalth cost management _reports
that will assist us in identifying specific problem areas, either in the
purchase or delivery of care, and in identifying further needs for
employee education and awareness.

While the activities are necessary and have provided results,
additional action is still required. Each element of the health care
delivery system has unknowingly made"gicontribution to this health
care cost problem. It will take commitment on the part of all the
parties to resolve the problem. If any one segment responds with
change independently of the other segMents, negative impact can
result in the form of cost shifting or a decrease in quality of care
for certain individuals.. The Government iS the one seginot, that has
most visibly made changes through the DAG, prospective payment
process recently implemented. It is frequently argued, and has been
argued here earlier today, that these changes potentially have ap-
peared as cost shifting and also a' decrease u iality care. .

Therefore, all segments the health car spectrum must work
together to objectively deve o a means to doi -size a massive health

. care system that has cost ine ciencies, and at t e same time maintain
the present-status high quality. If .effectively accomplished, the

rt potential for liege.] imillit can be lehsened.
The health t artfle fry segments hi Cedar Rapids are diligently

addressing Vissues to arrive at wort We solutions, In January of
1984, the Community Advisory Comic n arm of the local "coali-
tion comprised of members from busines , labor; physicians dentists,
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and hospitaks jointly initiated a project to develop innovative ideas
and concepts on how the community as a whole can cooperatively work
together to improve the efficiency of our health care delivery system.
The Initial phase of gathering thoughts and ideas has been completed.
The second phase of procuring a consultant to evaluate and analyze
this information for the .purpose of developing a community-wide
health strategy is currently in process. This type of a tivity is critical
to this cdnutiunity as it has the clear potential ins a model of
success in pibving that private sector initiativ a Achieve a resplu-
t ion to the health care cost problems and do so th t interests of
t he community. The emphasis must continue to ered upon joint
health care planning this community. Thaii u very much.

Mr. FINERFROCK. 'hank you, Mr. Johnson.
At. the hearing in Washington, one of the points that was iiiade by

Chrysler Motor Co. was similar to what both you-and Mr. Knuth have
mentioned here, that there is a direct cost in their product as a result
of health costs. Chrysler, for example, has estimated. that $500 in costs
of every car they put out is directly attributable to the costs of health.
care they provide for their employees, and a number of companies are
doing some of the things that you are doing: Do either of you, both
you. Mr. Johnson, Mr, Knuth, believe there is applicability of some
of the things that you are doing with regard. to the Federal level
programs?

Mr, ,lomisoN Oh, I certainly think theraare. I believe that some of
the initiatives that private industry has taken may have applicability
to the Federal flovernment and some of the programs that exist there,

also t 'did( that, to eipand on your question a little bit, that we cal
learn a lot from each otherin what's going on within this whole health
care movement, and we certainly exchange information with other in-
dustries and across the natioq. And I think if we can work in corn -
municating this issue and tO to have .us all better understand the
elements and to make Sure that all people undeistand that it's not one
piece of pie that's at, fault. that if Wean work this from a. cooperative
standpoint, we all have a lot to learn and a lot to gain from it.

Mr. F N ERMA' K. Thank you. Mr. Knuth.
Mr. KNIrrii. Yes. I agree, but I would like to make a continent awl

accept some responsibility as industry that. over the yetheive beCoirie
liomewhat maternalistic, provide full care and therefore eliminate the
incentive of emph-;yees o look at better ways to contain costs and
better ways to impleme t health care, and that on a 50-50 basis we
probably were more lilt 28 in not. providing those incentives, and it
could be that's why we as Industry then have taken a vertical approach
and turned around and vent. the other way. I think we do need to
wept that. resposibilit

Mr. Fmaritoi4x. At Roekwell, and I believe at Pioneer also, you
mentioned you Have an information insert program where you neri-
odically.provide your employees with information, and I believe Pio-
neer has a similar program, if I an not, mistaken, where you have in-
serts that go into payeheekaon healthcare

Mr. ICNIrvit. That. is correct, and we have quarterly mailings to our
employees, phis we have a newspaper for each of our 22 divisions and,
one section devoted to wellness in each issue.
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Mr. FIN votruorK. One of the-----I have seen some of the inserts.that
you put in and it struck me that many of those would be beneficial for
many of the medicare beneficiaeies, and seeing as most of those people

',tire receiving Social Security ('beaks, we could very. eftsitylput similar
typos of inserts into Social ;;;ocurity checks. Is thnt a very costly pro-
gra for you ?

Mr. Jon Nso.N. Not. really. Once you begin to print these, the costs of
printing these becomes very, very small. And we also take advantage
of these pnblieattvs that are available from other sources, IICPI, or
Blue Cross-Blue Shield or Metropolitan, or other people that provide
good information in this area. We don't hesitate to use their informa-
1 ion if it's meaningful and supports what we are. trying to accomplish.

MI. FNlikrROcK. how manyMr. Orahek, how Malty Iowa hos-
pitals are members of I he Voluntary Hospital Association $

Mr. (NAM :K. AS I said, 14 presently.
.

Mr. Fist.:Braocic. And they are all affiliated through St. Luke's?
Mr. (lemma. All affiliated through the anchor hospital, St. take's,

911(1 the reason for that, as I said, is the member or the shareholder in
the Voluetar Hospitals of America, and all those services, assistance
911(1 develo ents can conic only from the voluntary hospitals 'because
of that k 's tie in. .

Mr. tricitraitex. Aro these primarily rural hospitals then or is there
a mixtme? .

.

Mr. Gantt ca. It's a. mixture of rural-urban, and as I said in my testi-
mony, what. we are striving to do is to keep a health system intact in
the.St ate 6f Iowa. We are a rural State and 1 think tliose.people in
Feral Iowa need as good a quality of care as w6 get in the urban areas,
and so in our situation we have Burlington, Davenport, Clinton, Du-
buque, Cedar Rapids, Waterloo, which we have now Manchester, Ma-
quoketa, Henry County in Mount Pleasant, Fairfield, and Boone
Comity, end ,Fort Dodge as the hospitals that are represented in qur
group. In addition to that, we have Anamosa, John McDonald in
Monticello, Vinton, VA Gay Hospital, that are all affiliated with
St. Luke's in a management. situation, so they too benefit. from the
programs at. both 'VITA and Vili. This country is going o see by
1990, '25 such systems such as Voluntary Hospitals of Am ca, and
your for-profits, Health Care Corporation of Atnepca an so forth.
That will be the survival m thanism for the hospitals in this coun-
try, one of the survival 1 echanisms. Hospitals will not be abk to
stand on their own and survive, Whether They be urban'or Inca].

Mr, FINERPROCK. Yoit have a similar situation with 11MO's,. don't
you, where a lot of them are having to become affiliated or in some
way affiliated with one another so that it's not just that you need HMO
in a particular comuiity but as part of that system? .,

Mr. PERAR. 'Well, the concern von have is that Awl don't recreate
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, We Outly bolieve'that that we want to
do is maintain 1901 control because that's wherCi you get the most re-
sponsive chnitgeito ntilization. However, as the final tommintent is
drawn, and I think this gentleman is correct., bigness will be the word,
networking with the (kersupply, there will be relationships. where we
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10array eve lave---next will b physician groups going together to pro-
vide sery ns on a direct contract basis with major local services.

Mr. Firmernocx. Does anyone have any additional comments they
would care to make in closig?' Thank you all for coining today.

If there isn't anything else then, the committee now stands
adjourned. .

[Wh6reupon, at 4:50 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.]
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(Froi the Cedar Rapids ,Oazety&i, Aug, 30, 1984)

/

Gripes about/
ealth care air

. ,

at congressional
hearing

Vamped. ,Illiveltort- ono* SW IWO*
SOirikling coils are making health care:unefforfilble.

according to testimony Wednesday ,dtiting nongres.
sional forum on health care issues In Cedar ROPicAll.

Parents faced with obtaining proper medical care for
their children, hospital administrators, strapped with
budgetary restrictions, are industrial representatives
who've struggled with providing medial insurance .to
employees were among those making presentations at
the U.S. Congress Joint Economic Coninikleitearing,

About 100 people attended the. four4tottr, hearing. hi
the nursing auditorium of St Luke's Hospital. It was
conducted by 'Sen. Roger Jepsen, it.lowki, who chair(
the committee.

According to a Jepson aide, the . Inforination
submitted Wednesday: will be included lb a report to
Members of Congress and. congutssional committees
addtessing healtivrelated issues.

Opening the hearing, Jepson. said the health care
dilemma "is much like the weather, It gets talked about
but nothing is thine." Over $1 billibn a day is spent on
health care in the U.S:, he said.
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Jepsen told the audience that Congress And the
president "now Iseeni ready.' to establish a national
ittilicy on health care.

testimony from members of four panels making
presentations during the meeting here, the second of
two forums held in the country, can play an important
ele in developing the policy, he said. The first forum
was held earlier this year in Washington, D.C.

Discussions by the 23 panelists Included the
following.

1- vonomic conditions of hospitals are having "a
pro(odnd Impact on patients," pointed out Mercy
Flospttal Administrator Jim Tinker. As hospitals
reluctantly cut staff to reduce operatkonal expenses due
10 revenue losses. Tinker has detected "mounting
reseannent among patients."

This reseniment has surfaced with a new method of
paying hospitals for care of federal Medicare patients
The method, using Diagnostic Related Groups, or
DIAGs,e4tablishes'set amounts to be paid the hospitals
for each type of medical care.

CoAsequently, elderly people and others have been
released within a day of having cataracts removed from
their eyes with no regard given for the assistance they'll
have available at home, Tinker complained.

Julie Beckett, whose young daughter Katie made
headlines In 1961 in an example of federal red tape
thwarting financially efficient alternatives to hospital
care (in Beckett's case, care at home instead of In the
hospital), told of her daughter's case and those of other
families with similar circumstances. She orged coopera-
tion between government agencies and health care
officialp to get proper assistance to fainilies.

Jodi Miller of 126 Harbet Ave. NW quit her Job
after almost a year of employment because her $573

monthly wages weren't enough to pay health insurance
premiums, medical bills, baqysitting costs for her young
chijd and other living expenses amounting to about

$599'a month.
After quitting her Job, Miller and her child became

eligible 'for Aid to Families with Dependent Children,
food stamps and Medicaid medical ,care paid by the
state and federal governments. With fewer expenses (a
babysitter is no Iongebneeded), Miller said she now has
about $80 left .after paying her Pills.

Representatives of urban and rural hospitals
complained about the diffitulty of providing _quality
care with revenue liMitations imposed with the

Medicare DRGs.,
Y
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N 11010141 official) Atli lodkinjoie partnershitliiitwilin
J., hospitals and With govirornent and industry possible

coitlutting measures, according tothe preilhenf tl..$f.'
Luke; Hospital, :Sam Wallace. , However federal

1 anti t'. laws loom as Rossibl barrier' .to, networks
hew,'

... ?..... e.,' .added
, - De

, , added
costs of

6

h
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!Wall and In -home nursing agencies, he

ins I medical malpractice lawsUits la: an
nee for-hOspitals and phYsicians today. the
ch are pissed,on to cOntumers, according. o,

erklir Rapids »attorney IamearSnyder.
More malpractice Claims could arise with the DRG

tnethod, he said, Amuse errors In diagnosis' could
,-Uome more frequent with restrictions op:keeping
patients in hospitals for examinations.

,Industry Is taking steps to reduce the need for
medical tamin an effort to curtail the cost of providing

*employee health Insurance. coverage.
Six years after offering a pre.ventativei)rogram that

'includes medical screening' and incentives to employ-
ees tolie health conscious, Russel) Knuth / PI eer
HyBred -Intentatibrial Inc. told the *1

dv,company is saving about $1,370 a
employel'a. insurance coverage.
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